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Chapter 1

INTRODMION

Gerald G. Somers

This volume takes its plate in a lengthy tradition. It is addressed
to issues which have confronted vocational educators for many years
and which remain essentially unresolved as we enter the decade of
the 1970s. The durability of the problems gives evidence of their
complexity and fills some with P. sense of despair. However, as medi-
cal research attests, the mere intractability of a problem is no justi-
fication for abandoning efforts to resolve it. If the issue is important
enough, like cancer or heart disease, a lengthy list of past failures
must not discourage the expenditure of even greater efforts and
resources on research and study.

The Questions Facing Vocational Education

Like major medical problems, some of the pressing issues con-
fronting vocational education are sufficiently important to warrant
greater at tentiu;i in spite of their persistence. Many of the questions
discussed and analyzed by the authors of this volume were recognized
in the advisory report which preceded the Vocational Education Act
of 1 3. However, the failure of that Act to meet the problems can
be seen in the renewed recognition given to many of the same issues
by the Advisory Council on Vocational Education in its report of
1968. Even though the Vocational Education Act of 1968, which
faithfully reflected many of the concerns of the Advisory Council,
made a concerted effort to meet these issues head on, lack of funding
and other obstacles prevented major progress in meeting vocational
education's traditional problems.

What are these problems? Most of those familiar with the field
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would agree on the following:
1. What should be the relationship between vocation Ai education

and general education? Should some type of occupational prepara-
tion he part of the educational experience of all youth, and if so, what
kind, and at what level 'n the edacational system should this take
place?

2. What should be the relationship between vocational education
and training for employment specific occupations and industries?
What are the appropriate roles of the schools, on-thejob training,
apprenticeship programs, work-study and work experience programs?

3. To what extent should the objective of vocational education he
to (a) meet the needs of the labor market, (b) meet the needs of the
individual? Assuming that labor market and community needs hake
a special influence in vocational education, what should be the role
of community-industry advisory councils? How are they best or-
ganized and utilized in assisting vocational education !binning and
policy?

4. Given consideration for the individual as well as labor market
needs, how can counseling and placement activities best serve the
objectives of vocational-technical education?

5. What should be the posture of vocational education toward the
disadvantaged? How does it relate to general manpower programs?
Should funds and permanent authority be provided to develop and
operate new And expanded programs specifically designed for persons
who have academic, social, economic, or other disadvantages?

6. How should vocational education be staffed? What provisions
should be made for teacher education institOes, fellowships, leaves
of absence, internships, exchange of personnel between industry,
education, and government to meet the peculiar criteria for academic
and practical experience of vocational educators?

7. How should vocational and technical education be organized
and administered? What is the appropriate role of the U.S. Com-
missioner of Education, of State Boards of Education, of State
Boards of Vocational and Technical Education, of local authorities?
How much stress should be given to area vocational schools and
residential vocational and technical schools? What part of federal
funds allocated to the states should be used for program.,, in second-
ary, post-secondary, and adult education institutions?

8. What is the appropriate role of research, evaluation, and ex-
perimentation in shaping the direction of vocational education and
in fashioning its curricula and organization?

The essays in this volume are addressed to these and ancillary
questions. In keeping with the interdisciplinary and critical approach
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of The Center for Studies in Vocational and Technical Education,
which has sponsored the volume, the answers are not always those
which professional vocational educators would wish to see. Econo-
mists, psychologists, and sociologists ar:t sometimes impatient with
vocational education when they look at the needs of the individual
and the society in the light of the promise and delivery of the voca-
tional education system. However, the authors of this volume also
include a number who have made their careers in vocational and
technical education, and they are fully capable of explaining and
justifying the role of vocational education while giving stress to new
departures and hopes for the future.

Some Crucial Issues

Alt aough many cp.n agree on the "long list" of questions concern-
ing vocational education, there is loss consensus on a short list. And
yet an effort must be mad- to establish priorities. At the risk of
cver-simplication, it is suggested that there are three key issues,
closely related to each other. At one end of the spectrum is the
relationship of ocational and technical education to general educa-
tion at the elementary, high school, and higher educational tevels.
At the other end of the spectrum is the relationship of vocational
education to manpower programs, especially for the hard-core un-
employed, the poor, and the disadvantaged. In between the re .e of
vocational education as a part of general education and its role as
a device for aiding the disadvantaged is the relationship of vocational
education to industrial training programs. Whereas "respectability"
lies with a closer integration of vocational education and general
education, especially at the higher levels, some of the pressing needs
of the time lie in the direction of special programs for the disadvan-
taged. Since the training of workers for employment, whether they
be disadvantaged or not, requires close liaison with industry, the
appropriate jurisdiction between vocational education and indus-
trial training will remain a critical issue, even as vocational educators
look more fondly at their potential status in junior and technical
colleges.

These issues have come to the tore in the latter months of 1969
and the beginning of 1970 beca:'fe of the proposed Manpower
Training Act. In introducing the proposed legislation, the Secretary
of Leber stated, "Through this legislation we hope to lay the foun
dation for a comprehensive natural manpower systemone that
can serve the needs of the individual and afford the states and
localities a major role in manpower (raining and program adminis-
tration." Similar legislation, stressing the coordination and decate-
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gorization of manpower training and other manpower programs, as
well as some decentralization of functions, has be^n proposed by
Democratic and Republican congressmen. As a result of these legis-
lative proposals, a lively debate has developed between vocational
educators and the representatives of the Department of Labor.

For the moment at least, the lengthier list of issues has been
reduced to a few pressing ones. Vocational educators have expressed
concern over the policy objectives and implementation of the pro-
posed legislation. The competing roles of vocational education and
institutional training on the one hand and various manpower and
training programs of the Department of Labor on the other have
been crystallized. Arguments have ar1sen over the administrative
relationship between the Department of Labor and the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare at the federal level, and between
vocational educators, the Employment. Service, and manpower agen-
cies at the state and local levels. Although there has long been a
question of coordination between institutional training at vocational
schools and on-thejob training in industry, the newly proposed
legislation has given an urgency to the debate; and regardless of the
outcome of the legislation, a sharp tight has been focused on issues
which have long needed critical examination.

Under a comprehensive manpower policy, the Employment Service
is given a crucial role in the planning and execution of manpower
training programs. Questions arise concerning the cooperation be-
tween the Employment Service and vocational educators in assessing
labor market needs and in the placement of trainees. In spite of the
strictures of the Vocational Education Acts of 1963 and 1968, there
has been orh, limited cooperation between vocational education and
those agencies of the Departmer.t of Leber which are expected to
play a leading role in labor market analysis and job placement. If the
Employment Service is to be given a central role in manpower train-
ing, can this be effectively accomplished if the Employment Service
and the principal vocational training institutions go their separate
ways?

While many vocational educators have looked longingly toward
integration with general education, especially at the higher levels,
they have now been faced with the threat of an expansive system of
vocational training which bypasses their institutions. Crucial to the
discussior the question of how best to help the disadvantaged.
The Vor atonal Education Act of 1968 has ascribed a major role in
this field to the vocational schools. And yet, the proposed manpower
legislation advocates a comprehensive system of training, especially
for the disadvantaged, which provides no specified role for vocational
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education institutions.
Thc manpower training programs h,. ve also highlighted the

traditional issue of vo- '';onai education versus on-the-job training.
Programs sponsored u. = r the Manpower Development and Train-
ing Act witnessed ^ '-',arked shift from institutional training at the
beginning of the 19ous to on-the-job tr ,oing at the end of the decae .

The proposed comprehensive manpower policy would undoubtedly
continue to give a critical place to onthe-job training in industry.
Here, too, long-standing questions can no lc iger be evaded. Who
should be trained in vocational sch and vino should he trained
on the job? Are vocational educators spend .Lg public funds in train-
ing workers who should be traired by private employers at private
expense? Are government manpower funds being used to subsidize
employers in training workers for specific, short-term jobs which
cannot serve as a substitute for fundamental, long-term vocational
training in community schools? Is skill training for many or the
disadvantaged really necessary, or can their absorption into the
labor market be equally well served by short-term counseling, job
placement programs, work orientation, or work experience?

Socioeconomic changes and legislative proposals force vocational
educators to take a less leisurely look at their appropriate jurisdic-
tional role in the spectrum of educational, training, and manpower
programs, What is the comparative advantage vocational educa-
tion relative to industrial training progra , and the manpower poli-
des of the Department of Labor? This question must ba answered
soon, not only for the future of vocational education, but also for
the achievement of the most effective social and educational policy
in our society. What persons can benefit more from vocational edu-
cation than from on-the-job training or short-term manpower poli-
cies? What skills, what occupations, v.hat curricula are more suited
to vocational education than to the alternative, and often competing,
forms of manpower development?

These are questions to w!iich vocational educators must address
themselves. It is the premise of this volume, however, that the ques-
tions are too important to be left wholly to vocational educators.
They call for the best thinking of the best people in a variety of
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Chapter 2

CHANGING GOALS

Melvin L. Barlow

The intrinsic value of vocational education lies in its relationship
to the social and economic development of the nation. It has often
been said that the greatness of the nation is not its tremendous
wealth but its ability to utilize its human resources wisely. Voca-
tional education is a social process concerned primarily with people
and their part in doing the work that society needs done; it is con-
cerned with preparing people for work and with improving the work
potential of the labor fume. For people, this means economic inde-
pendence, self-realization, and dignity. Their work results in pro-
duction of the goods and services needed by a dynamic society,

A century ago the primary ingredients needed by people who
wanted to enter the labor force were a willingness to work, a strong
back, and a modicum of education. But with the passage of time,
society has changed. We have moved from the farm into the factory,
we have become better educated, we have become better fed, and
the result of our productive labor has produced an affluence among
people in general which is withort precedent in any other society.

Man always has had to find the means of transferring his accumu-
lated vocational and technical knowledge to the newer generations
and has had to update this knowledge in keeping with social and
economic progress. During most of the nineteenth century this
transfer of knowledge was accomplished by private effort: manual
labor schools, lyceums, mechanics institutes, agricultural societies,
corporation schools, mercantile groups, and a variety of special
schools. In general, if mechanics, farmers, or merchants needed to
learn or to improre their skills and knowledge, they did it by their

16 ./
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own efforts. It was their problem and they found ways to meet their
needs.

Technology has changed the nature of our contemporary problem
in vocational and technical education. The basic employment q.'as-
tion what can you do?has caused significant changes in direct
and content of the national program of vocational education. in order
to see clearly how the goals of vocational education have changed,
it is necessary to review briefly the drives which created the voca-
tional movement in education during the early years of the twentieth
cent ury.

The Vocational Drive
During the late years of the nineteenth century, trade schools,

business schools, agricultural schools, and other schools offering
practical instruction leading to employment sprang up across the
nation. Most of them were privately-sponsored, but a few public
schools began to experiment with a new kind of practical education.
New subject matter called commercial arts, business arts, manual
training, and cooking and sewing made their debut and struggled
for existence in the curriculum of the public schools.

Some educational leaders booked toward a diversified curriculum
as a means of satisfying a variety of student interests; others re-
garded the intrusion )f such new subject matter as noneducation
and a blight upon the educational process. A long verbal struggle
developed among educational theorists concerning the educational
value of the practical subjects. Despite great difficulties, the practical
arts continued to grow. The "faculties" which education was sup-
posed to develop became the province of the practical subjects as
well as of other disciplines.

Although the practical subjects were intended to be an integral
part of a person's general education, a few educational leaders ob-
served that many students were using the skills and knowledge to
acquire a job in the world of work. These leaders said, in effect,
"These school experiences also have vocational value. Instead of
developing vocational competencies accidentally, let's do it on pur-
pose." So, a professional society was formed to provide a sounding
board concerning the proper development of vocational education.

This professional group, the National Society for the Promotion
of Industrial Education, held its first meeting in 1906. Persons from
nearly every walk of life were involved in the dialogue about the need
for vocational education. College presidents and federal, state, and
local government officials as well as representatives of labor, women's
clubs, teachers, bankers, business leaders, church groups, the
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NAACP, agriculturists, and many others joined in the study of a
planned vocational educational experience leading to employment.

It was determined early that vocational preparation was a problem
national in scope, that it was a public problem, that it applied to both
boys and girls, and that its introduction into the public schools
would not only supply a need for "educated labor," but would "de-
mocratize" the public education system. The social values of voca-
tional education were stressed in the Congress and in educational
and community meetings throughout the nation. Its citizenship
value was recognized, and it was thought to be a wise business invest-
ment and a means of helping youth to become self-dependent.
Speaking in the Senate about the citizenship potential of vocational
education, Senator Carroll S. Page, one of the champions of voca-
tional education, said that he believed "that this can be done
[achieve good citizenship] in no way so well as by vocational edu-
cation indeed it is probable that there is no other way in which
it can be dcne at all."'

Out of all the dialogue, from 1906 until 1917, emerged the princi-
ples upon which vocational eduPetion should be based. It is in-
teresting to note that as early as 1907, the NSPIE indicated that
vocational education programs should be "open to all; sex, creed,
color or nationality should not debar anyone."'

Although the area of education encompassed by the term "voca-
tional" was instruction that led to employment, the early leaders
did not conceive of vocational education as narrow in any sense.
About its social value there was no question: such instruction would
in fact supply a social need, and the economic reward and industrial
efficiency which resulted would be in harmony with national goals.

It is beyond the purpose of this chapter to delineate all of the facts
of this fabulous early history of vocational education. National sup-
port was arl.lieved in 1917 and was subsequently supplemented at
various times by grants from the Congress. A review of the back-
ground and the growth of the program over a fifty-year period leads
to the emergence of a conceptual structure of vocational educaticu.
which will be useful in understanding the nature of its changing goats.

A Cfmceptual Structure

Vocational education had been under study for about eleven years
before the Smith-Hughes Act was passed in 1917. The leaders of the

'Corgrcssfonal Rrcord, July 24, 1916, p. 13266.
National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education, Bartin so. 3

( 1907 ), p. 7.

Ic)
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National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education were
determined that the need for vocational education should be con-
sidered from many points of view. They warned to build the foun-
dation of vocational education from substantial ingredients, and it
is interesting to note that the NSPIE, an organization with the
avowed purpose of seeking federal aid for vocational education, did
not support the vocational education bill in Congress in 1908 be-
cause the leaders felt the subject had not been sufficiently investi-
gated to establish the real need.

Over the years the National Society in its many bulletins and
annual meetings set up a number of discussion bases around particu-
lar facets of vocational education. People from all over the nation
participated generously. Little by little, fundamentals came into
focus. Many of these fundamentals were general in nature, but in
later years the Society considered in g.eat depth such items as
teacher education. The principles of vocational education were de-
termined during that period of study and discussion, and still repre-
sent the essence of the vocational education movement.'

Since the vocational edu ation movement deve;oped as a social
process, it seems real :hie that as social conditions change, the
principles of vocational education must, from time to time, be re-
interpreted to reflect contemporary social and economic conditions.
The Smith-Hughes Ad in 1917, the first interpretation of vocational
education principles, was given wide visibility in the Eanitiar Voca-
tional Education Bulletin No. 1, published by the Federal Board
for Vocational Education in 1917.

Later interpretations occurred with the vocational education laws
in 1936, 1946, 1963, and 1968. In 1963, the interpretations were
influenced strongly by the technological revolution; the 1968 inter-
pretations reflected the deep concern about socioeconomic conditions
throughout the nation, As social and economic conditions change in
the future, it will be necessary to make other interpretations which
can serve as appropriate guidelines.

So, in the general plan of interpretation of principles, the first step
is t're basic law. The second step is the refinement of the law into a
policy manual which lx-comes a guide for conducting programs. The
policy bulletins, first issued by the Federal Board for Vocational
Education and later by the U.S. Office of Education, represent a
consensus based upon experiences in vocational education and a
rational assessment of social and economic omditions. The initial
publication was the 1917 policy bulletin; it was revised in 1922, 1926,

,Sce &Min, of the National Society for the Promotion of ludiutri.d Education,
1906-17.
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1937, 1948, 1953, 1962, and 1966. The new revision will reflect the
provisions of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968.

Once policy has been determined, it is necessary to provide for
implementation through the state plans for vocational education,
and other implementation guides published by the states. State im-
plementation guides provide suggestions to school districts and
define operating standards to be used by schools in developing voca-
tional education programs.

The structure of vocational education which now emerges is:
(1) foundation principles; (2) interpretation of principles; and (3)
implementation of principles. This structure has been characteristic
of vocational education for more than a half-century and represents
a convenient mains of keeping the programs close to the people
served and to the work they do. Changing goals of vocational edu-
cation are reflected in interpretation and implementation, providing
an opportunity for almost complete freedom to react to changing
social and economic needs to the extent that policy- makers are able
to perceive thse changing needs. In no sense does the structure
standardize the vocational education program to such an extent that
freedom of local school systems is circumscribed.

In order to clarify further the conceptual structure of vocational
education, three basic elements should be emphasized. First, voca-
tional education is a national concern. Mobility of labor, which was
clearly evident during the early 1900s, the formative years of voca-
tional education, continues to he a national problem. We are a nation
on the move, and the movement, which follows no particular pattern,
depends in a great part upon the whims of people and upon economic
opportunity. The situation is merely representative of the freedom
of choice enjoyed by 'he people of the nation, which the founders of
the vocational education movement sought to protect by advocating
national legislation. The national legislation was never intended to
effect "federal control"; rather the intent was to provide standards
which would protect national interests and provide for the mobility
of labor.

The second basic element was cooperative planning. In order for
vocational education to be representative of real needs, it was im-
perative that all persons concerned with it should be involved with
planning the program. This meant management and labor, employee
and employer, the school and the community. Advisory committees,
an innovation of vocational education, took part in program plan-
ning from the beginning. Such committees were either national,
state, or local, depending upon the nature of the problem at hand.
Much of the success of vocational education over the years can be
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traced directly to effective planning based upon the advice of a
variety of representative groups of people. It is interesting to note
that community involvement, about which there is current national
concern, has been a functional part of vocational education for more
than a half-century.

The third basicelement is a combination of state and local control.
Vocational education was conceived as a public responsibility and as
a part of public education. Consequently it is a function of the state.
in the same way that education in general is a function of the state.
Responsibility for it is local. In the final analysis the success of
vocational education depends primarily upon local control and
initiative.

Thus conceptual structure of vocational education takes into
account the mobility of people and provides for cooperative planning
within the framework of public education.

The nature of the changing goals of vocational education depends
largely upon the resuits of discussion by deliberative bodies. The
first national group to give attentio. to vocational education was the
Commission on National Aid to Vocational Education, appointed by
President Wilson in 1914. The next substantial national effort was
the work of the Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education,
appointed by President Kenn( ly in 1961.

The Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education

The Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education conducted its
study at a period of time when a new technology was making a vivid
impression upon the nation, and when the sharp pangs of hard-core
unemployment were being felt throughout the land. President Ken-
nedy's charge to the Panel was to review the national program and
to make recommendations for the improvement and redirection of
vocational education. The Panel was equal to the task.

The Panel members felt strongly that vocational education should
serve more people, in school and out of school, and that the scope of
occupational preparation should be broader. "Making vocational
education more ava,lable" were key words in the Panel's study.
Broadening the occupational scope of vocational education made it
possible to change from certain prescribed areas to all occupational
areas, except a few occupations classified as professional or which
requ'red a baccalaureate degree. This change gave attention to new
emerging occupations which had been ignored previously. What the
Panel said, in a sense, was, 'If a vocational training need exists
take care of it! Don't worry if the occupational area does not fit into
existing occupational classifications in vocational education."

21'
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It was quite obvious that youth and adults could not enroll in
vocational education programa that were not offered. Wide variations
existed among the states and local communities in their concern
about vocational preparation. Enrollment in vocational education,
in 1962, varied from a high of 49.4 per 1.000 population to a low of
5.0 per 1,000 population, with a national average of 21,1.'

Small schools offered programs different from those of large
schools; some schools offered nothing at all. In a spot check of 3,733
schools it was found that only 63.8 percent offered one or more voca-
tional education programs. The lack of availahility of vocational
education piograms was more an indictment of the schools and the
public than of vocational education. The neees ity for public edu-
cation to make a commitment to offer vocational education was
clear. Thus the Panel took the position that:

Every citizen should have the opportunity to attain occupational
competencies compatible with his abilities and interests. The size and
scope of the vocational education program should meet the qualitative
and quantitative needs of the Nation for trained workers, in a time of
rapid technological change, economic growth, and international
challenge.'

The Panel identified many needs for change and improvement in
vocational education and chose to identify the people to be served
as the focus of the future program:

1. High school age youth,
2, Youth with special needs.
3. Post-high school youth and adults.
4. Youth and adults a work or unemployed.

Jn addition, the Panel recognized the need for a variety of valuable
services such as administration, supery sion, teacher education, and
vocational guidance, with special programs inr youth groups and
others.

The new focus simply reflected an adjustment in the Interpretation
of the principtes of vocational education in order to respond more
appropriately to social and economic need. Because of the national
scope of vocational education, the Panel recomrr,ended a federal in
vestment of S400 million per year'

'1t.S. Illcpartment of Ffealtl Education. and Welfare, Off cc of Education.
Eff ucaf lora for a Changing Wighl of Work. OE 8-002 (Wabingwn Cmc111-
ment Printing Office, 190)

Ibid., p. 68.
(1.11-1cn the Panel prcxNcYt its report to Precident kennel!) at the %%bite 110114.

on Noecanhct 27. 19G2. the President tcmarlaii that $100 million %kJ. not mud,
money.
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The report of the Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education
summarized the most substantial study over made of vocational edu-
cation. It represented new hope for, and faith in, the potential of
vocational education to serve the American people and to inject nes
levels of quality into the work they did.

The Vocational Education Act of 1963

Late in December 1962, before the Panel's report was available in
printed form, members of Congress were using typewritten copies of
the report as a guide as they worked on vocational education legis-
lation. The first bills were introduced in January 1963; revised
vt,sions were introduced later. Both the Senate and the House of
Representatives held Committee hearings, from which two different
versions of the vocational education bill emerged. At length a con-
farence committee adjusted the differences and on December 12,
1963, the House passed the bill. The following day the bill was passed
in the Senate, and on December 18 President Johnson signed the
Vocational Education AC,. of 1963?

The Act had many attractive dimensions, including operational
flexibility. The declaration of purpose tells the story:

It is the purpose of this part to authorize Federal grants to States
to assist them to maintain, e:ctend, and improve existing programs of
vocational education, to develop new programs of vocational educa-
tion, and to provide part-time employment for youths who need the
earnings from such employment to continue their vocational training
on a full-time basis, so that persons of all ages in all communities of
the Statethose in high school, thole whr have completed or dis-
continued their formal education and are preparing to enter the latf.r
market but need to upgrade their skills or learn new ones, and those
with special educational handicanswill have ready access to voca-
tional training or retraining which is of high quality, ankh is realistic
in the light of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employ-
ment, and which is suited to their needs, interests, and ability to bent-
fit from such training..

A number of new elements in the program did in fact represent
cnange. Vocational education, research-starved for fifty years,
needed research along a broad continuum, and the Act provided that
10 percent of the money appropriated for vocational education would
be used for research. Provision was also made for the construction of

' For a more complete discussion of the legislation, see Mclsin L Barlosv, 111401(
of Indurrrict Education in the United Sides (Peoria: Chas. A. 13ennclt Co, 1967).
ch. 15, and Douglas E. Kficter, Vocational Education Art of 1963:A Cate Study
In Legislation (Washington: American 'Vocational Association. 1W).

89-210, Dectmlx, 18, 1903.
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vocational education facilities with an emphasis upon area service,
as well as fnr remodeling, expansion, and a;tc ration of existing build-
ings. Builuings to house new vocational education programs were
needed desperately, and although the money available for such
purposes was not large, it did represent a start.

The Act . .11 for area vocational schools," a concept which
r. ,resented an effort of the Panel to focus attention upon the need
to move away from school dictrict boundary restrictions which tend
to block some students from attending vocational education pro-
grams. The area vocP lona! school was a method to extend vocational
education epporturlities to students from districts too small to de-
velop eilective vocational education programs on their own.

Work-study programs were provided to help the vocational stu-
dent who needed financial rid. Various types of "earn and learn"
programs had been used to motivate the student to delay his en-
trance into the world of work until such time As he could become
prepared for a better position. it was known that even a small amount
of moneynot as a gift, but as pay for performing a servicewould
be attractive to many needy students.

The new taw incorporated certain temporary legislation as a per-
manent part of the Act and provided for the development of residen-
tial schools. Included a!so war a section prohibiting federal control
of programs. Fear of federal control had long been expressed, and
the specific prohibition was, therefore, an explicit stakment of fed-
eral policy on this point.

Two features were exceedingly important for long-term improve.
ment in vocational education. The first of these was an Advisory
Council on Vocational Education. This Council was advisory to the
U.S. Commissioner of Education concerning policy matters arising
from the administration of the Act. It was anticipated that the newAct
would stimulate the growth of the vocational education program and
that a variety of new situations would be generated about which the
Commissioner cou 1 use the judgment of an informed group outside
the U.S. Office of Education. The second long-term improvement
feature was a provision for periodic review of vocational education
programs and laws. The new Act specified that the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare should appoint an Advisory Council
on Vocational Education in 1966, and that the Council should make
a review and report its findings to the Secretary, and then to the
President and Congress, not later than January 1, 1968. Further-
more, such periodic reviews were to be continued at intervals not to
exceed five years.

The Advisory Council idea was exceedingly important in terms of
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developing a clear focus upon changing goals of vocational education,
to keep abreast of social and economic change and to provide for
new needs.

Growth and Development, 1963.68

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 represented, in many re-
spectR, an abrupt departure from previous practice, When the bill
was under discussion, one of the m' nbers of the Panel, a vocational
educator of some years of experience and maturity, remarked, "This
scares hell out of me, but I think it will work!" The remark implied
a sudden realization of both the broadened scope of vocational edu-
cation and the extensive task of '-lanning needed to implement the
new goals.

When one considers the fact that the new Act opened up the whole
area of post-secondary educationgenerally two years beyond high
schooland specifically pointed to the necessity to seek out students
who had fallen between the cracks in the educational program of the
high school, or whc had become school dropouts, the task was stag-
gering indeed. Add to this new task the removal of previous occu-
pational barriers so that the vocational program could include a wide
variety of occupational preparation, the potential for change was
great.' The Panel predicted that the current enrollment of four
million students would dou'ole in a short period of time, and it did.
The 1968 enrollment was in the neighborhood of eight million stu-
dents.

As mentioned previously, the Panel was greatly concerned about
the lack of availability of vocational education and was determined
that occupational instruction be brought within the reach of a much
larger group of people. The wording of a portion of the statement of
the purposes of the Act expressed this idea ". . so that persons of
all ages in ali communities ..." may realize the benefits of the Act.
These words imply the broadest possible coverage; ho one is left out.
The potential for change concerning groups of people was unlimited.

What about the actual program? The new Act stated, ". . to
maintain, extend, and improve existing programs of vocational edu-
cation ... ," which was a recogrPion of the need for and the value
of the contemporary vocational education. But the Act went on to
say, "... to develop new programs of vocational education." The in-

' in some respects the idea of -pmious occupational baniess- was sonewat
mythical. The CeorgeBaeden Act did permit extensive change, and detailed data
analysis prodded esidence of such change. However, the opportunities for such
change in the George-Barden Ad were not clearly evident. The Vocational Educa
tion Ail of 1903 simply made such opportunity completely understandable to all.

I
A-,

J
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tent was clear: to secure the previous gains, and to open the door to
occupational areas not previously included."

During 1967 a sampling of new programs developed under the Vo-
cational Education Act of 1963 indicated that 109 school districts,
scattered throughout the United States, had introduced 683 new
programs. Analysis of these "new" programs indicated that a ma-
jority were in the old familiar categories, but they were indeed "new"
to the districts reporting. Thus, thousands of studen.s for the first
time had an opportunity to prepare for jobs that did in fact exist.
Truly, the goal of increasing the availability of vocational education
had become a reality. In addition, many "new" programs reflected
the influence of he technological revolution (ele' :tronics, for exam-
ple) and the growing needs in health occupations. Nevertheless, the
growth and development of vocational education, although signifi-
cant, did not measure up to anticipated gair,s.

Assessment of the nature of the growth and development during
the period 1963.68 was handicapped by two major factors. First,
funds under the Act were not available until midSeptemuei 1964.
To be eligible for funds, states had to have state plans approved to
reflect provisions of the new Act and not all states had their plans
approved during the flscrl year 1935. Second, data for fiscal year
1965 did not reflect the full impact of the Act, Data for fiscal year
1966 were available for study, but only tentative data were available
for fiscal year 1967 when a national depth study of vocational edu-
cation was undertaken.

Another factor affecting goal achievement under the 1963 Voca-
tional Education At was that the Congress did not authorize the
full amount of funds recommended by the Panel to carry out the
provisions of the Act. The Panel recommended $400 million, but the
Congress provided only $283 million.

Despite the limitations, the program developed in the direction
planned and at least some progress was made in implementing the
goals of vocational education ss visualized by the Vocational Edu-
cation Act of 1963. Five years later, in 1967, the Advisors? Council
on Vocational Education completed a study and made recommenda-
tions that designated new emphases and set new goals.

"Actual identification of occupational areas emus t it 11I. slits ..111i.el. cons.c.cra.t.y
by the recortlirig promhires use. by the U.S. Office nf Edneation which did not
make it possible to Identify specifically the ssiik range til occupations cuscr,s1
Consequently the nature of the trench in developing new occupations was masked
by the necessity to glow occupations to fit the number of lines on (he data record-
ing page. New recording procedures will eliminate this rroblem for future data
analysis.
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The Advisory Council on Vocational Education

Recognizing the necessity for periodic review of vocational edu-
cation, the Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education recom-
mended the provisions for the Advisory Council on Vocational Edu-
cation which were written into the Vocational Education Act of 1963.
National needs and goals were too pressing to be satisfied by the
slow process of natural change in educational systems. I ite in No-
vember 1966, President Johnson announced the appointment of the
Advisory Council; as chairman he named Dr. Martin Essex, State
Superintendent of Public Instruction of Ohio."

The Advisory Council on Vocational Education approached its
work in a manner different from that of the earlier Panel of Consul-
tants. In 1962 few people had ever heard of Watts, and CI^veland,
Detroit, and Trenton were just names of cities. The impact of the
social disturbances in these and other cities and the relationship of
these disturbances to social and economic conditions provided new
and deep social concern about the role of vocational training and
education in ameliorating these conditions. The relationship to voca-
tional education of such problems as unemployment, disadvantaged
groups, ethnic groups, divergent cultural backgrounds, poverty, de-
ficient housing, poor home environment, crime, disease, delinquency,
illegitimacy, broken families, and minority group concentrations
were discussed frequently by the Council.

The advice and counsel of well over a hundred national profes-
sional organizations was sought, and their points of view occupied
the attention of the Council in terms of the direction that change
should take change in the scope and function of vocational educa-
tion. Small groups of knowledgeable individuals met with tha Coun
cil's staff to work out better solutions for a number of particular
problems. At length the sum total of these ideas for change fell into
place, and the Council's final recommendations state a philosophy
and provide concrete proposals for the role of vocational education
in alleviating societal ills.

Exemptory Programs
It was apparent to the Council that youth must begin early in

their educational careers to think of themselves M the world of work.
They need to learn about the work society requires, and this team-

"Sec the report of the Advisory Council on Vocational Education . general
information and biographical sketches of the twelve members of the Council: 'oca-
now, Education: The Bridge Between Man and ills Work (Washington: U.S.
Ikpartment of Health, Education. an /1Velfare, Office of Education, 1963).
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ing needs to be removed from the textbook and film stage into the
world of work itself. The world of work and community activities in
general represent a laboratory for education, and the Council urged
generous use of these resources. It encouraged schools to try some-
thing differentto move out into a new world of teaching and learn-
ing and to make education relevant to the processes of daily life.
Inherent in the nature of these new and creative programs were the
underlying themes of vocational guidance and career planning.

Disadvantaged Groups
The Council considered at length the plight of students in school

who fall in's the category of the "disadvantaged" for ethnic, cul-
tural, economic, and other reasons. These persons are not getting
their fair share of the educational program because of conditions
over which they have no control, and they are apt to fall between the
cracks in the educational structure. The effect upon their ultimate
role in the world of work is nega' ive, and the chances are very good
that unless their educational problem is solved, they will not find
their most appropriate place later in the labor force of the nation.
The Council urged special attention for such groups.

Other Concerns
Throughout its deliberations the Council examined a variety of

highly important programs in its search for better ways of preparing
people for the labor force. Work-study programs, for example, had
been shown to be of great value by providing needy students with
opportunities to earn money while they were attending school.

Cooperative work-experience programs had always paid oft in
a variety of ways. The student was able to combine his work ex-
perience and his school program so that each supplemented the
other. The student was paid for his service in business and industry
and the experience gave him first hand information about the actual
world of work because he became a part of it.

Residential vocational school facilities might be one answer to
the problem. Some students need to move out of unfortunate home
environments, and if residential facilities were available, thousands
of youth who would otherwise not have such opportunity could be
in school. The stories from some of the residential schools in opera
tion were indeed success stories for most of the students. The idea
had already peen tried and was working; it needed only to be ex-
tended so that youth nationwide could have such advantages.

Leadership development, particularly through graduate study,
was desperately needed, and the Council stressed such development

Cr

1
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as a special need in vocational education. Another suggestion was
an exchange program of vocational educators and leaders in busi-
ness and industry, which has many advantages toward improvement
of the vocational education program by bringing it into closer rela-
tionship with the reality of the world of work.

The Panel of Consultants had visualized an expanded role for
vocational education, but the Council further extended the goals
of vocational education and recommended the removal of many
previous restrictions. It now became a matter of the creative en-
deavors of educators to develop programs to achieve the new goals.

American Vocational Association

An examination of the changing goals of vocational education
would not be complete without recounting the influence and role of
the principal professional organization of vocational educators.With-
out the work of this organization we would not have today a voca-
tional education program of any particular significance. In order to
understand the role of American Vocational Association it is neces-
sary to go back to an earlier day and to the first association.

The National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education
was founded in 1906 for the purpose of developing a national pro-
gram of vocational education. The work of NSPIE during the years
1906-17 culminated in the passage of the first vocational education
legislation, the Smith-Hughes Act, in 1917. During the years prior
to the passage of the Act, the Society surveyed opinion, consulted
with leaders in the Congress and throughout the nation, and worked
out the details of a program with representatives of the various
states, with business, industry, and agriculture, and with persons
representing a generous cross section of American life. In 1914,
NSPIFd was honored by the appointment of its secretary, Charles A.
Prosser, to the Commission on National Aid to Vocational Education.

Throughout the entire period Charles Prosser was the prime
mover and worked out the details of proper legislation with Samuel
Gompers of the American Federation of Labor and the various repre-
sentatives of business, industry, and agriculture. They were sup-
poled by members of Congress including Senator Carroll S. Page,
Senator Hoke Smith, and Representative Dudley M. Hughes.

In 1917, the Society changed its name to the National Society for
Vocational Education, and in 1925 it joined the Vocational Edu-
cation Association of the M;ddle West to form the ,imerican Voca-
tional Association.

The principal focus of the AVA hag been to create change Fi edu-
cation through national and state legislation, and the Association
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was prominently identified with the enactment of vocational edu-
cation legislation: the George-Eilzey Act in 1929, the George-Reed
Act in 1934, the George-Deen Act in 1936, and the George-Barden
Act in 1946. The Association has traditionally represented the pro-
fession to the Congress, and the Congress has sought the advice and
suggestions of the AVA and has placed value upon such information
as indicati' e of the "state of the nation" as far as vocational edu-
cation is concerned. The Association also has developed a strong
working relationship with all professional organizations and groups
who have direct or related interests in the development of vocational
education.

In December 1960, a committee of the AVA called on the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare to urge that a national study of
vocational education be made. It was quite apparent to the Associ-
ation that the recent rapid developments in science and in technol-
ogy, the emergence of new kinds of occupations, and the increasing
educational requirements kr work in general demanded A new role
for vocational education in the contemporary social and economic
structure. In February 1961, President Kennedy, in his message to
Congress on education, announced the formation of a Panel of Con-
sultants on Vocational Education for the purpose of reviewing the
structure of vocational education and recommending new legislation
to bring the role of vocational education into proper focus with the
needs of the day.

Throughout the work of the Panel, the AVA was closely involved
in developing the bases for the changing goals of vocational edu-
cation. Upon completion of the Panel's work, the Association was
instrumental in bringing a vast cross section of vocational educators
and representatives of business and industry to provide testimony
for the committees of Congress concerned with vocational education
legislation.

The AVA has been in the vanguard of change for a half-century.
Emphasis ton vocational guidance in the thirties, the technical
education programs and the area schools of the late 1950s, and the
residential schools of the ,960s have all had their start in the pro-
motional phases of thc professional work of the AVA. Its focus has
always been on people and the work they do, and when the Panel
sought to emphasize the "people" aspect in the 1963 tegislation, the
AVA was a strong supporter of the concept because it was central
to the task of vocational education throughout the nation.

The AVA has been instrumental in going beyond the walls of the
classroom and securing the involvement of business, agriculture,
industry, and labor in many new relationships with vocational edu-

-
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cation. Finally, a host of special programs for youth groups owe their
existence to the early development work of the AVA.

How Have the Goals Changed?
In terms of people, vocational eduratio% is concerned with their

initial preparation for work and with improvement of their skills and
knowledge as workers. In terms of work, vocational education is
concerned with all kinds of work except that which is classified as
professional and which requires a baccalaureate or higher degree.
Therefore, when we think about changing goals of vocational edu-
cation, we must think about changes relative to the people served
and to the range of occupations involved.

In 1917 the key principles were (1) educational programs under
public supervis. .1 and control, and (2) programs which prepared
persons for useful employment. The "Statement of Policies" of the
Federal Board for Vocational Education, Bulletin No. 1, 1917, indi-
cates that the people to receive the benefiis of instruction were:

1. Boys and girls who, having selected a vocation, desire preparation
for entering it as wage earners.

2. Boys and girls who, having already taken up a wage-earning em-
ployment, seek greater efficiency in that employment.

3. Wage earners established in their trade or occupation, who wish
through increase in their efficiency and wage-earning capacity to
advance to positions of responsibility."

Essentially this meant high school programs for in- school youth
and extension, or continuing education programs, for employed per-
sons. The exact statement of the Federal Board in Bulletin No. I
was as follows:

The Federal board desires to ?mphasize the fact that vocational
schools and classes are not fostered under the Smith-Hughes Act for
the purpose of giving instruction to the backward, deficient, incor-
rigible, or otherwi& subnormal individuals; but that such schools and
classes arc to be established and maintained for the clearly avowed
purpose of giving thorough vocational instruction to healthy, normal
individuals to the end that they may be prepared for profitable and
efficient employment. Such education should command the best efforts
of normal boys and girls."

Many states operated "industrial schools" as a part of their prison
systems, and the policy statement made it plain that vocational edu-
cation funds were not to be directed toward the support of these

" Federal Board for VrTational Education, Raiment of Pt-40(s, Bakal, No.
(Washington: V.S. GoNcrnmcnt Printing Office, 1917).

"
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schools. Most students of high school age did not go to high school,
and the vocational education program was designed as a "carrot out
in front" to keep some of the serious-minded students in school. In
short, the program was directed toward students who were willing to
continue their high school studies and would spend at least half of
their time at school in vocational preparation classes. Although a
high school diploma represented a passport to occupational security
in 1917, it was not particularly a requirement for employment.

By any :neasure, the vocational education program proposed in
the Smith-Hughes Act did in fact fit the social and economic needs
of the day. The Act was hailed as the great democratizer of educa-
tion, and it was indeed a step forward in bringing education to more
people.

Fifty years passed during which the nation experienced two world
wars, a great deession, and a scientific revolution. The population
of the nation doubled, nearly all youth of high school age attended
high scho31, less than 2 percent of all persons over 14 years of age
were unable to read and write any language, poverty was still an
acute pro' lem for too many people and ninety million people per-
formed the work of society. By any measure, the changes have been
nothing less than fantastic.

During these years the vocational education program has become
very large, enrolling more than eight million ',ersons in 1968one
out of every twenty-five people in the nation. The need for vocational
education has also changer) 1()17 it was a good idea, but not
essential since most peop.e could bo to work then without too much
preparation. Today people without r ine special training are finding
it increasingly difficult to obtain work. Vocational education has I e-
come a necessity in the contemporary growing nat. -nnomy.

During these same fifty years, the Con,;ress !e-
lated to vocational education. Each reflected c' ank ,ocia1,
economic, and technological climate of the nation 'I -tit,t of these
Actsthe Vocational Education Amendments of 1968is based
upon the judgment and experience of a large group of experts in
many fields.

But, to return to our fundamental question, how have the goals of
vocational education changed? It has been pointed out previously
than in its bask principles vocational. education has not changed; the
change has occurred in its relat to the people concerned and in
the scope of occupations covered.

In 1917 the target groups were high school students and employed
persons. Vocational education in 1968 includes:

High school students-- perhaps up to 70 percent of such students.
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High school students handicapped by ethnic burdens.
High school students who need financial aid.
High school students who have educational handicaps.
Students of high school age who are not in school.
Residential facilities to make vocational education available to

more studentsinclu.'ing ..tudent subsidy if needed.
Exploratory activities or younger youth to acquaint them with the

realities of the world of work.
Exemplary programs combining school and community activities

for all youth.
Students in posthigh school programs.
Youth of post-high school age who are not in school.
Employed persons.
Unemployed persr ns.
Persons who need retraining.
Special programs for the imperfectly employed and improperly

employed.
Programs for disadvantaged adults of all ages which will enable

them to participate satisfactorily in the labor force.
AU people, youth and adults, except those who are preparing for

occupations which are classified as professional and which require a
baccalaureate or higher degree.

In 1917 the occupations for which preparation was to be provided
could be described discretely as agriculture, home economics, or
trades and industries. The scope was expanded later to include dis-
tributive occupations, and much later to include technical education.
The Panel of Consultants, in /961-62, found these occupational
descriptions to be much too restrictivetoo many people who needed
preparation for occupations in other fields did not have opportunities
available. The Advisory Council in 1966-67 concurred with the Pan-
el's views and recommended that vocational education programs not
be restricted to defined occupational fields.

The 1968 legislation Says that ail occupations are to be included
within the realm of vocational education, excepting only those which
are classified as professional and which require a baccalaureate or
higher degree as basic preparation. This means that 90 percent or
more of all occupations in which people work to provide the goods
and services which society needs are included within the purview of
vocational education. I» terms of occuptticnal programs this means:

Long-term, one or two years, in high school.
gterrn, one to two years, in pct-high school institutions.

Programs that fit the school schedule and programs that do not.
Short-term programs to meet a particular occupational need.
Programs that tend to fit the "cluster" or "family of occupations"

concept.

3v
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Programs that upgrade, update, and extend the knowledge of the
worker in rapidly changing occupations.

Programs of any length for any socially useful occupation and at
any time of the day, week, or year.
The whole story of change is found in the words of the declaration

of purpose of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968:
. . . so that persons of all ages in all communities of the State . . .

will have ready access to vocational training or retraining which is
of high quality, which is realistic in the light of actual or anticipated
opportunities for gainful employment, and which is suited to their
needs, interests, and ebility to benefit prom such training."
The new amendments represent the ultimate in flexibility. In

effect, no one is eliminated and all occupations are included. This
major change in the scope of vocational education, as expressed in
federal legislation, is a response to major changes in the society and
economy of the nation.

Change and the Future
Vocational education needed to change. The Panel and the Council

proposed the scope and direction of change, and the recommendations
are in harmony with the historic principles of vocational education.
A basic point, which is not so well known or so readily admitted, is
that education in general mv- change also.

Despite the fact that the major statements of the purposes of
educatiun, during the past half-century, have recognized vocational
preparation as essential in the totality of education, the educational
practice has all but ignored the student as a future worker. To be
sure, much of present education does contribute to the posture of a
worker in contemporary society, but this alone is not salable in the
labor market. The employer wants to know what a worker can do.
He accepts as a matter of course that the "doing" will be accompa-
nied by acceptable social behavior. Focus upon the "good life," the
"good citizen," and "self-fulfillment" does not benefit the individual
in an economic tx n s e until he alto possesses skills that are salable in
the labor market.

It is not the purpose of this charter to debate the long-standing
issues of whether college education has been cversoid in the nation.
College is one of the places where vocational preparation takes place.
However, more than 70 percent of the youth ii high school :'re
enrolled in a college preparatory program even tlanogh lea than 10
percent of the occupations require such preparation.

It is the purpose of this chapter to suggest that change in voca-
tional education alone, regardless of how scphisticated it may be,

P L q)-576
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will not be sufficient to meet the vc :ational needs of society unless
and until there are major changes in the total educational structure.

Schools in the future must provide the occupational skills -nd
related information needed for all people who seek employment and
for all people who are employed or unemployed. Students who cannot
read or write well, who have failed to achieve occupationally accept-
able communication skills including mathematics achievement, and
who know little about the world of work and seem to have little
inclination to enter the labor fcice pose special problems for voca-
tional education programs and to vocational educators. Schools have
tended to reject large numbers of students who must now be served;
students must be helped to succeed in the studies which are essential
for civic participation and whicl-, are also basic to vocational success.

Change in the future at both the high school and the post-high
school levels must provide a new kind of relationship between the
subject matter of the nonvocational program and the vocational
program. At present there are few, if any, good patterns to follow,
but there is evidence that patterns can be developed which would
emphasize the needs of the individual students and place less stress
on fixed points of time required for gaining competence. Predeter-
mined standards and programs unrelated to the important goals of
the students would also be eliminated, and credit would be given for
learning accomplished outside the classroom.

Restructuringeducational programs will be a difficult task.Whether
or not change will occur evpends upon the collective will of parents,
faculty, administration, and school boards. The pressure of economic
developments and the growing need for skills and competency in the
labor force will continue to be felt.

One ele-nent of change that looms large in the future is the growth
in the number of adults needing occupational training. Lifelong
learning will become increasingly significant in the educational ven-
tures of the future.

The Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 are a mandate
from the Congress to the people of the nation to expand and improve
programs of occupational training, not vocational education as an
independent entity, but as a valuable part of and in concert with the
total educational resources. This is a challenge for public education.
If the challenge is unheeded, new programs under a variety of
auspices may arise to meet the needs of the future.

Summary

Vocational education developed during the early years of thq
twentieth century as a response to social and economic need. A drive

3Z)
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to develop a vocational component in educatio.i was strong and was
supported most by management, tabor, industry, business, and agri-
culture, and least by education.

The founders of the movement, who were representative of the
general culture of America, spent I. number of years developing the
basic constructs of vocational education. The fundamental principles
are sound. However, it is necessary from time to time to reinterpret
the principles in terms of contemporary social and economic need
and then to implement new programs based upon the new interpre-
tations.

In 1961-62, pressure of a technological revolution led President
Kennedy to appoint a Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education
to study the design of vocational education. The Panel's report was
used by the Congress i.i the formulation of the Vocational Education
Act of 1963. In many respects the Act was new and daring, focusing
attention upon making vocational education more generally avail-
able and upon the people to be served.

A significant growth in enrollment invocational education followed
the 1963 Act. For the first time programs for vocational education in
post high school institutions were encouraged generously, and the
flexibility of the Act made it possible for -ocational education to
develop in many ne.v env:ronments. Provi al for research brought
many new persons and institutions into the field of vocational edu-
cation.

A provision of the 1963 Act made it mandatory that an Advisory
Council be appointed to review the vocational education program
after five years, and accordingly the Advisory Council on Vocational
Education was appointed by President Johnson late in November
1966. The Council's report, Vocational Education: The Bridge Be-
tween Dien and His Work, was used by the Congress in formulating
the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, which became law
on October 16, 19'38. The new law authorized a vast expansion in
vocational education, was designed for maximum flexibility, and was
dedicated to providing vocational education to all youth and adults
of the nation.

Did the goals of vocational education change? Most certainly! The
major changes were reflected in the number of persons to be served
and in the scope of occupational coverage. As it stands at the begin.
ning of 1971, vocational education can meet the needs of mon:. than
90 percent of the people who comprise the labor force. The future
development of vocational education is limited only by our ability to
perceive vocational education needs and to plan programs to meet
these needs. and by the funds available to accomplish the goals.
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Despite all of the vast changes, the basic principles of vocational
education remain essentially unchangeda tribute to the careful
analysis and planning of the creators of the vocational education
movement fifty years ago.
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Chapter 3

CURRICULUM RESPONSE TO OCCUPATIONAL TRENDS

Garth L. Mangum

That vocational education curricula should respond to labor market
trends and projections of manpower requirements may appear self-
evident. However, that conclusion implies certain assumptions about
the objectives and philosophy of vocational education that merit
examination.

The major message of the report of the Panel of Consultants on
Vocational Education which led to the formulation and passage of
the Vocational Education Act of 1963 was that the vocational edu-
cation system had not been adequately responsive to changes in the
labor market and the needs of various segments of the population.
Specifically, enrollments were too small, services to the urban popu-
lation were grossly insufficient, placement and follow-up were almost
nonexistent, occupational offerings were too limited, research and
evaluation had been neglected, and post-secondary instruction was
insignificant. But of most concern to the Panel, training appeared to
be heavily concentrated in declining occupations while new and
growing occupations were not being explored, curriculum and instruc-
tional materials were not being developed for new occupations, and
overly selective schools were ignoring the socially, economically, and
academically disadvantaged.' Emphasis on obsolete and declining
skills was a major theme.

In contrast, it is significant that the 1967 Adv;sory Council on
Vocational Education criticized the system for not responding to the

U.S. Ihrai;:ment of ifcalth, Education, and Welfare. Office of Education, Edu-
cation for a Changing World of Work, Report of the Par,e! of Cort,n1tAnt; on VOCA
tional &location I Wa4lirgton: U.S. Ccrrcrnn.cnt Printing office, 1903), pp. 200.14.
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1963 directives and philosophy but gave relatively little attention to
the occupational structure of training. It treated the issue calmly,
reporting a mixed picture of some, though not enough, response.'
Failure to emphasize the special needs of the disadvantaged was the
primary criticism. In part, this relative calmness may have indicated
improvement in the curriculum's response to occupational trends.
It may also be that the issue itself was of declining significance.

The following section records changes in the philosophy and ob-
jectives of vocational education and reflects upon their implications
for responsiveness to labor market trends. The second section exam-
ines the extent to which the curricula have responded to both labor
market trends and the 1963 iegislative directives. A following section
appraises the mechanisms which have been crested to speed that
responsiveness. The chapter ends with some speculations concerning
the implications of these developments for future plans in vocational
education.

The Philosophy and Oblectives of Vocational Education

The combination of the 1963 Act and its 1968 amendments repre-
sents a profound shift in the legislatively-declared philosophy of
vocational education, setting new objectives and requ'ring different
responses. The congressional declarations both lead and follow
changes in philosophy and practice at the administrative and teach-
ing levels. As in any transition, inconsistent objectives coexist and
persist. Responses vary depending upon the degree of commitment
to the varying philosophies.

As a product of advancing industrialization in an economy where
most jobs still required limited skills, the primary objectiv., of the
Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 was apparently to encourage training in
specific occupational categories to meet the needs of the labor mar-
ket. This philosophy persisted through all subsequent vocational
education legislation until 1963, as new categories were merely
added to the original three. Both legislation and practice were sub-
ject to criticism whenever the predominance in these chosen cate-
gories failed to reflect existing occupational trends.

ti,S. 1). [whin-tit of Health, Education. and WCIfa,c, Offirr of Erhicalion, Voca-
tional Education:. The Arkigr Aducen Alan and 11i, Work, rubtfrario,. 1, no,
iiglat and Flconnulcndationt from Mr GC?letal &Tort of 11,c Ad: icory Council on
Vocational Education, 1968 (mimeo). Reprinted in Ripert N. FA ans, Garth 1..
Magnum, and Otto Pragan, Education for Employment: Thr Background and
Eotcreial of the 1938 Vocational Educa Pion Ar/Icrkfmnitt, Intitiitc of Labor and
Industrial Relation. Policy Pap( r No. 14 (Ann Arlx,r. : The Intitutc, 190)).
pp. 22 -28.
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The declaration of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 that the
priority objective would no longer be training for specific skill cate-
gories but preparation of various labor force groups for successful
employment had deeper significance than was at first apparent. By
implicotion, the test of the appropriateness of training was no longer
to be, "Was the skill in high and growing demand?", but "Did the
individual get the job of his choice and prosper in it?" Not that
training for obsolete skills was contemplated. The difference was a
matter of emphasis, with training for successful employment the
primary goal and meeting skill requirements a moans to that end.

Efforis were made in the Acts, by directive in 1963 and by cash
authorization in 1968, to bring into direct collaboration labor market
analysts, forecasters, and education planners. However, the question
never clearly answered was, "What if the individual chooses to train
for a declining skill, competing with incumbents to fill one of the
falling number of replacement slots?" Within this context the test of
whether vocational education had done its job was dependent upon
the success of the trainee in his chosen employment.

In practice, of course, the philosophy probably could not be carried
that far. A specific course could not be established to meet the de-
mands of one student. Course offerings would be, at best, the joint
products of student and employer demand. An occupation would not
be offered if employers and students did riot demand it. It would
disappear, regardless of employer needs, if an inadequate number of
students enroll id. Nevertheless, the principle was clear: the stu-
dents' welfare, not that of the employer or the labor market, was to
he paramount. If the labor market were unable to get its neeis ful-
filled, all it had to do was to readjust the reward system to make the
demanded occupations more attractive.

Also reflecting this concern for meeting the employment needs of
people rather than the skill needs of the labor market was a redefi-
nition of vocational education flowing through the two acts during
the 1960s. The new emphasis was not just training for certain occu-
pations but preparation for employment in a broader sense, not just
"recognized occupations" but "new and emerging ones," and not just
skills training but remedial or related academic and technical in-
str iction as well as preparation for enrollm^nt in advanced technical
edt cation.

Among the various groups for whom high quality vocational edu-
cation was to be available, special attention was to be dire "ted to the
disadvantaged and handicapped for whom special techniques and
supportive services would be necessary to enable them to achieve
satisfactory employment. The transition from school to work had to
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be somehow improved to reduce youth unemployment. These con-
cerns led to the inclusion of "placement" in the definition of voca-
tional education, the advent of work-study "earmarked" funding of
cooperative education, residential schooling for the urban bound
rural youth and the homeless city dweller, consumer education for
the mother in the low income home, special training for those filling
the dual role of homemaker and wage earner, and extension of edu-
cation for employment backwards into t1 a junior high and elemen-
tary grades for the disadvantaged as well as forward into the post-
secondary years for ail.

It was never clear, even with skill training in high-demand occu-
pations as the primary goal, just what information about existing
and projected labor market demands would be useful for vocational
education planning. With skill training now only one of several means
for achieving the objective of successful employment, the need for
and use of projections is even less dear. Approaches to planning vary
by personality and practical constraints as w,;11 as by the availability
of information. Constraints are provided by political and financial
realities. it was not lack of information that continued the relative
overinvestment in vocational agriculture and home economics, nor
is it lack of information that makes it difficult, to shift from tradi-
tional to emerging occupations. Overinvestment in vocational agri-
culture persists, in part, because there is a vested bureaucracy ex-
tending from the land-grant colleges through the state boards of
vocational education to the vo-ag instruct, it and the Future Farmers
of America, Mot important, farm parent.; and farm youth find the
skills immediately useful, even though the youth does not expect to
devote his life to farming. But perhaps most important of all is the
fact that in a small rural high school, farmrelated occupations may
be the only ones in which there is sufficient general interest to allow
any economies of scale. Vested interests and the existence of class-
rooms and equipment ire equally constraining in other occupations.

High en, illments in home economics were never secret. They rep-
resented a long-term commitment that homemaking was woman's
most appropriate career. The 1963 Act moved slightly away from
that position in assigning at least 10 percent of home economics
activity to gainful occupations. The 1969 Amendments moved part
nay back by stressing consumer education and homemaking for the
poor and training :11 the dual role of homemaker and wage earner for
those so engaged. There were strictures of the law that until 1963
prevented federal support of training in office occupations (though
almost as much was occurring under state aegis) and until 1968
required limitation to "recognized" as opposed to "emerging" occu-
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pat ions.
Tire fact that most state vocational education agencies are still

structured according to the occupational categories established by
Smith-Hughes and other pre-1963 acts is another huiltin impedi-
ment to change. Principals and instructors report having innovative
proposals turned down because they did not fit within the occupa-
tional structure of the state office or because they were "not in the
state Plan." But almost by definition, employment opportunities in
traditional occupations ale likely to be both larger and more certain
than those in an emerging area. Few would trade the near-certainty
of employment upon graduation, even if followed by obsolescence,
for the absence of employment now but its likelihood some time in
the future.

Some vocational educators when criticized for training in obsolete
skills query, "How can we know what courses to offer until you tell
us what skills will be in demand?" Others respond pragmatically,
"We offer those courses the business community will support politi-
cally, the legislature will suppor4, financially, the state board will
endorse and for which the students will enroll." Traditional occu-
pations in persistent demand (auto mechanic, for instance) will
usually absorb all the funds available and provide a steady source
of growth and replacement jobs.

Some consider manpower projections vital to the design of physical
plant. A few educators, along with most economists, would probably
react that the scarcer the funds and the fewer the numbers, the more
important that the scarce resources be invested in training for the
highest priority occupations. To the concern that buildings require
a Icng-range planning commitment, others reply, "Let the architects
give us buildings without interior walls that can respond to changing
needs as, rather than before, they occur."

The changing objectives do not settle any of these arguments, but
they certainly affect them. Factors are involved which both dzcrease
and increase the need for forecasts of the occupational structure.
Preparation for employment involves good mental and physical
health; a commitment that work is inherently good and is the most
appropriate source of income; the basic skills of communication and
computation and science; a knowledge of the fundamentals of good
work habits and acceptance of discipline; and the information and
the ability to make a wise vocational choice. Vocational training has
always included supporting general education knowledge and work
habits, but the emphasis has been the occupational skill. As theoreti-
cal content and analytical ability rise in importance relative to job
skills, this relationship tends to be revered. As this occurs, prepara-
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tion for work may be less susceptible to change and the need for
projections may decline to the same degree.

As an offsetting factor, training for emerging occupations, by defi-
nition, requires more foresight than does training for traditional
ones. Orientation to the world of work in the elementary school
makes little demand on projections. The greater emphasis upon
secondary institutions increases the specificity of the training but
shortens the lead time required. Emphasizing the disadvantaged
poses the temptation to prepare them only for entry level skills re-
quiring little foresight rather than to attempt to take them from
where they are to where the advantaged are also he'ded, lengthening
the time horizons necessary. Cooperative education must be attuned
to current demand. Placement activities, if formally undertaken,
would provide a client test of current relevance but would have little
impact on the need for projections.

In contrast to these forces which, in the net, probably decrease the
relative importance of projections in education planning, the new
long-range state plan design of the 1968 Act requires projections.
This caused one highly competent state director to remark, "Now
we have one clear need for projections. We must have them to please
the .feds'."

Current Rosponsts

What use vocational education planners make of available man-
power projections, whether they need more, what they need, and
whether and how they would use the information if they had it are
still unanswered but researchable questions. It is possible to Lind
some indications of the extent to which current enrollments accord
with current employment and available projections. It is necessary
to caution that, for a variety of reasons, no more than indications
are possible. Correspondence does not necessarily imply a causal
relationship. The general scarcity of regional and local projections
and state and local enrollments by occupational title prevent any
assessment of geographical match. The U.S. Office of Education's
categorization of occupations for instruction purposes, the categories
used by the Bureau of the Census And the Bureau of Labor Statistics
for counting and projectii g, And the chosen C.)e Bureau of Em-
ployment Security for its counstoing and placcmentcriented Dic-
tionar of Occupational Titles differ by structur and purpose.

Significant progress is now being made toward a common taxonomy.
Preliminary re Jlts of those efforts can be used as an indication of
correspondence between projections dnd et Mtn( Oa. However, con-
siderable judgment is still necessary to match the categories.
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There are also categories among projections for which there are no
instructional categories, and vice versa. Since the future is always
more like the present than different from it, responding to current
employer and student demand is likely to produce a rough corre-
spondence to what projections would dictate. The following should
be taken only as a general indicator of the relationship between
expected demand and the response of vocational education as a
source of supply.

Projected and Training Occupations
Table 3-1 illustrates the relationship between 196c, employment,

average annual openings 1966-75, fiscal 1967 vocational education
enrollments, 1967 completions, and 1967 training-related place-
ments. No information is available as to alt( ni tive sources of sup-
ply, but experience indicates that the i,vh Ail] he filled whether
vocational education or any other formal train 4, source provides
the skills. The reliance on apprenticeship accounts for the low enroll.
ments in crafts such as the building trades and tool and die making.
For other occupations, there are no self-evident criteria for cstah.
lishing priorities among occupations which have co, opletion rates fa
under average annual openings. The divergence between projected
demand and vocational education output appears greatest for asso-
ciate degree nurses and nursing assistants, medical technologists,
law enforcement officers, firemen, barbers, and most occupations for
which poet-secondary but lesq than college training is the customary
preparation. As broad occupational categories, health occupations
and technical occupations (Appear furthest below the demand levels.

Enroltrients and completions for food service workers, general
merchandise clerks, blacksmiths, auto body and fender repairmen,
automobile mechanics, and those trained in the graphic arts appear
to be excessive in relation to demand. Most of these are secondary
level enrollees, however, having no commitment to the occupation and
little to the labor force. Therefore, high enrollments need not lead
to oversupply.

Familiar occupations of long-standing popularity in vocational
education automotive Saks, financial and credit, real estate, and
transporta lion occupations in distributive education; stenographc rs
and typists in office occupations; airplane mechanics, electrical occu-
pations, drafting, machine shop, sheet metal, welding, and shoc re-
pair in trade and industrial occupationsall have enrollments w hich,
in relation to average annual openings, would lead one to expect an
oversupply were it not for the low completion rates. Computer pr-
grarnming and hotel occupations are new enough that, though their
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enrollments are relatively high compared to openings, their comple-
tions are not. Commercial art and photography are examples of occu-
pational training often taken for intrinsic value aside from employ-
ment,

mhese comparisons reflect a reasonably good fit for familiar occu-
,ations, general underenrollment for many ei.,erging and expanding
occupations, and possible over-rapid expansion of some of the more
exotic of the newer ones. Even vocational agriculture enrollments do
not exceed the number of openings, including off.farm occupations.
Home economics enrollments do not exceed the number of potential
housewives. The issue in these two categories (not included in Table
1) is one of priorities. Health and technical occupations appear to be
the major categories needing expansion, but they also appear to need
reallocation, say from practical nurses to two-year nurses and health
technologists and from electronic to engineering technologists. Yet
it may be unrealistic utilization of labor that creates the apparent
discrepancy in occupations such as nursing where, for instance, the
more briefly-trained practical nurse may be adequate to meet actual
needs.

These indications of the relation between vocational education
curricula and the occupational trends ipaore an important category
expanding occupations, the skill requirements of which are appro-
priate for vocational training but in which no vocational education
courses were reported in 1967. Examples are environmental health
occupations, various medical technologies, floristry, systems and
budget analysis, quality control clerks, and traffic rate clerks.

Health occupations were 1,3 percent of total enrollments in 1964
and 1.6 percent in 1967 (Table 3-2). Technical occupations actually
declined relatively from 5 too percent between 1964 and 1967. Office
occupations were not reported in 1964 but were 22 percent of all
enrollments by 1967. Home economics dropped from 44 percent of
all enrollments and 61 percent of secondary enrollments in 1964 to
31 and 42 percent, respectively, in 1967. Only 3 percent of all home
economics enrollments and 1.5 percent of secondary home economics
enrollments were training for gainful occupations. Vocational agri-
culture enrollments declined from 19 to 13 percent of the total be-
tweet 1954 and 1967. Vocational agriculture was 15 percent of sec-
ondary enrollments in 1967 with 16 percent of its total enrollments
and 20 percent of its sc v enrollments in offfarm agriculture -
related occupations.

The Focus of Vocational Education
A comparison of the availability for placement and the actual
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placement of completers by secondary and post-secondary enroll-
ment would be of significant interest. The hypothesis to be tested
would be that post-secondary enrollees are far more likely to seek
and find training related jobs.

The rising proportion of post-secondary enrollmentsover 7 per-
cent in 1967 as compared to less than 4 percent of all vocational edu-
cation enrollments in 1964 (while, in contrast, adult or part-time
enrollments fell from 47 to 42 percent ) was a response to labor
market forces rather than legislative prescription. The effect of the
1968 requirement that at least 15 percent of present state grant
monies and 25 percent of such monies added to the present appropri-
ations in the future be spent for post-secondary training will nEt be
reflected until the 1969-70 Enrollments, three years later than those
available now.

Whether projected training needs in any particular occupation are
more appropriately filled in secondary or post-secondary schools is a
question of judgment. Technicians of the General Learning Corpora-
tion make the judgment that 23.3 million of the 31.5 million new
entrInts to the labor force projected by the BLS between 1967 and

TABLE 3-3. Summary of Cumulative "flew Entrant Requirements" by Education
Level of Instructional Pun rams, 1967-75

Grade Level Number Assigned Percent of Total

Combination of secondary school
and/or junior college (9-14) 10,490,900 45

Junior college, technical Institute,
community college (13.14) only 6,701,700 29

Junior college, technical institute,
community college and/or
collegiate four-year program (43.16) 2,360,700 10

On-the-job training, organized in
coo?eration with schools 1,899,000 e

Secondary (9-12) only 1,770,100 8

Collegiate four year program
(13-16) only 55.300 a

Total cumulative New Entrant
Requirements" by level of education 23,277,700

Occupations unclassified by
Instructional programs 8.268.200

Grand total 31,545,900 100

Source: James Nussbaum and William Morsch, Estimates of Vo alional Educa-
tion Requirements Based Upon General Learning Corporation Model, paper
prepared for Ohio State University Conference on Manpower rtorecasting for
Stele Vocational Education Planning, June 12.13, 1969, (mimeo).
a Less than 1 percent.

y
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1975 could be appropriately prepared through vocational education
programs (Table 3-3).3 Their estimate that 39 percent will definitely
require post-secondary training white only 8 percent are dearly sec-
ondary and 45 percent not distributable with any certainty is worth
contrasting to 1967 enrollments of 3.5 million in secondary voca-
tional education and 500,000 in post-secondary (850,000 to 190,000.
respectively, in terms of completions).

Special Needs
The continued slow response to the 1963 directive to give high

priority to the special needs of the disadvantaged supports the wis-
dom of the 1968 decision to earmark a proportion of state grant funds
for that purpose. Yet the difficulties posed by the legislative language
must be kept in mind. From no such enrollments in 1964, the pro-
portion of special-needs enrollments to total enrollments rose to 0.8
percent in 1966 and 1.1 percent in 1967. These figures are for enroll-
ments in special programs for those with special needs. Many claimed
that significant numbers of special-needs persons were already en-
rolled in regular courses. However, estimates of the number so en-
rolled in 1967 add only another 1.3 percent of total enrollments for
a final proportion of about 2.5 percent. But though the legislative
history makes it clear that the Congress was seeking to aid the dis-
advantaged, the legislative language specifies that the special-need
classification be only those whose academic, socioeconomic, and
other handicaps prevent them from succeeding in regular courses.
With a literal interpretation, no matter how disadvantaged an indi-
vidual or a whole class., if he or they can profit from a regular course,
the special-need classification does not fit. The number counted are
those for whom a special course has been established or who survive
in the regular courses only with special supportive services.

The occupational distribution of special-needs courses is consist-
ent with the view that little response had occurred by the end of
fiscal 1967 (Table 3-4). Nearly 34 percent of the total was in home
economics with another 10 percent in vocational agriculture. How-
ever, outside these areas, the training occupations appeared to reflect
a reasonable response to market demand. Office occupations account-
ed for 14 percent and trades and industrial occupations 29 percent.

James Nussbaum and William Morsel), Vf i mate s of Vocal ionat Vthicalian
Requirements Flivcd 'won Generet Lcarning Corporation Model. pap( r pnpvreel
for Ohio State Univevity Conference on Nianpimer Forcsastimt rot Stile Voca.
Bona) Education Planning, June 12-13, 19 e9 (mimeo). p.
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Table 3-4 (Cont'd)

Institutional
Programs

Enrollment

Special
Programs

Regular
Programs

Trades & Industry (cont'd)
Lineman 1

Communications 97
Graphic arts occupations 988 577
Instruments maintenance & repair

(including watchmaking & repair) 2 9

Maritime occupations 1 3
Metalworking occupations 167
Machine shop 337 561
Sheet metal 94 205
Welding 664 848
Barbering 149 82
Cosmetology 133 566
Fireman training 1 345
Waiter/waitress 56 90
Stationary energy sources occupations
Pumping plants
Shoe manufacturing/repair 384 15
Upholstering 413 211

Source: Bureau ol Adult and Vocational Education, Office of
Education.
Note: Individual numbers will not add to totals because many
occupations are excluded.

Cooperative Education
Enrollments in cooperative education programs in 1967 totalled

186,000, nearly half of which were in distributive education, over a
quarter in of occupations, and one-sixth in trades and industry.
Health occupations and offfarm agriculture accounted for the re.
mainder. One intention of the 1968 Amendments will be a significant
increase in this category.

Mechanisms for Response

Given the built-in resistance to change which hobbles all organiza-
tions and systems, the development of offsetting mechanisms of
response is critical. The 1967 Advisory Council on Vocational Edu-
cation, in its report, complained that "innovation consciousness often
appears to b mo e intense at the local level than the national level,
with certain state boards Gf vocational education showing the least
progressiveness." The Council was especially critical that "consider-
ing the frequent hunger for leadership at the local level, the U.S.
Office of Education has shover undue timidity in failing to endorse
and press for innovations inc,re vigorously. "'

F.rattA. Mang IT11, RT1f1 Pragan, Education for Empropr( tit. pp. M-51.
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The assignment of responsibility is an appropriate one. The in-
structor and the school may he more aware of the needs of individual
students while the perspective of national,regional,and labor market
needs can be more easily gained by the national and state authorities.
The latter have the direct assignment from the priority-setters in
the Congress and state legislatures who provide the funds. Theirs is
the responsibility to develop and exercise leverage for change.

Following its post-1963 experience in which directives for change
and added funds for the implementation were followed by only a
minimum of redirection, the Congress was aware in 1968 that more
than directives were needed. It simply mandated the desired shifts
to the disadvantaged and handicapped and to post-secondary insti-
tutions by earmarking percentages of appropriations to those pur-
poses. It endorsed cooperative and consumer education programs by
assigning specific amounts of money to them rather than leaving
their inauguration to the discretion of state and local authorities.
It was not possible, however, to dictate in taw what occupations
should be served. It was possible to endorse a philosophy of voca-
tional education, but it was not possible to impose it. The latter
could be encouraged by removing legislative obstacles. The former
depended upon building in pressures for change to offset those
against change. For these the Congress depended upon national ar.d
state advisory councils and a strengthened state plan mechanism
the councils to provide greater outside influence upon the education
system and the state plan to give the federal agency e more effecti% e
voice in the approval of state programs.

National and State Advisory Councils
The 7963 Act established a National Advisory Committee and

directed the establishment of state committees wherever the State
Board for Vocational Education lacked substantial outside repre-
sentation. The emphasis was on "advisory" and neither was given
specific responsibilities. The 1967 National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education which was a one-time ad hoc council assigned
to review the results of the 1963 Act ) was critical of both the national
and the state advisory committees and of ti,e U.S. Office of Edu-
cation for not making better use of them.'

Based partly upon that criticism, the Concress sought lost rengtheri
both levels of activity in 1968. State advisory councils were made
mandatory. The preference of many of the authors was to have them
gubernatorially appointed to add an additional layer of independ-

Ibid , p. 40.
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ence from the in-group. Acceding to a strong counterattack, gover-
nors were given that authority only in states where the State Board
of Vocational Education was not elected. The groups to be repre-
sented were prescribed, and both the national and state councils
were given independent budgets and staffing and the authority to
evaluate plans and programs and report on them to the public,
legislatures, and Congress.

All (or most all) have now been appointed. What leverage will
have been achieved will depend upon the quality of the appointments
and staff, how seriously they take their assignments, how their legal
responsibilities are interpreted, whether they can develop meaning-
ful techniques for evaluation, and the extent to which the U.S.
Office of Education and the governors support, encourage, and pro-
vide leadership to them. State directors were never enthmiastic
about the concept, having been long accustomed to relatively mean-
ingles 3 and strictly advisory relationships. A few of the most influen-
tial state directors have undertaken what appears to be a, concerted
campaign to prevent the councils from rising above that customary
role.

The Stott' Planning Process
Traditionally, the vocational education division of the U.S. Office

of Education had acted more as a disbursing agent for Congress and
as a source of technical assistance than as a determiner of policy and
good practice. The states' obligations were to match federal funds
and spend them within prescribed occupational categories. The an-
nual state plan was a contractual agreement to obey the law, and a
projected program activities secticn provided inadequate and largely
ignored information about what the state intended to do with the
funds.

In part prodded by the act hoc Advisory Council's criticisms, Con-
gress undertook to strengthen this mechanism for federal lea ierhip.
The state plan must be substantive; it must be prepared in consul.
tation with the state advisory council and subjected to a public
hearing; it must be long range (three to five years) as well as annual;
it must set forth in detail the policies and procedures for distribution
of funds to local communities. The law more specifically requite; the
Commissioner of Education not to approve an unsatisfactory state
plan. Ile is now the guardian rather than the paymaster of effective
vocational education. But saying it does net make it so.

The Commissioner can enforce a meaningful planning process in
two ways: (11 by providing planning guidelines which encourage or
require real planning, and (2) by rejecting unsatisfactory plans.
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There were both hopeful and discouraging signs for fiscal 1970. The
Amendments having become law only at the end of 1968, it was nec-
essary to sift the legislative history to determine congressional in-
tent, to prepare regulations to interpret the new language, to draft
guide'ines for administration of the law including the state plan
provisions, t D consult all necessary parties and groups, to achieve
acquiescence if not acceptance, and co disseminate the result in time
for states to prepare and return their plans before June 30, 1969.
One should not be overly critical if the product of the first year,
either the guidelines or the plans, proved disappointing.

As a mechanism to encourage change, it is probably fairest to say
that the proposed guidelines issued in May 1969 were not an impedi-
ment. The second set, those for fiscal 1971, could be a more positive
force.

Of the original three-part guide, the first part requires a State
Plan which is the familiar lengthy commitment to obey the law, the
second is a guide to the long-range program plan, and the third out-
lines the annur-,I program plan. The long-range program plan guide
requests a summary of projected labor demand and supply for fiscal
years 1970-74. However, the projections are required to be no more
detailed than broad occupational instruction categories, adding
where possible, estimates by instructional program. Occupational
employment categories are not required. The implication and prob-
able reaction will be to take the existing instructional categories and
project the labor market demand for each, rather than to begin with
labor market demand and indicate how many are to be supplied for
each demand category. Areas of unemployment, population density,
poor retention, etc., are to be mapped along with school locations.
Demographic and economic population data are to be provided and
projected. Priority populations are to be identified, and numerical
goats for numbers of programs or eii,ollment are to be set. Funds
needed are to be estimated. There s no requirement for actual
description of what is substantively intendedno discussion or indi-
cation of how supply is to be meshed with demand, what philosophy
of vocational education is to be endorsed, what is to be done for each
demographic group, or what wilt be the nature of research, exemplary
programs, or consumer, homemaking, and cooperative programs.
None of these is forbidden, but the dummy tables supplied neither
request nor offer space for such demonstration of intentions.

The annual program plan require; indication of allocation of funds
by broad program purpose (secondary; adult, disadvantaged, teacher
training, research, etc.). Instructional programs are to be listed by
occupational code with indication of continuation, expansion, addi-
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t ions, and enrollments. New construction projects are to be listed,
and requests for transfer of funds among sections of the law are to
be made with explanation. Again there is no request for information
relating curriculum plans to labor market demand or the needs of
target groups, and no indication is given of program content or
philosophy.

It is easy to be excessively critical. Time for derivation of state
plan guidelines has been short. Even had it not been, it is difficult to
devise a plan format which can be both followed with reasonable
effort at the state level and meaningfully analyzed and responded to
by the federal agency. But that the task is a difficult one and the
desired product by no means clear does not refute the objective fact:
The current planning guide is unlikely to be a significant factor in
encouraging greater curriculum response to occupational trends and
other aspects of effective vocational education. Guidelines designed
to force recognition of trends and needs and to require explanation
of and alert the federal agency to nonresponse, backed by willingness
to reject the result of inadequate planning, are necessary if the
congressional vision of the state plan's potential is to be realized.

Re porting Procedures

A more modest and more easily achievable pressure for response
would be improvement of the existing reporting requirements. The
1967 Advisory Council also complained that a reporting system de-
signed to ascertain only that federal dollars were matched and spcnt
in the prescribed broad occupational categories was grossly inade-
quate for evaluation. The same finding remains true for encouraging
response to labor market, demographic, and policy changes. The only
information provided by the reporting system until the present has
been the number and sex of enrollees, then stage in school, the broad
occupational category of enrollment, level of training (secondary,
post-secondary, etc.), and the distribution of funds by broad occu-
pational category. No information has been included on specific
occupations of training, the hours of classroom time spent per stu-
dent in each classification, and the race or ethnic origin of the stu-
dents.

Just requiring adherence to special reporting definitions would do
much to shift practices in those directions. Enrollee characteristics
by age, sex, race, and education should be available and related to
training occupations and placement. Hours of classroom exposure
should be used to deflate enrollments by occupation or training into
some uniform time-equivalent. The special-needs and handicap;ied
groups should be defined for consistent reporting. Special studies
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should report on the family incomes and residence (rural, suburban,
central city) of students and the quality of equipment and instruc-
tion. A continuing follow-up and evaluation program should make
longitudinal studies of enrollees from various instructional programs
and compare their employment and earnings experience with alter-
native programs and methods of skill acquirement. Participation in
the placement process might he the best continuing test of immedi-
ate relevance.

Projections as Response Mechanics
Though not as critical as under previous philosophies, the cone-

spondenca between training occupations and projected openings can
provide a useful check of relevance and, therefore, a goad to change.
Available national projections have a good record for accuracy,
though they have not attempted to forecast short-term fluctuations
in demand and have tended to be somewhat too conserative on the
growth of new occupations. The difficulty is to know how national
trends will combine with regional and local forces to ahect the local
demand for skills, where the student will choose to live following
training, and the extent to which he will choose to "buck the trend"
by knowingly preparing himself to compete in a declining, occupation.

The lack of regional and local projections and knowledge of stu-
dent mobility patter' are the most serious deficiencies for planning
vocational education curricu:3. The first shortcoming has been rec-
ognized and techniques have been developed for basing state and
area projections on those for the nation." Such projections are now
available for a limited number of states, and others will follow shortly
with projections for whole states and portions of states. A continuing
obstacle is the fact that most projections are made for occupational
categories developed by the Bureau of the Census and adhered to
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which differ in form and purpose
from those developed by the Bureau of Employment Security for its
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT). The latter, though de-
signed for vocational guidance and placement, has no necessary
relationship to any existing categorization of training programs. In
fact, it is only after a decade of oft-and-on effort in the U.S. Office
of Education that a common classification system for education and
training programs is corning into existence. Following dose behind it

putnicill of LiIx,r, Iluroao Lalor Stalktic., rifillOrnkic's r

Sec dc, Notional r rtider thin arid a C:uf,r, to lireir I `se as a Toe.1 in fie-
ch'Ithig Shia awl .Arca Prol(, /int, Ii1.S Bolltlio No. I600, Febniarp

1901, Norm Meolsio '1).(x.opalf000l Job lloydroments, n sLoa Col Approach In
Long !limp Forel. asting.- Employment Sett tee Rennie (1.mony.l'obrin.ir) ).
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is a taxonomy to transform DOT occupational categories into train-
ing strategies. It will still not necessarily relate projections to either
the DOT or training programs.

Geographical Mobility and Manpower Projections
The mobility issue involves data, philosophy, and practical poli-

tics. One in each fifteen American families moves across county lines
each year. An even larger proportion of young people upon or soon
after entering the labor market choose to emigrate to another area
for employment. The vocational educator is concerned not only with
what occupational skills will he in demand in the home community
but also with what occupational opportunities are available else-
where and how to project the proportion of youngsters who will be
mobile. Beyond the information as to how many and who will move
where and for what occupations is still the philosophical question,
"Which should have priority, labor market needs or student choice?"
If the answer is the labor market, which marketthat at home or
that further afield, and which occupation in which market? The
practical political question concerns the willingness of local tax-
payers to support training which will not he used locally and may
even encourage out-migration.

The fact that half the money may be matched by federal dollars
makes no difference. The funds are allocated to the states by formula
and, therefore, in effect belong to the state where, if not used for
training out-migrants, they can be used to train those who remain
at home.

Alternative Shill Sources
The linkage between projections of occupation 'I trends and voca-

tional education planning is kept tenuous by the lack of any clear
criteria for choosing among alt 'rnative sources of skill training.
Vocational education should not seek to train in occupations for
which the skills can be more efficiently acquired through on- the -job
training or vork experience. The cho;ce is most often treated as an
economic one: Who should pay the training costs: the worker, the
employer, or the taxpayer? The economic issue is seldom specifically
confronted, but policy decisions are made as the voters do or do not
agree to assume the costs. There is no focal point for developing and
considering technical criteria for choosing the most efficient system
of skill acquirement.

The general principle for efficient allocation of resources in a mar-
ket economy is that each individual or institution should pay for his
or its own benefits rvith the public paying only for social benefits
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over and above the private ones. For the public to do more encour-
ages overconsumption; to do less risks depriving society of those
social benefits which accrue to no individual and for which no one
is willing to pay.

If the employee or employer pays the full cost of training, his
willingness to do so assures that the benefits to him were worth the
costs. If the public pays all or part of the costs, either or both may
he tempted to waste resources by undertaking more training than is
justified by the benefit-cost relationships. However, if there are
social benefits in excess of the private benefits, the willingness of the
private parties to pay for only the benefits to them will leave the
investment in training below the social optimum.

Elementary and secondary education in the United States has
been considered a classic case for public support. Parents, not the
recipient youth, pay the costs in the absence of Fublic education.
Parental self-interest and the short time-horizons of youth may
underestimate education's value. Having an informed, educated
electorate is assumed to have social value for a democracy over and
above the investment. and consumption value of education to the
student. The case has been less clear for higher education, but as it
has become a more important prerequisite to individual success,
economic growth, and national defense, the same arguments have
led the body politic to assume a rising share of the financial costs.
Provision of job skills at public expense has found less support. Yet
unless it can be shown that the assume() social benefits from higher
education accrue only from its convocational components or that
only those occupations requiring college education have "external"
benefits, it is difficult to argue for support of occupational preparation
for college youth and to deny it to those who do not j_:o on to college.

Assumption of the employer's training burdens {except insofar as
he hires the disadvantaged I is even more troublesome conceptually.
In theory, only the broader preparation for employment beyond that
of direct value to the employer is assumed to be an appropriate
public responsibility. An employer could be expected to provide cnly
those skills specifically required by his operations and which he
cannot satisfactorily obtain in the open market or get the schools to
provide for him. However, few skills are so unique and nontransfer-
able as to be useful only to one employer.

There is a public interest in training when its presence encourages
(or absence prevents) greater output and a higher standard of living,
higher quality goods and services, more stable prices, or a mole dy-
namic and adaptable economy. Efforts of employers to "pirate"
rather than to train workers may have inflationary consequences.
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There is no guarantee that the worker trained at employer expense
will remain in the latter's employ. Small films cannot afford to hire
training directors, work out curricula, prepare materials, and hire
instructors. In addition, a large firm may so dominate a labor market
that it faces little risk of losing its trained personnel; the risk is
greater, the smaller the firm relative to the size of the labor market.

Employers may he too shortsighted to recognize the potential
profits from training, employing, and producing, whereas the ready
availability of skilled manpower may make the profit potential of an
investment less obscure. Similarly, since communities compete for
employers as the latter do for customers, a reg:on may find it profit-
able to publicly supply a skilled labor force, hoping to attract new
employers to use it. However, the risks for the public and the indi-
viduals involved of training in hope rather than in auticipation of
use must be accounted for in the public decision.

Obviously, criteria for choice between public and private support
of occupational training are more easily developed in theory than
applied in practice. It is not surprising that what kills are provided
by vocational education is largely a matter of local practice and
political pressure.

Conceivably, the choice between publicly and privately supported
occupational training could be made on technical grounds of identify-
ing the most efficient training method for the particular occupation,
though the provider of the training need not be the financial sup-
porter of it. However, the criteria for such a choice have never been
developed and generally accepted. The workplace has the advantage
of realismthe atmosphere and discipline which is difficult to dupli-
cate in a contrived environment. It also saves the duplication of
equipment for training purposes. In addition, skilled employees and
supervisors may double as instructors.

The school may make it easier to combine theoretical knowledge
and manipulative skills, though this is not ruled out in the work-
place. It may be possible also to supply skills in a shorter time by
contriving sequences at the instructor's discretion, adjusting train-
ing to the trainees' learning pace, and concentrating on and reiterat-
ing difficult areas of learning. There may also be economies of scale
in the large numbers who can be run through a school in comparison
to the number who can be trained on the job subject to product ion
conditions.

It is possible to think of criteria which would bias the choice in one
direction or another in a particular occupation: (1) Is there a sub -
stantial theoretical content to the job, or it it primarily manipula-
tive? One may rust his safety to a busdriver who learned on the job
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but prefers that an airline pilot have some knowledge of meteorology
and navigation learned in the classroom. A civil engineer and an
instrument man on a surveying crew offer the same contrast in a less
dramatic way. (2) Are there basic skills of broad application? One
does not usually think of teaching typing on the job, though filing
may be taught there. (3) Is the work repetitive so that, once learned,
little exercise of judgment is needed? On-the-job training may be
adequate for an operator of a single machine, but some more formal
training may be needed by a general machinist or a tool and die
maker. (4) Does the employee wolf( without supervision, depending
on his own initiative and judgment? A positive answer might suggest
pre-employment training; yet craftsman of whom this is supposedly
a description more often learn on the job. (5) Can the workplace he
duplicated institutionally? Contrast the machine shop to the coal
mine. (6i What are the costs and risks of learning on the job? Expen-
sive equipment might suggest training in industry, white a high risk
factor might suggest prior institutional preparation. None of these
considerations alone is likely to decide the issue of what skill de-
mands are best met by vocational education and what by less
formal methods, but each will have its influence.

Occupational Trends and Likely Response

The time appears near at hand when lack of occupational projec-
tionsnational, state, and local--will no longer bo a legitimate com-
plaint for educational planners. However, availability of projections
will still not answer questions of student choice and mobility, nor
will it decide the economic and pedagogical advantages of institu-
tional versus on-the-job training. The philosophical but practical
question of how broadly or narrowly to train and the partly financial,
partly administrative, problem of responding once projections are
available are separate issues. The fact remains that lack. of knowl-
edge of present and future manpower requirements cannot be blamed
for the grosser misaflocations of vocational education resources.
Better information is always a plus, but funding, institutional resist-
ance, inertia, and uncertain objectives are the obstacles to curricu-
lum response.

Whether attuned to labor market requirements or employment
needs, the vocational education curriculum does respond, though
with considerable lag, to I he changing occupational structure. Lack
of current and projected labor market information is minor among
the reasons for this sluggishness; vested interest, business support,
fixed investment in physical plant and equipment, and inertia are
all more important. Nevertheless, the improving availability and

V IJ
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quality of current data and projections will be one more among
counterpressures for greater responsiveness.

Most promising of all was the apparent willingness of the Ninetieth
Congress to multiply expenditures on vocational education after
having built significant response mechanisms into the law. The feel-
ing after several years of emphasis on remedial manpower programs
that prevention must assume a higher priority were evident in the
1968 legislation. Efforts of both the Johnson and Nixon administra-
tions to discourage appropriation of the authorized funds is more an
indication of disinterest in the subject than it is of a reasoned prefer-
ence for continuance of the remedial emphasis. Without top level
concern, the distrust of vocational education by Budget Bureau
staffers becomes dominant.

More important in the long run than the discussion of how much
to spend on vocational education and what occupations to stress are
the implied technical and philosophical debates underlying the cur-
rent indecisiveness. Whether vocational education or the Job Oppor-
tunities in the Business Sector (JOBS) program get the few dollars
available represents also an implied choice between institutional and
on-the-job training as a preferred method for imparting skills. That
vocational educators and labor market experts persist in debating
what to train for, leaving the more basic question of how to best
prepare people for employment to congressional decision, is an inter-
esting shift in the location of impetus and response.
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Occupational Facts; Data, Media, and fuiedle.tion

OceupotiDnoi Facts/Data
Vocational educators work with students just l efore they go to

work, either at their first job or at their next job if a student has
returned to school after having worked. This proximity of the voca-
tional educator to his I tudents' work has made him aware of the need
which they have for occupational facts or data.' In reality, his pri-
mary task is to give his students sufficient perspective so that the
student can take on his forthcoming job identity with ease and
thereby survive his imminent induction into the work of sustaining
that new identity. The vocational educator, therefore, is concerned
that occupational facts/data become information that is, acted-
upon knowledge.

Students' needs for occupational facts/data extend to the time
before they enter their present vocational education and to the time
after they vomplete their education, look for a job, and enter its

Ilte anthers are indebted to Gordon A. Dudley for the mediation crowcpt 011
0101 this PrIIXT is built. Dudley and Tiesieman amplify the concept in a fortlixim-
in Career Ocuripprlent, Dorsey Press, in press. 'This paper was received by tbe edi-
tors of tie present VAIN n 1909.

' Occupational factsid,A,s come in two conditions, fiscd and modifiable. We
therefore elect to adopt the cumbersome term, -facts/data," to indicate this fact
throughout the Paper. Occupational facts are directly reemma bic without media-
tion except for storage and flier recovery. On the other hand, occupational data
irmst be additionally processed by the numeric and/or linguistic motives of
mediation system.
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employment. These needs have caused vocational educators to sup-
port accumulation of the type of occupational facts/data which are
now quite universally available.

The U.S. Department of Labor assembles and publishes many
facts and data about occupations: dictionary definitions;" occupa-
tional briefs which describe an occuration more fully than does its
definition and are intended for sorieone who might work in t1-r3
occupation;' and skeletonized occu rational briefs in the Occupa-
tional Outlook Handbook,' a3 augrcented by data on prospects in
the occupation. These descriptions a td projections are intended for
persons still exploring occupations bit not yel committed to entry
into any one.

New Afedia

Descriptions, briefs, and outlooks r Alished by the Department of
Labor are also revised and repuhlOwi I by one or another commercial
publisher of so-called occupational it formation. As a result, a gree f.
deal of so- called occupational information exists in the United States
today, as do many detailed statietic.tl analyses of industries, bus
nesses, and their labor needs. Deve'opments of this kind have a
bearing on the work of the vocation tl educator which this volume
considers elsewhere. However, th's cl apter explores in detail a par-
ticular implication of this work: Lam ply, the turaig of these facts/
data into personal information throu.;h the process of mediation.

Although the vocational educator deals with his students when
they are presumably committed to t le occupation of his program,
the counselor sees these same student t before, during, and after that
commitment. This more extended glimpse of the meaning of an occu-
pation for the life of a student causes the counselor to view more
tentatively that decision to which lie vocational educator would
prefer that the student actually he cx. mmitted. A firm commitment
undoubtedly facilitates the student's I ssumpt ion of the occupational
identity which the vocational educato dedicates himself to help the
student assume. However, a firm comr dim( nt without the necessary
involvement can he disastrous, as we trgue here.

The necessity for the student and the counselor to see the decision

'U,S. Employment Scnkc, Di tiorwry Occripationd Tiff( (Ww.hington:
(:mernment Printing Office, 1965).

' U.S. Bureau of Employment Security, ()err patimial Mich (Wa,Iiingtor: U.S.
Government Printing Office).

U.C. Bureau of Libor Statistic,, Occupation 11 Outlook Ilairtibook: Erriploym
Information for Uri,' fu Guidance (Wa,flington t1.S. (:ocrormot Printing Office.
1960-87),
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of tf . student in the larger perspective of the student's former life
and intentions other than those dictated by the imminent occupa-
tional identity creates a different kind of need for occupational facts/
data than that traditionally supported by the vocational educator.
This need is for facts/data which nre (1) more motivating, (2) more
socle.l. and (3) paradoxically, more ambiguous specifically but more
compelling generally.

Those associated with production of occupational information
are now modifying occupational facts/data in one or more of the
needed ways. However, during the past several years most of this
work has also been associated with the appearance of new media
which are markedly changing our capacity to deliver occupational
facts/data.

Early work with media focused quite directly on the media them-
selves. investigators r;imply !earned what the new media were about
and attempted to make old occupational information fit each new
possibility. A number of projects of this nature exist around the
country. Campbell, Martin, and Tiedeman published a summary of
many of these project; in 1966.' Perrone and Thrush have published
a recent summary and extension of that original work!' In addition,
Eli Ginzberg and cclleagues, in the Conservation of Human Re-
sources Project at Columbia University, are also in the midst of a
two-year evaluation of occupational facts as a means for improving
the lives of people. Ginzberg's report, Guidance USA, will provide
an extensive look at how we presently create, package, and deliver
occupational facts. For these reasons, we prefer to tu,n here from an
interest in facts and media to an interest in mediation. We conceive
mediation as the attempt to deliver occupational facts /data not
merely in their own terms or those terms changed because of the
demands of new media but elso in terms of the effect that delivery
has on the personal learning and identification undergirding the
confident assumption of a new occupational identity,

Fro'n Media to Mediation
Mediotion, not medw, must became the central focus for educa-

tion, general and vocational. Thn turning of occupational facts/data
into information is a personal and educational process. Therefore,
the important question is the means by which media actually prove

Rolxit E Campbell, arvid V Tiviliman, and At NI. Nlartio, ech., Systrons
finder floccioproent for VroiIinno/ Guidance. A Repori of n Rrwarch Exchange
Confircnce (CottalilnIc: Ohio Sta.: IlIni%(2,ity, 1960.

'Philip A. Perrone and lianiolph S. 1111-01, "%'ncalinnal Infortnation Pr sling
System: Survuy." Vo,-oliona/ Cuff-lance Quarterly. IT (Jun 1909). pp. 2:55-66.

-1
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to mediate the personal education process. We elect to address herein
the most important of our questions in vocational guidance: How
may we better the personal educational process associated with voca-
tional development?

Shortly before we were invited to write this chapter, Tiedeman
had a confirming experience with a recent book by NIcLuhan and
Fiore. The younger of his sons left his copy of this book on a table
in their living room for about a week, but he was not particularly
interested in it because, during his early glances at it, he kept read-
ing its title as The Medium Is the Message. That seemed a clever,
though not an intriguing, title. One day it suddenly came to him that
the Look's title is The Medium Is the Massage. His double-take and
that realization connected then with his realization that this wus the
process of mediation which we devel '.1) in this chapter. Thus, a
hurried turn to the book reinforced his recognition that, in occupa-
tionel facts/data as well as in the generality of communication
treated by McLuhan and Fiore, the media are not the message. In
fact, media can never be the message; only the facts which media
convey are the message. 'I'he media themselves only become impor-
tant in message transmission when they actually mediate transmis-
sion wLen they actually massage the occupational information
process as persons are exposed to occupational facts/data.

Epistemology and Pedagogy in Mediation'
Tie point of view we outline in this paper is one which derives

important aspects of its validity from being realized again and again
through a wide range of personal experiences with facts and ideas.
Our "frame of reference" with regard to the interplay of facts, ideas,
purposes, and action represents a form of orientation which, while
cannot be specified in the abstract, serves in any given context of
personal encounter to articulate immediate concertos with issues of
broader relationship and relevance!' Therefore, in c. der to articulate
aspects of our immediate topic within a context of issues of broader
educational concern, we address ourselves to two assumptions which
we consider to he inconsistent with crucial pr'nciples of educational
process. It is the alternatives to thine principles that we strive to
describe in 'his chapter.

' Marshall McLuhan and Quentin Fiore, The Mrclium; Ir trle Atoy.age ( \ea York:
Bantam Bodo, 1907).

' e are iudebted to 'Gordon A. Dudley for the Inictore and ideas et this
stilsec tion.

M:chael rol an)i, The MIA (4 }ton (01 i g.) : Phrxnis G, cr.ity al
Chlea,ro Presc, 19 38)
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The first of these assumptions pertains to the nature of knowing
and the known. There are cut rent applications of recent media devel-
opments to issues of vocational information which appear to presume
hat facts, data, or information consist of bits of knowledge which

correspond directly to that presumed to be the real, the true, and
the knowable. In brief, knowing and the known are presumed to
comprise a direct, linear relationship both in the abstract and as we
realize them as dimensions of particular circumstances. We shall
show the serious limitations of this position as we attempt to imple-
ment our current technological resources in the service of personally
determined career development.

The second of the assumptions is in an important sense subordi-
nate to the first, for it pertains to the nature of the relationship
between acts of knowing or learning and those of teaching or coun-
seling. This assumption suggests that, on the basis of a "correspond-
ence" theory of knowledge, we can presume to select those aspects
of the known and knowable which shall be most effective in deter-
mining a subsequent course of events toward an end that we value
and which, as "means" toward that end, we call "learning." In brief,
the assumption is that we can determine, in advance, both goals and
procedures appropriate to the educational process in its distinctive
human immediacy and variability.

These assumptions, one "epistemological" and the other "peda-
gogical," are inconsistent with what seems to be one of the most
crucial principles of our own current work, namely, that both knowl-
edge and the process of knowing are functions of a personal and
collaborative context of exploration and confirmation--a context
which is itself defined by a nexus of human purposes expressed both
overtly and covertly, both tacitly and articulately. The alternative
position from which we speak suggests that our talk 'bout media
cannot look in one direction on?y. It cannot look solely toward facts,
data, information in isolation from persons and processes. We hold
that the reciprocal interaction between the knower and known en-
tails a "transactional" perspective and an array of procedures more
aptly denoted by the notion of mediation. The final turn of this
argument is that, because of the interplay of the t Ira and articulate
dimensions of knowing in the personal act of learning, the experience
of mediation is that of a massage. In other words, we inevitably
encounter the new with a habitual tensing of of r intellectual muscu-
lature, with the result that its meaning takes initial form after that
which we have long known and to which we have accommodated.
Only after we have worked with (and perhaps more importantly,
been worked on Irv) a new possibility do we relax to the point of
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seeing more clearly that something new has indeed been going on in,
as well as around, us.'"

Our advocated perspective is "transactional" by virtue of the im-
plication that both processes of teaching and learning are construed
as individual and collaborative acts of "sampling," from among a
wide range of on-going events (both personal and environmental),
those configurations of meaning and implication which best serve to
differentiate means and ends, processes of imagination and struc-
Wres of knowledge, and acts of discovery and principles of verifica-
tion. Within this "transactional" perspective, facts and data derive
their significance as exemplifications of meaningful coherence among
stable dimensions of events reflecting multiple principles of order."
It is this transactional perspective regarding the interplay of infer-
mat ion and imagination which brings our ideas in harmony both with
current developments in discovery teaching and the "new" curric-
ula," and with the "new" self-knowledge and creative learning de-
velopments." It is a point of view from which we risk inviting the
student to take advantage of our capacIty to learn through his ability
to teach us.

We devote the balance of this chapter to tracing the emergence
and implications of our "transactional" or "mediating" perspective
regarding those developments. This point of our view has never be-
fore been reported. We presume that its availability will do more for
the assessment of occupational information, because it is a theoreti-
cal view, than car be done by intimate assessment of the so-called
"information" itself. In presenting our point of view for evaluating
the application of media to issues of occupational information within
the context of personally-determined career development, eve shall
stress three "facts":

1. The subordination of the concept of media to the concept of media-
tion implieq that, in relation to occupational information, media
represent means in the service of vocational development. Thus,
the first "fact" to be developed more fully is that occupational
mediation relates to the cultivation of vocational development. not
to mere occupational entry and success.

(f. On :),,innialion;ind ocominic)(1.1tion as o tled by FII)).11: Jolla I I.
Fla) The Derclopolcillal Psychology of lean PMgct Nov Vori : Notrand:
1)03).

" U. Neis.er, MoTtiplitily of 1 bought:" Pria)/41ourn,/: of i's laolagy. 51:1,
pp. 141.

't Jen:me S. Bruner, Toward a Theory of 1mb-fa t ion (C..inniii,1):4, Ma) ard
Uni)crsiP): FrusN, 1966 ).

" I,,-)))/Iney S. Kiibic, Neurotic Distortion of 11;r Crraf it a U./Wei n'114.1.

Uni)crsili 195S),
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2. The concept of vocational development as the goal of occupational
mediation raises the issue of personal responsibility and involve-
ment in the determination of those ends This is the second of the
"facts" within the context of mediation to be considered.

3. Finally, a discussion of vocational development and occupational
mediation within the context of formally organized educational
structures raises issues with respect tc broader implication and
impletn?ntation. Thus, the third "fact" to be discussed is our re-
sponsibility and opportunity to consider means by which mediation
of vocational development can be accomplished more effectively
for all citizens of the United States through the engagement of
systems and structures beyond those formally organized for edu-
cational purposes. We examine that imp'ementation at two levels:
the general level of mediation within occupational personality
formation itself, and the specific level of mediation within a poten-
tial instrument for that realization -a co nputer-based Information
System for Vocational Decisions.

Personal Resp.asibility for Goal Determination During the
Mediation of Occupational Facts /Data: Needed Structure of
Authority in Turning Development into Maturation

Personal Responsibility and Vocational Maturity
Vocational development has become an a?propriate goal for occu-

pational information, and the theory of vocational development" is
sufficiently advanced to give us a new concept of what we actually
need to mediate, namely, vocational maturity.' We know that the
society, its economy, and its organizations hAp persons to harmonize
initiative and efficiency during the course of personal evolution in
vocational identification and personality development. However,
counselors and other educators still have a launch interest :a culti-
vating individualization during the course of the socialization of that
collaborative activity known as work. Our resolution on this score,
by bringing personal responsibility for goal determination into the
mediation of occupational facts/data, puts maturation into the fore
as a goat of vocational development. Pei inal responsibility for goal
determination is a necessary put of person 1t development through
the educational process. Therefore, it must remain a central index
of our success in bringing the goal of vocational development into

,41)onalil E. Surer, The Pi vehlwv of Carr( rr ( New York: limper h
1957).

John 0. Crites, -Nle.c.uololcat of 1'ocation.11 Matt rfty i Aclo1useenct-.. 1. Alti-
tude Test of the, Vot-ational De.elopment Inventory: Vsy( bologivel ltouor;n,pIts.
(;rne,ai and Arpfird, 79 ( 1965 ), pp. 1-36; 11'arrun Cribbon. and P.m! R.
1,01The,, Enicrging Corcirs: Care'e'r Purhrn StIJI New York: Cohnnhi.t Uni
%Trsity. Teach, r. Collor 1968).
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the mediation of occupational information for the purpose of culti-
vating vocational maturation.

Personal Responsibility and Pedagogy
The strategy for cultivating personal responsibility during edu-

cation has one of its foundations ;n the pedagogy of discovery
teaching, as Bruner recommends.' In discovery teaching, goals and
structures which are originally those of the teacher are offered to
students with the expectation that the student will incorporate them
into his own response repertoires. This pedagogy recognizes that the
process of incorporation mediates the responsibility of the student
as he takes a structure known to another and makes it his own.
During this process the student himself discovers the teacher's struc-
ture, thereby achieving insight into the subject which the teacher
offers him for his understanding.

The pedagogy of discovery teaching tutors the student in seeing a
teacher's understanding of a phenomenon in relation to the teacher's
own desire to share that understanding with him. This pedagogy
expects that there will be a placing of shared goal determination into
the awareness of the student, It also offers the student practice in
determining specific, personal goals within a general set or range of
goals permitted by the structure of the teacher's subject as well as
by the personality of the teacher involved in letti ,g another learn by
himself within broad limits defined by the teacher.

The pedagogy of discovery teaching opens the door for individual
action during learning. However, the application of goal determina-
tion to other areas of living involves the assumption of initiative in
goal determination in the absence of it predetermined set of possi-
bilities. This is the process of generalizing the discovery pedagogy
upon which counseling focuses, The matter of choice becomes central
in personal goal determination.

Guidance in Education and Vocational Maturity
Tiedeman recently applied the above analysis of the functions of

guidance in education to an analysis of the general choice conditions
inherent in the process of maturing." The results of this analysis
later led him to emphasize that choice involves the bearing of the

" Jerome S. Bruner, On Knenting (Cambridge, ,s.: 1far% ersity
1962).

" 1.)a. id V. "Jedeinata, Libcralizatica TIM.1110 Educaton; A Coat and Theory
of Challenge to School Counselors (Crimbrif1ge, Renard Graduate School
of Education, 1966), mimeograph.
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predicament of commitment with tentativeness." In this analysis of
the paradox of choice conditions, he differentiated two central issues.
One issue surrounds the assumption of responsibility to relate one-
self to future opportunity as if there were an avenue of possibility
and responsibility available. This issue Tiedeman calls choice deter-
mination. The second issue in his analysis deals with the evolution
of goal, given the assumption of responsibility to choose. This con-
dition he refers to as goal determination.

Tiedeman's recent writing on the understanding and bearing of
the choice paradox as a central and critical part of self-development
represents a culmination of the work he initiated with O'Hara in
1963, which produced the monograph Career Development: Choice
and Adjustment.'" In that monograph, h'e and O'Hara analyzed
career development in relation to a model of decision-making. Since
that time, Tiedeman has worked with subsequent students, Frank
Field and Gordon Dudley,'" to delineate a way in which he could
argue for the articulation of decision-making structures in individual
lives without threat to the individual right of goal determination
during the process of personal decision-making. As a result of this
work, we believe that we now have a logical system which is both
possible and appropriate. Tha system is mediation.

A Structure DI Educational authority
Appropriate for Vocational Maturation

The central part of our position is that the cultivation of under-
standing of decision- making in the paradox of living takes place
under educational conditions. In educational conditions involving
the discovery pedagogy, the responsibilities for fficiency and initia-
tive can be divided between counselor and teacher.

The teacher has prime responsibility for the goals of accuracy and
discovery with respect to the subject he is assigned to teach. He is
only secondarily interested in the emergence of insight on the part
of his student during the course of discovery as well as in the growth
in understanding of self-as-process under expectation for personal

"David Tiedeman, "Predicament, Problem, and Ps)(liology." Journal of
Cottascling P.sychology, 14 (19671. pp. 1-8.

"13a01 V. Tiedeman and Robert 1'. O'Hara, Carecr nereloprochf: Cloud nand
AdjuNfoic (New York: College Entrance F. ainination Board. 1993).

" DAM V. Tiede nian and Frank L. Field, "Cuidallee: the Science of l'urposeful
Aetion Applied through Education," in Culciance: Ap Ettoriinalion. eds. Ralph
,ft)slicr, Richard Carle, and (Iris 13, Wm!, (Ncw York: Harcourt, Brave, .11x1

World, 1905), pp, 192413; Gordon A. 1)11(11(1' and 1Vallace J. Fiddler, Persorudiy
Dacrodoed Career and Eritrcprencurici Behavior (Canthridgf., Maw; 11,,RaN1
Studies in Cal e'er lklelopinctit Number 41, 190,.51.
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responsibilit; in learning.
The counselor, on the other hand, has primary responsibility for

seeing that the student's gcals of insight and self-asprocess emerge
in the context of discovering a subject at school and generalizing in
his awareness realms of choice in vocation and life in which goals can
only be determined personally. The counselor has secondary interest
in those goals which are primary for the teacheraccuracy, discov-
ery, and commitment in relation to subjects themselves. He is inter-
ested in sharing only the expectation that the student wig. th be
accurate and have discovered, but he cannot deny these functions in
education however much he personally favors the emergence and
exploitation of personal initiative in students.

The application if this model of responsibility' assigns to the coun-
selor an interest in seeing that discovery teaching is part of the
educational establishment in which he is employed. The model pre.
sumes, in addition, that the counselor will have a leaching interest
in the paradigm cf decision-making as it applies both to choice in
vocational and other life goals and to learning about self during the
course of experiencing and modifying the consequences of a per-
sonally-elected goal, For this reason, our expectation is that explicit
teaching in decision-making should be a part of the guidance program
of an educational institution. We intend to make the teaching of
decision-making explicit in counseling in an Inform at io,1 System for
Vocational Decisions ,'hich we describe at the conclusion of this
chapter. This system represents our current effort to act upon the
understanding of the model outlined here.

Finally, the appreciation of paradox in choices taking place in life
evolves over a period of time. In this time, the explicit concepts of
decision-making become more practiced, understood, and automatic.
The critical tasks of the counselor toward these ends are to analyze
the projections about choosing in Which his students engage. The
two conditions of choosing in which projection must be analyzed are
those previously designatedchoice-election and goal- determina-
tion. In either case, the counselor has interest in ministering to
projections of either an internal or an external kind. He attempts to
mediate to the internal projections of guilt in ways such that his
inquirer's attention to his own initiative and his practice of ad ion
under guidance of his initiative does not have anxiety and/or psycho-
somatic effects. He attempts to mediate the external projections of
shame so that blame becomes effectively assessed by an inquirer
engaged in such projections. His goal is to bring about greater aware-
ness of evaluations and process possibilities for the inquirer during
the course of discussions of such projections.

if
r
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In this discussion we stress a tripartite contribution to the theory
of personal development through vocational development. We be-
lieve that the mediation of occupational facts/data in an effort to
turn them into occupational information for which an inquirer is
personally responsible requires all three enumerated conditions:
(1) a structure of educational organization including that of voca-
tional education in which there is the expectation of personal dis-
covery and the division of teaching and counseling responsibility in
which discovery can go on without serious threat to the individual
initiativo and responsibility of the students; (2) an explicit teaching
by counselors and/or teachers of decision-making, particularly edu-
cational and vocational decision-making, such teaching being offered
in compatibility with the discovery teaching in other subjects; and
(3) an evaluation and/or monitoring system which is explicitly
attuned to the development of choice behavior in inquirers.

Prospects for Technology and Commerce In the Mediation of
Vocational Development for Vocational Maturity

From Theory to Technology in Mediation
It is on thing to enunciate both a new goal and the structure of

authority which will be required to attain that goal without serious
threat eitl-er to individual liberty or to societal disintegration. It is
still another thing to say how vocational maturity can be cultivated
within the required structure of authority. We believe, however, that
we have hit upon a good means to our end. That means will be the
Information System for Vocational Decisions ISVD).

Occupational Fact Mediation in the Environment of an
Information System for Vocational Decisions

The ISVD will be fashioned to mediate choice behavior. Several
aspects of that system merit emphasis now, even though we delay to
a later section the fuller descripl ion of the ISVD itself.

One aspect of ISVD in need of special attention is that our word
"Information" in it denotes the placing of facts/data into the context
of use. Thus, the user or inquirer becomes an explicit part of our
denotation of "system." We intend to place a student in potentially
repeated interaction with a computer-centered environment pro-
rammed, not for prompt reinforcing of stimulusqesponse contiguity,
but for an inquirer's personal inquiry.

A second noteworthy aspect of the ISVD is that it will be con-
structed so as to facilitate ail inquirer's learning how to harmonize
his personal goals and their consequences in a real world by means
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of repeated inquiries in specific realms of social activity. isecause the
ISVD will put the inquirer in direct relation with hi evolving history
and intentions to the extent that such can be mot ivated and repre-
sented through the numbers, letters, and proceCsing available in
computer reckoning, it becomes possible to belie 1:he feal, of those
who view such automation as a process for making de( i ions for,
rather than with, people.

This brings us to the third particularly notewo; thy aspect of the
ISVD. Our primary professional task, both in th,.: ISVD and even
more generally in guidance, is the construction A a meta-system
which permits analysis and response in terms of the majority of the
variables of anticipated pc sonal determination. T ze ISVD will rep-
resent a first-time physical simulation of the "out tide" which a per-
son must first learn to bring "inside" and then to at toward knowing
that it is there by knowing also that he need not be "driven" by it
and that he can place it in the service of his personally-determined
career development, in the service of his present it'd evolving mi:-
turity.

A Structure for Mediation of Vocational Matura,rion in the ISVD
Three specific parts of the ISVD will define its '?articular contri-

bution to the needed process of mediation. One Jart is the set of
media themselves. The ISVD will attempt to takr advantage of all
the gains in mediation now available to us becau :e of c variety of
media-work.2' The output media designed into the' SVD will include
films, film strips, slides, taped messages, and printed reports pro-
vided by means of both cathode ray tube and hard ropy printer. The
input medium will be the typewriter keyboard. A l i ,tht pen operating
in conjunction with the cathode ray tube is an exr ensive possibility
not now included.

A second mediational part of the ISVD will be i s materialsthe
best of findings in vocational development. These findings will in-
chide the aforementioned greater motivating and nore socially de-
tailed materials now being brought into occuparional facts/data
because of the study of vocational maturity as we:I as materials on
opportunities, their characteristics, and projected Assibilities. Ma-
terials will eventually, but not immediately, inch de a newly con-
structed curriculum designed specifically for the nediation of the
developmental tasks of career decision-making an6 development.

A third mediational part of the ISVD will be the computer modu-
lation of access and response in a time-shared mode. The modulation

rurrnt` and Thrinli. -Vocational likfonnalion Procc,,ing ti,, hva . .
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of the totality of formally construable career development through
computer control brings timing and supervision into focus in the
mediational process for vocational maturation. Timing will be im-
portant in terms of (1) frequency of access, (2) sequence of item
presentation and data processing and the monitoring of response,
and (3) intervals between all three kinds of parts. Supervision has
importance in terms of (11 the monitoring built into the inquirer-
machine interaction itself, (2) the monitoring of the counselor in his
supervision of the inquirer-computer interactional environment, and
(3) the monitoring of the vocational educator as he engages persons
in the tasks of role assimilation which follow upon the making of a
vocational choice, however tentatively that choice is bald, and the
undertaking of vocational preparation.

The ISVD will be on the frontiers of all three realms of the media-
tional process designed for vocational maturation, However, as Holtz-
man shows," and Cooley and Hummel will soon elaborate for the
field of guidance,s the 1SVD will not be alone in anyof its approaches
to this condition. Universities and other nonprofit and profit-making
organizations with personnel for technological development in edu-
cation are now participating in developing the parts of the mediation
needed for vocational maturity. There is considerable mass now
existing for creation of occupational fact mediation.

Mediation and Decision-Making Development

Mediation of Facts
Additional approaches to mediation are dictated by the general

psychological condition in relation to specific vocational goal and
choice determination in the evolution of occupational identity. At
the outset of this chapter we rejected two assumptions which per-
tained to the nature of knowing and the known. Regarding the first
assumption, we asserted that knowing and the known ought not be
presumed to comprise a direct, linear correspondence, both in the
abstract and as we realize them as dimensions of particular circurn-
stances.

Presumption of a direct linear relationship between knowing and
the known may well exist in other scientif.c disciplines that deal with
impersonal objects. For instance, it is possible to state I he sum of the
salaries of general pruct itioners, divide by the number in the popu-

"Wayne Et, Holtzman, "Conference on Cromptitcr-Assi-ted Irwrustim, Tcsti:m,
and Guidance," f New York, Science Research Council), 22:4, pp. 43-48.

" tVilliam W. Cooky and Raymond C. Hummr I, -Sy shins Apt mashes in Guid-
ance;' Rrdcre of Educational Rewa rt 39 (April 1969), pp. 251-182.
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lation, and get an average. This can be done again for surgeons. The
two averages can then be compared, wad it will be seen that surgeons
earn more on the average than general practitioners. A person who
does this then possesses an abstract fact based upon a direct linear
relationship to the salaries of surgeons R Id general practitioners. If a
guidance counselor or the ISVD prese :Its such abstract facts and
stops there, it is only performing one o; several functions, and that
one only introductory to the primer) function of assisting a stu-
dent to mediate between these facts an his growing and developing
vocational identity.

O'Hara has contrasted the direct-rel ttionship type of knowledge
with perconal understanding by citing e a' + b' as an example
of an caostraction that is apart from lift, a kind of pure intellectual
learning.24 He compares this with a sec and fact. a great many men
with degrees in forestry work indoors at desk:. For boys considering
forestry, this statement is probably nce abstract; it is concrete and
it may be shocking to a young adoiescer t ambit ioning for the rugged
outdoor life.

We acknowledge that abstract data do exist. In fact, the propor-
tion of foresters working at desks is a abstraction. Many people
could learn it as an abstraction but it .vould be irrelevant to their
lives For boys considering forestry, i cannot be irrelevant. The
presentation of data and facts like thew is only the beginning of the
process of mediating between the stud !nt and his career. To move
the student from a state of fantasy about his career to one of in-
creased vocational maturity is to be it volved in mediation. To do
this, the student must have the opportt nity to explore the meaning
that the average salary of surgeons and general practitioners has for
him, to explore the meaning that worki, tg outdoors has for him, and
the meaning that working indoors has 1 or him.

Here we come to the second assumpt on which we rejectedthat
society can select those aspects of the kn awn and the knowable which
shall be most effective in determining a subsequent course of events
toward an end that we value. We ackt owledge society's right and
obligation to select those aspects of the known and knowable which
it deems necessary to its preservation and then to transmit these
through education. Difficulties arise in all societies and institutions
when they strive to go beyond those this gs necessary to their preser-
vation and begin to command things less necessary. So there is
needed a continual re-examination of w int is necessary and what is

"Ilohmt 1'. OHara, A Ilwortticai 1-ound ion for the Usk. of Oci..upational
Information in Citicl.mce." Persormd and (ariuDice ION r nal ( \larch I'M). pp.
13313-10.
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not. We acknowledge society's right to mandate reading, writing,
and arithmetic. At present, such knowledge seems necessary and its
demand therefore reasonable. We acknowledge the right of profes-
sional and other institutions in our society to mandate standards for
performance. These, ton, need re-examination from time to time.
But this still leaves an immense area of goals and procedures within
which a student should be permitk to move !rely. Even among
these goals and procedures which are mandated, we must not strive
to predetermine the meanirg which these goal: and procedures will
have for the person. Otherwise we will stunt our student's growing
capacity for self-correcting activity.

As noted by O'Hara, the realm of the counselor is the realm of
action. In that realm we must deal with personal, unique, idiosyn-
cratic meaning systems which direct vocational behavior. The so-
called objective meaning systems of the "outside," from whatever
source, must resonate with the singular meaning system if there is to
be a harmonious functioning of both inside and outside systems
when the person chooses and implements his choice. We are not
being merely Ciceronian when we use the three adjectives "personal,
unique, and idiosyncratic" to modify "meaning systems."

By "personal" we emphasize the fact that the whole composite of
biological, physical, emotive, conative, and intellectual functions are
in action when someone is learning.

By "unique" we emphasize not the person's manness--not what
he has in common with other menbut what is sole and singular,
what is one about his meaning system and the relations it has to
outside meaning systems.

By "idiosyncratic" we emphasize the fact that the personal and
unique system is made personal and unique by a commingling of the
elements involved in it in personal and unique ways. Hence, we are
emphasizing the valuing process involved in the structure of the
meaning system. The valuing process is the heart of the overarching
process of differentiation and integration.

Thus one major hypothesis about career development . . . is that
those people for whom the world of work has the greatest meaning
consonant with their own previously decloped meaning system wilt
find the greatest satisfaction and success in their work.

We have here fused two % orldsthe unique world of the individual
and the unique world of work. Vccational guidance should be the
catalytic agent in this fusicr.24

" Bob( rt (Mara, 'Thouglit ; nd Adion in Cnid.111(." Groftlance Journal 6:2
( Fall 1967), pp. 2-12-4-i .

" Tiedernan and O'Hara, Carrer Dirt divalent p. 51.
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The knower must experience (ex-per-eo) the known or the know-
able. He r.- ust go through from the outside, irteract with the known
or knowable. Mediation consists of the interaction by means of the
"array of procedures" whereby the experiencing may take place.

Some procedures may be in common, some unique, but the learning
is always personal, unique, idiosyncratic. It is precisely this media-
tion of uniqueness that is the function of the guidance counselor, and
that distinguishes his primary role from his secondary role which
involves communication of generic kinds of knowledge about the
world of education and the world of work.

Mediatiol by Negation
The example of the boy thinking about forestry gets at one essen-

tial way in which the mediational process takes place. Choice is an
affirmative thing, but the mediation chat leads to choice, particularly
in the early years as the personality gradually grows and develops,
involves negation as well. By affirming and denying in the areas of
interests, values, and abilities in relation to successive discontinui-
ties, the student pursues the differentiation necessary prior to inte-
gration in career development.

In the process of differentiation there are at least three kinds of
negative resolut:Jns of the data. The first is formulated the follow-
ing manner: "I cannot do this, or this; therefore, I mall do that."
Such a negative understanding is ordinarily based on a lack of apti-
tude. While the most obvious thing regarding aptitude may be the
immense overlap in scores between majors or occupations, it is still
true thr t there are minimum levels and that as a person drops into
the lower third, the chances for success decrease and are complicated
by the increasing need for the presence of other variables such as
high achievement drive or high status drive. AU of these elements
require some form of differentiation which will crystallize out the
elemen ,s involvedthe fact of overlap, the fact of minimum levels,
the position of my aptitude score in relation to these two facts, the
importance I attach to aptitude in relation to other variables.

Another example of negative resolution may underlie the data on
choice of college found in two follow-up studies of high school seniors
in the greater Boston area. They indicate that over a twenty-year
period, an average of 88 percent of I he students attend schools and
colleges within one hundred miles of the greater Boston area. Back
of this observable fact are undoubtedly many reasons, but it is prob-
able gat the first of these is economic. Students say, "I do nor have
the money to go to Cornell; therefore I will go to Northeastern."

Lac%c of money does influence the choice of college. Action taken
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on this basis needs to be looked at as negative. In cases where the
economic factor is the chief negative influence, we may have a force
that impinges upon healthy vocational identity formation, because
the school system and the dominant culture through the mass media
may insert a long-lasting wedge of contradiction, consisting of the
possibility of vocational fulfillment and the actuality of it through
the local college.

A third type of negative resolution is the "I don't !Ike this and this;
therefore, I will not do them." Now it seems clear from the literature
on interests that at least, for most of the college graduate portion of
our population, interests are a major factor in choice of college and
major. Negative decisions ccAstitute a major part of every interest
inventory. But we are not instituting programs based on our knowl-
edge that interests develop, grow, and change. They are affirmed and
denied. They crystallize in late adolescence or early adulthood.
Then, in later years, new interests may develop, resulting in further
growth and change.

But we are not truly assisting students to differentiate in this
manner. We are not truly assisting them to mediate. We tend to act
as if interest and value scores are abstracts, absolutes, categorizing
in logical fashion once and for all. This is not so. Interest and value
scores are only more data to be fed into the mediational process and
seen in relation to occupations and the student's growing vocational
identity. In this process of juxtaposition, the essential function is to
provide the student with the opportunity to explore the meaning test
scores and occupational facts have for him.

The negative mediational process can also be seen as a disconti-
nuity. The choice of vocational education or of college and major
affords perhaps a first occasion when the young man in search of
vocational identity is forced, by the necessity of choice, to recognize
that one cannot do all the things one is interested in, that one must
make choices, that choices inevitably mean saying "no" to some
things one may not yet psychologically be in a position to say "no" to.
For the young man in such a state of development, hopefully, the
resolutions he makes will lead to better integration of the remaining
elements and, therefore, to fulfillment of the personality. At the very
least, they most assuredly result in the sometimes painful process of
vocational maturation as all maturation is only sometimes joyful.

Because the interests of our talented boys are broad, career de-
cisions regarding college and major are very difficult to make, par-
ticularly if one has no bench marks whereby to differentiate, to gauge
the level, strength, and quality of one's varied interests. Knowledge
of the level, strength, and quality of one's interests may lead to a
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modified negative resolution which may at first take the form of
relegating secondary interests to the hobby state rather than cutting
them off altogether. When to the heart of a man is it ever less than
treason to go with the drift of things, to yield with grace to reason,
to bow and accept the end of a love or season." But such secondary
decisions are immensely fruitful.

Mediation of Needs
The student will take vocational action to satisfy vocational needs

as in general he takes general action to satisfy general needs. Unless
there is a vocational need, there will be no vocational activity. When
there is no vocational activity, there will be no vocational learning.
Thus, vocational need is the deciding factor in determining whether
or not the person will take some action in a given vocational situation.

The writers here define vocational need as meaning a state of
vocational dissatisfaction in the person, and the activity resulting
from this state is an effort to reduce the dissatisfaction and produce
a condition resulting in increased vocational satisfaction.

At various dai,:ontinuities in life, the intensity level of dissatisfac-
tion and satisfaction is in constant flux, with successive surges of
dissatisfaction Icading to crests of vocational satisfaction, followed
again by surge and crest as vocational goals change, are perceived,
striven for, and achieved throughout life. The stronger the voca-
tional dissatisfaction, the higher will be the level of activity of the
vocational learner.

One of the chief functions of the counselor is to determine the
student's level of vocational readiness in relation to a given disconti-
nuity. The origins of vocational readiness undoubtedly lie in the
many elements studied by psycholo,gists in relation to kinds of learn-
ing other than vocational learning. Among these are knowledge,
mental ability, chronological age, emotional maturity, psychological
and social maturity. However, in this chapter, we deal principally
with knowledge as an aspect of readiness.'"

Each forward movement toward the vocational goal is affected by
the student's efforts to review and redefine his earlier vocational
knowledge, experience, and reactions so that they may be applied to,
or changed for, the new vocational situation. Change in vocational
behavior from a previous kind or reaction will take place as a result

"Robert Frost, "Reluctancr," in Comp( ft- Paean of Robert Frost (Nose loll:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1968), p. 43,

"Donald E. Soper, "Vocational Ds, velyvient llieor): Person., Position.. and
rmcesses,"Vachiligton University Syniiro.larn na l'otational De% cloilme»t Theory,
tit, Louis, July 30, 1969; "A 7luNrctical Vcsindation
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of an awareness of inadequacy in the earlier form of vocational be-
havior. This awareness may be only vaguely felt as a disquieting
influence at first. Gradually, awareness of inadequacy and a new
response is called for which is now newly seen as adequate. The
counselor is involved in mediation of inadequacy, and critically in
the mediation of the new response. This kind of vocational realization
comes about through perception of the new goal with its new and
unique attributes, and perception of new vocational means to this
goal. As a result, there is reorganization and redirection of vocational
behavior toward the new goal. The development of vocational knowl-
edge and vocational skill involves a sequence of actions and reactions
in which vocational experience and vocational behavior are gradu-
ally and successively changed and altered in niany qualitative ways.
This process should not proceed randomly, but should be guided
just as academic experience and behavior are guided.

The vocational needs we are talking about are acquired needs.
They are a part of the American way of life, but vocational develop-
ment, as we view it in the United States, is not an aspect of the
development of boys and girls in every culture in the world. Even in
our culture today, the perceptions of work ane career are undergoing
some changes, and our approaches to vocational guidance must take
account of thes:. changes. Thus, the needs of the vocational learner
are the result of a socializing process. Since ve are all socialized in
different ways, our states of vocational need will vary greatly. No two
people have the same vocational experiences. ['hus, vocational needs
will vary with the person experiencing them.

Mediation and Readiness
How a person will respond to a vocational situation depends on the

nature of the situation, but it also depends on controlling elements in
the learner. These controlling elements are predispositions to re-
spond in a certain way. We can call these vocational predispositions
the state of vocational readiness. This socially created state controls
the expectation one has for what is likely to lead to what. Expecta
tions arise from prior experience. For example, an aspect of voca
tional readiness is the awareness on the part of the child that open
consideration of career choices may lead to social approval from par-
ents, counselors, teachers, and adults in general. The opposite could
also be true: a child would expect opposition if he strove to consider
openly a career outside of the vocational expectations of his parents.

The vocational expectations of the student also exercise control
over his attentionthe notice he takes of objects in any situation
and the vut-r.tional responses he will make. For example, at a career

8
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conference, a lawyer is speaking of a legal profession as a career.
Tom listens intently to everything that is said. He has developing
interests in law, and he sees no contradictions between his present
self-image and the vocational image presented by the lawyer. Later
he talks it over with his dad and begins to study harder for college.

A second boy, Dick, spends his time writing notes to his girl in the
next row. The lawyer's presentation has no relationship to his devel-
oping vocational self which at this moment is relatively undefined.
He came to the Career Conference to get out of Latin class.

A third boy, Harry, has wanted to be a lawyer since the age of ten.
His elementary school grades were all A's. When he began the college
course in high school, a few B's Lppeared on his record. Now in senior
year, he finds it impossible to get better than C's despite the fact that
he spends five hours a night on his homework. He currently stands in
the lowest third of his class. Harry is carried av: ay by the speaker's
description of the work and rewards of tl.e legal profession. When the
speaker says that the aspiring law student shculd be in the upper
third of his class in high school and colle ge, the thought is denied
symbolization. As soon as the speaker began to speak of the scholas-
tic requirements, Harry heard but did not "hear," because the facts
were inconsistent with the ideal self - stricture that he had been
building up for the past eight years. The facts were available to con-
sciousness but were not consciously perceived.

Clearly, what is vocationally significant in the situation described
above depends entirely on the learning which has preceded entrance
into the Career Conference, Vocational readiness, therefore, means
the disposition to gave personal meaning to or personal response to
vocational facts and data provided by the environment. Bo.rh coun-
selor and student are mediators in this response.

It is the function of the guidance cour selor to provide vocational
facts and data suitable to the vocational goals of the student. At this
point we are not advocating "forced feed' ng" of vocational materials
to students. It is perfectly clear that a slowly developing student will
set his own pace, arid it will probably be useless to hurry him. On the
other hand, we clearly need to research the proper method of medi-
ating vocational maturation with guidance effort to manipulate the
environment and provide vocational prat Lice and training. The coun-
selor must study the student's developr lental pattern as evidenced
in his social, psyci °logical, and academic growth, and chcose voca-
tional materials and counseling methods which fit the student's
stage of readiness in relation to the various discontinu dies with
which the student has to deal, Counselors need to plan intelligently
a whole series of vocational mediations adapted to the varying paces

of
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of students in their schools.
An obvious difficulty enters here, that is, that the environment

imposes some goals on all students simultaneously, despite the fact
that levels of vocational readiness differ. However, this problem as a
problem is no different from that posed by the necessity for learning
a given academic subject at a given grade levelfor example, frac-
tions. As students move into higher academic levels, however, in-
creasing freedom in the choice of academic subjects is permitted. The
environment expands its boundaries. Concomitant with this kind of
expansion, the environment imposes the need for vocational decisions
at each grade level. Thus, there is simultaneously imposition of
restriction through the necessity of choice and an enlargement of the
number of options. Counselors, then, have no small job as they strive
to present suitable data a- d facts. They are aided, however, by the
formal social structure of the academic environment in which a stu-
dent moves from grade level to grade level, expects increasing free-
dom as he grows older, expects decision-making regarding courses
in the next grade level to occur in the spring, and has all of these
expectations reinforced by involvement of family and peers in his
academic process.

We take the position that there must be conscious and continual
effort on the part of counselors and counselees to relate these educa-
tional decisions to occupational possibilities in the world of work,
and to the growing vocational identity. In S,3 doing, the counselor
begins early in the vocational development of the student to intro-
duce consideration of and movement toward that identity which for
most men and women in the world of work is their principal identity.
In this mariner, counselors then create a state of readiness for specific
occupational decisions which occur later in life.

Vocational facts and data must be distinctive; that is to say, the
vocational learner must be able to differentiate those items that are
important to him from those that are unimportant. Note that the
occupational items are always seen in relation to himself. In order to
be able to rank them in importance, the student must have some
clear understanding of self. In the case of Harry cited above, there is
dearly some knowledge and understanding of self, but also some
ignorance or denial of knowledge; thus, Ilan y is unable to distin-
; Ash this datum as provided by the speaker, in such a case, the
counselor, treading very softly lest he injure tha ego, must provide
the contrast between the academic achievement required for lawyers
and Harry's academic development.

In order to mediate in a given discontinuity, counselors must also
proceed by assisting the student to affirm and deny in all areas re-
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lated to the discontinuity. In a formal academic learning situation,
the teacher can structure a lesson in such a way that some facts stand
out from the backgrouna of the total learning situation. The learner
is then able to distinguish important facts from unimportant facts.
But when a student needs to resolve a guidance problem, the coun-
selor is limited in the way he structures the situation because of the
necessity for dealing with the student's unique meaning system.
Here again we face the problem of generic method and unique mean.
ing. The writers take the po' rtion that counselors must, for example,
outline the elements associated with jobsnature of the work, en-
trance requirements, salary, working conditions, and so on. The
counselor must make these facts, as a group, distractive, but his
mediating function lies not in the communication of this generic
information, but in the ways in which he assists the student to attach
valences to the elements associated with jobs, so that the student
then distinguishes the important facts from unimportant facts in the
total situation in relation to himself. This capacity to differentiate
can be developed by introducing the student to the notion of com-
parison and, particularly, the comparative act ions involving contrast;
for example, contrasting the income of surgeons with the income of
general pi actitioners. Contrast can also be created by comparing the
$50,000 income of a pig farmer with the $50,000 income of a general
practitioner. This kind of vivid and colorful illustration can force a
student to recognize that money is not the only element involved
in career development.

Mediation and Maturation
The ability to mediate problems posed by each discontinuity is

limited by the level of vocational maturity of the student at the time
the vocational learning situation occurs. What we are saying here
is that there are educational limits to what we can assist students to
mediate. Perhaps until late adolescence, these limits are set in part
by organic development. Organic development influences the learn-
ing of infants in walking and talking and seeing, but we do not know
how these kinds of organismic developments influence the develop-
ment of vocational mal urity.

On the other hand, maturational readiness does not stem solely
from organic development, It also depends on varying levels of psy-
chological performance. For example, since the vocational learning
situation is always a problem to be solved that in part involves knowl-
edge, the resolution of he problem depends on the kind and level of
mental maturation. Mental development is clearly au active internal
thing which manifests organization and change in the quality of the
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activity as the child grows older. Since we do not know the limits of
intellectual development at various ages, we are unable to specify in
more than a general way its influence on vocational development.

The existence of this kind of a maturational principle could lead
guidance counselors to conclude that activity intended to assist
vocational development might be useless. But this is to assert that
growth is the only element involved, which is clearly not the case.
Internal gtowth factors alone do not completely explain mental in-
equalities. In the same way, vocational development is a function of
not only internal growth factors, but objects and people in a social
situation, opportunity to explore functions involved in the vocational
choice pro,:ess, and formal training in the what, how. and why of
vocational developmentin short, mediation.

The problem of vocational maturation is complicated by the fact
that it is not purely a question of learning academic knowledge.
Vocational development also involves general psychological develop-
ment and the development of attitudes, interests, and values. While
it is clear from research that massive manipulation of the environ-
ment can cause some differences in intellectual development and
educational achievement, it is more clear that environmental manip-
ulation ca a cause greater differences in personality, attitudes, inter-
ests, and values. If we accept this last statement as fundamentally
true, then it is clear that counselors have, if possible, an even greater
obligation to create a vocationally rich environment for students in
their schools. That aspect of this environment with which this paper
is primarily concerned is the acquisition of knowledges, attitudes,
and values in relation to the world of work.

Mediation of Goals
As we noted earlier, vocational maturity centrally involves the

evolution of goals in the evolution of a choice. O'Hara has already
noted that the creation of vocational goal directedness is a major
problem in the elementary and secondary school years.'" Students
in these Early grade levels are only minimally involved in the world
of work. Vocational necd and awareness are at a very low level. As e
result, students seldom notice or have opportunity to respond to
occupational data or facts. At this stage vocational goals are vague
and unnoticed. But learning requires clarity avid precision. A well-
defined vocational goal has great motivating power, and the learner's
vocational expectancy becomes very definite and helps to organize
the vocal ional behavior. This kind of definiteness is seldom present

"(YiLur 1, Theurctit. al Foundation . . ."
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in the early stages of vocational development. The vocal ional prob-
lem is generally posed in educational terms; rarely are these educa-
tional terms related to the vocational world. Thus, indistinctness of
the vocational goal is a function of its remoteness.

Mediation in Choice
Counselors can deal with immediate goals, that is, witl the choice

of next year's curriculum, with the choice of next year's c( urses, with
good marks in those courses. But it seems to the writers that, be-
cause of the indistinctness and remoteness of the real vocational
problems, guidance personnel have an obligation as el! to impose
a formal learning situation with formal academic sancti( ns in order
to mediate the selection of goals necessary for increased Lnderstand-
ing of the world of work and the possible responses to it. At this
point, we are suggesting that in the early stages of vocat Tonal devel-
opment, extrinsic vocational goals are necessary if choio; election is
to be facilitated. We recommend study of the process of career de-
velopment, study of occupational facts and data, for th4 purpose of
increasing formal knowledge about careers. As we do such studies,
vie will learn more about how responsibility for both ,-emote goal
determination and choice-election interact with each other.

The immediate goal in this kind of vocational activity would be a
high score on a test of occupational knowledge or a grade in a course
on career development. This kind of goal is extrinsic. Tie decisions
to achieve it are academie decisions, but the consequences are not
merely academic. The consequences are a mediation of the goal-
(etting process by an expulsion of the occupational ho izons of the
student into a general choice context. Thus, with ad ievement of
academic satisfaction, the student achieves simultaneously voca.

satisfaction in that he has broadened hisknowled'e and under-
standing and feels less tension in the vague and indistin :t vocational
situation in which elementary and secondary educatio I necessarily
place him.

ISVD: A ComputerBased Information System for
Career Decisions"

In Prospect for Computer Technology
Our major aim in this chapter is to introduce comput( r technology

into the concept of mediation. So far we have indicated that a new

r pdinipal invctig.it ,rs the Informatillo F)st( to for N'ovational 1)pu-
,i(1115 arc Russt.11 1)11rqine, \Villaoc Fltt(1)..r, EilwArd handy. an
mkhad
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goal of vocational maturation for all brings with it the need for
mediation of the vocational development process. We have also out-
lined a structure of authority and responsibility for person, teacher,
and counselor in which media tion may occur without challenge to
individual freedom when our new assumptions about mediation
specify the relationship bet ween knowing and the known.

Our efforts in the previous two sections were intended to introduce
a new instrumentality for this mediation, an ISVD. We started by
indicating the general relationships of an ISVD dictated by our
structure. We than detailed specification of the psychological con-
ditions which must be involved in an ISVD structure if it is to Mate
adequately to individual, teacher, and counselor responsibilities. We
now return to further procedural specification of an ISVD. liy doing
so we suggest the technological structure of computer and society
which undergird the psychological processes discussed above.

The intent of the ISVD is to place an inquirer in potentially re-
peated interaction with a computer-centered environment pro-
grammed for his inquiry, not just for prompt reinforcing of stimulus -
response contiguity. The contexts for the inquiries will be education,
occupation, military service, and family living. The inquirer may
elect at will among contexts. The System will be constructed so as
to expect the inquirer to learn how to harmonize his goals and their
consequences by means of repeated inquiries in these four important
realms of personal activity.

As required by the principle of mediation, we stress that the pri-
mary goal of the ISVD will be inquiry, not reinforcement. Because
our System will put the inquirer in direct relation with his evolving
history and intentions to the extent that such can be motivated and
represented through the numbers, letters, and processing available
in computer reckoning, it becomes possible to avoid one of the fears
which the public has of using computers in guidance, namely, the
fear that computers will determine lives by making decisions for,
not with, persons. Our System will let any inquirer experience practi-
cally the same joy and frustration which computer devotees daily
do--the realization that the answer is in a devotee of computers, not
in the machine. Despite our occasional regret upon such realizations,
we know that we still nersevere. Therefore, the assumption of the
ISVD will be that any person can and will persevere through inquiry.
A further assumption is that repeatedly-experienced failure to find
full solutions to questions can be fashioned into mature capacity to
proceed on inadequate bases in adult life as an inquirer is brought to
realize the care we used in fashioning a System which can take him
down the path of, but never completely into, awareness of the oper-
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ation of his motivational system.
We plan assembly of a System different from that now imagined in

computer-aided instruction or in educational data processing. The
ISVD will subsume those conceptions as intermediate in the con-
dition of education for responsible career decisions, However, our
primary professional task will be co istniction of a meta-system
which permits analysis and response direction in terms of the ma-
jority of the variables of this expecte I responsibility.

How do we intend to do this?

The Career and Choices in Career a velopment
The context of vocational derision - :Waking offers excellent oppor-

tunity for realization of our intentiot , v..hen the computer is given
centrality, but necessary incompleteness, in the interacting system
in which career development emer0s. As indicated,'" we define
career as personally-given direction in developing vocational ma-
turity. We bind a career with expect ition that the exercise of per-
sonal intention brings with it accoultability for self directed and
corrected activity. Therefore, we expect that career development
requires emergence of self-initiated al .d controlled activity for which
a person permits himself to be held to account. When persons do so,
we have opportunity to gi.ve power to the process of social control by
encouraging the independence of fre Mom and the interdependence
of social consciousness.

The forming of career involves a et of decisions which are made
throughout life, in the joint contexts of education, vocation, military
service, and family. The object, pit n, ,and progress of decisions in
each of these areas have their ow t characteristics. The socially-
determined choice cont'.:xts in whic) progress in career takes place
are as follows:

Education. There are six primary choice contexts in which edu-
cational histories are forged. Ea& also has a subsidiary context
which s:e. also note. The primary contexts with their subsidiary
contexts are:

1. Choice of secondary school curriculum. The subsidiary choices re-
late to the kind and level of curriculum and to the specifical ion of
skill area within each kind and level.

2. Choice of post-secondary education. Subsidiary choices in a post-
seccndary education election irciude the kind and level of oppor-
tunity. As a final choice of post-secondary education nears, a speci-
fic school and /or college must b' differentiated from a more general
choice as a part of a lost -scorn lary education placement function.

' li (1(rmin and. ().1111".1, Career Oct 1.1( nment
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3. Choice of a collegiate major. The choice of college major involves
choices of kinds of majors and a differentiation of potential em-
phasis in terms of analysis, synthesis, and or reduction to practice
in each of the kinds of areas.

4. Choice of a graduate school. The graduate school choice is similar
to the choice of a college.

5. Choice of a graduate specialization. Specialization in graduate
school continues the spccifica;ion of prior college majors in the
several areas of knowledge. However, at this time the emphases on
analysis, synthesis. and reduction to practice must become clear
cut and must be pursued midi). At the master's level there is likely
to be an emphasis on the technology of a subject; at the doctor's
level the emphasis is on professional activity.

6. Choices related to the further refining of occupational location by
both job and position emphases within general vocational activity.
1 ;Iese job and position choices find inter-relation with endeavors
organized as continuing education.

Vocation. Three primary choice contexts are associated with voca-
tional development itself. Each primary context also has its subsidi-
ary contexts. The primary and subsidiary contexts are:

1. Entry job. This choice involves a first choice of kind and level of
occupation. As entry into work nears, the choice must be sufficiently
differentiated so that work is initiated in a specific job. This differ-
entiation involves occupational choice with the placement function.

2. Job progress. Choices bringing about job progress initiate emer-
gence of a career. If a person attempts to conceive his job movement
in a perbonal historical context in which he conceives his own voca-
tional activity as progression, he initiates career considerations into
his vocational development.

3. Position and career choices. As a person develops a sense of prog-
ress in his occupational activity, he begins to focus upon jobs, not
occupations; then upon positions, not jobs; and finally upon career,
not work. These kinds of choices become salient around midi ife. if
they become salient at all.

Military Service. Three primary kinds of choices are associated
with the military service aspect of vocational behavior. These pri-
mary contexts are:

1. Kind of service. The person u ust differentiate behwen army, navy,
marines, coast guard, and air force.

2. Level of service. A prime issue at the beginning of military service
is the distinction between enlisted and officer status. Some persons
start right off to prepare for officer status. However, in either status.
promotion also becomes an issue in its proper time as determined
by the regulations of a service.

3. Specialization. Within cnlirted ranks in particular, choice of
specialization becomes importsnt. In the officer's ranks, specializa-
tion is likely to be present but not stressed to that degree which it
is stressed in enlisted ranks.
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Family. There are two primary contexts for choice in the family
aria. They are:

1. Marriage. There must be r decision about marriage or not. If
marriage is elected, a fulth.,r decision relates to when in life it
should occur and or reoccur. As noted, the marriage context also
involves a choice about continuation in marriage, with divorce
being the legal means for separation, termination, and potential
reinvolvement.

2. Family. Style of life in family is also an area in which choice takes
place. This area involves choice of size of family, location of house-
hold, culture with regard to extended family living, and amount of
balance of time among work, family, and recreation.

The System
General Framework. As has been previously noted, the ISVD is

de'.iberately named despite the fact that our connotations for its
wards are not presently entirely a matter of common parlance. Our
ward "Information" connotes the placing of facts/data into the
context of use. This use of the word emphasizes our belief that facts/
data require their context of use if they are to be conceived as infor-
mation.

Students and workers are to be permitted to turn educational and
occupational facts/data into information through the System. Thrs
the user becomes an explicit part of our connotation of "System."
Our connotation reflects our intention to offer the user complete
responsibility in choice of educational and vocational goals. Although
it is probably inevitable that the computer will be blamed for"error,"
we do not intend to let users of the ISVD enjoy the luxury of that
impression without contest.

Data Files. The ISVD will have a data file for each of the previ-
ously noted four areas of living: occupation, education, military serv-
ice, and family. Data in each fibs are to range from general to specific.
In addition, data will attempt both schematically to represent the
pres...,t and to outline the future for a decade or so, such outlining
to be in small time-increments. These specifications obligate the
Systcm both to deal with local job markets and to incorporate data
on local job vacancies which wi'l be helpful in placement suggestions.

The fifth data file in the System will contain inquirer characteris-
tics. This file will be in two parls. Gne part will deal with characteris-
tics of inquirers in general and will report on relationships of these
characteristics with later ct oices and successes of those inquirers.
This file will be used both to iggest alternatives to users who need
wider scope for consideration rand to subject aspiration to the test of
"reality" when the user is in a condition of clarification of a preferred

J f.
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alternative. The other part of the inquirer characteristic data file
will he the private educational and occupational history of the user
as portrayed in his context of developing justification for his prefer-
ences and their pursuit and consequences.

recision- Making: The Paradigm for Choosing. Reflection upon
facts/data of the several areas will be encouraged with the expecta-
tion that the facts/data will be put to personal use, and the user will
be expected to become guided by our paradigm of vocational decision-
making." The paradigm essentially conceives decision in relation
(1) to t1-e passage of time, and {2) to the undertakinA of the risk
and a vity required to achieve what one elects to achieve. This
conception permits division of the time interval into a period of
anticipation and a period of accommodation. Anticipation occurs
before the activities of a discontinuity become required; accommo-
dation occnrs after activity is required. Stages of exploration, crys-
tallization, choice, and clarification are distinguished within the
period of anticipation. Stages of induction, reformation, and integra-
tion become possible within the period of accommodation. Distinc-
tions among these stages will have to be a central part of a MONI-
TOR computer routine in the ISVD.

Computer Routines."' Computer routines and supporting materi-
als will be fashioned to conform with expectation that this vocational
decision paradigm both exists and can become explicit and useful to
someone who practices its use. The paradigm will determine the
computer routines which we will develop to permit access to each of
the data files and to provide data upon request. There will he three
primary computer routines: REVIEW, EXPLORATION, and
CLARIFICATION.

The REVIEW computer routine will permit call-up and compari-
son of a prior statement about a then future event both after that
expected future event has occurred and after the user has provided
indication of how his prior expectations were fulfilled before he sees
his prior statement of those expectations. The procedure xvill expect
a person to experience insight with regard to consistency and incon-
sistency available during comparison, and to hymn from such insight
that his own intuition guides is activity. The intended outcome of
REVIEW is that the user learn from his history.

The EXPLORATION computer routine will allow the person to
rove through a data file as near randomly as possible. The routine
will encourage use of randomness largely at only general levels of
materials in order to conserve time but will not forbid specific

!Lid
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exploration if, and when, desired. Furthermore, routines will be de-
veloped to suggest alternatives on the basis of comparison of per-
sonal characteristics with established associations between such
characteristics of others and their preferred alternatives. The in-
tended outcome from this routine is (1) emergence of a set of
alternatives, and (21 the bases on which the alternatives are pre-
ferred. We emphasize this latter point in an effort to increase the
reader's awareness of the reasoning process that is actually involved
in career development.

The CLARIFICATION computer routine will be available after
specific alternatives axe selected. CLARIFICATION will take the
user into queries about the depth of his knowledge concerning the
then favored alternatives and the understanding of future alterna-
tives which are likely linked with present preferences. The outcome
desired will be the dispelling both of son ,a doubt and of some igno-
rance concerning the next step in the progress of career which the
person is evolving. Lessening of both doubt and ignorance is likely
to increase the user's confidence in meeling the required activities
of his next step.

In addition to the ihree primary computer routines, MONITOR
will he available as Ihe only secondary computer routine. It will
essentially consist of the evaluations which we are able to concoct
to determine existence of mastery of stages in the paradigm of voca-
tional decision-making. For this reason, it must be able to play hack
into, as well as over, the corm er inputs which the person generates.
There will he three essential aspects of MONITOR. The first will
be the procedure which we concoct and program the computer to
provide. The second will be the bases on which we have caused our
judgments to operate among the data pit in by the person during
his intera.t ion with the computer. The third will be the basic com-
puter routines themselves which the person will be taught to use
if and when he desires to have them. This latter aspect will make it
possible for the user to write his own monitoring bases to some extent
and to have these monitoring procedures play among his material.
as ours did ,,riginally. We hope through MONITOR to encourage
mastery of the concept of feedback and to give practice and super-
vision in its application.

Moterials. The computer routines will incorporate the vocationJ
decisionmaking paradigm. We do not expect that the computer will
itself he sufficient to mature fully the capacity and confidence for use
of the dccisionmaking paradigm. We will therefore design two other
activities into the System in its totality. One of these will be the
simulation of decisionmaking. Simulation will he available in (1)

t
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games, 2) booklets in which the concepts are taught, and (3) de-
cision problems of a vocational nature which mist he solved in inter-
action with the computer.

The second of our other activities, which we hope will further
mature the use of the paradigm of vocational decision-making, will
be the provision of responsibility for work under laboratory and
practice conditions. In laboratory and practice, reality can replace
imagination if there is intentful supervision of users as they practice.
This supervision will probably be of the same nature as that em-
pioyed by counselors with users as they are engaged in the simulated
activities of vocational decision-making during the user-computer
interactions.

Career: The Maturation of Personal Responsibility
Through Vocational Development

We have attempted to show that the ISVD will expect choice and
will cultivate the capacity for, and confidence in, c hoosing by giving
users an almost infinite possibility for the exercise of decision-making
among data files while simultaneously attempting to make the proc-
esses of decision-making both explicit and mastered. These are ele-
ments in vocational development which have previously neither been
unified in this manner nor made available for practice in modes in
which complexity is possible but time is not of the essence, at least
not the time of persons other than the person enga;;ed in the exercise.
The existence of the ISVD will therefore be a first-time physical
representation of the "outside" which the person must first learn to
bring "inside" and then to act toward knowing that it is there but
that he need not be "driven" by it if he is the master of it.

In its totality, the ISVD will represent "reality" in its data files,
offer processes for working w ith facts/data through its primary com-
puter routines, and provide practice under supervision through (1)
its secondary computer routine, (2) its simulation of decision-
making, and (3) its personal supervision (a ) by a counselor of the
person in interaction in the computer routine, and (b) by a voca-
tional educator as Oba student user assumes real work responsibility
in laboratory and practice work situations.

An Economy for Mediation of Occupational Facts:
The Counselor and His Mediation of Vocational Maturation

Summary and Challenge
McLuhan and Fiore use their book, The Medium Is the Massage."

uNtct,1111,tn arid hore. The. ltediurrt fe tie Jfacsgre
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to convey awareness of n quoted statement attributed to A. N.
Whitehead: "Ere major advances in civilization are processes that
all but wreck the societies, in which they occur." We elect to sum-
marize and conclude on this profound and somber a note.

We have attempted in this chapter to make our readers aware tha t
we are on the frontier of new era in vocational guidance. In this
new era the recent know'edge in vocational development and in
media can be combined to mediate vocational maturation by the
massage of self-developme it, with the computer controlling a great
deal of the timing and logical process of wedding vocational develop-
ment materials and media presentation. Our realization of this new
possibility in our society could constitute a major professional ad-
vance on the order of the civilization advances to which Whitehead
alludes. Maturation for self-awareness in career constitutes a change
in ouf civilization not no accepted in our educational and labor
establishments. If we vocational educators ard counselors can con-
ceptualize that advance, advocate it, demi istrate it, and sell it, we
will have massaged ourselves and our society so that we may all but
wreck both. However, we rimind ourselves, in conclusion, that the
mediation of this process of incorporation is the professional forte
of counselors. Therefore, counselors are r winced that they can both
incorporate the change we lave outlin,. into their repertoires and
personality and see that the new technology can mediate vocational
maturation for all citizens without disaster in our society. It's worth
a try. It's now within the realm of our possibilities.

New Frontier and Its Needed Economy
Governmcnt and profit, as well as technologically grounded non-

profit, organizations are now each carefully scrutinizing the tech-
nology associated with counseling and guidance.:' Under such s^ru-
tiny, interest, and potential competition, guidance technology is
likely to experience marked change in the near future, probably
within the next ten years. Let neither vocational educator nor voca-
tional counselor he high red of this potential for change. Instead,
let's get ourselves informed of it Let's keep watch ever its theory
and thereby give direction to its evolution. We believe we all can do
so if we remain interested in mediation for vocational maturation,
not just in media for vocational development.

A prime question in the changes which are on our frontier has to
do with the construction of an economy in which industry can profit.

" ConIcy and Ihin mcl ":)stun Appro.nlici. in (;tiiiimki rroni
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We do not mean to frighten counselors, but we do suggest that coun-
selors ought to stay "loose" as this economy is reformed. There will
be more than enough compensation for each counselor. But what is
needed?

Marvin Adelson, System Development Corporation, recently only
half-jokingly suggested to the Panel on Counseling and Selection,
National Manpower Council, on which he served when Tiedeman
did, that the government pay career development money directly to
citizens on a regular basis in the future, not to counselors. Such an
economy would put counselors into competition for the governmen-
tally-subsidized money of citizens who could then be accurate:y con-
ceived as their customers and could thereby gradually but more
definitely correct any of their misunderstood theories and practices.
This economy would also permit the insertion of computer-assisted
support systems for vocational decisions into the technology on
which our improved service to users could be founded.

Preposterous? Possibly. However, we are on the brink of a revo-
lution in our field. New solutions are bound to be needed. Let's not
fight them; let's mediate them!

Occupational information is not an end in itself. It is only an end
when occupational facts/data are medHted by persons and tech-
nology so that persons make the facts/data their ends or information
in the ISVD sense.
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Chapter 5

CHANGES AND INNOVATIONS IN
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Wi Nail J. Micheels and M. James B'nsen

Introduction

Significant changes have occurred in the curricula of our voca-
tionaltechnical schools during the past ten years. For the most part,
these changes have been within the traditional pattern of curriculum
developmentnew courses and new program titles, developed in the
traditional ways, which reflect emerging technologies and other new
kinds of jobs. This chapter will illustrate briefly what, kinds cf
changes have been made, wherein a community survey, an advisory
committee, and a job analysis technique have likely been used to
develop the curriculum.

Mort, recently, and particularly since the enactment of the Voca-
tional Education Act of 1963, one c in discern some beginning efforts
at ne iv techniques for determining course content, new patterns of
!earning experiences, new thoughts about the dimensions of voca
tional educatica, and w or improved instructional techniques
aimed at increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of vocational.
techr ical programs. In most instances only a start has been made.
However, the major attention of this chapter is directed to these
developments, without in any way intend:rig to detract from those
traditional programs which continue to turn out well-qualified grad-
uate, albeit within a narrow spectrum of occupational needs.

Broad Changes in Curriculum Tre,ids

It is interesting to note, historically, th. very broad curriculum
t r;s rAlerted in the changes in the name of ti school. An example is
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a Madisk.., Wisconsin, school which was started in 19! 2 as the School
of Industrial Education, reflecting a 1911 Wisconsin law calling for
the establishment of "continuation schools." In 1a17, following
passage of the Smith-Hughes Act, the name was changed to the
School of Vocational Education, and its curricula included home
economics, commercial, academic, and industrial subjects.

In 1937 the name was changed to the Madison Vocational and
Adult School in recognition of expanded needs for idult education.
The next significant date was 1961, with additional offerings sug-
gested by the new name: The Madison Vocational, Technical and
Adult Schools, Associate degrees were introduced in automotive
technology, civil technology, electronics technology, mechanical de-
sign technology, and business administration-accounting.

As a result of a 1965 state law this school became the focal point
for a vocational district encompassing several counties, and in 1968
the name was changed to Madison Area Technical College, reflecting
an intention to become a comprehensive community college. Some
of the more specific curriculum changes in recent years are noted in
the last part of this se.,:tion.

Another way to identify curriculum changes over the past ten
years is to compare the catalogues of vocational - technical schools at
the beginning of the period with those at the end (r(alizing that ten
years ago many vocational schools did not have a tyi.ical catalogue).
Although time limitations precluded making a sele,Iion and study
of catalogues from around the country, it was poisible to obtain
information aFout the Madison, Wisconsin, vocat onal school, as
well as data from a school in an agricultural comm unity (Willrnar,
Minnesota) which only in recent years has become an area voca-
tional-technical school.

The vocational curriculum developments in Willmar are typical
of what has been happening in many smaller comm unities through-
out the country. In 1959 the high school had a few vocational offer-
ings relating to agriculture and farm mechanics; in addition, a few
students were enrolled in distributive education and the ttaditianal
courses in the commercial department. An Area Vocational-Techni-
cal School was established at Willmar in 1961. The following list of
curriculum offerings illustrate both the changes and the growth
between 1961 and 1939:

1961 Offerings
Electronics Technology Business-Clerical nd Secret:oh I
Auto Mechanics :Adult Farm Marla ;erent
Practical Nursing ( not a total curriculum I
Cosmetology Enrollment: 87
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1968-69 Offerings
Agricultural Production
Agricultural Supplies Technology
Sales and Marketing
Practical Nursing
Medical Office Assistant
Accounting
Clerical
Secretarial
Data Processing
Electronic Engineering Technology

Mobile Communication Technology
Drafting and Design Technology
Auto Mechanics
Auto Parts Merchandising
Machine Shop
Industrial Welding
Cosmetology
Food Preparation and

Chef's Training
Enrollment: 700

It is difficult to make a meaningful comparison between the Madi-
son Vocational and Adult School of 1959 and the Madison Area
Technical College of 1969, other than to say that significant changes
took place in the curricula. In 1959 there were business education
courses in business administration, office machines, secretarial, and
distributive education. The homemaking courses were primarily fu.:
adults. Trade preparatory and preapprent ice courses were offered in
fifteen or more of the traditional areas: drafting, machine shop, sheet
metal, and the like. The Trade and Industry Division had technical
courses for "Engineer Aids," "Industrial Mechanical Technology,"
and "Radio and Television Technician." All of the courses in the
post-high school division were in business education, where the en-
rollment was around 300.

In 1969 there was a new, separate catalogue for the Madison Area
Technical College, to accompany the catalogue for the Adult School,
and more than 3,000 full-time students were enrolled in the following
curricula (coding to an Associate degree:

Accounting
Architectural Structural

Technology
Automotive Technology
Chemical Tee/ lology
Civil Engineering Technology
Commercial Art
Court and Conference Reporting
Da la Processing
Dental If ygirme
Electronics Technology
Fashion Merchandising

Fire Science Technology
General College
Legal Secretary
Marketing
Mechanical Desil n Technology
Medical Secretary
Metallurgical Technology
Office ?lid management
Petroleum Marketing
Police Science
Real 'state
Secretarial Science

These examples t rate the trend in most established vocational-
technical schools, which has been to mo.e toward post-secondary
education with more s(Thisticat(d offerings reflecting the needs of
emerging technologies. Many schools have offered specialized train-
ing programs such as those under the Manpower Development and

1.6
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Training Act (MDTA). but the great thrust has been toward tech-
nical-type offerings. At the same time, significant forces have been at
work to counteract any trends whereby vocational-technical educa-
tion becomes more selective. Thus we fiind various efforts aimed at
a re-examination of vocational education offerings in the secondary
school, toward the end that any student might have the benefit of
occupational training prior to the time he leaves school. Secondary
schools with a "college-bound" history are taking steps to provide
occupational experiences for those students who previously had to
obtain job orientation and training on their own. It is not yet clear
how tho established vocational-technical schools might aid in this
process.

Recent Research Efforts in Curriculum Development

What part has research played in influencing changes in curricu-
lum development? In the process of reviewing literature on curricu-
lum development, the writers studied eight documents devoted ex-
clusively to a summary and synthesis of research in vocational
education.' Rather than to repeat what was already available in
these various references, it was decided to use the available space to
describe some recent developments in curriculum. A loose definition
suggested by Bruner, who described curriculum as "an enterprise
where the line between subject matter and method grows necessarily
indistinct,"2 was used in making the selection of topics.

M noted in the October 1969 Review of Educational Research,

Since 19G2 the interest in curriculum development research has
increased, and there has been a large number of studies completed.
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Much of this recent research was more soundly designed than were
earlier studies. Many innovative data collection and analysis tech-
niques were utilized: factor analysis, analysis of variance and co-
variance, Qsort, and many other procedures were incorporated into
research designs in meaningful ways. Because of the complexity of
the problems involved in curriculum development research, however,
investigators must continue to be increasingly creative regarding de-
signs and the adaptations of statistical tools. Less and less curriculum
research can be justified that depends completely on simple opinion
survey.,
Similar observations were made by other authors whose assign-

ments covered specific areas of research in vocational and technical
education:

While much has been written about curriculum development, con-
tent, and analysis, few significantly different curriculum innovations
were indicated by the available research?

From the standpoint of some researchers, studies and projects re-
lating to curriculum are suspect ... While the curriculum literature
has been rich in statements of purposes, philosophy, and principles,
it lacks theoretical formulations which foster researchable hypothesis.

The status of the curriculum in business education is one of un-
easiness and confusion. The percentage of studies designed to investi-
gate, improve, or evaluate the curriculum appearing in the National
3usiness Education Quarterly testifies to the feeling that all is not well
with the program with which we are working to make boys and girls
economically literate and occupationally competent?'

With this healthy skepticism about many of the studies in cm ricu-
lum development in mind, it is possible to summarize and generalize
about some significant and interesting trerds and developments
which hold promise for future refinements. Several of them will he
described more completely.

Redesignirg the Total Curriculum

While most of the research and development efforts in curriculum
have been small and fragmented that is, directed to the improve-
ment of a particular subject matter areathere have been a number
of notable efforts to redesign an entire school curriculum. An impor-
tant feature of these efforts is the integration of two educational
areas which have been traditionali: quite separatethe academic
and the vocational.

'1Tipp. dud F.% (7nr ricii1,1111 1h.1,prm tot- p..177.
I.rnr,n. /1,1 frrr (MA SI(1101(IliC of BC. r rir, 1t h, r. r linh,r1 rrirge411.,n. p
1, .nap 1, ,g,111, Nrt irir oqd 1?1 sear( It in I )f,f ril nlit r I

p. N.

1tn1,11,1,111,1 Try ttl, II, /?11 irrr and Stpit/iris of it, crar,b in ss anal

1:4111( I, IS, IS
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By way of introduction, some of he re it rents and features of
a totally nevi curriculum will he outlined b., Following sections
will describe more restricted dev2Icpmental efforts which may have
been carried out separately but which may contribute to or become
a part of a total curriculum. The section on Project ABLE will illus-
trate how these developments are being considezA for inclusion in
a total curriculum package.

In 1966 Morgan and Bushnell presented a paper on "Designing an
Organic Curriculum" which was to serve as a beginning rationale for
innovative curriculum changes in seventeen selected schools around
the country.' Most of the following comments have been adopted
from or quoted directly from this paper.

If a functionally integrated curriculum is to be achieved, the
present system will need to be radically overhauled. The overhaul
will not be easy, but the numerous experiences following Sputnik
demonstrate that significant changes can take place in a relatively
short period of time. What, then, are some of the features or require-
ments of such a curriculum?

Tlw most important feature of such a curriculum is that it is learner
rather than process or subject matter mntored. The integration and
interaction of the components will be a result of careful systems de-
sign. There will be no discrete demarcation ltetween academic and
vocational skill training or between these and other parts of the sys-
tem. The curriculum must he developed so that each activity relates
logically to all other activities and leads to the efficient attainment of
the to objectives... .

The curriculum should lead to options which will itermit the maxi
ii in self-actualization of each individual. If a youngster leaves school
MO:A' graduation. he should leave with useful tools. The student who
graduates from !be program should ixtssess the necessary qualifica-
tions for maximum flexibility in his post-high school activities. He
!night enter a university or a community college and pursue an
academic program. He mighi enter a community college or a technical
set sal and receive Fast-high school occupational training. He should
also have entry-level oupation 11 skills which permit him to go to
work. Ile should have the additional option of continuing his educa-
tion in an aciult education program. if he Phooses....

The first stop in building such a curriculum is to look at those be-
h..vioral requirements,- needed for ento' into such a variety of post-
loigh school activities. These /Yehavioral requirements should be stated
,IxTifieally and in measurahle terms. Following the lead of the sys-
1411N ,IlalYSt. We Should describe as precisely as possible the specifica-
tion, of tho desired end product. What are the ingredieni,-: of a high

It lh 11 NI NI.,rs:41,...t. .1 I) is iti S. lioAlto 11, iszliins.: oil Or Lt.iirik <1111111

INN ,111 o1 He +4,7,11. ()F5( i pp
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school program which will assure the attainment of these specifica-
tions? It will likely include academic as well as occupational training
but may also include such components as persona., development, real
work experience, and post-high school placement functions. Even the
avocationat or school-sponsored recreation or social programs may be
considered an integral component in this system....

The characteristics of this system should include the following:
11) It will permit maximum flexibility of post-high rxhool activity
options.

2; A learner may opt out of the system but ho should not opt into
a cul de sac within the system.
( 3) It will utilize appropriate self-paced and self-instructional
technology and maximally accommodate individual differences in
learning rates.
4) It will allow: each student to succeed in his learning experiences.

15) It will be interesting. challenging and intrinsically motivating
to each student.
6) II should tx) capable of implementation in or adaptable to many

different school systems.
47) It will lead efficiently and effectively to the attainment of
specific txhavioral objectives.

I 8.1 II should be, in rho implementation stages, cost effective. . . .

While content and structure are difficult to state meaningfully with-
out a peal deal more specificity, the following is an attempt to state
several objectives of such a curriculum. The new curriculum should:

111 Emphasize the articulation between academic and vocational
?earning for the purix.se of fusing the two programs. Employing
vocational preparation as the principal vehicle. the inculcation of
basic learning skills could be made more palatable to many students
who otherwise have difficulty seeing the value of a general education.
12: Expose the student to an understanding of the "real world"
through a series of experiences which capitalize on the univers al
desire of youth to investigate for himself. Abstract, verbal principles
would be aNuired through non-verbal stimuli such as seeing. feel-
ing manipulating. and even s:nelling.
(3 Develop a core of generalizable skills related to a cluster of
occupations rather than just those reInt(),1 to one specializr d
occupation.
14) Orient students to the attitudes and habits which go with suc-
cessful job jx)rformance.
(5: Provide a background for the prospective worker by helping
him to understand how he fits within the economic and civic insti-
tutions of our country.
(6) Make students awarr, that learning is life- oriented and need
not, indeed must not, stop with his exit from formai education.

4 ) 11(.41 students cope with a :)hanging Libor market IlirmiK11
developing their problcmsolving ahility and career strategies which
can had to an adequate level of income and responsibility.
(8: Create within 11-,e st /dent a sense of self-reliance and aware-
ness which leads him to seek out appropriate careers with realistic
aspiration levels.
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Morgan and Bushnell have developed a flow chart (Figure 5-1) to
show how such a curriculum might come into being. In most cases
the parts or features one might find in an integrated curriculum have
been separate or discrete developments, although it is not difficult
to discern how they might he combined.

New Approaches to Content identification
A significant development c: the past few years has been the

variety of attempts to provide curricular offerings which are much
broader in nature than the traditional, highly specialized, single -
occupation curriculum. The purposes of these efforts were (1) to pro-
vide the graduate with greater flexibility in his efforts to obtain a
job, and (2) to identify basic vocational skills and capabilities IA hich
can serve as the foundation for more specific training in a variety of
occupations.

One idea which has received considerable attention is the "job-
cluster" concept, the purpose of which is to develop curricula which
will aid students in developing specific job-entry skills within a fam-
ily of occupations. Three of the various projects based on this con-
cept will be described in order to illustrate different approaches.

The cluster concept program developed at the University of Mary-
land is based upon four needs: First, "There is a need to provide
students with a greater degree of mobility on a geographical basis.
Second, there is a need for increased mobility within an industry or
occupation. Third, students must he trained so they can adapt to
technological change. And finally, students must he given a greater
flexibility in their occupational choice patterns."'

Although the Maryland study was limited to a determination of
curriculum content for occupational clusters in three areas of indus-
trymetal forming and fabrication, construction, and electro-
mechanical installation and repairthe directors feel that the tech-
niques they have developed are applicable to other occupational
clusters as well.

The Kansas City plan provides for an "Introduction to Vocations"
class in the junior high school, followed y job cluster courses in the
ninth and tenth grades, after s hich qualified students transfer to a
central vocational-technical facility for specialization. The recom-

X,ilt B. Fi.mtf.. Jr.,' r Gonkl Vkatiwkir
at Sc.11.1111.( in lie setdro it in 1'o, rdimied and Te, hr,jod E,I, dirm.

(:=1rol Silt(11,1111 (N1.1111.7i; Ct litur For
,10,ik .11 F.11,1(.11ion, r.ity 11.(,,riNii,., I 967 p.
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FIGURE 5-1.
Functional Flow of Curricn Isrm Definition, Design, Production, and Validation.
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Source: Robed M. Morgan and David S. Bushnell, ' Designing an Organic Cur
riculum (Washington: Bureau of Research, U.S, Office of Education, 1966), un-
published mimeographed repo..

mended clusters include the following areas: electrical, transporta-
tion, manufacturing and fabricating. food service, visual communi-
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cations,business and distributive, service, health, and miscellaneous."
New York has developed a Home Econunits Occupational pro-

gram in which training groups are organized in three areas: food
services, clothing service, and health services. Table 5-1 illustrates
the different approaches being followed in these three programs.

The Detroit Galaxy Plan is a similar broad-based approach in
which each student studies clusters of occupations, starting in junior
high school, aud proceeds to selective studies in depth as he con-
tinues through the senior high school. F roject ABLE ( described in a
later section) is also based on realistic education for "families of
skills."

Something similar has been happening in the area of agricultural
and distributive subjects. Various studies in these area, reflect the
recent emphasis on extending vocational and technical education to
are not previously, or inadequately, served. Since 1962, there have
been numerous studies which have assisted in identifying "non-carni
families or clusters of jobs that require considerable knowledge and
skill in agricultural subjects: agricultural supply, agricultural mech-
anization, agricultural products, agricultural resources, ornamental
horticulture, and forest ry.""

An example of one such program is the Agricul 1.1ral Supplies Tech-
nology curriculum at the Willmar Area Vocational-Technical School.
This program prepares students for occupations in agricultural
businesses that handle grain and provide livestock feeds, seed, fer-
tilizer, agricultural chemicals, small equipment, and services to
farmers .... Agriculture today is more than forming. Agri-business
is a dynamic and changing industry in a scientific- age."" The courses
required in this curriculum are shown in Table 5-2.

Another effort that is worthy of note is the complementary attempt
by Schiff and Arnold to identify curricula content for six technologies,
in which a common core forms the base for each of the six. In the
process of identifying the various competencies, "technically compe-
tent persons in industry who supervise the job performance of tech-
nicians were consulted in an effort to relate technician job functions
to two-year post-high school technical curricula."'' A card-sort tech-
nique was employed; each card contained a course description.

"I)rm V, r. 11w (luh r Crory, pt- (-it), st!,
.Iron rir urr A' 'I otiorwi )mind. 42 144, f,1,1 r 1Sihi 1, p I.

I)1 411.,ffi, til, p 371.
" I \r1 .1 !..t111411 16,17

y 111.1 1,1 1'.1111 Arir,,Y1, Curti, I,fij 1,, I,-

k Illor..tit 1,11 .trol p.,i(r. r,1

.1101 .111,ro. 1111111,i., 146'0, pp ti);

1
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TABLE 5-2. Agriculture Supplies Technology
Willmar Area Vocational-Technical School

221/2 Month Program 2700 Hours

First Year
Clock
Hours Credits Second Year

Crock
Hours Credit,

Plant Science f
Agriculture Chemicals
Farm Buildings
Business Accounting I
Office Machines
Animal Scienre I:

Beef, Sheep, Dairy

Soil Science I:
Fertility

Farm Shop
Business Accounting II
Salesmanship

Animal Science II:
Swine, Poultry

Soil Science If:
Fertilizers

Ag Mathematics
Spring & Summer Super-

vised Occupational
Experience

60

60

60

120

60

60

60

60

120

60

60

60

60

720

3

3

3

6

3

3

3

6

3

3

3

3

36

81

Communications 1

Elevator Management
Advertising & Sales

Promotion
Applied Animal Nu-

trition I: Feeds
Ag Marketing
Agricultural Prices

and Policies
Communication II
Data Processing
Co-op Management

Applied Animal Nu-
trition Feeding

Agricultural Supplies
Seminar

Farm Power

Human Relations
Display & Showcard

Lettering
Audio-Visuat

Plant Science II
Animal Health
Grain Grading

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

54

1620

ioeo

The six technologies studies were electronic, chemical, mechanical,
elect ro-mechanical, elect to-chemical, and chemical-mechanical. Fig-
ure 5-2 shows the general and specific knowledges related to the six
technologies (keeping in mind that each number might be thought
of as a specific course).

As noted by the authors, "The core program and the specific pro-
grams for the six technologies embrace a total of 37 card-sort items
which could he conceived as course descriptions. To he able to offer
programs in six technologies with a total of 37 courses, many of which
would he included in the basic academic offerings of a junior college.
takes a considerable burden off the typical post-high school educa-
tional institution in that each technology does not require a complete,

1
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FIGUF E 5-2.
Schematic Representation of General and Specific Knowledges Related to Six
Technologies.

I , 3, 17, 51

52, 53, 61, 63, 65
66, 67, 77, 98

Source: William John Schill and Joseph Paul Arnold, Curricula Content for Six
Technologies (Urbana: Bureau of Educational Research and Department of Vo-
cational and Technical Education, University of Illinois, 1965).

unique curriculum."
The largest numher of core items are in an area typically known as

general engineering or engineering graphics. Others are in the gen-
eral area of mathematics or are related to testing and measuring.
One item stood alon and is worthy of quotation:

1. Technical and scientific oral and written communication, includ-
ing kisiness forms. reports, emphasising the different types of business
litteis. Techniques of collecting and presenting scientific data. Infor-
mal r, porls and formal reports: special types of technical papers."

"1L1,1 .p. 91.
" p.
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New Attention to Objectives
Closely related to the new approaches to lontent identification

has been the heightened awareness of the net,4 for increased speci-

ficity in defining learning objectives. A good case might be made for
the proposition that this is the most imp3rtant development in the
curriculum area during the past few years.

The idea is not new, but it is only beginning to permeate the teach-
ing profession. One can go hack to the early work of Tyler (1934)
wherein he wrote, "Each objective must be defined in terns which
clarify the kind of behavior which the course should help to develop

among the students; that is to say, a statement is needed which

explains the meaning of the objective by describing the reactions we

expect of persons who have reached the objective."'
More recently some contributions to this approach h: come from

workers in military technical training where it was found essential to

specify the performances expected of a student upwr cimip/ction of

training. A useful recent source on the procedures tot t develop-

ment of training objectives by "task description is S' Tho

Development of Training Objectives.'''
One writer uses these words to summarize the obji ti .es of the

Quincy, Massachusetts, experimental curriculum ( d Ii c d in a

later sect ion): "However suitable 'vocational sat isiact i

hie citizenship,' and 'self-fulfillment' may be as broa are

not adequate as working objectives for curriculum deck oriel I The

design of learning units, learning sequences, and pro' foil c: meas-

ures requires that objectives he defined in terms of the n,clot mance

capabilities to be demonstrated by successful st mien ts...''
Programmed instruction is another development Lee Irter sec-

tion ) in which emphasis has had to he placed on the [wiper definition

of objectives. A popular reference growing out of this net b Is been

Mager's booklet, wherein he defines an objective as ''. r intuit com-
municated by a statement describing a proposed ch:Irt o in o learner

a statement of what the learner is to be like who.. he Ills cess-

fully completed a learning experience."" Speciticit) .
hey in a

11.1V. r, Coriq rue hitig ,ti lei, ucrriclit (011111t11,,,, ;'Hitcr-

ii.,11)-311,
" (:. Swith. Jr.. its' 1),'u, Pop000f of 0141161, 1 I. VA.:

1?1111).111 Ii, Nomr(1, 111,4 .trill ()irk. c. (;t I 1, ,,031;(1

V, ,t 11,111 tin II.

1",l, .111,1 J. 1,rt-:. -(41.( r.d rot, 1,),,),),.

i,, S.',., otiowit crof I dInr .
11,0,, T. Jr.' 1,11 hie bornor Vii. VI, Ur I t11)

1.1,1,hints n. 19(12). p. 3.
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well written objective, Or attention given to three elements:
It) Instructional intent (What do you expect him to be able to

do?
( 2) P.rformance conditions ( What aids are available or restric-

tions imposed upon him when he performs?).
(3) Level of performance ( How well do you expect him to perform?

Quantitative or qualitative specifications. )
More and more curriculum workers in vocational education have

been using the taxonomies of educational objectives which have been
developed since 1956. These might be considered as tools for check-
ing on the complexity or nature of an objective. In the cognitive
domain, the taxonomy includes six levels of understanding ranging
from a simple knowledge of facts to comprehension, application
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.'" Thus a teacher or curriculum
worker can check his objectives against this hierarchy of cognitive
behaviors. If he finds that most of his objectives relate to a lower
level of understanding, he may wish to make some changes in the
learning experience which he is providing.

A similar classification of educational goals in the afiective domain
has been provided in more recent years. This tool has been helpful to
workers who are concerned with the more elusive behaviors relating
to attitudes or feelings.t 'he latest of such tools is the classification
of educational objectives in the psychomotor domain which is a
tentative system containing five levels of skill development .='

Individualized Learning Packages
Instructional management strategy is one of various terms bor-

rowed from industry which have begun to appear in curriculum
literature. One outcome of the "strategy" is to provide individualized
learning packages. The terminology is new; the concept is old. More
than thirt,), years ago R. W. Selvidge published a book entitled
Individual Instruction Sheets, and although it did not contain the
sophisticated expressions which we hear today, the idea was the
sameto individualize the student's instruction in keeping with his
needs and abilities.
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The following assumptions which underlie the development and
utilization of individualized learning packages are adapted from a
paper by Kapfer:

First, the pupil's responsihility is to learn and the teacher's respon-
sibility is to make available to the pupil that %filch is to be learned.
The teacher does not cover a course, but rather uncovers it.

Second, the subject mat ter of a course must he appropriate to the
learner with reference to (1) pace of inst ruction, (2) level of difficulty,
(3) relevance of the material as perceived by the student, ( l) pupil's
level of interest, and (51 individual learning style of the pupil.

Third, the size of a group should he appropriate to the purposes of
the group. (This is an incomplete description of a recent and new
dimensionthe interaction of large group instruction, small group
instruction, laboratory instruction, and independent study. One of
our colleagues says that this idea isn't entirely new either, as he
experienced something similar in "country school.")

Fourth, before truly individualized instruction can become a reality,
learning packages are needed which will provide for self-paced rather
than group-paced instruction.

The learning package contains instructional objectives which tell
the pupil what he will have to be able to do when he is evaluated, the
important conditions under which he will have to perform, and the
lower limit or quality of performance expected of him. Multidimen-
sional learning materials of varying difficulty are cited and diversified
learning activities are provided.

Provision is made for pre-evaluation to assess the extent to which
the pupil may already have achieved the objectives. Self-Evaluation
activities occur along the way and are used to indicate a readiness
for the post-evaluation which is in terms of the original objectives
set forth.

An example of a learning package comes from the program at the
Nova school in Fort Lauderdale, Florida,'' where the first yeas course
in Mechanical Technology contains individual learning packages for
twenty -nine units (Table 5-3). Figure 5-3 shows the steps the learner
goes through in studying Unit 8, "Hardness."

Another example of an individualized instructional approach is
contained in the recent publication, Polysensory Learning Through

"Philip Kapft r, An 111.1ructional \L"rat;tnuut Str.dory f r InaiiErn11i/cd
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TABLE 5-3. Mechanical Technology

First Year

1. Overview
2. Materials
3. Machines (simple)
4. Kinematics (intro)
S. Kinematic analysis
6. Machine speeds, feed & depth of cut

'7. Machines design & construction
8. Hardness
9. Preparation for microstudy

10. Microanalysis & interpretation
11. Stress and strain
12. Tensitn, compression & shear
13. Introduction to fastening
14. Mechanical fastening

' 15. Adhesive fastening
' 16. Cohesive fastening

17. Parting (introduction)
' 18. Mechanical parting
' 19. Chemical parting
' 20. Other parting techniques

thermo
electro-thermo
electro
abrasives

21. Forming
' 22. Molding
' 23. Forging
' 24. Pressing
' 25. Bending
' 26. Blowing
' 27. Extruding
' 28. Roll
'29. Drawing

Source: Alfred V. Rapp, ''Hardness," unpublished curriculum of Nova Higher
School, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
' These packages may be deleted from an individual student's sequence, de-
pendent on his background, ability, and needs.

Multi-media Instruction in Trade and Technical Education.' In this
'booklc+ which describes a cooperative program at Mt. San Jacinto
College, Ca Merida, explanation is given of a "teaching system de-
signed to stimulate polysensory learning through a variety of devices
and materials that generally are referred to as multi -media instruc-
tional materials." Also described is the use of such materials in Trade
and Technical Teacher Education and in Auto Mechanics and Auto
Body and Fender Repair classes. Figure 5-4 shows the interrelation-
ship between the multi-media elements.

The Multidiscipline Approach and Team Teaching
Various multidisciplinary pproaches to occupational training are

emerging. One example is the English- agriculture - distributive -busi-
ness -trade and industrial contributions required for the numerous
new farm-related occupations. Another is the stall' for Project ABLE
which includes twenty-eight teachers from most of the disciplines
offered in the Quincy, Massachusetts, school. Two other projects
which have received considerable attention are the Richmond Pre-
tech Program and the Project FEAST in the San Francisco Bay area.

The Richmond Plan grew out of a desire to provide meaningful
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FIGURE 5.3. Unit 8Hardness Learning Activity Package.

I. Main Idea
2. Secondary Ideas
3. Objectives
4, Student Choice
5. Self Test
6. Student-Teacher Conference
7. Activities
8. Objectives
9. Student Choice

10. Self Test
I 1 . Student-Teacher Conference
12. Activities
13. Depth Objectives
14. Student Choice
15. Student-Teacher Conference
16. Activities
17. Evaluation

Source: Preparers by A.V. Rapp, instructor of Mechanical Technology, Nova
Higher School, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

school experiences for average-ability students who were low achiev-
ers and were not succeeding in high school, the premise being that
the artificial fragmentation of subject matter cb.racteristic of the
usual school program could be eliminated. The plan uses the stu-
dent's practical and occupational interests as a means of developing
his general and academic skills. Lessons are not separated into such
courses as physics, mathematics, English, and shop, but rather are
combined to make the overall program reflect the real world which
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FIGURE 5.4. Interrelationship Between Multimedia Elements.

1, Advisory Committee
NIC

Occupational
Analysis

2. Instructor prepares student performance
goals and obtains suggestions a,. I
approval of Advisory Committee.

3. Instructor selects or produces the most
practical media to meet the student
performance goals or makes changes as
per evaluation recommendations.

Student utilizes all possible media in
individual study area adjacent to the
laboratory. This individualized in-
struction is integrated with shop or
laboratory skill building jobs.

Student participates in smallr group discussion sessions
guided by the instructor.

Student has individual sessions
with the instructor.

Instructor presents selected
lessons to the whole class.

V

4. Instructor, students. and Advisory Committee eval late p ogram
on basis of student performance coals and course improvements
are suggested,

Source: David Allen, Bruce J. Hahn, Milo P. Johnson, and Richard S. Nelson,
Polysensory Learning Through Multi -media Instruction In Trade and Technical
Education (Los Ansieies: Division of Vocational Education, University of Califor-
nia, 1968).

mctivates and holds the interest of occupationally oriented students.
For a part of the day the students are engaged in a block program

which teams 3 science teacher, a mathematics teacher, an English

L
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teacher, and an industrial arts teacher. Under the team's direction,
the students apply the basic principles of the three academic disci-
plines in the industrial arts laboratory. As in any new plan, one of
the problems is to find strong leadership and committed teachers.
As of 1969 the plan had spread to nineteen schools, and preliminary
evaluative reports indicate that a significant number of the students
involved have succeeded in their high school work and are ready for
employment or for entrance into a collegiate institution.2"

A direct "spin-off" of the Richmond Plan is Project FEAST
(Foods Education and Service Technology), also in the San Fran-
cisco Bay area. The purpose of the program is to afford interested
and qualified students an opportunity first to explore and then to
prepare for a career in the commercial foods industries.

The project was planned "so that instruction in areas other than
food service and preparation reinforces the occupational training.
The FEAST faculty includes the home economics teacher who gen-
erally serves as team leader and food preparation and service instruc-
tor, an English teacher, a business teacher, a counselor, and the cafe-
teria manager. These teachers function as an interdisciplinary team;
they plan their instruction together. Materials in English and busi-
ness are closely related to the content covered in the foods labora-
tory. The cafeteria manager and a counselor are members of the team
to assure meaningful on-campus work experience and to provide
informed guidance."'"

Early Career Exposure

One of the significant deficiencies in the total approach to voca-
tional education has been "a particular backwardness, with notable
exceptions, in undertaking an orientation to the world of work in the
junior high school or earlier to better prepare students for future
vocational education.'"' The implications of this statement, from
the 1968 report of the Advisory Council on Vocational Education,
are undoubtedly reflected in one section of the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1968 wherein provision is made for early exposure
to the world of work by "establishing, operating, and evaluating
exemplary and innovative vocational education program:: or projects
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designed to ... familiarize elementary and secondary students with
the broad range of occupations for which special skills are required
and the requisites for careers in such occupations."

We can expect that in the immediate years ahead this federal
encouragement will provide a great impetus for early career exposure
of a type that only recently was considered by many to be outside
the realm of vocational education. The title of the report, Vocational
Education: The Bridge Between Man and His Work, implies a series
of learning experiences which are an integrated part of the total
educational process rather than a "tack ?d-on" appendage for persons
who are nut in the mainstream of education.

Several of the curriculum developments mentioned in this chapter
extend down into the junior high school, and the Kansas City Plan,
the Detroit Galaxy Plan, and Project ABLE are examples of recent
efforts to make an earlier start in helping young people plan and
prepare for a career.

Another project, which has received support from vocational funds.
is the Technology for Children Project in New Jersey where 22 ele-
mentary school teachers and a group of children of various ages were
brought together in an industrial arts laboratory. The aim was to
maximize opportunities for boys and girls to interact with tools and
materials. Four themes for the program grew out of the analysis of
man's interactions with his physical world: (1) design, (2) macro-
scopic properties of materials, (3) the use of tools to extend the
human powers, and (41 instrumentation.

There was no fixed content: the design problems undertaken by
each child or group determined the content. There were no stated
objectives and no specific skills or understandings to be developed.
Tile child's own sensory experiences, and his association with others
in design efforts, provided the content and motivation to learn. Stu-
dents designed and constructed a playhouse, a prairie schooner, and
a general store. They made paper and crystal radio sets, printed their
own stories, took clocks and cameras apart, and demonstrated the
use of a two-pulley system by lifting each other. Visits were made to
iT ry, and .vorkmen were brought into the laboratory to answer
questions about their jobs.'"

The federal encouragement of "innovative" programs of types
described cannot help but bring to mind the recommendations of
Dewey and Bonser in the early 1900s for the use of tocls and ma-

" Elital.. n Mira. it clo.01,,gy 111111LO). SI11,01 ('.ilitiV1V1:. a tsto-)aar pilot
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TABLE 5.4. Learning Experiences Relating to Careers and the World of Work

"E"mphasis School Level Approach

"E"xposure Kindergarten through
grade 6 and/or up
into middle school

Integrated into the regular
curriculum or offering of
special units

"E "xplore Junior high end tower
levels of senior high

Explore across families of
occupations. Broad concepts
and "thinking skills" In Industrial
arts, home economics, and
business type courses, etc.

Orientation to occupational
Opportunities & needed
qualifications.

"E "xperience 1) Upper high school

b) Post high school

c) in-service education
5 adult re-education

Cluster concept study and
become Involved In broad areas
of an occupational field.
Acquisition of skill types for
possible R) entry.

Expanded study of the broad
occupational cluster with
specialization In an area of the
cluster to Insure job entry, plus
enhance advancement potential.

On-the-job training and evening
school Specialized In-depth
instructiqn to provide advance-
ment and diversification.

terials in the learning activities of the elementary school.'" In an
effort to portray graphically this trend toward early career exposure
and the total program of vocational education, one of the writers
prepared an illustration for his classes, using three "E's" as a point
of departure (see Table 5-4).

Several experimental programs at the junior-senior high school
level, aimed at providing a link between general and vocational edu-
cation, deserve passing mention.

The American Industry Project at Stout State University is an
at tempt at a complete restructuring of learning experiences intended
(1) to develop an understanding of those concepts which directly
apply to industry, and (2) to develop the ability to solve problems
related to industry. The project is predicated upon the application
of conceptual analyses and methodologies, and the bade structure
is identified as consisting of thirteen major concepts: communica-
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tion, transportation, finance, property, research, procurement, rela-
tionships, marketing, management, production, materials, processes,
and energy. The aim is to help the student develop his own concep-
tual model of industry and make use of it as a tool of inquiry in
solving problems relating to industry. The secondary school program
has been field-tested over a five-year period in Wisconsin, Minnesota,
and Ohio. A complementary teacher education program has also
been developed."'

A similar experiment is the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project at
Ohio State University. This project defines industry as being con-
cerned with changing the form of materials to provide for man's
material wants, and it concentrates on the identification of techno-
logical concepts in the construction and manufacturing industries
and the organization of the concepts into a structured body of
knowledge. Two courses, construction and manufacturing, have been
designed and are in the process of being field tested. Both projects
have developed packages of correlated teachers' guides, student
textbooks, and visual aids."

The Partnership Vocational Education Project at Central Michi-
gan University is a comprehensive, occupationally-oriented program
which draws 4ogether the university, industry, community colleges,
and high schools in a cooperative effort. Grades seven through nine
are spent in exploring, planning, and working with materials and
processes. At the ninth or tenth grade a broad study of American
industry is undertaken. Students are later grouped by ability in one
of three prevocational tracks at the eleventh and twelfth grades.
Students can then go to community colleges, to the university, or
into a five-year program for teactiers which includes internship ex-
peric,ice in both industry and teaching.'"

Work Experience as a Part of VocationolTechnical Education

Work-experience programs of various types have been a part of
occupational training for many years. The 1068 report of the National
Advisory Council indicates that at least 2,500 schools had coopera-
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five education programs in which the student obtains "a meaningful
work-experience combined with formal education in order to develop
simultaneously knowledge, skills, and appropriate attitudes." Dis-
tributive education had the largest number of programs and the
largest number of students enrolled. The lowest enrollments were in
home economics.

Although numerous writers, including members of the Congress,
have emphasized the importance of on-the-job work experience, the
writers %were unable to locate any innovations in this area. No com-
parative growth data were located, but it seems safe to state that the
practice of field experience as a part of the curriculum is growing, at
both the high school and post-high school levels. The Vocational
Education Amendments of 1968 provide significant amounts of
money for expansion of cooperative part-time programs.

One interesting program in which cooperative education plays a
significant part is the Western States Small Schools Project in which
education for career selection and orientation to the world of work
is being developed in fourteen small schools 1200 students or less)
where it has been impossible to provide conventional programs of
vocational education." Emphasis is being given to individualizing
instruction:

[Sjeveral WSSI) schools demonstrated that individually tailored
courses of study featuring heavy dependence on student initiative.
independent study can be successful in small schools. The diverse
vocational classes rely heavily on this concept. A course of study
including concept development, skill training, and practical work ex-
perience is developed for each member of the class consistent with his
career choice. Instructional materials that will support this course
of study are gathered and made available to the student. In those
fields where programmed texts and other sett- tutoring devices are
available these types of materials are used extensively.

The planned use of business enterprises for observation and real
experience is incorporated in the student learning Program. . .. The
role of the teacher is primarily that of planning such courses, gathering
the supporting materials, being avaifaHe as a consultant. or being
able to make available other human resources....

As indicated, the effective use of community and area resources.
both human and physical, for work experience, exploration, observa-
tion and analysis is an integral part of this program.

Programmed Instruction
Closely related to individualized learning packages are the numer-

RMS .111 C. StlIt7, Caner Seicetion Eci.rentiort for Strafrntf Aft( rain,:
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ous developments in programmed instruction. Although the idea can
be traced to the introduction of the Pressey device in the 1920s, (A
Simple Apparatus Which Gives Tests and Scoresand Teaches),
very little attention was given to the possibilities until the 1950s
when the work of Skinner popularized the concept of "teaching
machines."" Now it seems safe to say that during the 1960s every
segment of vocational education has had someone experimenting
with programmed instruction.

Some examples are programmed instruction courses in successful
retail salesmanship, money handling, and use of the cash register
for distributive education students. In home economics one can find
programs for teaching basic nut ritior as well as a series of units on
family relationships for deaf students. Milwaukee Technical College
has been developing a series of experimental programmed materials
in technical mathematics. Illustrative of the many programmed ma-
terials used in industry are the digital computer series prepared by
the Field Service Department of A.C. Electronics and the Kearney
and Trecker Corporation manuals to help clients learn about the
corporation's machines.

To this point most programming attempts have been related to the
linear approach or the branching program. Linear programs (Skin-
ner) present information to the student in small sequential hits,
called frames, so constructed that special prompts and cues almost
always lead the student to make the correct response. In the branch-
ing or intrinsic program, responses are selected from a multiple.
choice structure and test response is used to direct the student to
the next material to be read or step to be taken.

Individual programming styles and forms are producing a variety
of novel techniques. In the words of Lumsdaine, "the fact that these
I programs I initially tended to cluster around two or three main
types should not blind us to the possibilities of almost infinite vari-
ation."'" Whatever the approach, good programmed instruction will
include the following features:

(1) Statements of objectives in terms of expected behavior or per-
formance outcomes.
( 2 ) Logical organization of instructional material to achieve the
stated objectives.

31 Presentation of information to be Icarnkai in short, easily com-
prehended steps built one upon another.
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i4) Active participation of the learner through reading the material
with covert or overt responses to the questions.
15) Immediate feedbacl, of correct answers.
(6) Provision for students to proceed at individual rates of learning.

The Systems Analysis Approach
An interesting "spin-off" frr.n industry and the military is the

instructional system approach to training and evaluation. A training
official from industry recently told one of the writers, "This is a
'hard-nosed' approach because we have to guarantee that the gradu-
ate will be able to perform on the job. If he cannot, we have to keep
spending money until we find the system that will guarantee re-
sults." The following summary of one such approach has been
adapted from an unpublished paper prepared by Derwin A. Fox of
the A.C. Electronics Division, General Motors Corporation.

The instructional system approach is a methodical and closed-loop
technique for performing effective and valid student-centered train-
ing. The knowledge and skills which the student must possess up ^n
completion of his training are the "keystone" in defining the training
needs. The objective of an instructional system is to provide relevant
and essential training and to exclude insignificant details or triviali-
ties. To ensure the usefulness and application of the training, very
specific goals (learning objectives ) are established and used as the
basis for instruction and evaluation.

An instructional system can be defined as an integrated set of
methods, media, facilities, and personnel efficiently performing the
training functions required to accomplish one or more specific learn-
ing objectives. The characteristics of an instructional system are as
follows:

a. Specific knowledge and skill requirements are defined and
documented.

b. Student characteristics and entry knowledges and skills are
defined and documented.

c. Specific learning objectives arc prepared and used for course
control and evaluation.

d. Media, methods, facilities, and instructor personnel are selected,
based on the learning objectives and system constraints.

e. An evaluation of the training is performed to determine the
effectiveness of the instructional strategy and the relevancy of the
instructional objectives.
The five phases involved in developing an instructional system are

performed in the following sequence:
1. Determine training requirements.
2. Design curriculum.
3. Development of methods, media, facilities, and personnel.
4. Implementation of training.

1'
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5. System evaluation.
"Why can't systems thinking, as applied to the improvement of

military training programs, he used to upgrade secondary school
vocational studies?" Three authors who have had first-hand experi-
ence in developing technical training programs for the U.S. Army
used this question in introducing their paper, "Systems Thinking for
Vocational Education." As a result of such an approach they were
able to "cut on-the-job training requirements in half. Graduates
needed less on-the-job supervision; in-school training time was cut
five percent for large dollar savings. Half as many students failed.
Inept students were spotted early and instructors were used to better
advantage."' A model of their fifteen-step curriculum system is
shown in Figure f.-5.

Computer-Assisted Instruction
Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) has become a familiar term

to describe the n-any attempts to individualize instruction with th3
aid of a computer. Although the term has acquired glamorous conno-
tations and one must l)e wary of the "gimmicks," CAI's potential is
enormous if we have the creativity to use the tools properly.

The tchnol,my is already available, and improvements are con-
stantly being nude. However, two difficulties exist: Currently it is
expensive to prepare an individualized program, and, even more
important, as yet we have little operational experience in how pro-
gramming should best be done. Examples of experimental work in
the vocational-technical area are the computer programs being de-
veloped at the Pennsylvania State University for "Engineering Sci-
ence," "Technical Mathematics," and "Communication Skills.""

Three systems can he identified for which various kinds of hard-
ware have been or are being developed. The first, usually called a
"Drill-and-Practice System," is mainly a supplement to a teacher's
regular presentation. Currently, this application of technology is by
far the most us3M1 in an applied school setting. In simplest terms,
the teaching machine relieves the teacher of considerable burden
and at the same lime provides each student with an opportunity to
do practice work at his own pace and at a determined level of com-
plexity. In the mastery of arithmetic skills, for examplc, as the stu-
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FIGURE 5.5. Mode; of a 15 -Step Curriculum Syslc
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dent ptactices over and over, he receives instant evaluation of his
efforts.

A second area of computer use is called the "Tutorial System."
In contrast to the drill-and-practice system, the tutorial system
assumes the principal responsibility for developing ability in the use
of n givcri concept. With this system, the manner in which the evalu-

1
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ation information is programmed is very important because the
answers are not always right or wrong; a selection is possible if the
proper reason is given. In this way an attempt is made to approach
the relationship of a tutor and a student. While more difficult to pro-
gram than drill-and-practice exercises, tutorial programs have been
developed in a number of subjects; skill subjects such as reading,
mathematics, and elementary foreign languages are areas where a
considerable amount of work has been don a.

Still more complicated is the "Dialogue System," where the intent
is for the student to conduct a general dialogue with the computer.
For the most part dialogue systems now exist only as elementary
prototypes because of some difficult technical problems that remain
to be solved, one of which is that of recognizing the spoken word.
When the theoretical possibilities are realized, a student will be able
to talk to the computer in the same way he now uses a typewriter.

One writer describes the state of the art in these words: "Within
the next decade many children will use individualized drill-and-pra.c-
tice systems in elementary school; and by the time they reach high
school, tutorial systems will be available on a broad basis. Them
children may use dialogue :;ystems throughout their school experi-
ence."

Project ABLE

One of the most interesting and comprehensive undertakings, and
an appropriate summary of vai ious curriculum innovations, is Proj-
ect ABLE, a joint research effort of the public schools of Quincy,
Massachusetts, and American Institutes for Research. This five-
year project, which concludes in 1970, concerns the "Development
and Evaluation of an Experimental Curriculum for the New Quincy
(Mass.) Vocational-Technical School." In the following overview,
adapted slightly from one of the quarterly technical rapotts, readers
will note the inclusion of various innovative practices, which have
been mentioned in other sections of this chapter.'"'

The principal goal of the project is to demon drate increased
effectiveness of instruction whose content is explicitly dei .,/ed from
analysis of desired behavior after graduation, and which, in addition,
attempts to apply newly developed educational technology to the
design, conduct, and evaluation of vocational education. Included
in this new technology are methods of defining educational objec-

" Patrick Suppv,,''Comptiter Teano'ogy and the }Our.: of Education," Phi Mita
Kappari, 49 (January 1.96S), pp. 260-63,

"Aim ritari Institutes for Jirccarch, Tmj,-rt A1315: Sreolu) Quarterly ice Weal
ficnort (Pitthorszli: institute for Performance Technology. 1945). p.
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tives, deriving topical content for courses, preparation of students
in prerequisite knowledges and attitudes, individualizing instruc-
tion, measuring student achievement, and estab'ishing a system for
evaluating program results in terms of outcomes following grad-
uation.

The procedure begins with the collection of vocational informa-
tion for representative jobs in eleven different vocational areas.
Analysis is then made of the performances required for job execu-
tion. resulting in descriptions of essential classes of performance
which need to be learned. On the basis of this information, a panel
of educational and vocational scholars develop recommended objec-
tives for a vocational curriculum which incorporates the goals of (1)
vocational competence; (2) responsible citizenship; and (3) individ-
ual sell-fulfillment. A curriculum then is designed in topic form to
provide for comprehensiveness, as well js flexibility of coverage, for
each of the vocational areas.

Guidance programs and prerequisite instruction to prepare junior
high students also are designed. Instructional materials, methods,
and aids are selected, and new materials are designed, when re-
quired. An important step is the development of performance meas-
ures lied to the objectives of instruction. Methods of instruction are
devised to make possible individualized student progression and
selection of alternative programs, and teacher-training materials are
developed to accomplish in-service teacher education of Quincy
school personnel. A plan is developed for conducting program evalu-
ation not only in terms of end-of-year examinations, but also in
terms of continuing follow-up of outcomes after graduation.

It seems important to reiterate that this experimental project
concerns the total curriculum, in which ''. education is not con-
ceived as being narrowly vocational, but rather as designed to
produce effective and well-adjusted citizens for the modern world.
Accordingly, the design of curricula and instructional procedures
is intended to place suitable emphasis upon the need for generaliz-
able knowledge having the aims of responsible citizenship, self-ful-
fillment as an individual, as well as flexibility of vocational choice in
the face of changing occupational patterns."'"

An interesting development in the area of "generalizable know-
ledge" is a series of learning experiences under the title of "Basic
Technology" which may reach down into the elementary schools,
the intent of which is to "acquaint at/ sludenls, prevocational or

40 Am( rit fOr 11( Det foppro tit and
rt aura (HI 1:%;,, 'but lif al Currirribim ler the Neu Quin( 'y (Nluss.) N'oo.ti mot-
Tetbriical (1'01,1mr0: for Pt ifornianve Tc(Illiolop. 1061 0 10.
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preacademic, with generalizable knowledge that falls into six major
categories.

1. Mechanical, including introductory knowledge of common types
of machines, tools, connectors, fluid systems, and measuring
instruments.

2. Electrical. introducing electricity and electronics as commonly
applied at work and in the home.

3. Spatial. showing how simple geometry is found in structures and
drawings.

4. Chemical-biological, explaining how elementary principles of
chemistry, biology, and physics are found at work in the human body.
medicine, foods, agriculture, and industry.

5. Symbolic, showing uses of clerical skillswords and numbers-
that are important at work and in the home.

6. l'eopte, indicating important factors in getting and holding jobs
-- grooming, etiquette, loyalty, intelligent use of time."

Project ABLE is using the "cluster concept" in providing learning
experiences for specific vocational training. The eleven broad voca-
tional families for which curricular materials are being prepared are:
business education, computer data processing, electrical-electronics,
food preparation, general piping, general woodworking, graphic and
commercial arts, health occupations, home economics, metals and
machines, and power mechanics.

It will be interesting to watch the progress of Project ABLE dur-
ing the next few years. if the goals of this new approach are realized,
the outcomes will be significant for schools everywhere. As one of
the project directors remarked, "We're not talking only about
vocational education here. We're talking about a new approach to
all education in Quincy, If it's going to work in secondary school,
it has to affect junior high school. In order to make that work, it's
got to seep down to the elementary. If we really believe our thesis
that every youngster should leave school with a salable skill, regard-
less of when he leaves, training has to begin very early, perhaps in

indergarten.""

What Lies Ahead?

As one contemplates the future of research and development
efforts in curriculum and instruction, it is easy to predict that voca-
tionaltechnical education "ain't seen nothin' yet." The Vocational
Education Act of 1963 provided an infusion of money and support
which resulted in a new and expanded interest in vocational-tech-
nical education on the part of many people, including some who had

"Nett. 1)ircetioni in Vocational 1-Wucaln;n.
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previously thought that anything "vocational" could not be "educa-
tion." We have see new understandings emerge along with an ex-
panded vision of what needs to be done. There have been curriculum
and instruction "spin-offs" from industry, the military, and inde-
pendent research groups, and greatly expanded research and devel-
opment activities -.vithin the universities.

This is the context in which (me can report that during the past
few years a significant start has been made in innovative practices
with respect to curriculum and instruction. Most of the topics dis-
cussed in this chapter were selected to illustrate this trend. The 1968
Amendments to the Vocational Education Act practically guarantee
that there trends will continue at an accelerated pace with the sup-
port necessary to carry out many kinds of experimental activities.
We can expect various groups to receive grants or contracts which
will enable them, in the language of the bill, to: (1) promote devel-
opment and dissemination of vocational education curriculum ma-
terials, (21 develop standards for curriculum development in all
occupational fields, (3) coordinate efforts of the states in this area
and prepare current lists of curriculum materials in all occupational
fields, (4) survey curriculum rnateiials produced by other agencies
of the government, 15) evaluate vocational- technical education
curriculum materials, and (6) train personnel in curriculum devel-
opment.

Some of the practices and progran.s mentioned in this chapter
provide hints about the intriguing developments which lie ahead.
Not the least of these possibilities are the attempts being made for
an "early marriage" between general and vocational education. If
this happens, the few schools which have started planning the "Edu-
cational Systems for the 1970s" will lead the way toward the truly
integrated curriculum which can provide whatever kinds of learning
experiences the student requires to meet his particular needs.

111,j t_l
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Educational and training programs for skills and knowledge to
improve persons' abilities in production and services Bre vast and
varied. All of these programsin public schools, in private schools,
in business, industry, and governmentrequire organization of re-
sources so that effective results can be obtained with reasonable
effort or input. This management feature of vocational education is
the theme of this chapter. The discussion will be furttur limited to
the organization for administration of vocational education in gov-
ernment and the public schools.

Three levels of government are involved in the administration of
vocational-technical education'the federal government, the state
government, and the local school district. These levels of government
are not independent in their organization and activities. In 'act one
of the major objectives of the administrative organization at each
level is to articulate effectively the mutual efforts end activities
among all levels.

Organizedon for the Administration of
Vocational Education in the Federal Government

Them was no activity in vocational education in the federal gov-
ernment until the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917.2 This

The term {ovation:II-technical education will he used synonymously %sill' oca-
tional edtteation. She Ihypliett3ted t( nil is used to eniplosi7e the fact that s'os'ational
education inchnIcs fields requiring c\tensive knowk age of sdeoo,
and %cry. C tinw

rultlic I 3W 61.317, 1917.
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first federal legislation for vocational education mandated a specific
organization for the administration of the provisions of this act.

The Smith-Hughes Act provided:

That a Federal Board for Vocational Education is hereby created,
to consist of the Secretary of Agriculture, the Secretary of Commerce,
the Fecretary of Libor, the U.S. Cormnissioner of Education, and
three citizens of the United States to be appointed by the President,
13y ar.d with the advice and consent of the Senate. One of said three
citizens shall be a ropresentative of the manufacturing and commercial
interests, one a representative of the agricultural interests, and one a
representative of labor.'

The cil izen members were to he appointed for three-year periods
with salaries of $5,000 per year.

This federal board was an independent agency, and as an inde-
pendent agency it technically reported directly to the President.
The hoard elected its own chairman and selected F. director. Two
hundred thousand dollars annually was provided for the use of the
federal board and its staff. Figure 6-1 illustrates the organization for
the administration of vocational education upon the passage of the
Smithlughes Act. This organization remained in effect for sixteen
years- -until 1932. It is evident from this organization chart that the
Federal Board for Vocational Education was a fiery prestigious body

three cabinet members and three others appointed by the Presi-
dent with the advice and consent of the Senate; and the chief officer
for vocational education held a hierarchal position at a third level
to the President of the United Stares.

In 1933 President Roosevelt issued an executive order which
transferred the administrative functions of The Federal Board for
Vocational Education to thy: Department of Interior with the pro-
vision that the Board should serve in an advisory capacity without
compensation. The Secretary of Interior then directed that the
administration of vocational education be organized as a subdivision
of the U.S. Office of Education, and that the Direct or of the Federal
Board for Vocational Education be designated as Assistant Com.
miss:oner for Vocational Education.

This series of changes made the chief federal officer for vocational
education a subordinate to the U.S. Commissioner of Education,
which at this time was a very insignificant part of one of the least
significant departments of the federal government.

Same persons who were very knowledgeable about vocational edu
cation felt that this was the beginning of the end of direct involve-
ment of the federal government in vocational education. Some evi-

' Ut bile Law 61-317, Sec. 6.
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FIGURE 6.1. Organization Chart, Federal Board for Vocational Education, 1917-
33.
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dence to support the fears that major changes were imminent was
the creation of three new federal agencies for a type of vocational
education the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC:., the National
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Youth Administration (NYA), and the Work Progress Administra-
tion (WPA). These three creations of the depression years (1932-
44) were essentially relief organizations whose objectives were to
give youth and adults worthwhile activities and economic aid. Each
of these activities however did provido. some types of training. edu-
cation, or experiences which contributed t4i oce,ipational skills. The
WPA was an adult activity and was largeiv a group of make -work
projects, at times of questionable economic value to the community,
the state, or the nation. The program of the N TA at the other ex-
treme was for youth and was in general quite similar in nature to our
present industrial arts high school program. There is considerable
evidence that at least the NYA and probably the CCC and WPA
would, but for World War II, have continued and evo'ved into a
permanent type of nationwide vocational training -work experience
program, operated by the federal government in competition with
state and local school district programs.

World War II called for large numbers of youth to enter the armed
se. vices. It also called for large numbers of persons to be involved in
production. This demand for a tremendous increase in production
related to nationai defense and worldwide military activities required
extensive training programs. It became obvious that the newly cre-
ated relief activities could not do the job. National leaders who were
involved in pluming for this national emergenfi3 turned to the
leadership of vocational education.

There was created within the U.S. 01112e of Educat..m a special
division called Vocational Education for National Defense (VEND)
later called Vccational Education for War Production (VEWP)--
which was completely financed by the federal government but did
the training in the public schools. The result of this program probably
was the most significant achievement of vocational education in its
whole history. It provided a dramarc demonstration that a massive
irogram for vocational training with significance for national defense
could be organized and administered by the federal tovernment in
cooperation with the public schools and the state divisions of vo,is
Lionel education.

Since World War II, vocational education at the federal level has
been characterized by numerous significant legislative acts which
have (1) provided large increases in funds, (2) broadened the cate-
gories for which funds were appropriated, (3) and changed the phi-
losophy from one of promoting vocational education ("seed money")
to a national commitment of joint support of such programs for the
national welfare. During this period there have been many reorgani-
zations within the U.S. Office of Ed cation for the administration

3. k. )3' t
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of vocational education at the national level.
Figure 6-2 shows the organization for the admn stration of voca-

tional education in the federal government as of Fe -nuary 1969. The
most significant feature of the organizational rc la ionships in 19613
compared to 1917 is the hierarchal placement o the Division of
Vocatio ial Education. With a U.S. Office of Educal ion administered
by a commissioner, a deputy commissioner, seven r ssociate commis-
sioners, two deputy associate commissioners, nine ssistant commis-
sioners, and twenty directors, the Vocational En ucation Division
approved by Congress and responsible for almost t ne billion dollars
a year is at the fifth levet in the hierarchy of th ?. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. An intensive stud i should bo made
at some time of the status given to vocational education since it has

FIGURE 6.2. Organizailon for the Acfminishation of VocatIo laf Educetion at the
Federal Level, 1I)69
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been a responsibility of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

The role of the federal r ,vernment in vocational education has
been to promote, encourage, and finance these services throughout
all the states. The provisions of the law, the roles and regulations of
the federal administration, and the basic philosophy have been to
perform all these functions through the state division of vocational
education, via its state board and state director. However, this fed-
eral :tate relationship is not the only method that could be used.

During the depression years of the 1930s, the NYA and CCC pro-
grams, described earlier, were education/relief programs operated by
the federal government, but not administered the U.S. Office of
Education nor by the education department of the state govE crane nt.
Some of the leadership of these programs wa..; quite d .3terrniued that
the programs be the foundation foi a permanent national system of
vocational education/relief agencie-3. It was with great difficulty chat
the Congress discontinued these programs during the World War II
period, 'wen though these activities had no students, had a very
small staff, and the -need no longer existed to meet depression-period
objectives which created the agencies. The federal government was
very close to establishing a continuing educational program parallel
to and in competition with the public schools of the states. The case
was made that the public schools were not satisfactorily meeting the
needs of these youth and that the only adequate solution was a
federa'ly operated system of schools.

During the fifty-two years of federal involvement in vocational
education, a number of persons have been disappointed in the voca-
tional education programs and have considered that a bettee solution
would be a national system of vocational schools operated by some
agency other than the U.S. Office of Education and state depart-
ments of education. Some persons considered the U.S. Department
of Labor to be the proper federal agency to administer such pro.
grams; in many European countries a counterpart to our Depart-
ment of Labor does administer vocational education,

At this time there is a national vocational education program
operated parallel to the public schools and administered by an agency
other than the Office of Education and the state departments of edu-
cation. This is the Job Corps Training Centers operated by the Office
of Economic Opportunity, independent of any of the major federal
departments and not through any state agency. The objective is to
develop a vocational education program for older youth who are in
general failure, a id c: -opouts from public schools. Much larger per
pupil expenditures aru available, and the environment and services

I tv
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are unique to the needs of these youth. Present federal legislation
proposed that a plan he developed whereby these training centers be
operated by the states and administered as a part cf the Office of
Education's Division of Vocational and Technical Education.

The Division of Vocational and Technical Education and its earlier
predecessors ;nave produced evidence that tne objectives of the fed-
era/ legislation can be achieved by the present type of federal-state
cooperation. It is hoped that the Division will he given adequate
support and a status position from which effective leadership can
emanate. Consideration should be given to making the Division a
separate unit in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
with status coordinate with that of the Office of Education.

Organization (or the Administration of Vocational
Education in Slate Government'

Vocational Education programs were few and far between before
the initial federal legislation for vocational education provided the
possibility of special funds. This first federal legislation established
three basic matt lates related to the organization for administration
of vt.cational education within a state desiring these funds:

(1) .. in order to secure the benefits of the appropriations provided
for in . . . this Act, any state shall . . designate or create a
board, consisting of not less than nue? members, and having all neces-
sary power to co-operate . . . with the Federal Board for Vocational
Education in the administration of the provisions of this At!'
(2) . in order to secore the benefits of the appropriations for any
purpose specif ed in this Act, the state board shall prepare plans,
showing the kinds of vocational education . . .; the I Inds of schools
and equipment; courses of study; methods of instruction; qualificatic,ns
of teachers; . , . qualideations of supervisors or directors; plaits for
training teachers; . . Such plans shall be submitted by the state
board to the Federal Board for Vocational Education and if the Fed-
eral Board. find; the same to be in conformity with the provisions and
purposes of this Act, the same shall b.?. approved.'
(3) [The3 State director I isi the person directly responsible for the
administration of the total State program of Vocational education
under the plan and the coordination of the work of the State
supervisora.7

mutant of this sactit ti dritss s beasily on 3 recent slimly by the Sarll Writer:
J. Chester lissaustut, A Nation cidc Surt.cy of Sittus and Organization of 'ocutional-
Trchstical Education Ageneif s at the State Local (Perialcy: Univorsity of California,
School of Education, 19( +7 ). This study was perronticd urn zr a grant from the
(*icy of Education firm fund,: made pmsible by P. 1. 88 -2l0. Port A, Sec. 4 (c).

' Public I..asv 81-347, Scc. 5.
4 Public Lqw (11-347, Scc. 8.
'AtIntinistrofimi of 'ort.tionot Education, RCes and P.cgulotions (Wahiogton:

U.S. Dpartrilant of HEW, Offs of Ftluciaiott, 1958 ), Part 102.1 (g).
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The State Plan
Beginning with the Smith-Hughes Act, all federal vocational edu-

cation legislation has required a state to develop a State Plan which
describes the nature of the program to be developed with the federal
funds. The State Plan is reviewed by the U.S. Office of Education and
if it conforms to the provisions of the legislative act, it is approved
and becomes a contractual agreement between the state and the
federal government. This process assures that the provisions of the
act are followed but allows a state to establish its own standards
and procedures.

The State Board for Vocational Education
The State Board for Vocational Education is mandated by fed-

eral legislation if a state uses federal funds; but the size (a minimum
of three members is required), the con,position, the method of selec-
tion, the procedure, etc., a :e not a requirement of the federal law
and thus each state has a wide latitude in which to conform to unique
state needs (N. desires. As would be expected, under these conditions
stare boards for vocational education vary widely.

As of 1969, forty-five states designate their state boards of educa-
tion to be also their state boards for vocational education. One state
designates the Board of Regents of its state university as its state
board for vocational education.

State board members are elected, either by popular vote or by the
legislature, in twelve. states. The board members in the four states
with separate boards are not elected. The method of selection varies
considerably in the thirty-eight states where the board members are
not elected: in thirteen states all mernbers of the ooard are ex officio;
in another thirteen the appointments are made by the governor;
in twenty-four states selection is made at the discretion of the gover-
nor, twelve of these states requiring confirmation by one or both
houses of the legislature.

The State Dire'tor of Vocational Education
The executive officer of the state 'xiard for vocational education is

appointed to this office in thirty-five states; appointment is by the
state board in shirty -one states, by the governor in two states, and
by the chief state school officer in two states.

The state director serves as the executive officer of the state board
in seven states. In all other states the chief state school officer (super-
intendent of public instruction, commissioner of education, etc.)
serves as executive officer of the state board for general education
and also of the state board for vocational education where the
general beard acts as vocational board.

14
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The state director of vocational education may have one of several
additional titles, such as assistant state superintendent, associate
state superintendent, assistant state commissioner of education.
These other titles usual), indicate his hierarchal position in the
state education staff. The highest hierarchal position is when the
state director reports directly to the state board for vocational edu-
cation. This situation exists in either one or the other of the organiza-
tional patterns set forth in Figure 6-3.
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The state director has this hierarchal position in seven states,
reporting to a separate board in four states and to a board serving
in two capacities in three states. The state director is at the highest
authority level in this position and should be able to have the greatest
influence on policy making kr vocational education. The state board
should be able to obtain information more directly and therefore
probably more completely than in other organizational arrange-
m ?nts. Difficulties under this condition are the coordination and ar-
ticulation with the other educational programs in the public schools.

A lower hierarchal position exists for the state director when he
reports to the state board through the chief state school officer. This

14Z-):
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FIGURE 6-4.
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organizational pattern can be illustrated in Figun, 6-4.
In this situation, which exists in twenty-rine states, the state

dit.actor is subordinate to the chief state school offit cr. There is some
hierarchal difference within this type of organizat on sines in some
states the director mayalso have the title of assistant superintendent
or associate superintendent. This addition gives the director addi-
tional status in relation to other second- and thirdlevel administra-
tive staff members. The state director has such an (Additional title in
fourteen of the twenty-nine states with this organization pattern.

In fourteen states the director is at a still lower hierarchal level.
This organizational pattern is illustrated in Figure 6-5.

The state director in this organizational pattern reports to the
state hoard for vocational education through two stuff members with
superior hierarchal positions. It would be expected that the director
would not be able to influence policy-making under thes' conditions
as effectively as when reporting directly to the superintendent or to
the state hoard.

A study was made recently to determine whether there were an
significant differences in the nature of the vocational program in a

1.4:1
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FIGURE 6-5.
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state which might be related to the hierarchal position of the state
director.'

Selected results of this study are given in Table 6-1. A conclusion
from this study stated:

Differences were found among the states grouped according to the
hierarchal position of the state director of vocational education in the
state administration of public education. However, before generalizing
upon any of the findings of this study, one must consider other factors.
It must be recognized that the state directors represent a great diver-
sity in training, experience, personality traits, and leadershi;) quali-
ties. It mttt be recognized that they work in environmelts where state
educational leadership and local school-state department of educa-
tion relationships are quite different.°

Svan,.on, A Nalionokfc Sung/ of Moho; and Organization (I v rilinoof.Tichni
cal Educolion Agencicc of Me Shrfc Ixtcl. pp. 14.22.

p. 60.
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TABLE 6-1. Hierarchal Position of State Director of Vocational Education
Related to Selected Program Operation Factors

Enrollments Median Percent Teaaera Program
Iiicritchili Percent Total Total Growth Vo. Ed. / Operation
Position Program Vocational Vocational State Expend. /
of State Operation Education, Ed., 1962-63 Starr Vo, Ed.
()Lector Level 1966-67 to 1966-67 Vo. Ed. Student

Reports Secondary 40 52
directly to Post-Sec. 10 110 49 $224/year
state board Adult 50 34

Reports to Secondary 47 86
slate PostSec. 8 355 38 $209/year
superintendent Adult 43 42

Reports to Secondary 55 259
subordinate of Post-Sec. 7 263 70 $206/year
state supt. Adu:I 36 42

Source: J. C. Swanson, A Nationwide Survey of Status and Orgcnization of Voca-
tional-Technical Education Agencies at the State Levet (Berkeley: University of
California, School of Education, 1P67), Tables ?, 4.

The Organization for the Administration of Vocational Education
within the Slate Division of Vocational Education

Regardless of the hierarchal position of the state director. he must
have a staff to assist him and an organizational pattern establishing
relationships and assigning area .3 of responsibility. The requirements
for use of funds have until rec,:lit years been quite restrictive and
categorized. The result was that the reporting system and staff
assignments logically followed such a pattern. Thus one would find
in every state division assistants to the director in vocational agri-
culture, trade and industrial education, home economics, and finan-
cial services. When distributive education became a financial cate-
gory, a director of "D. E." was added to the staff. Similarly, technical
education, nursing education, and MDTA (Manpower Development
and Training Act) staff assistants were added to recognize the need
for specialized professional leadership and expertise.

In 1962 a rather typical staff organization chart for a state division
of vocational education could be illustrated as in Figure 6.3. The
size of the staff would vary considerably, depending upon the popu-
lation of the state and extent of the program. The difference in size
of the staff would he reflected primarily in the number of professional
personnel assigned to the various state supervisors.

More recent federal legislation for vocational education (1). I,.
88.210 and P. L. 90-576) removed the traditional occupational cate-
gories, making it practical and in many respects de irable to estab-
lish a different organizational pattern for the adrainistration of voca-
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FIGURE 6-6. Typical Organizational Chart of a Slate Division of Vocational Ede-
cation, 1918 to '1962.
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tional education. this trend toward a different administrative
organization is now in process and no standardized structure has
been generally accepted. Figure 6-7 gives one of the more recent
organizational patterns showing a polarization around levels of in-
struction and general functions rather than occupational categories.

The federal government requires that a stale designate a single
board and one person, the state director, to be relaonstule for the
funds allocated to the state under the mandates of federal legislation.
Some of the states in recent year] have established multiple educa-
tion boards at the state level which have responsibilities for certain
parts of the vocational education program. This situation usually
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FIGURE 6.7. Organizations; Chart Illustrating Recent Trends in State Pattern for
Administration of Vocational Education.
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occurs when a state has a large junior college program and estab-
lishes a separate state board for this program. A problem then arises:
Which board should be the state board for vocational education?

In California and Washington, for instance, the state board of
education has been also the state ...oard for vocational education.
These states then have two systems of eucat ional institutions, each
with a state-level administrative board. Washington established an-
other state board which became the stale board for vocational edu-
cation and is a coordinating board between the state board of
education, with its responsibility for the secondary school program,
aid the state junior college board with its program. Ca'ifornia is
considering a similar new state board which would have representa-
tion from the state board of education, the state junior college board,
a .R1 laymen representing business, industry, and labor.
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The state of Hawaii has a unique organization. The state board of
education, which wa, also the state board for vocational educatio»
operated a state system of vocational schools which had developee
into post-secondary vocational schools. The Board decided that sine(
the post-secondary programs were more rightly a part of the systen
of higher education, these schools should be transferred t the juris
diction of the Board of Regents of the University of Hawaii. Th
University then established the position of vice-president for junio
colleges and placed these institutions under his jurisdiction. The
then became the nucleus of junior colleges. The state hoard of edu-
cation and vocational education during the same period discourage:1
vocational programs at the high school level. The result was that the
state board for vocational education was receiving the federal funds
for vocational education and allocating mpst of them to the Unive..-
sity Board of Regents. The state legislature has recently designated
the Board of Regents of the University as the state board for voca-
tional education.

These examples of quite diverse administrative organizations
illustrates the flexibility of federal legislation by the use of a stare
plan as the contractual arrangement between the federal and state
governments.

The Function of State Division of Vocational Education
Regardless of the staff organization for the administration of voc

Ronal education, the rote and function of the state division remains
relatively the same. These activities might be listed as follows:

1. Establish goals and objectives.
2. Perform, encourage, and disseminate research and evaluati m

studies.
3. Plan and develop pilot projects, new curricula, innovative ue-

tivities, and immediate and long-term programs.
4. Provide services such as fiscal auditing, program standar. Ls,

liaison with ether state and federal agencies, credentialing vo:1 a-
Ronal teachers, and consultant services.
The activities are required by state and federal laws or by gcod

administrative or leadership practices. The quality or pr.; r.:ty. of
these activities varies from state to state depending upon the t,pe
and number of personnel within the state division and the extertal
political environment of the state government.

The Organization for the Administration of Vocational Eductl on
in Local Schoul Districts

Our nation is commik Led to the administration of its public sch ols
by local districts with their own elected school hoards. To the kcal
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school board is delegated the authority to ievy taxes, employ teach-
ers, and operate the schooYs within the la Ns of h.? state. This is the
general organizational pattern in every state except Hawaii and
Alaska. These two states have state systems with no local school
boards.

The typical organization for administration of a local school dis-
trict is illustrated in Figure 6-8, where the local director of vocational
education is shown reporting to an assistant superintendent for
secondary education. In some school districts there is an assistant
superintendent for instruction, with a director of secondary educa-
tion reporting to him. In this pattern the local director of vocational
education would use ally report to the director of secondary educa-

FIGURE 64. Organizational Chart Illustrating Organization for Ihe Administration
co! Vocational Education at the Local School Dishict Level.
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tion. However, in some organizations the local director of vocational
education would report to the assistant superintendent for instruc-
tion. There are some school districts where the local school adminis-
tration considers the responsibility of the locpl vocational director
important enough to have him report directly to he superintendent
of schools.

Vocational education has a numbek of features which are quite
different from the usual academic programs, and these features may
make it important that the superintendent and the local school board
know and understand details which may not be es important for the
academic program. Vocational instruction must be carefully and
continuously related in content and enrollment t o the labor market.
The business, industrial, and labor organization!, often become very
concerned about the nature of vocational instruction. Some laws and
financing practices are unique to vocational prog rams. There may be
severe conflict between academic personnel and ocational education
personnel.

These conditions provide reasons which makr it desirable for the
superintendent to obtain information directly f .om his "expert" on
vocational education. This direct contact is et' sier when the local
director reports directly to the superintendent. The local director
might have the title of director for vocational ec ucation or assistant
superintendent in charge of vocational educaticn. Under these con-
ditions, Figure 6.8 would show the director in a y osition equal to that
of the director of personnel services, if his title were director; r a
position equal to that of the assistant superit tendert, if his title
were assistant superintendent.

I hus, in local school district organization as i a state organization
the chief vocational education person may havo any of a number of
different hierarchal positions. This hierarchal position may well
indicate the respect the administration has for ocational education
and may be a measure of the authority vested i'I the local vocational
education director.

The Functions of the Loccl Director of Vocational Education
The teacher - learning process takes place at tl e local school district

level. Thus the local director of vocational education is the adminis-
trator closest to the scere of action This giN es him some unique
opportunities and responsibilities for developing programs, evalu-
ating the teacher-learning process, and providing the assistance to
improve these services to students and the cc mmunity.

The task of the local director is a combination of administrator
and supervisor. His administrative duties are often joint ones with

151
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the principal of the school in which vocational teachers work. If there
is a separate vocational school, he will have the responsibility for the
total program of the school with a principal in charge.

Under all conditions he will have major responsibilities for:
1. The recruitment and selection of teachers. This is e. unique

teacher-recruitment task because many vocational teachers cannot
be recruited thrcugh the usual teacher placement services. The skills
required can be quite different from those required of the academic
teacher. The school principal is of course also involved in these
selections.

2. The evaluation and supervision of instruction. Here again, the
unique skills of the vocational teacher require a specialist in order to
perform or plan for evaluation of content, processes, and results of
the instruction.

3. The manaagement of supplies, equipment, and facilities. Much
of the material of vocational instruction requires constant attention
during the program.

4. Liaison with business, industry, labor, and state leaders with
interests in vocational instruction. These contacts are often quite
different from the normal educational relationships.

5. Planning (or changes and innovations in these programs. The
labor market which vocational education serves is quite capricious,
and effective vocational education services demand constant alert-
ness to recognize any reed for change and to plan for innovation.

The quality of leadership is very important in the admire' . ion
and supervision of vocational education at all levelsfederai, ,tate,
and localjust as it is in all human activities. The experience,
training, personal Qualities, and "drive" of the administrators are
most important. But the pattern of relationships also contributes
invaluably to the effectiveless c f the programs. The athhority and
responsibility of each person in these programs must be dearly
des( iit.ed and the relationships under stood. This is the purpose of the
organization for the administration of vocationaItechnical education.

S52
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Chapter 7

CHANGING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SCHOOLS AND
INDUSTRY

Samuel M. Burt

Overview A New Beginning

The decade of the 1960s will intrigue historians as the period
during which our nation embarked on many nev, oaths. To the social
scientist the most interesting of these new directions may well be
those which are evolving from what has come to be called the "social
conscience" of business organizations and businessr.,m. This social
conscience has led to their participation in programs to resolve such
ills of society as poverty, unemployment, racial discrimination, poor
and irrelevant public education, waste of human and natural re-
sources, and other problems so unfortunately familiar to our limes.

While industry's social conscior -e is not a new phenomenon on the
American sane,' the 1960s may have been the first time that many
industry people have become intimately and constructively involved
in the problems of disadvantaged minorities -- particularly in recruit-
ing, employing, and training chronically unemployed youth and
adults. The lessons industry has learned from its participation in the
War on Poverty and other manpower development programs has
convinced great numbers of employers that the best way for this
country to disengage itself from a permanent program of remedial
education and vocational training in their shops and offices is to
become directly involved in improving public education.

The "double taxation" to employerspaying for public school
education and training, and then paying again for remedial on-ths-

1 "IntilAry" IS 11 ed in this chapter to 171(11/de 11 pia f I.11111T.

alzrimitt.re.nd the proiciiinni ac %Nell ac from maillifaitgiiiiist it
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job programsdoes not make sense to anyone, least of all to cost-
conscious, profit-motivated employers. Added to this concern, of
course, are the pressures of a long period of shortages of skilled man-
power during the 1960s and the ever-increasing pace of techno-
logical change demanding higher levels of education and training for
more and more entry-level jobs. These two f actors alone have stimu-
lated many industry people to seek assistance from educators in
establishing new or in improving existing vocational and technical
education programs in the public schools.

Industry people have also become involved in vocational education
throt gh their activity with the Job Corps (either as contractors
operating Centers or as members of Job Corps advisory committees),
as manufacturers and developers of new "hardware" and "software"
fm use in skill training programs, as members of advisory committees
for Skill Development Centers and for Manpower Development and
Training Act (MDTA) program, as members of Plans for Progress,
the Urban Coalition, and the National Alliance of Businessmen
(JOBS program), and as members of newly formed local and re-
gional general industry-education councils sponsored by industry.
As a result of these activities, all initiated during the 1960s, and
others to be discussed in this chapter, many new thousands of indus-
try people have become knowledgeable concerning vocational educa-
tion programs and problems. The addition of this new group to the
more than 100,000 industry representatives estimated as already
participating prior to 1960 in public school vocational and technical
education programs as members of industry-education advisory
committees (plus other thousands of employers cooperating with
vocational educators on an informal basis)2 puts educators in a
better position than ever before to utilise the nation's industrial
structure in making their school programs vital and viable forces
both to our economy and to millions of young people seeking appro-
priate education and training for productive and me ,ningful lives
in the mainstream of America. This promise will become a reality,
however, only to the extent that educators properly understand,
interpret, and direct the desires and energies of these interested lo-
dust ry representatives.

For over fifty years, almost from the beginnings of a national sys-
tem of vocational education in the U.S., industry and vocational
educators have recognized the mutual benefits inherent in coopera-
tive efforts related to the conduct of vocational education programs.

'Samuel M. Burt, industry and k'ocationd-Technical Edtuation New 'York:
Stscraw11ill Book Company, 1907). See Chapter 10, "Local Octup,tional Co-
operating Committees."
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Federal laws dealing with vocational education have enccuraged the
involvement of industry representatives in order to provide advice
and direction to the educators. The 1968 Amendments to the Voca-
tional Education Act of 1963 (Public Law 90-576) contains unique
and unprecedented provisions for industry participation. At both
the national and state levels, educators must establish formal ad-
visory committees composed of representatives of business, labor,
industry, agriculture, the professions, and the general public to
advise and assist in the conduct and evaluation of vocational educa-
tion programs. Funds are provided ft>: staff and technical assistance
to the advisory councils so that they may operate as organizational
entities distinct from the state boards of education. This new federal
law, together with existing state laws (and/or rules and regulations
of state departments of education) re luiring local schools and school
systems offering vocational education to ssli the advice and co-
operation of industry representatives in their communities, estab-
lishes for the first time a system of advisory councils and committees
for vocational education at the local, state, and national levels. This
system is unparalleled in any other fi Ad of education or in any other
phase of manpower development and training. As contradictory as it
may seem, we have "mandated the cooperetion of volunteers" in the
service of vocational and technical education. The impact of this
mandate, and the growing rt:ogniticn by industry of the social and
"dollars-and-cents" benefits to be derived from a national commit-
ment to a vocational education sysk m, augurs well for a new era in
both formal and informal industry-:;chool cooperation. It is an era
which will see expanded, intensified, and new strategies emerge for
assuring relevant vocational education programs through effective
utilization of industry by educator--not so mush by moral exhorta-
tion and social pressure as by the enticing carrot of profit and eco-
nomic gain for entire communities as well as for individual industries
and business organizations.

The Rolo of Industry
Industry Initiative in Developing ..chool Relationships

Industry's continuing high level of investment in new capital
equipment to meet the challenges of new technologies presages an
increasingly high level of demand for technically trained people to
help design, control, and operate that equipment. Company execu-
tives recognize that on-the-ph training is not sufficient to meet all
the educational and training needs of either the company or its em-
ployees. As they cast about for ways to upgrade the skills and knowl-
edge of employees at ail levels, more. often than not they will turn to

.;Ati
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he schools for assistance.
While there is nothing new in industry-education relationships,

it is important to note the increasing extent to which industry is
prepared to initiate them. In a study of over 1,000 companies, the
National Industrial Conference Board found that, business interest
in public affairs has increased significantly in recent years, and that
a majority of the companies which indicated their concern with
socioeconomic problems were initiating action to help solve many of
the problems. Matters "most closely related to business interests"
received the highest percentage of replies indicating action initia-
tion;' fourteen societal problem areas in which companies are taking
the initiative in helping find solutions included five dealing with
education and training. (See Table 7-1.)

The extremely high percentage of companies concerned with im-
provement of career and work opportunities for minority groups is
of course, a reflection of the efforts of government agencies to harness
the social conscience of industry in the. nation's manpower develop-
ment programs. As the result of such involvement, industry has come
to recognize that many of the problems connected with the employ-
ment of disadvantaged minority group individuals stem from their
previous lack of educational opportunities. What must be done to
overcome this deficiency and deprival has been a traumatic and
sobering experience for industry peoife.

Industry Involvement 4'n Manpower Development, Training,
and Employment Programs of the Hier on Poverty

Leading gov:rnmental "fighters" of the War on Poverty, including
legislators, have insistently pointed out the need for and desirability
of involving industry in making possible the employment of the
disadvantaged poor and chronically unemplued. This insistence
resulted in the Office of Economic Opportunity contracting with a
number of industrial organizations to operate Job Corps centers,
and the U.S. Department of Labor and Office of Education contract-
ing with employers, trade associations, and unions to conduct re-
medial education and training programs under provisions of the
Manpower Development Lnd Training Act. Some MDTA programs
were developed in cooperation with local school systems, some with
business organizations specialising ire remedial education and skill
training. Industry advisory committees were established for almost
all 0E0 and MDTA projects; it is estimated there are some 1,900

' Ti e Ro'e of husncsr in rubric Af at'', Stales in Public Affairs No. 2 (New York:
The National Inductrial Conference Board, 19438), pp. 243-27.
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MDTA advisory committees involving over 10,000 representatives
of industry and (other segments of our economy. What makes for
successful industry-education cooperation can be gleaned from the
following brief descriptions of industry involvement in several War
on Poverty programs,

The Job Corps Center, Cary, Texas. The Texas Educational
Foundation operates, on a nonprofit basis, the Gary (Texas) Job
Corps Center under contract with the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity. The Foundation established a subsidiary organization, Op-
portunities, Inc., consisting of fourteen of the largest companies in
Texas and one hundred smaller firms. Opportunities, lnc., at first
had a formal subcontract with the Foundation and subsequently
became an adviser to the Center. During the organizational period,
a number of companies lent business managers and were reimbursed
only far their salary costs.

The Job Corps headquarters staff rates the Gary Center as
uniquely successful primarily, they believe, as a result of the rela-
tionships developed between the businessmen of Opportunities, Inc,,
and the Center staff. The following statement is excerpted from the
report of Steven Kurzman to the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare:

What seems most important about the relationship is that the
businessmen appear to take their advisory role seriously, particularly
in two crucial areas of Center operation: job training and placement.
Opportunities, Inc. established a board of visitors consisting of the
top vocational training men in each of the member companies. The
board visits the Center at least every 3 months and an effort is made
to insure that the companies represented on it have had experience
themselves with the particular skill training the Center is already en-
gaging in. What is most important, the suggestions of the boatel about
ways to imps . the training are apparently adopted by the Center
staff. And the r.,,,,srcl is invited in by the staff to help deal with specific
problems. This kind of broad business impact on the content of Center
training activity is obviomly very valuable and difficult to match with
a single industrial contractor or even with one or two business sub-
contractors. It may be significant for the suct.ess of this effort that the
companies involved in Opportunities, Inc. are generally not competi
tive with one another in the business areas....

The second impressive feature of the Gary experience, its high
placement record, is also attributable heavily to its business corn
ponent and not necessarily to the fact of its nonprofit structure. Each
of tly companies in Opp-,rtunitirs, Ire is committed to hiring en-
rollees who complete segments of training. It is becoming apparent.
as ilacement data are beginning to be collected, tnat the longer a
corpsman's stay at a center, the better his chances of of aining and
retaining employment and the higher his hourly wages, as Nell as tile
lower the cost of training him. Hy having the companies which are

t
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likely :o e also involved in the operations of the center, it is easier
to bring home to the enrollees the importance of staying in the center.
This appears to be the case with Gary, whose placement rate is 84%,
which is one of the highest for the urban centers.'

Advisory Committees to Opportunities industrialization Centers.
The OIC movement, which started in Philadelphia in 1904 and has
now spread to seventy-eight cities throughout the U.S., is basically
a "self-lrelp" training program organized and conducted by Negro
leaders in their communities. While several of the first OIC training
programs were funded by foundations, at the present time most of
the money is provided through joint funding of the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity, the Department of Labor, and the Department
of Hearth, Education, and Welfare. Local businessmen also provide
money, equipment, and expendable supplies.

The basic OIC "feeder program" offers literacy training, counsel-
ing, mutivation, and health and welfare agency service referral. The
second phase consists of vocational training in an OIC-organized
school. Usually these schools are licensed as private trade schools
and offer a variety of training courses. For each course there is a
functioning industry advisory committee which, even prior to the
opening of the school, had determined the need for the training pro-
gram for tin particular industry, assured that industry's support in
hirim OIC graduates, and pledged financial support and donations
of eq uipment, supplies, and instructional materials, including devel-
opment of the curriculum. Dr. Arnold Nemore, writing about the
Philadelphia 01C, discussed these committees:

industrial advisory boards, set up for each vocational area, provide
continuous feedback to the program, review curriculum, advise
teachers and indicate what equipment and le.els of training are neces-
sary. Representatives cf management, technicians and job developers
serve on these boards, which range in size from 5 to 10 persons. The
irdustrial advisory boards have been useful tools for maintaining in
distrial interest and for monitoring industry needs. In spite of this,
the impa.71 of fast-changing technology on training and equipment has
been a continuing problem. For example, last year OIC bought 10
machines for a power sewing class which this year are obsolste. The
t tachine tool operation faces the same problem. Fortunately, industry
Ills responded by donating a great deal of equipment.

The industrial advisory boards have been very useful in drawing
)otential employers to the OIC program and, when necessary, in
xaning up with openings for which clients have been trained... .

Steven Ktirman, -Pricate Enter-KN. Participation in the Anli-Poverty Program."
It, port of the Senate Subcommittee on Employment, Niar.pou cr. and Pm-c rty of the
Committee on Irtbor and Public 'Welfare, U.Z. Senate, N'olione 1 (Wathinzton:
A !pot 19671, h"9145.
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Training is prqbably strongest in those courses geared to specific
companies and industries with a continuing and groxing need for
trained manpower. . . . These industries are also the most likely to
provide strong industrial advisory boards, to donate modern equip-
ment, and to help provide experienced teachers. ..

Personal observation and involvement with the Philadelphia and
Washington (D.C.) OIC's have convinced the author o: this chapter
that much of their success is due to the support and involvement
of industry and business.

Advisory Committees to Community Action Agencies and Con-
centrated Employment Programs. The programs discussed in this
section are intertwined in terms of their funding and local operation
by the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Labor Department, and
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. According to
Steven Kurzman's report :

A common surface parlicoation [italics supplied] et business in
community action programs is through businessmen serving on CAA
boards or councils. 0E0 has not furnished the number or such busi-
ness members on the box-ds of the more than 1,100 existing CAA's,
but some business representstion appears to be present in a majority
of cases. How meaningful that particioation is, and what impact it
has upon the shaping of the skstantiv., programs of the (;AA's toward
further business .;nvolvernent, is unknowable at this point.... Mhe
labor Department's new Concentrated Employment Program is test-
ing this factor by seeking to use the CAA's in 19 cities as the focus of
industrial placement and training, and the utility of some of the CAA'S
for this purpose has been questioned....

If there is an industry contmiWe advisory to the CAA, it is mobi-
lized to assist. If a Committee does not exist, one is formed, ...

The short sxpejence so far indicates that the CAA's in most cities
are so non-profit oriented, with such relatively stronger rt presentation
of ministers, social workers and other non-business typ c, that they
have little rapport with the business community. Such CAA's have
had to be prodded even to invite key industrial leaders to serve on
their polieymaking councils. And they have had to be convinced that
the businessmen deserve a responsible role in the rolicymaking
process, much as local offichAs have had to be prodded to give the
poor a similar rob in the process. Neither can be given only the role
e: a functionary. In some cities the CAA is unable I ) reach this
accommodation or the uusinoss community itself is to diffuse and
unorganized to be reached through a few key industrial 'eaders. In
such cases t? Bureau of Works Program (Labor Department) repre-
sentative uses whatever route seems most likely to succeed. . .. Un-

Arnold Nc mete. (.1 Manperaer Prograrn," Report of the Scnatf.
Snbcommittee on Empllyment, Manpower, and Poverty of the Coma ;Ike
and Public Welfare. U.S. Senate, N'oltime 2 lWakhingtorK .anont 1%71, pp. 199.
229.
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fortunately, there is no uniformity of technique, such as touching base
systematically with all the major trade groups in a city....

For example, in a city where businessmen are not a particularly
cohesive establishment, according to one of its businessmen who was
interviewed, an attempt to establish a training program under CEP
was badly misdirected in the eyes of the businessmen who were con-
tacted. Two training centers n i ready existed in the community funded
by the Labor Department. Some of the businessmen had created a
tripartite business-labor-civil rights committee which was seeking
additional funds for th,?. two centers. WIen the CEP was proposed by
the Labor Department, the two existing centers were ignored an,i a
third center was to be funded to train 2,500 workers in 4 weeks for
S4.5 million. The local committee felt strongly that this was unrealistic
because there would be no jobs for the 2,500 ono: they were traili2d.
And with considerable and unusually r gorous participation for th;:t
city by the businessmen committee merabeis, the CEP ha..3 since re-
portedly been modified to shift the funds into the oxisting centers
and into longer-term programs... .6

From the above information, it is reasanahle to accept, Kurzman's
conclusion that CAA's themselves are not generally well attuned to
the local business community and may thus not be particularly effec-
tive where they ace being relied upon a-, a route to the private sector
in the Labor Department's Concentrated Employment. Program.

Local Advisory Committees under ,he Manpou Pr Development
and Training Act. Under the MDTA of 1962, a National Manpower
Adviscry Committee was established rind instructed to encourage
and assist in the reorganization of community, state, and regional
committees designed to further the purposes of the Act. The 19+33
amendments to the Act gave the Secretary of Labor responsibility
for these committees.

Various Manpower Administration orders and U.S. Employment
Service program let ters, plus a section in the 1965 MD l'A Handbook
issued by the Employment Service, specify in some detail how stater
and local advisory committees should function.

Local manpower advisory committees (MAC) consist of five to
ten members who are chosen for their presumed and den:onstrated
vital interest in the economic w.ifa re of a community and its citizens.
and who are familiar with its area of employment opportunities and
manpower problems. Local committees are expected to have the
active participation of representatives of labor, management, minori-
ty groups, and the public, The pr4mary role of th,! local MAC is to
examine and review propospls for MDTA training. help in assessing
present and future economic needs and manper.ve r problems in the
areas, and obtain cooperation from employers to hire trainees. The

Krir/m3n. "rti% ale Elite rpri,r Pat ticir-it on.
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MAC is also expected to publicize local tra fling programs and plans.
It is not supposed to recommend consideration of specific training
programs, nor act in any way but as advii ory to the local Employ-
ment Service staff concerning MDTA prog:ams and projects. There
are approximately 1,400 local NIAC's in existence.

During the course of a study of adisoi committees established
by local vocational and technical educators, the auth..-r of this chap-
ter had occasion to investigate and discuss the operations several
local MAC's. In many respects, the functions of 1-'.:se committees
were stated in the same general terms as the functions of nocational
school advisory committees. However, thee, was rarely any relation-
shipformal or informalbetween the lc'cal school att-1 the local
MDTA. Oa occasion, some members of the school committees were
serving on MDTA committees, and to thi 5 extent there was some
exchange of information. Also, vocational ..clucators were occasion-
ally invited to al tend meetings of MO'FA advisory committees. In
the opinion of most vocational educators interviewed, MEri A ad-
visory committees are not effective. ReasoUs given were (1) almost
complete dependence of the committees on local Employment Serv-
ice staff for information; (2) lack of ki.owledge concerning the
variety of educational and training programs con.',.ted by various
other community organizations such as the schools, the OIC'3, in-
dustry, and the unions; (3) infrequent meetings; (4) inadequate
representation of community interests; (5) domination by union
lepresentatives; (6) inappropriate membership and lack of clear.cut
understanding by members as to their functions and scope of respon-
sibility. Informal conversations with knowledget..ble Employment
Service staff bear out these criticisms, and they are further reinforced
by a recent, as yet unpublished study of MDTA advisory commit-
tees by the Manpower Administration o" the U.S. Department of
Labor.

Ingbstry Involvement in Other War on Poverty' Programs, Indus-
try has also heen involved in such other government cooperat:,,n
activities of .he War on Poverty as 1?laiis for Progress, i he Urban
Coalition, and the National Alliance of Businessmen.

The quiet a.al effective work of these organizations of concerned
Leaders from business, government, edue Ilion, and labor to mobilize
the private sector of the economy on the many fronts of the War on
Poverty, is exemplified by the activities of the New York Urban Co-
alition. In addition to providing capital )nd management know-how
for a number of new Negro-owned businesses in New York City, the
N.Y.U.C. persuaded fifteen companies to invest $50,000 a year each
to support fifteen "street academies," 7 hese academies are he out-

16 3.Pfdl
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growth of store-front schools established earlier by the New York
Urban League to deal with the growing number of high s of drop-
outs. Twenty-three Coalition-sponsored academies are now in oper-
ation, supported by such companies a- McGraw-Hill, American ir-
lines, Pul-Am, IBM, Time, Inc., Cel.anese Corp., Sinclair Oil Co.,
Union Carbide, First National City Bank, Chase Manhattan Bank,
Butiington Mills, ar d American Express. Each academy handles
some thirty student3all high school dropoutswith a staff of five
instructors. Hopefully, the successful techniques of these academies
in working with school dropouts will be adopted by the public school
system.

While the history of these programs remains to be written, there
is no question but that the thousands of businessmen who partici-
pated in them recognize the need for their involvement in public
school programs. The knowledge they have gained about the basic
and vocational education needs of youth and adults and the prob-
lems of schools is probably one of the reasons industry has indicated
a willingness to initiate coopelative relationships with the public
schools (see Table 7 -1 above).

Industry Inuolvement for Profit
Bet..ause of increased knowledge and understanding of educa-

tional and training needs and problems, industry is becoming more
critical of school failures, particularly failure on the part of school
administrators to accept the advice and assistance offered by indus-
try in an effort to make education programs relevant to the needs of
the target populations and to the needs of industry for skilled man-
power. Such failures by many local school systems have alreacy
resulted in industry's turning to other types of institutions 5ucli as
labor-management operated schools for apprentices, Opportunity
Industrialization Centers conducted by minority groups in urban
cen' basic education and tra:uing programs conducted by the
Board for Fundamental Education, and private nonprofit and for -
profit schools. The growing number of for-profit private schools cur-
rently 'wing established by conmanies such as Radio Corporation of
America. Philco-Ford, Graflex, Bell and Howell, Westinghouse
Learning Corporation, North American Rockwell Corporation, and
Ryder is a direct challnige to public vocational educators, particu-
larly since the Vocational Education Ad of 1963 and its 19(18
Amendments contain provisions for public school systems to make
greater utilization of private schools than they have in the past. It is
of interest to note. that a number of companies have entered the
private school field as the result of their experiences in conducting

10 46 81
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training programs as part of the War c. Poverty, and that they
expect to conduct their new school.; at a profit. Whether or not they
can is a matter to be discovered in the corning years. We can certainly
expect, however, that if they can properly educate and train people
for successful employment, legislators and the public will want to
compare then results and costs with those of public school vocational
education and training. As industry becomes more and more involved
in .chool programs, the educators riot only will have to provide cost
figures which can be substantiated, but will also have to demonstrate
the inherent values ar benefits of public vocational and technical
education programs if the results and costs of such programs do not
con-wire favorably with those of the private schools., particularly
those neing established by the prestigious national companies men-
tioned above.

A go2d example of industry's s to invest time and money
in developing the school market for their ,moducts and services and
to be held accountable for results was reported in the August 12,
1969, issue of The Wall Street journal:

Private industry is beginning to bid for a oignificant now place in
public education- -far beyond anything so humdrum as supplying text-
books, films or records.

Some large education technology firms, including IBM, McGraw-
Hill and RCA, are hotly seeking a small Federal contiact soon to be
awarded in Texarkana, Ark. It calls for a S3 milli, I remedial educa-
tion project to prevent weak students from dropping out of school.
The winning bidder will use modem Equipment and instruction meth-
ods to bring jagging pupils up to snuff in readi^g, math and other
basic skills.

No one will make a killing out of the Texarkana project. But suc-
cess there could give the winner a convincing comivtitive advantage
in merchandising its teaching wares elsewhere and could provide the
new technology with its first major entry into the public school market.
So far, many school administrators have shied away from education
technology because of cost, suspicion of prNate industry, and concern
that the new methods don't really work.

The Texarkana project to disoiurage d-opping out, one of In such
projects to be financed by the Fede-al Government, is based on a con-
cept unusual in education: Guara deed performance. The competing

idders must promise to bring backward Texarkana students up to
normal grades for their age levels at a given cast and in a given time
- or else pay a money penalty.

In commenting on this innovative arrangement between industry
and education, Leon Lessinger, c former Associ ite Commissioner
for Elementary and Secondary Education of the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation, stated. "Accountability for results is the ba :lc principle; its
a profoundly new principle for education."
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Lyle M. Spencer, president of Science Research Associates (a
subsidiary of IBM), in spee:ing about his company's reasons for and
experiences in operating the Rodman Job Corps Center ni ar New
Bedford, Mass., stated:

If we, involved in the Job Corps, can ir.deed construct a method of
successful education for teenagers with wbom established methods
bave failed, we will have helped make a fundamental contribution with
impl:cation far beyond the Job Corps. . . . We will have learned
something iml.o.1.,^nt abaut what makes youngsters want to learn.
That will E a contribution in which I, for ore, will be proud to have
taker. part, not only as one trained as a social icientist, and one who
has lived his professional life on the rim of public education, but as a
businessman.7

Spencer added that many new companies are looking at education
as a business market for printed instructional mate' high-speeU
computers for an electronic-curriculum mix, talking-typewriters,
talking. pages, etc.

A growing number of companies -,re also producing "hardwore"
and "software" for use in vocational education programs. For exam-
ple, Hamilton Associates (Baltimore, Md.), a macitine tool and die
manufacturing company, designed a lathe and horizontal milling
-nachine to facilitate trair ing of disadvantaged youth as machine
operators in its plant; the machine in modified form is now being
marketed for use in school industrial arts and vocational education
programs. rhe unique featere of this equ;pment is that it is designed
specifically to meet educaiionai objectives, whereas most other shop
equipment in the schools is stan i ird industrial equipment around
which an educational program mu,4 be built. Other equipment man-
ufacturers, particularly in the electronics field, are also studying
educational objectives and designing sr.?.cial equipment for instruc-
tional purposes. The same is true for such companies as Xere.A, Bur-
roughs, Packard-Bell, Litton Industri-s, General Leaning Corpora-
tion, Responsive Envirournents Corporation, du Pont, and 3M who
are developing instructional materials for entire courses of study.
The du. Pont Company, for example, has invested more than $3
million in the past ten years in developing about 200 training courses
which are widely used in vocational schools, in business, and in
industry. Other companies are promoting and providing instruc-
tional materials built around new concepts of vocational education,
as Eastman Kodak is doing for Visual Communications Education.
While nrt new, this type of industry interest in vocational education,

occr, \r Sodal-fodus;ria; Cmi,lux." t,vlx r po,( rated a, tlw
Co1,(1 flowohn.)' 1A.(17rre, of Chic Igo. Jul. 13. 196.9.
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based on company research that a market exists for products they
can develop, sets the stage for even greater industry-education co-
operation based on mutual interests.

The New York City school system, for example, has invited twelve
corporations, pioneers in developing instructional materials, to meet
with the superintendent to consider the concentrated use of the
firms' materials and services to schools. ' Or.e possibility is that an
entire district would try out a corporation's curriculum materials,
teachir1g techniques and machines, and testing instruments. Particu-
lar attention will be given to the possibilities of using machines and
technology with disadvantaged youth."'

The rapid increase in the number of companies providing new
types of hardware and boftwaie for the se:hool market has led to a
movement for closer liaiso.t between professionals in education and
leaders in the education industries, initield by the Associated Or-
ganizations for Teacher Education. Foliowin.: are several problems
which emerged from a meeting of the Association and company
representatives in Chicago on January 22, :969:

1. There is a need for standardization and compatibility of educa
tional hardware and 3oftware.

2. The need for industry to shDw a profit is an it ..t.ant motive,
but not their sole motive.

3. There is a great need for cooperative efforts het ,et ti industry
and education for fie'd testing and evaluating products e' educational
technology.

4. A distinction trust be made between dissemination and market-
ing, e.g., a refrigerator works wherever you plug it in, but this isn't
true of education products which require careful specification for
given tea:.hing processes.

5. There is a need for a clearing house between education and in-
dustry.

At a subsequent meeting on February 26, 1969, recommendations
were developed for cooperative action which augur well for profitable
relations between the suppliers and their educational markets. Basic
to this entire program is the concept that for industry to operate
profitably in the field of education, it will need to provide a conAder-
able degree of voluntary cooperation and service to educators in
order to create the proper market for its products.

Nei li ffer. Ceut r itnr Mih( in Vneati, am! Iccirlicai
NVi,(1.11,in (Julie 196S). p. 2.
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Some New Industry-Education Cooperative Programsq
As industry has found itself participating in the programs de-

scribed above, as well as providing more and more re nedial education
and skill training programs for newly hired employee:, who in former
years were considered unemployable, there has beet a growing con-
viction that "despite the considerable supper( edt cation by indus-
try and the American public at large, there is a growing awareness
that our schools have served well a comparatively small segmenF of
our population, have provided only a mediocre educe tion to the great
majority of our youth, and have not served at all a izeable group of
people who find themselves competitively disadvantaged in attempt-
ing to enter the mainstream of our economy.'"° Th:s concern as to
the failure of our educational system for a large segmmt of our popu-
lation has led industry to examine more closely than ever before the
problems of the schools. Buttressed with the exper ence of dealing
with the disadvantaged in their communities and in heir plants and
offices, plus the li.low!cdge gained from service on aliv;sory commit-
tees in other War on Poverty programs, mai. comps nies and indus-
try representatives have decidel they must become involved in pub-
lic school programs to a greater exteit and in wars never before
considered. This decision has led a number of companies to take the
initiative with school people, as indicated in the following situations
which, through publicity by various media, are setting a pattern for
other companies:

a. 'Ole Aetna Life and Casualty Company of Hart ford has "adopt-
ed" an overcrowded high school with 6J percent Negro enrollment.
Company staff assist the school newspaper staff, -:ounEel a class in
photography, provide field trips to newspapers and printing plants
for Lie printing class, and provide office machine training at the
company office on Saturdays.

b. The Chase Manhattan Bank of New York City has developed
a Business Experience Training program (BET) to provide mean-
ingful work experience for high school students who are on the verge
of dropping out of school. The New York City Be- rd of Education
arranged for schools with a high dropout rate to cooperate with the

' Sairmol NI. Hurt and Ilurbcrt F.. Strini r, Toward Greater ladastroi ova; Govern-
ment loovolvernent in Ilatopower Development (Kahnn.1/4,.. !Stick! lit \V. VP.
iIvn In,titnIc for Employnolit 15Niti), v. 11.

"1-or additional ca,c, Mindy reports of innovalite indmIry rducaliou oorcrLo:rn
progrdos, BUVIFJCSS and CritooCridv, Studio. in Public AFT ir, No. :3 (Ncv.. York:
Na ti,nal Indiktrial Conf.( ri nor. Hoard, Inc 1968), and Tuifh e floe !lard Core Cli-
etliphllied to \Vprk \\',10ingrol): Onmoittur for Cotillimffit
BeilliIns. LI N. Dcpartnr.nt of Ju.Cu. 19("00.
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bank in recruiting and selecting the students. The selected students
work in a variety of jobs at the bank from 2 to 5 p.m. every weekday
at a rate of $1.50 per hour. The parti:dpants must continue their
schooling during the morning hours and maintain a good academic
record. The program runs for five mcraths and includes, in addition
to wor'. experience, group sessions dealing with banking as a career,
human relations, stocks and bonds, responsibilities of employees, etc.
While no commitments are made as to _mployment after school
graduation, many of these tiainces have become full-time employees
of the hank.

c. The Chrysler Corporation has "adopted" Northwestern High
in Detroit, an inner city school. (The previous year, Michigan Bell
Telephone Company "adopted" Nortl- ern High School in Detroit. A
number of companies in the Bell System throughout the LI.S have
"adopted" local schools.) The Chrysler program calls for practical
advice on adapting high school courses such as physics, chemistry,
mathematics, and drafting to the needs of industry, and for provid-
ing personal counseling of students by the company's executives.
Chrysler is also providing the school with equipment from its labora-
tories and shops. The details of I he Chrysler program, as outlined in
a report from the National Association of Manufacturers, includes:

1. Make available for consultation and advice, appropriate special.
ists to work wit) Northwestern faculty members to review and advise
on curriculum content as requested. This could involve such areas as
chemistry, physics, mathematics, auto mechanics, metal shop, draft.
ing, typing, etc.

2. Make the fullest possible use of Northwestern co-op students in
typing, filing, auto mechanics, etc., to provide modest work experience
wherever Chrysler vacancies can be converted into co-op placement
opportunities.

:3. Maintain a Chrysler Corporation "interviewing-employment"
service at Northwestern to interview and place all recent gradua'es
who are unemployed or refer them to other employers. provide "in
house" experience for students to learn to cope with application forms,
interview procedures; make available a continuing source of informa-
tion on job availability and job Requirements for counselors, teachers,
and students as needed.

4. Recruit volunteer services of about 200 professiolal personnel
who would donate one Lour per week to counsel potential dropouts
concerning the world of work.

5. Provide Chrysler porsehnel to serve as guest lecturers on a wide
range of subjects.

6. A numlx,r of work -t raining tylx experiences are to oe made a%
able; e.g., conduct two s'x week sessions on auto mechanics for youths
between their junior and senior years; conduct two sMilar session
for interested youths to coach them in subjects which would assist
them to pass an apprerticesVip qualifying test upon graduation. This
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approach aims at increasing the number of youth whu could qualify
for an apprentice training program in conjunction with a junior college
in the area. The Chrysler Corporation's Tuition Refund Plan would
finance any additional college course work leading to a degree in a
related field.

7. Donate to Northwestern specialized type of equipment which
would support teaching programs.

8. Work cooperatively with Northwestern faculty and administra-
tion in the testing and application of teaching techniques utilized
within Chrysler Corporation as they may have application in the
Northwestern program."

According to the National Association of Manufacturers, the Chrys-
ler plan gives substance to industry's commitment to the community
and to the education of young people in particular. The company's
services supplement the school's drip] is to help students perceive the
relationship between what happens in school and what awaits them
in our complex technological society,

d. An entirely new approach, in terms of money involved and
scope of program activities, was launched by the General Electric
Company which has donated a 223,00 square foot plant valued at
over $5 million to the Cleveland Board of Education for a joint
school- industry job training program. At least six Cleveland indus-
tries will be asked to sublease space in the building, it -tall produc-
tion facilities, and employ students. The budding is located in a high
unemployment area in the city's mostly Negro east side. Its aim is
to bring together basic education, industryspons,red job training,
and on-site employment facilities. The aims of the program are to:

1. Teach and 'or reinforce the trisi, of reading, writing, and simple
arithmetic needed for initial employment. SUCCVSS of the program
depends on the application of basic education to the work experience
gained at the Center.

2. Develop necessary work skill, and other attributes of employ-
ment readiness such as diligence, promptness. and good work habits
and attitudes.

3. Establish a flexible curriculum that will allow trainees to enter
d leave the program at their individual pace and dentnnstrated job

readiness.
4. Provide imined:ate paid c mployment for participants upon

enrollment.
5. Create a source of manposN.r (or local industries.
G Help end the necessity of v,1 Rare support of unemployed persons

by making them employable.
7. Offer an inteosive program for school dropouts and jx)tential

dropouts that unemployment of our school youth can be reduced by

Nltion,11 A,ociation of \Imo (actin cr., pilau affairs 1)i%
Report No. 'OAD-29 (Ne York:
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developing their skills thereby enabling them to obtain and keep
gainful employment.

8. Establish this type of program on a solid base of local community
support and as an integral part of the Cleveland School System and
qualify it for vocational education funding.

An imp,rtelit fr..3.ture of the work is immediate paid employment
upon enrollmmt. industries participating will pay trainees fur work
performed while they learn job skills. The terms used are connected
directly with the world of work so that the entire atmosphere is job
related.

The program exposes participants part of the day to an environ-
ment devoted to /earning what it takes to get and hold a job, covering
basic reading, math and work habits and persond hygiene and habits
The rest of the day participants will be aigned to work in industry
sponsored areas for on the job training.12

e. An example of what happens when a company and a school
develop cooperative working relationships, and ; .ow such cooperation
eventually redounds to the welfare of the entire community is de-
scribed by the Director of Manpower Development for the Space
Division of North American Rockwell Corporation, Downey, Calif.:
"Working closely with the local educational community, we have
established (during the last four years) 33 courses in computer
technology, electronics engineering, mathematics, and other subjects
at six junior colleges. In one year, 500 Division employees amassed
10,000 student hours at junior colleges, all on non-company time
and all in job related courses."" The collaborative procedure usually
takes place when the company training staff recognizes the need for
an educational program which may he of interest to the school offi-
cials as a possible course offering. The company could probably
develop such a program on its own premises, utilizing its own spe-
cialist staff, but the course would simply he provided on a one -time
basis for a restricted group of employees, leaving unresolved Cie
prohlun of a continuing educational program for other aspiring new
employees. Working together on an informal and personal basis, the
company and school staff identify the educational requirements,
establish a program that satisfies school requirements and the long-
range opportunities of the company, formulate c n-the-job perform-
ance objectives, and select course content. Before the course is initi-
ated at the school, it is offered to employees as an in-plant program.
Alter adjustments, based on experience, are agreed to jointly by
school faculty and company staff, th, school offers the course, usually

"NAtional Assuti.,01,,ii of !`laiiirfatIllr rk. Affair, 1)iision. -Fhr,
%. 11)41. ()tiro,` Action ti, Ni,. UM).7 y(1,-; N.Jot 1,67).

"p.m! Ii. h!, irairigry Nufq, fhr Junior Coarge (Nu %- lnrl Toil d
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ire the evening, either as a certificate or associate-degree accredited
p.-ogram. If necobsP.ry, the company provides pre-enrolled students

r the course to be taught a the school, with school credit granted
fcr previous cr.t tendance; upon request, it also makes available quali-
fi NI instructors to teach the course. Moreover, the regular school
faculty are given th, opportunity to become familiar with the latest
technical advances by attending in-plant courses; they also are in-
vited to teach courses to employees or to work for a short time. After
the course has been offered fo': a period in the school, a joint evalu-
ation is made and any necessary changes are instituted. As the course
continues and the community becomes aware of its existence, with
r.sultant requests fur a full-time day school program, the school
r lakes the necessary arrangements, including state certification, col -
lage credit, and cooperation with industry placement officers in order
to move students into available jobs.

The innovative aspects of such programs are the pro testing of
courses and instructional materials in the company before they be-
e °me school programs, pre-enrollment of company employees in the
f thool, in-plant seminars and work experience for :chool faculty to
strengthen their technological background, and company involve-
ment with the student to correlate his academic advancement with
-olo progress. Such arrangements recognize the desirability of col-
laborating in the common mission of it lustry and schools for estab-
ishing a continuing program of vocational and technical education
Ind training in order to improve the quality of the educational
iystem, to qualify students for employment in available jobs, and to
provide industry the kind of manpower it seeks in its plants and
offices.

That such cooperative relationships between industry and schools
are expanding is indicated in a recent report of the U.S. Department
of Labor:

Respondents from a number of plants mond( ned programs cc.1-
ducted through the school system which were designed to meet the
special skill requirements, of technological change.... The programs
were permanent, instituted to create a regular supply of graduates
possessing the required skills. They took a variety of forms. Two of
them, designed to supply craftsmen skilled in electronic maintenance.
were revisions of the high school vocational program which had previ-
ously been conducted in the plant. In several cases, programs were
developed in local community colleges to train technicians in the
plant's somewhat specialized technology,

On pattern was oommon to these situations: the initial generati,m
of personnel required by the new technology was traine,i in the
and in-plant training program; continued to meet personnel require-
ments for several subsequent generations. After the skill requirements
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and methods of teaching them had been worked out in the early opera-
tion of the technology, the programs were moved out of the plant and
into the schools.11

The report goes on the point oat that there were instances when the
school programs appeatld to be extensions of the company's internal
training activities, and that these schools were linked directly to the
company's capability to adjust its staff to changing skill requirements.
Herein is a danger which educators and school administrators must
keep in mind when working with industry. If the school provides
programs too closely linked to one or several companies in a com-
munity, the education and training provided may be to narrow to
justify public school support, other than perhaps for an initial period
of time. The needs of students for broad training programs in an
industry or occupation must be uppermost, even in ' one-industry"
communities, Ac hieving a proper balance between a particular com-
pany's or industry's manpower needs and the obActives of public
vocational and echnical education must be a constant concern of
vocational educators and school administrators.

f. An industry-wide program of cooperation with schools which
provides this kind of balance is being conducted by the Colorado
Council of the Western Electronics Manufacturers Association."
In 1967, a meeting of representatives of the Counc 1, each public
school offering electronic technician education and training, and the
staff of the State Board for Community Colleges ant, Occupational
Education resulted in a plan of action by the Council c rid the schools
to strengthen ne educational program for electronic technicisns
throughout the state. This plan included the followir g activities:

1. After considerable study, the Council endorsed the curriculum
contained in the public:Olen of the U.S. Office of Educ4 lion, Electronic
Techn3logy- A Suggested Two-Year Post High School Curricurunr.

2. The Council, h the assistance of a staff metr Wr of the State
Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education, devised
an evaluative instrument, based on the adopted :urriculum, and
arranged for r.n evaluation of all electronic tedmicia a education pro-
grams in the state. At least three Council member; served on each
evaluation teary.

3. The Council helped establish local occupational advisory con).
rnittees for each school offering electronic technician education. At
leas, two Council raernb?rs serve on each committee.
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4. The Council has prepared a career booklet for free distribution.
and has organizcu a speakers bureau available far school-sponsored
career infor :nation programs.

5. Periodic workshops for school electronics instructors and super
visors are held in Council-member plants to help update knowledge
and skills of the instructors.

6. Summer employment has been made available in Council
member r-lants for all school electronic instructors desiring such ern-
nloyme.r.

7. Equipment and supplies are made available by Councilmemb,r
companies on a free or loan basis through the advisory committees of
the local schools.

As the result of this pervasive industry-education cooperative
program, Colorado schools have added courses in technical report
writing, technical mathematics, and electronic drawing. Other im-
provements have resulted in strengthening the electronic technician
training programs of the schools. The industry is committed to
assisting the schools in developing the best possible programs in
electronics and also to the employment of the graduates of the pro-
grams. So successful has been this joint effort that the other state
councils of the Western Electronics Manufacturers Association are
becoming involved in similar programs in their areas.

g. Other local, regional, and national trade and professional asso-
ciations and, to a lesser degree, labor organizations, are becoming or
have been engaged in industry-education cooperative programs
along the same lines as the Colorado Council of WEMA. Some of the
leading programs are those conductc,d by Ilse National Restaurant
Association (Chicago), the United Association of Journeymen and
Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipeflttirg Industry, the Educa-
tion Council of the Graphic Arts Industry (Pittsburgh), and the
National Tool, Die and Precision Machining Association I Washing-
ton, D.C.; ." The prime motivating factor is concern ahout the num
hers and quality of new employees entering the industry and the
need for upgrading the skills of apprentices and journeymen; a
common operational denominator is the employment of full-time
educational directors who report to a special educational committee
of members of the organization.

An example of national industry and professional association in-
volvement in voca:Amal education is the Association for Advance-
ment of Medical Instrumentation, formed in 1966 to organize
interest of the manufacturers in supporting development of curricula
for biomedical equipment technicians working primarily in hospitals.
The AAMI rece;ved its initial impetus from work beirm done by the

It"Pf,irr.1 awl Volrdiorwl.r, Lilo,
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Technical Education Research Center (Cambridge, Mass.) with a
grant from USOE to develop a technical education program in the
field of biormdical equipment and instrumentation technology. The
AAMI has succeeded in having its industry members produce and
provide training literature and donate some $100,000 in equipment
to several junior colleges involved in the TERC project. The manu-
facturers recognize that until and unless the hospitals have a con-
tinuing supply of trained technicians, their equipment sales will he
at a minimum.

All equipment donated by the manufacturers is turned over to
AAMI for loan or contribution to selected schools, thus freeing indi-
vidual companies from deciding whether or not to support some local
educational institution which may not have a program worthy of
industry support. AAMI, whose membership consists of both equip-
ment manufacturers and hospitals, has a long range program for
industry support of educational institutions, including supplying
industry staff to assist school instructors.

A number of labor unions, together with management, have estab-
lished skill-training schorls for their members in several cities. These
schools are by far belt( r equipped and financed than public voca-
tional schools offering training for those industries supporting their
own training centers. Howe-7er, even these industries are invoked in
public school programs in order to enlist the aid of school people in
presenting the particular industry's career opportunities to youth
while still in school and, if the schools are offering educational and
training 2rograms connected with that industry, to help improve the
courses so that the graduates will have the kind of educational and
training background the industry considers desirable. More and
more employers are now paying a higher entry wage for vocational
course graduates in recognit ion of the value of schcx,! training where
industry has participated in the development and evaluation of the
school program. Such industry-education cooperation is excellent,
so long as industry does not demand that the schools expend an
inordinate amount of money for shop equipment and supplies for
that part of the training which can and should be provided on the
job, either while the trainees are in school or after full-time employ-
ment.

Organizations for Sponsoring General
Industry-Education CooperatUm

While many individuals, companies, labor, trade, and professional
organizations have and are involving themselves in school programs,
ale of the phenomena of the 1960s has been the slowly growing
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movement of community, regional, and state organizations devoted
to fostering industry-education cooperation. The National Associa-
tion for Industry-Education Cooperation regularly carries news of
programs and activities of its chapters and affiliates. For example, a
recent issue of its Newsletter reported on the activities of its affili-
ated New York Regional Council, the Washington (D.C.) Chapter.
the Arizona Council, and the Northern California Industry-Educa-
tion Council. It was also reported that Puerto Rico was in the process
of establishing a chapter. Among other news items was the report that

Philadelphia plans a bold partnership. A new 2400 student down .
town high school will have no plant. Classrooms will be held in down.
town business and community buildings. This will not only save $19
million for a new high school building, but will also dramatize the
fact that the schools are the community and the community the
schools.17

The newsletters and annual repoi' of both the Northern and the
Southern California Industry-Education Councils are veritable gold-
mines of information concerning irdustry-education cooperative
avtivities. Fo: example, the August 1968 Newsletter carried the
following stories?

1. Career Exploration program- Some 100 students from fifty high
sch o:s in the Contra Costa County area went six weeks on nonpaying
jobs in business, professional, or industrial establishments in order to
correlate educations; and vocational experiences in terms of olives
selections.

2. Science Fair sponsored by industry and the schools in Santa
Clara Valley.

3. Scheduling of a syr,00s an 'Education for Employment."
4. Conduct of a symp. rum lor 200 students from San Mateo Union

High School District and the Sequoia Union High School District on
"Preparation for the World of Work"

5. Initiation of a cooperative work-study program for students at
the College of San Mateo. About eighty-five companies r.re involved
in the program of alternate semester:, of work and school attendance.

6. Conduct of a two-day science seminar for (^ache rs and students in
San Francisco sponsored by NCIEC and hosted by the Pacific Gas
and Electric Company and the Thomas Alva Edison Foundation.

Some 130 busir2ss organizations and associations and ninety
schools and school districts are dues-paying members of the NCIEC.
Eleven local affiliated councils with their octal membership structures
look to the NCIEC for guidance and coordination in developing their
programs in in dust ryedueation cooperation.
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The objectives of the NCIEC, as stated in its 1967-68 annual
report, are:

It recognizes the complete inter-dependence of education and in-
dustry. It obtains its leadership equally from education and the entire
community .. It recognizes that unless the dividedness which exists
can be eliminated and mutual respect, confidence and cooperation can
be established, we shall be wasting the greatest resource available to
all of us ----the trained manpower and leadership which is essential to
our country and the world.1

The NCIEC recently received a two-year grant from the Rosenberg
Foundation to employ stall, to expand services, and to stimulate
business organizations to recognize the benefits available to them
through cooperation and, thus, to obtain not only their financial
support, but their actual participation and involvement."

A major factor in the growth of the NCI EC,a:. well as the Southern
California Industry-Education Council, has been the appointment
of full-time industry relations coordinators by a growing number of
school districts and junior colleges. As stated in the NCIEC 1967-68
annual report:

Experience has clearly demonstrated that a successful affiliate must
have sufficient stall' time available to keep the organization function-
ing. In the [geographic) areas that have been most successful the
necessary personnel has been provided by the County Superintendent
of School; Office. Th:s has proved to iv most appropriate since co-
ordination of educational activities has become a recognized prime
function of the County Officer

It should he noted here, even though partially out of context, that
the appointment of industry-education coordinators by schools and
school systems (discussed more fully later in this chapter) is being
paralleled 4ry the employment of increasing numbers of company
and union educational, liaison staff people. Companies such as De-
troit-Edison, 113M, RCA, Standard Oil of California, and Chrysler
have placed education liaison staff personnel at fairly high levels in
their col poralestwctures; other companies have assigned the school
liaison Vonsibinty to their industrial relations, community rela-
tions. or personnel departments. Companies such as General Electric
a -al U.S. Steel also obtain advice regarding educational programs
which they should initiate or be involved in from public relations
bans which maintain school relationships departments.

Unions are also employing, at an ever increasing pace, coordinators
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for their local joint apprenticeship committees. These coordinators
are responsible for administering the apprenticeship programs, which
include apprentice- related training provided by public schools. They
are expanding their activities to include working with school coun-
selors and school industry coordinators in recruiting students and
improving trade training programs. It can be expected that as both
the company and union coordinators become sophisticated in their
jobs (many of the company people are former educators, inciden-
tally), their self-interest will dictate more and more participation by
themselves and their organizations in school activities, particularly
in those vocational education programs which are served by school
industry-education coordinators.

Economic Development Factors Leading eo
Industry-Edu:ation Relationships

In the selection of sites for new plants, industrial and economic
developers, management consultants, and industrial organizations
are currently giving greater attention to the human aspects of eco-
nomic development programs, including the quality and educational
level of the community labor for. ?. and available facilities for pro-
viding training. No longer are industrialists assuming that, somehow
or other, manpower will be available when the plant is ready to hire
employees. According to a recent stud, reported by the American
Industral Development Council, a 1968 San Francisco Chamber of
Commerce survey discle >ed that 58 percent of the respondents
anticipated difficulty in securing qualified people in the future.'"
Other surveys were cited which indicated that labor suir.ily and
vocational-technical education facilities are now a major corcern of
industrial development and plant location people. In another stmy
of factors influencing 206 companies to locate new nlants in Colo-
rado, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming
since 1960, it was found that approximately 25 percent of the re-
spondents actually visite,l vocational schools when considering the
selection of their plant sites."

The great importance being at tached to labor supply and available
vocational education fa-ilit ies by industry seeking new plant sites
has caused local and state economic developers to become involved
in the vocational and technical education programs in their com-
munities and the state. Special committee; of businessmen, govern-
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went agency staff, legislators, and educators have been formed in a
number of communities to evaluate vocational education facilities
to determine what must be done to improve them and their programs
in order to attract new industries. As the members of these commit-
tees become knowledgeable about the schools, they realize the role
they must play in assisting the educators to develop a vocational and
technical education system to implement the economic and indus-
trial plans on which they are working. This assistance has come to
include not only traditional types of involvement with local voca-
tional schools and community junior colleges, but also the drawing.
up of regional and state plans for expanded pr ograms and appear-
ances bete. e legislative bodies to obtain the necessary funds. Expan-
sion of technical education school facilities in South Carolina is a
direct result of such industry involvement, and it is claimed that a
majority of the new companies which have located in that state
during the last five years have been attracted primal ily by the excel-
lence of the eleven technical institutes established in the past few
years. These technical institutes are so organized as to be extremely
sensitive to the e,:ucational and training needs of industry in their
geographic service area, as well as to new industries planning or
actually locating in the area. Industry is heavily represented on their
boards of trustees, and industry-advisory committees are operating
for each of the program offerings. A number of other states are study-
ing South Carolina's program because of its unique capability to
respond almost immediately to changing demands of industry man
power iequi-ements.

Arkansas, which has currently involved over 200 industry and
government agency representatives in evaluating its vocational and
technical education system, plans to adapt some of the features of
the South Carolina program. The Arkansas project is unique in its
own way in that the evaluations are being conducted by the industry
people themselves, serving on eight regional Manpower Advisory
Councils for Economic Development, coordinated by a state council.
The study is being conducted by the Industrial Research and Exten-
sion Center of the University of Arkansas. Professional educators
are serving in an advisory and consultative capacity rather than, as
is the usual practice, conducting the study and using industry people
for advice. Industry responded quickly t) the invite' on o! the Uni-
versity of Arkansas to conduct the study because of its desire to
improve the economic development of the stateP
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Other vocational education researchers are experimenting with
the use of industry advisory committees to evaluate vocational and
technical education programs in local communities and regional
areas in somewhat he same manner as in Arkansas." They will find
these industry co,....1;ttees function most effectively when provided
direction and background information by staff assigned to them by
the sponsoring organization. The committees will also require guide-
lines for conducting their evaluations. The industry committees will
want to examine comparative costs and results of programs similar
to the way they evaluate their own businesses with balance sheets
and profit-and-loss statements. As indicated in another section of
this chapter, they will want to know whether private schools can
perform some programs more effectively and efficiently than the
public schools. Educators and school administrators will has-, io re-
orient their record keeping and cost accounting systems to provide
this kind of informatic n. They will al.) have to justify the compara-
tive benefits and costs of the various types of occupational education
program offerings (industrial arts, vocational education, and techni-
cal ef.:(..cat ion) in terms of benefits both to the students and to
industry's manpower needs. They will have to demonstrate to indus-
try people that they 1,re utilizing all available corn munity, regional,
state, and federal funds and sources of information, as well as all the
public and private education and training facilities in the commu-
nity, so that duplication of facilities and programs will be kept at a
minimum. Industry will also want to examine long- and short-range
plans of the vocational educators to ascertain how they fit into and
complement the industrial and economic plans of their communities
and regional areas.

Such interest in school mat ters by industry may deter soma school
administrators from inviting industry to cooperate in school pro-
grams. This would be a mistake. Whether or not the educators invite
industry people into the schools, industry is already asking these
questions and seeking the answers. State and federal legislators are
also seeking such information as they, ole pressured for the appropri-
ation of ever greater sums of money for vocational and technical
education. The demand for "the facts" is built into a number of
provisions of the 1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act
of 1963. They call for greater itiduslry involvement, particularly in
evaluating programs, than did any previous legislation dealing with
federally reimbursed vocational and technical education programs,
If vocational educators expect to continue to receive federrd funds.
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it would he wise for them to involve industry on their own initiative,
rather than having involvement imposed upon them. The former
strategy can develop constructive cooleration based on mutually
understood and accepted objectives of vocational education as part
and parcel of the economy and its growth and welfare. The latter
procedure will only generate defensive attitudes, suspicion, and criti-
cism on the part of all concerned.

The Role of the Educators

That full-time school personnel assigned the responsibility for
industry liaison are the key and the only realistic means for schools
to initiate and maintain industry-education cooperation in voca-
tional and technical education programs was the conclusion reached
by the author of this chapter in his recently published study of
indu:7fry involvement in vocational and technical education!' With-
out such staff, industry participation in a school or school system
will never be more 1hatt a "sometime thing," as it has been for many
years in most ,chools. Despite the considerable literature in edu-
cation journals and special reports pointing out the values and bene-
fits of industry-education cooperation over the last fifty years, too
few schools have in fact achieved such cooperation on a consistent
and long -term basis. 'ihc major reason, in the opinion of many
authorities, is the failure of the :-,.heols to i. ,.'ogni7e that if tliey are
to hvite formal industry participation, somebody has to do f le in-
viting, to organize and conduct the meetings, to supervise and
administer the cooperative activities, to follow-up on recommended
actions, to write letters and reports, to make telephone calls, and
so on. Even when such responsibilities are conducted informally and
on a part-time basis by a number of the school staff, lack of coordi-
nation and planning results in little effective cooperation with indus-
try and eventually deteriorates into no activity at all.

A number of recent studies concerning the use of industry advisory
committees and the general strategy for obtaining industry partici-
pation and involvement by vocational schools, technical institutes.
and colleges, indicates that many have yet to put into practice the
accepted concepts, much less any of the innovative techniques de-
scribed in this chapter. Richard L. Bums found that only a little
over one-half of 273 area vocational directors attempted to obtain
industry support of their school programs." In another recent study
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of vocational educationin West Virginiait was reported that:
In some areas there were no active advisory committees. In every

ca-r, the :,,mr')yers were %%Ming to serve either personally or assign
a member of their business to serve. No one refused. In fact everyone
interviewed thought that one of the best ways to keep curricula and
physical facilities and equipment up-to-date was through the use of
advisory committees.27

The report went on to recommend the organization of industry-
education advisory committees for each of the fifty-five counties
with ties to the State Advisory Council.

A 1967 study of vocational education in Pennsylvania found:

Except in rare instances, the use of advisory committees cannot be
cited as exemplary... In general, it was noted that they did not exist.
Where they were established, it was found that few meetings were
held, that they lacked representation from large employees and from
local labor organizations, and that there was a substantial decline in
the use of craft (specific) type committees. Even more alarming was
the tendency to start new programs with utter disregard for the
organizL Ion of advisory committees.""

Yet every lading vocational educator, and most publications dealing
with vocational and technical education produced by the American
Vocational Association, the American Association of Junior Colleges,
and the U.S. Office of Education, urge vocational school officials to
initiate action to enlist the support of business, industry, and labor
in helping design, conduct, and evaluate vocational and technical
education. For example, a report on rural community junior colleges
;ssued late in 1968 by the American Association of Junior Colleges
devotes almost four pages to the organization of local industry-
educat ion advisory committees.'" The AAJC has alsc recently pub-
lished a booklet on the use of advisory committees in junior colleges."
In its recently published booklet on technical education the U.S.
Office of Education devotes sevr:ral pages to the utilization of indus-
try advisory committees," as it does in :nost of its curriculum guides
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for specific occupational education programs.
Many concerned schocl adminislitators hive found that the miss-

ing link in forging an industry-education ^ )oper rtive prcgram is the
industry program coordinator. As soon as they employed or assigned
a full-time staff r ~ember for this purpose, industry involvement and
support in the school became a way of life for th3 entire school.

Since the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963, which
provides for up to 50 percent of federal reimbursement for all types
of coordinators dealing with industry (Distributive Education In-
structor-Coordinators, Cooperative Work-Study Coordinators, et
al.) more and mote schools are utilizing coordinators for general
industry liaison. Wisconsin is a good example, with an estimated
4,000 industry representatives serving on state and local advisory
committees for vocational and technical institutes, most of which
have one or more staff members as industry coordinators.

The Ventura County school system (California), in a most
enlightening report, describes its successful industry-education
relations which developed only after the appointment in 1964 of a
Coordinator of Vocational Education in the superintendent's office.
Over 125 industry representatives are currently serving on the
Ventura County Vocational Resource Committee orga.,:zed and
staffed by this coordinator,"

Another major deterrent to effective utilization of industry, par-
ticularly through the medium of advisory committees, is the fact that
the term "advisory" is a misnomer. Even the brief description in the
previous pages of this chapter demonstrate that industry involve-
ment in the schools goes fay beyond the advisory function. Edu-
cators, however, fearing that "outsiders" might want to interfere in
the day-by-day operations and administration of school affairs, can-
t inually admonish industry commit tees that theyctre advisory only
and then go on to ask for and obtain all kinds of cooperation which
go far beyond mere seeking of advice. The more than thirty specific
cooperative activities, listed below, which have been identified as
being provided by these committees, when requested by educators,
should be sufficient to dispel the myth of "advisory' and cause edu-
cators to start thinking, talking, writing, and operating with "indus-
try-education cooperating committees" Since educators are re-
sponsible for administering school programs, obtaining industry
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invohement and paiticipation in these programs is also their respon-
sibility.

Specific Services Provided by industry-Education
Cooretsting Committees
A. Assisting in student recruitment. selection, and placement.

1. Encouraging young people (and parents) to consider voca-
tional and technical education and training through visits to
"feeder schools," speeches to civic clubs, career day meetings.
etc.

2. Assisting in the screening of students applying for admission
to specific programs.

3. Participating in the development of aptitude tests for selec-
tion of students for specific programs.

4. Providing information concerning desirable aptitudes and the
educational and experience backgrounds which applicants for
entry-level jobs in specific industries should have.

5. Arranging plant or field trip visits for counselors and students.
6. Providing free guidance literature to s, pools concerning spe-

cific industries,
7. Assisting in the development of aptitude tests, achievement

tests, and certification and licensing examinations related to
initial employment of graduates.

8. Placing and hiring students in part-time work as part of co-
operative programs and in summer vacation jobs.

9. Placing and hiring school graduates in full-time jobs.
B. Assisting in instructional programs.

1. Assisting in the preparation And review of budget requests
for laboratory and shop equipment and supplies.

2. Assisting in the development and review of course content to
assure its currency in meeting the charging skill and knowl-
edge needs of industry.

3. Evaluating physical conditions, adequacy of equipment, and
layout of laboratories and shops.

4. Obtaining needed school equipment and supplies on boar, as
gifts, or at special prices.

5. Assisting in the establishment of standards of proficiency to
he met by students.

6. Assisting in the development of school policy concerning the
kinds And volume of production work or "live jobs" to he
produced by students so that this work will be of instructional
value in the educational program.
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7. Establishing and maintaining a library of vkal aids, maga-
zines, and hooks concerning industry,.

8. Assisting in Ihe development of special ''programs under
NIDTA and the Economic Opportunity Act.

9. Assisting in the development of e"ening school skill improve-
ment and technical courses for employed personnel.

10. Assisting in making arrangements for apprenticeship or on-
the-job training related courses.

C. Teacher assistance.
I. Providing funds to assist local teachers to attend regional and

national meetings of industry and teachers organizations.
2, Arranging meetings of teachers to establish cooperative re-

lationships between the schools and industry.
3. Arranging summer employment for teachers.
4. Assisting in the establishment of teacher quali' cation re-

quirements.
5. Conducting clinics and in-service training programs fur

teachers.
6. Arranging for substitute or resource instructors from indust

to assist regular teachers.
7. Subsidizing teacher salaries in such unusual cases as may be

necessary to obtain qualified instructors.

D. Student recognition.
I. Providing scholarships and other financial assistance for ut-

standing graduates who wish to continue their education and
training in technical institutes, teacher-training institi:i ions,
and other institutions of higher learning.

2. Providing prizes to outstanding students.

E. Public relations.
1. Providing speakers to address trade and civic groups concern-

ing the industry's education and training program in tbe
schools.

2. Providing news stories concerning the school program to
magazines published for specific industry groups.

3. Providing news stories concerning the school program to lot I

news media.
4. Attending meetings in support of vocational and te(biii(

educatio;i which may he called by local and state school o.li .
cials, boards, and legislative groups,

18
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Advisory Councils and industry Involvement: Provisions of the
1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act of 1961"

With the enactment of the 1968 Amendments to the Vocational
Education Act of 1963, plus legislation already in existence in many
states (including the rules and regulations issued by state depart-
ments of education),'' educators are mendared as never before to
utilize representatives of industry, business, agriculture, and tha
professions in the conduct of vocational and technical education pro-
grams. This mandate not only calls for involvement and advice by
industry concerning initiation and conduct of vocational and techni-
cal education programs and courses at the local, state, and national
levels, but also requires that State Advisory Councils and a National
Advisory Council be organized to engage in a number of specific
activities relating to the continuous planning, evaluating, and re-
porting on the status and direction of vocational and technical
education in each state and in the nation.

The new law contains so many references to both advisory councils
and to industry involvement that vocational and technical educators
at the federal and state levels will find it necessary to reorient them-
selves completely away from the traditional "suggestions" in previ-
ous legislation to the new "mandates." A study of these provisions
will provide the basis for determining new patterns of organizational
structure and relationships for industry cooperation at all levels, in
order to assure that the intent of Congress is carried out in making
full and effective use of the volunteer services of advisory council
members.

While P. L. 90-576 makes no mention of local advisory councils
and commit tee;, it can ba anticipated that implementation of the
law will result 1n the development of new types of relationships by
vocational educators with representatives of industry and other seg-
ments of the punlic serving on local school advisory committees. At
the present time it is estimated there are some 20,000 local advisory
committees for vocational and technical education, involving over
100 000 representatives of industry and education. The new State
Advisory Councils and the National Council will .add fifty-one com-
mittees and more than 600 new people to the field, When first intro-
duced into Congress, the bill which finally became law was aptly

"For a detaih'd arial,i. of dat .mhi.or) %oL.30,)tial ..(1LIcAtion
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described as developing a new "partnership for learning and earn
ing." Since no facet of our nation's educational system has the built-
in provision for industry and community leadership involvement as
does vocational and technical education, it can be expected that
vocational educators will be looked to for leadership by the entire
educational system in developing community participation in the
programs and in solving the pro:4ms of all our schools.

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education
Title 1, Part A, Section 104(a) contains practically all the pro-

visions dealing with the National Council. The twenty-one members
to be appointed to the Council by the President of the United States
"shall include perscos representative of labor and management, in-
cluding persons who have knowledge of the semiskilled, skilled and
technical employment in such occupational fields as agriculture.
home economics, distribution and marketing, health, trades,, manu-
facturing, office and service industries, and persons representative of
new and emerging occupational fields." Six other categories of repre-
sentation are included, such cs the general public, local schoolboards,
vocational and 'echnical education, etc.

The National Council must meet, at least four times a year to:

(a) advise the Commissioner [of Education] concerning the admin.
istration of, preparat.on of general regulations for, and operation of
vocational education programs....
(b) review the administration and operation of vocational education
programs ... including the effectiveness of such programs in meeting
the purposes for which they are established and operated, make
recommendations with respect thereto, Ind make annual reports of its
findings and recommendations . to the Secretary of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare] for transmittal to the
Congress....
(c) conduct independent evaluations of programs carried out under
this title and publish and distribute the results thereof.

Additional provisions of this Section call for compensation of
travel expense. of Council members, per diem, and a fee of up to
$100 per day while engaged in Council business. The Council is also
to "review the possible duplication of vocational education programs
at the post-secondary and adult levels within geographic areas, end
shall make annual reports of the extent to which such duplication
exists, together with its findings and recommendations to the Secre-
tary I of Health, Education, and Welfare]." In making the-e reports.
the Council is to seek opinions of knowledgeable representatives of
educational organizations, as well as from "perso,is familiar with ...
labor, business, and industry. . .
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In another section of the law (Title 1, Part I, Section 191, (c),
(1) ) dealing with curriculum development, the U.S. Commissioner
of Education is required io consult with appropriate state agencies
and the National Council before making grants to institutions or
organizations for the development of curricula and curriculum ma-
terials.

To permit the National Advik ry Council on Vocational Education
to conduct the above ilescrl] 1 programs, and to engage in such
official relationships with state agencies as may be required, Section
104(a) (4) authorizes the Council "to engage such technical assist-
ance as may be required to carry out its functions." For this purpose
$100,000 was authorized for fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and
$150,000 for each of the succeeding three years. Such technical
assistance may well be interpreted to include a full-time executive
director and clerical assistance for the National Council. As a matter
of fact, it is this writer's opinion that without 'ts own full-time staff,
the National Council could easily become a "creature" of the U.S.
Office of Education instead of an independent observer arj evalu-
ator, as apparently was the intent of Congress.

State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education
Any state desiring to receive funds under the provisions of P. L.

90-576 must establish a State Advisory Council on ocational Edu-
cation, which must include as members a person or persons "familiar
with the vocational needs and the problems cf management and
labor in the state, and a person or persons representing state indus-
trial and economic development agencies. . ." Among the major
provisions dealing with State ''.crisory Councils (Title 1, Part A,
Section 104(b)) is the membership composition of the Council,
which is to consist of at least twelve members to be appointed by the
Governors (or if the State Board of Vocational Education is elected,
by the Board) by no later than March 31, 1969. The functions of the
Council are described as follows:

(a) advise the State Board on the development of and policy
matters arising in the administration of the State plan for vocational
and technical education, both long-range and annual, which is to be
submitted by the State Board to the U.S. Office of Education.
1b) evaluate vocational education programs, services and activities.
(c) prepare and submit through the State Beard to the U.S. Com-
missioner of Education and to the National Advisory Council on
Vocational Educatio;) an annual evaluation report of the effectiveness
of vocational and technical education. with recommendations for such
changes in programs, seniors and activities as may be warranted.

Just as the law provides (or the employment of technical services
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and assistance by the National Council, so is such provision made
for State Councils. However, the language for the State Councils
goes further by authorizing "the services of such professional, techni-
cal and clerical personnel as may be necessary to enable tl-ern to
carry out their functions ... and to contract for such services as may
be necessary to enable them to carry out their evaluation functions."
The amount of money provided for such staff and contractual respon-
sibilities is a minimum of $50,000 and a maximum of $150,000 per
year. There is no authorization for payment of travel expenses, per
diem, or fees to members of State Advisory Councils while engaged
in Council business, although it can be interpreted that such pay.
ments can be made from the Council's operating funds. It may also
be possible to pay such costs in accordance with existing state laws
concerning other state advisory committees.

There is an interesting provision (Section 104(1)) (31)) that re-
quires State Councils to hold at least one meeting each year "at
which the public is given opportunity to express views concerning
vocational education." It is also interesting to note that while the
Act specifies the terms of office for the members of the National
Advisory Council, there is no such specifi,:ation for the members of
the State Advisory Councils.

Title 1, Part A, Section 123(a) of the law requires that the State
Plan submitted by the State Board of Vocational Education request-
ing federal funds must:

(1) have been prepared in consultation with th? state Advisory
Council on Vocational Education,
12) set forth both a long-range plan (three to five years), and an
annual plan for vocational education in the State which has been
prepared in consultation with the State Advisory Council.

The long-range program plan section of the State Plan must
describe the present and projected vocational education needs of the
state and set forth "r program of vocational education objectives
which affords satisfactory assurance of substantial progress toward
meeting the vocational education needs of the potential students in
the State." The annual plan "describes the contErot of and allocation
of federal and state vocational education funds to programs, services,
and activities to be carried out under the State Plan during the year
for which federal funds are sought (whether or not supported by
federal funds. . indicates how and to what extent allotations
of federal funds allotted to the state take into consideration the
criteria set forth in the State Plan, and specifies "the extent to which
consideration was given to the findings and recommendations of the
State Advisory Council in its most recent evaluation report. . . ."
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T')e State Advisory Councils are involved in research and demon-
stration projects, as indicated in Title 1, Part C. Section 131 I b) (2)
in that they are empowered to recommend research and demonstra-
tion projects for which grants are to be made by the state to "colleges
and universities, and other public or nonprofit agencies and institu-
tions, and local educational agencies and contracts with private
agencies, organizations and institutions." The state can pay "90 per
centum of the costs of programs and projects for (i) research and
training programs, (ii) experimental, developmental, or pilot pro-
grams developed by such institutions and agencies and designed to
meet the special vocational needs of youths, particularly youths in
economically depressed communities who have academic, socio-
economic, or other handicaps that prevent them from succeeding in
the regular vocational education programs, and (iii I the dissemina-
tion of information derived from the foregoing programs or from
research and demonstrations in the field of vocational education...."
It should be noted that this provision not only involves the State
Advisory Councils, but also permits contracting by State Boards of
Vocational Education (or the State Department of Education) with
private agencies, organizations, and institutions to conduct research
and demonstration projects.

The above provisions of the new law describing the functions and
responsibilities of the Councils indicate the extent to which industry
people (as well as the other members of the Councils who are not
professional educators) must become intimately acquainted, thor-
oughly knowledgeable, and involved with vocational and technical
education programs and problems, particularly at the to 'a!, regional.
and state levels.

Other Industry Involvement Provisions of P. L. 90-576
P. L. 90-576 calls for industry involvement in vocational and tech-

nical education in a number of meaningful ways in addition to service
on the State and National Advisory Councils. The section dealing
with State Plans states that in developing any plans for vocational
educational programs, due eensideiation must be given to current
and projected manpower nerds and opportunities at the local, state,
and national levels (Sec. 123 (a) 6(A)). Of course, either scho. I
people or the Employment Service must obtain such information
from employers for use by the educational planners. In addition to
obtaining the information through the Employment Service, co-
operative arrangements may be made with "other agencies, organiza-
tions and institutions concerned with manpower needs and job op-
portunities such as institutions of higher educatioh. and model city,
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business, labor and community action organizations."
The section of the law dealing with research (Title 1, Part C), as

indicated above, provides for research and demonstration projects
to be conducted by private agencies, organizations, and institutions
under contracts to be granted by the State Board. The monies for
such contracts are to come from the 50 Dercentum of the research
funds appropriates for use by the states and not under the jurisdic-
tion of the U.S. Office of Education. These latter funds may not be
used for contracting with for - profit organizations, but such restric-
tion is not impused on research grants made by the states.

In the section of the law dealing with curriculum development
(Title 1, Part I, Section 191(c) (1)), the U.S. Commissioner of
Education, after consultation with the appropriate state agencies
and the National Advisory Council, may make contracts with public
or private agencies, organizations, or institutions

(A) to promote the development and dissemination of vocational
education curriculum materials for use in teaching occupational sub-
jects, including curriculums for new and changing occupational fields:
(13) to develop standards (or curriculum development in all occu-
pational fields;
(C) to coord.nate efforts of the States in the preparation of curricu-
lum materials available in all occupational fields;
(D) to survey curriculum materials produced by other agencies of
Government, including the Department of Defense;
(E) to evaluate vocational - technical education curriculum materials
and their uses; and
(F) to train personnel in curriculum development.
2. For purposes of this subsection, "curriculum materials" means

materials consisting of a series of courses to cover instruction in any
occupational field in vocational education which are designed to pre-
pare persons for employment at the entry level or to upgrade occupa-
tional competencies of those previously or presently employed in any
occupational field.

This one provision of P. L. 90.576 is seen as inviting private for-
profit education research organizations and companies engaged in
producing "hardware" and/or "software" fer use in vocational and
technical education to contract with the U.S. Ornco of Education in
developing and producing courses of study, instructional materials,
and evaluating their use.

In the section of the law dealing with Exemplar.), Programs and
Projects (Title 1, Part D) there is a provision permitting State
Boards to make grants and contracts with "public or private agen-
cies, organizations or institutions including business and industrial
concerns" to develop, establish, and operate "exemplary and inno-
vative occupational education programs or projects designed to serve
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as models for use in vocational education programs (Section 142(d) ).
Fut thermore, such programs may include "exchanges of personnel
between schools and other agencies ... including manpower agencies
and industry" (Section 143(a) (2) (EE1).

Among the unique provisions of P. L. 90-576 is Title 1, Part G
which deals with Cooperative Vocational Education Programs. For
the first time in federal legislation dealing with vocational education,
employers can be reimbursed "when necessary for certaii. added
costs incurred in providing on-the-job training through work experi-
ence" (Section 171). The State Plan, prepared in consultation with
the State Advisory Council, must include the "policies and proce-
dures to he used by the State Board in establishing cooperative work-
study programs through local educational agencies with participa-
tion of public and private employers" (Section 173(a)). Assurance
must he given that procedures are established for cooperation with
employers and other community groups in identifying suitable jobs
for persons who enroll in cooperative work-study programs, and that
reimbursement of added costs are made to employers for on-the-job
training vt;,ich is related to"existing career opportunities susceptible
of promotion and advancement and does not displace other workers
who perform such work" (Section 173(a) i 31).

The section of the law dealing with opportu -.ities for experienced
vocational educators to develop their professional leadership abilities
and to up-date their occupational competencies (Title 2, Part F,
Section 551) provides for "exchanges of personnel between voca-
tional education program; and commercial, industrial, or other pub-
lic or private employm a r1t." Grants can be authorized by the U.S.
Commissioner of Education to State Boards (Section 553(b) (1))
to pay the costs of cooperative arrangements for projects and activi-
ties such as:

exchange of vocational education teachers and other staff members
with skilled technicians or supervisors in industry ( including mutual
arrangemt nts for preserving employment and retirement status, arid
other employment benefits during the period cf exchange), and the
development and operation of cooperative programs involving periods
of teaching in schools providing vocational education and experienoe
in commercial, industrial, or other public or private employment
related to the sub)ect matter tat in such schools.

In recognition of the growing importance and the potential in-
herent in private trade schools as a facet of the nation's manpower
development program, Section 122(s) (71 of P. L. 90-576 authorizes
the use of federal funds by states for:

provision of vocational training with private .ocational training insti-
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tutions where such private institutions can make a significant con-
tribution to attaining the objectives of the Stab Plan, and can pro-
vide substantially equivalent training at lesser cost, or can provide
equipment or services not available in public institutions.

The Nixon Administration's new Comprehensive Manpower Act,
submitted to Congress early in August 1969, also provides for the
use of private trade schools for conducting education and training.
As a result of this Congressional concern for the utilization of private
schools, it can be expected that such schools will play an increasingly
important role in education, training, and manpower development.
and in many communities and states may seriously compete for
public funds with the public vocational and technical education
programs.""

A section of P. L. 90-576 (Title 1, Part A, Section 108(11)) re-
quires the formation by the Commissioner of Education of a special
national advisory committee to accredit private vocational training
institutions in the event there is no nationally recognized or state
agency or association qualified to evaluate the school (s). The only
requirement for membership on this committee is "persons qualified
to evaluate training prGvided by schools of that category," which
could very well mean industry people.

Among the Miscellaneous Provisions of the new law (Title 3),
there is a section (Section 303(a) (3 ) ) dealing with the collection
and dissemination of information in which the U.S. Commissioner
of Education is directed to "develop, on both formal and informal
bases, a close liaison for interchange of ideas and information with
reprcsentarves of American business and with service, labor or other
organizations, both public and private, to advance American edu-
cation." The use of the word "formal" in this provision implies
appointment of some form of advisory committee or committees.

same section authorizes the U.S. Commissioner of Education
to "enter into contracts with public or private agencies, organiza-
tions, groups, or individuals to carry out the provisions of this sec-
tion." The other provisions of the section, not previously discussed.
involve:

i 1) preparation and dissemination of complete information on pro-
grams of federal assistance to education for distribution to educators
and the general public;
12) collection of data on programs for the purpose of obtaining objec-
tive information for evaluating these programs;
t31 providing advice, counsel, technical assistance, and dernonstra-

A. 11.ilvt'Y E3clit ky, iritote Voc(itimiol School', and Tht it Strirhmt (C,Imbrig11:1..
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Lions to state and local educational agencies and institutions of higher
education undertaking to initiate or expand vocational education
programs.

As a matter of operating procedure, the various divisions and
branches of the Bureau of Adult and Vocational Education of the
U.S. Office of Education frequently appoint industry representatives
to ad hoc advisory committees to assist in developing new occupi,-
tional curricula guidelines of national import. Such committees can
provide an admirable informal service in advancing the cause of
vocational education.

While State Advisory Councils were required under provisions of
the Vocational Education Act of 1963, neither the law nor the rules
and regulations issued by tho U.S. Office of Education provided any
guidelines as to their functions and responsibilities. To the best
knowledge of this writer, there is no record of published articles,
dissertations, etc., concerning the operation of Stat,2 Advisory Coun-
cils, except for the proceedings of a national conference sponsored by
the AFL-CIO Education Committee and funded by the Office of
Education to explore the role of labor representatives on the Coun-
cils. For all realistic purposes, it can be assumed that little has been
written about State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education
because so little was accomplished by them. Without any case his-
tc,ries of su ccessful experience, the writers of guidelines 'or the or-
ganization and modus operandi of the Councils under P. L. 90-576
have an unprecedented opportunity to develop a new type of organ;-
zational structure and relationships between vocational educators
and industry representatives particularly at the local and state
levels. In the final analysis the State Councils will have the primary
responsibility for providing the needed leadership in developing
effective industry-ec'.ucation cooperation at the local levelwhere
the action really is.

It is ck ly the intent of Congress, as expressed in the language
of Section 103 {b) of P. L. 90-576, that the State Advisory Councils
engage in activities which are both operational and advisory. It is
also clear that Congress meant that the National Advisory Council
and the State Advisory Councils should serve as "watchdogs" for the
U.S. Office of Education and the State Departments of Education
and the State Boards, respectively, in the administration of federally
supported vocational education programs, and that they should he
consulted in the development of plans for achieving the goals and
objectives of vocational and technical education, And it is also the
intent of Congress that the Natioral Council and tie State Advisory
Councils be provided with funds to employ full-time staff as \veil as
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"the services of professional, technical and clerical personnel as may
he necessary." It is also clear that Congress was quite aware of the
need for industry participation in vocational education, of industry's
desire and willingness to be involved, and of the past and current
failures of vocational educators to achieve the fullest possible utiliza-
tion of industry resources. In providing reimbursement to employers
for additional costs of cooperative education programs, for example,
Congress demonstrated its desire to expand such educational pro-
grams. In providing stril and funds for the operation of the State
Advisory Councils, Congress was explicitly instructing vocational
educators to assume the initiative in arranging for industry partici-
pation. And in describing in detail the functions of the State Ad-
visory Councils, Congress made it clear that full and meaningful
participation of ind.:3try in vocational education calls for coopera-
tionnot just advice which educators may accept or reject. Fu rt her-
mole, it is abundantly clear that Congress does not intend for indus-
try, nor will industry continue to be satisfied, to merely assist voca-
tional educators in designing and revising curriculathe major tra-
ditional area of industry-education cooperationbu: will insist on a
full partnership in almost all facets of vocational and technical edu-
cation, includir.g evaluation of programs as called for by P. L. 90-576.

The evolution of industry-education cooperation over the past five
years in the field of vocational education has gone through the stages
of oratory, exhortation, persuasion, and now, legislative mandate.
However. no one really looks to a law to guarantee such a nebulous
concept as "cooperation." Cooperation is an activity which takes
place only when it is to the hest interests of those concerned to
cooperate, and provisions are made within the cooperating organiza-
tions for achieving cooperation. Successful case study reports of
industry-education cooperation in vocational education have proven
that over the years such cooperat ion in the best interests of all
«nicerned. The new law, requiring what is in etTect a new level and
new types of cooperation, is solidly based on the experience of pro-
gressive and .:ophisticated educators working with sophisticated
industry people. There is no doubt that this experience, given impe-
tus and support by P. L. 90.576, will usher in a period of newly
relevant involvement, participation, commitment, and cooperation
by industry with and for vocational and technical educations both on
a volunteer and for-profit basis.

In the not too distant future, the social conscience of industry may
well move from "adoption" of individual schools to embracing the
entire school system as part of its responsibility for assuring our
nation's well-being and continuing growth and prosperity. Educators
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can hasten that day by organizing for and actively seeking industry
cooperation in resolving school problems and in developing new pro-
grams of industry-education cooperation."'

Whether industry people or educators take the initiative in pro-
viding for industry- education cooperation may largely determine the
form of such cooperation. That the role of industry in public educa-
tion will grow, however, is not a matter of speculation. In a recent
study of more than 400 hooks and articles as to the future of edu-
cation in the 1970s, the researchers reported:

During the next 10 years, business will participate in education to a
greater extent.... The growth of a cooperative business-and-education
relatit.nghip will be of great portent in the seventies."'

Si \I, Si. Utqurilary indteshy Irtroir(mclit in
Public Education tl.t.ington. I). C. lIttath Co.. 19704.

Harold C. Sh.inc attcl Jotk Grant SItitilt.,-Fort,.:m for tint 70.s." Tothitiv EA-
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Chapter 8

STAFFING VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL PROGRAMS

Rupert N. Evans

The recruitment, development, maintenance, and replacement of
vocational and technical teachers pose all of the problems associated
with staffing general education programs. In addition, a number of
difficulties exist which are much more characteristic of vocational
and technical education than of the other phases of education.

Undoubtedly, the most important difficulty is that no phase of
education has a reliable criterion of teacher effectiveness. Lack of
this criterion is a serious deterrent to evaluation of the effectiveness
of programs for staffing vocational-technical education. Neverthe-
less, the acute shortages of staff allow and demand evaluation of
teacher education programs on the basis of whether or not they pro.
duce adequs te quantities, of teachers who are employable and who
have the ability to survive in the face of conflicting demands of stu-
dents, employers, employee groups, and school administrators. Few
teacher education programs can pass even this less demanding evalu-
at ion.

Staffing of vocational and technical education has been a long-
neglected area. The field has a history of extremely rapid expansion
for a period of approximately five years in each generation, followed
by a fifteen- to twenty-year period during which the program re-
trains virtually constant in size. During the periods of rapid expan-
sion, the acceleration effect demands crash programs of recruitment
of relatively untrained teaching and administrative personnel who
learn more or less effectively on the job, frequently with no help from
in service teacher education programs. The pericds during which
program size 'remains relatively constant require preservice programs
only large enough to fill the vacancies caused by retirements, resig-
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nation, and death. During the periods of rapid expansion everyone is
too busy recruiting faculty to worry about adequate training. Staff
recruitment has been particularly difficult because expansions in
vocational education have occurred during wartime or boom condi-
tions when teaching is least competitive for the best people at pre-
vailing salaries.

During the periods of relative stability in size of program, most of
the energies of vocational education administrators have been de-
voted to lobbying to combat pressures for complete elimination of
the program, rather than to improving the competencies of their
staffs. Without question, the cyclical nature of the size of vocational
and technical education programs has been one of the major deter-
rents to the development of adequate staffing procedures for the field.

Another major problem has been the increasing rate of obsoles-
cence of the technical knowledge of the teacher. Tae vocational-
technical teacher has always had to face change, but it is likely that
the teacher of automotive mechanics must lecrn more new material
now each year than he was required to learn in perhaps five years
during the late 1920s. While the rate of change is markedly different
from fide. to field in vocational and technical education, there is no
question but that the rate of change has accelerated in all fields.

Everyone agrees that emphases in vocational and technical edu-
cation should bear some relationship to the demands of society. Coe
view is that vocational education should offer instruction only in
fields of employment for which there is maximum demand, and
should start and stop programs in direct relationship to demand for
employees. An opposing point of view maintains that the primary
goal should he to serve students rather than the demands of employ-
ers and that vocational education shouic go on ever during periods
of economic recession when it is extremely difficult for graduates of
the programs to find employment. Vocational and technical teachers
in the public schools generally hold to the latter point of view. In
common with other teachers, they have demanded and secored
teacher -tenure. Where the teacher is narrowly specialized, his con-
tinued guarantee of employment has often ;natio it extremely difficult
to adapt programs to changing needs of society.

Teacher tenure has had the positive effect of retaining vocationai
and technical teachers in the face of much higher salaries available
in nonteaching employment. But it has also had the effect of making
it almost impossible for the school to discharge the leather. If the
schrul wishes to eliminate a particular vocational prof: ram and re-
place it with another, the teacher must be retrained, or reassigned to
teach a subject for which he often is not fully qualified, or the school
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must wait until the teacher leaves voluntarily. Only the first of these
three alternatives can be considered to he desirhble, but it is quite
impractical in the absence of specific assistance from state and fed-
eral governments.

Problems of preservice teacher education vai y greatly from field
to field in vocational and technical education. Much of the technical
content which the teacher must teach is provided in formal school
settings for teachers of nursing, engineering technology, agriculture;
home economics, and business education, On the other hand, teach
ers of plumbing, printing, power sewing, and many other occupations
can secure very little of the technical content of their occupations in
formal school settings, Universities are moving at a rapid rate to
further elimiaate technical instruction in certain occupational fields,
for example, typing, shorthand, bookkeeping, marketing, and applied
aspects of engineering. On the other hand, some land-grant universi
ties .n.e adding instruction in police science, health technologies,
aviation technology, computer technology, and other fields where
the demands of society are very great or where the occupational field
appears to he "respectable." The major change, however, is occurring
in community colleges and regional four-year institutionswhill have
adopted many of the characteristics of community colleges.

It appears likely that in the next decade most new vocational and
technical teachers will have had a minimum of two years of formal
instruction in their occupational field in a community college or
technical institute. Moreover, in many cases, this instruction will he
supplemented by at least two years of general education, instruction
in pedagogy, and some advanced college credits in the teacher's
technical specialty.

There is general agreement that formal instruction in the occupa
tional field should he further supplemented by actual employment
in the occupation which is to trti-. taught. No matter how well organized
the formal instruction is, it cannot duplicate in every respect tt,e
development of effective ciork attitudes and understandings of rela-
tionships with other workers. Equally important, it cannot provide
the application of principles and the integration of knowledge which
can occur on the job. (A surgeon who had had no internship would
be a dangerous risk in spite of the high level of his formal education.)
Moreover, there is a "face validity" in being able to say to your
at uden's, "I know from personal experience many of the problems
which you will face."

Teacher Certification

While work experience is almost universally considered to be
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desirable, it is mandatory in some fields of vocational and technical
education and not required in others. State departments of educa-
tion and/or of vocational education determine certification require-
ments for teachers. These requirements vary considerably from state
to state, but they differ even more greatly from field to field of voca-
tional education within one state. There is a very high negative
correlation between the availability of formal instruction which is
related to the occupation and the amount of work experience re-
quired of the instructor. Agriculture, home economics, end business
education are Come fields for which formal instruction has generally
been available in higher education. These are the three fields for
which actual work experience beyond age 18 is rarely required by
state regulations. Little or no formal instruction has been available
in higher education for trade and industrial education and distribu-
tive education. These are the two fields for which actual work experi-
ence is always required.

When a state requires work experience as a condition of certifica-
tion for vocational teaches s, it does so to assure that the teacher has
the necessary technical compatancies in the field in which he is to
teach. The most common way of assuring this technical expertise is
to specify a minimum number of years of successful experience in
employment. There is general agreement that twelve years of em-
ployment experience may have taught some people ve7y little (both
because some employment is routine, repetitious, or highly special-
ized, and because some people leant much more slowly than others).
But the evaluation of employment experience suffers from some of
the same difficulties as the evaluation of formal education. The
easiest solution in both cases is to specify that a minimum number of
hours be spent in a particular activity rather than to inquire as to
how much has been learned. Two states, Pennsylvania and Califor-
nia, have had considerable and successful experience with trade
competency examinations, but even they would be unwilling to grant
certification in trade and industrial education to a person who could
pass the examination but did not have several years of employment
experience. This is justified on the ground that the tests do not
measure some very important things that can be learned only
through employment. No one knows how crucial these omissions
may be.

In many parts of the country, and particularly in periods of short-
age of qualified workers (when vocational and technical education
are most likely to be expanding and needing new teachers), there is
such a shortage of qualified instructors that certain requirements
are frequently waived. Most commonly the first step in meeting a
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teacher shortage is to waive requirements for preservice teacher edu-
cation. If this is not sufficielt, the requirement of a certain number
of years of successful employment experience is reduced.

In most teacher education programs, all persons who complete
certain minimum collegiate requirements are certified regardless of
whether or not teaching positions happen to he available at the time
of certification. This has not been the case in trade and industrial
education, distributive education, technical education, and health
occupations education. Rather, teaching certificates in these fields
are issued only to persons who are being offered a reimbursable
teaching position. Home economics, agri;ulture, and business edu-
cation have generally followed the practice of issuing teacher certifi-
cates to people who complete a prescribed teacher education pre-
service program. These three programs have experienced much less
fluctuation in size of programs than have the other phases of voca-
tional and technical education. No one knows if there is a cause and
effect relationship.

It is generally recognized but seldom admitted that during periods
of teacher shortage, teaching certificates are awarded to individuals
who would not he considered for certification at other times. This is
the primary reason why certificates tend to be issued in these cyclical
fields only to persons who are about to begin employment. Unfortu-
nately, in vocational and technical education as in most other pro-
fessional fields, certification, once obtained, is chfficult to revoke.
Part of the answer to this problem is greatly improved programs of
in-service education to upgrade certain incumberts. A second part
of the answer should be periodic re-evaluation of qualifications to
determine whether or not a person should continue to be certified.

In theory, in-service teacher education should he primarily the
responsibility of the employing school dist rid, with higher education
providing assistance as requested. Preservice education is theoreti-
cally the responsibility of higher education, with the employing
school districts being of assistance as needed. In vocational ed.:ca-
tion, however, each state director of vocational education, through
his state plan, accepts responsibility for both preservice and in-
service education of reimbursed teachers. This makes him legally
responsible for maintenance of adequate programs. It is his responsi-
bility to channel resources through apprr ,riate agencies and to with-
draw support from an agency which cannot perform satisfactorily.

In practice, in-service education is as sadly neglected in vocational
and technical education es it is in other fields of education. Home
econornics, agriculture, and business education are the only types of
vocational and technical education common:y found in the small
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school. Contrary to the usual current assumption, these fields are
probably the best taught of all the fields of vocational education in
spite of the fact that the small school does not have the resources for
adequate in-service teacher education programs. Rather, because
these three areas of instruction are relatively old, well-established,
and homogeneous, and because they hear a close relationship to
academic departments and extension services in higher education,
reasonably adequate in-service programs are available through col-
leges and universities. Other types of vocational and technical edu-
cation which are commonly offered in larger school systems have
minimal programs of in-service education in a few cities, but in most
.school districts they are more neglected than the other teaching
fields because they have no established academic field on which they
can draw far support.

Almost all public school and community college teachers are paid
on the basis of number of years of teaching experience and number
of credit hours in graduate school or its equivalent. In theory, supply
and demand for teachers in a particular field do not affect their
salary. In practice, minor adjustments to meet the market can be
made by administrators. The most effective of these adjustments
comes at the time of employment. If the school has had difficulty in
employing teachers of a particular type, the next qualified candidate
likely will receive credit for employment experience and military
experience. Such experience may be credited as teaching experience
or graduate school credit. This raises the initial pay level but does
not increase the maximum pay which can be obtained. A few schools
have established salary schedules which give credit for occupational
experience at a rate equivalent to the bachelor's degree.

Once a teacher has been "placed on the salary schech.le," adjust-
ments relative to other teachers are more difficult. Still, the effective
administrator finds a way. Assignment to duties which command
extra pay is one method. Night or summer teaching, teaching an
extra class, coaching, ticket-taking, maintenance of equipment or
buildings are frequently used as sources of higher compensation.
Unfortunately, all of these duties require time and effort which
might better lie spent on duties related to the regular teaching load.
For he teacher there is no equivalent to the athlete's job with nomi-
nal duties. Other teachers who would like the extra income ii.sure
that full hours are worked.

Vocational teachers sometimes receive the equivalent of graduate
school credit !or sumeaers spent in employment in the occupation
they are teaching. Certain vocational teachers, hecati..e of their skills,
are likely to get the better paid school equipment maintenance odd-
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jobs. The former of these is usually suspended if teachers are easy to
find, but the latter may actually increase in times of recession, sine
the school can often employ teachers more cheaply than tradesmen.

Prototypes of Desirable Teacher Education Programs
for Vocational and Technical Education

ln-Seruice Programs
The "First-Year Teacher Program." In a few states, in agricul-

tural education, there is a systematic attempt to provide assistance
to first-year teachers. All teachers in the state or a region of a state
are invited (and strongly urged by the State Board of Vocational
Education) to enroll in a program designed to serve their needs. An
experienced teacher-educator in agricultural education meets with
ten or fifteen of these teachers each Saturday in a central location.
Other experienced teachers and state department of vocw:ional edu-
cation personnel serve es resource persons. The new teachers review
the problems they are encountering and receive suggestions for solu-
tions. Instructional materials are selected or prepared to muet the
needs of the particular teaching situation in which the new teacher
finds himself. The instructor visits the new teacher on the job to
identify needs which the latter rr ight not recognize. Graduate credit
is granted for the course, which may extend over one semester or for
the entire academic year. New teachers, school administrators, state
department personnel, and teacher-trainers are enthusiastic about
the benefits which accrue from this program. While it is relatively
inexpensive compared to other in-service teacher education pro-
grams, the institution of higher education which is responsible for
the course normally feels that it needs financial assistance to cover
the sizable amounts of travel and staff time required.

Technical Training Providtd by Manufacturers and Distrthutors.
Many manufacturers and some distr.butors operate schools for
gaining users of their newer products and services, and these schools
often reserve enrollments for teachers at reduced rates or even free
of tuition. Manufacturers of automobiles, computers, hydraulic
equipment, business machines, electronic parts, chemicals, welding
supplies, etc., run such schools. Instruction is generally of very high
quality and is extremely intensive, and some of the best vocational
and technical teachers regularly avail themselves of the opportuni-
ties provided by these schools and thus keep up-to-date technically.
A fc-tv (but far too few) school districts will accept attendance at
such schools on a par with an equal amount of time spent in graduate
school.
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Unfortunately, the method or announcing the availability of these
schools is extremely haphazard. Manufacturers very often allow
distributors to recommend potential enrollees for the school. Very
often the of-nail customers of the distributor are neglected, and a
particular teacher may not be known to the distributor. A nation-
wide communications network announcing the availability of appli-
cations for enrollment in industry-operated schools would be a tre-
mendous forward step in in-service education. A few universities
offer graduate credit for attendance at industry-operated schools,
but such arrangements are normally not made unless the initiative
is taken by the operator of the school. It probably would be desirable
for continued state certification to be dependent upon attendance at
such schools, though if enrollments were much larger than at present,
the industry-operated school would certainly be justified in request-
ing reimbursernent for added costs. It also would be desirable to have
subsidized fellowship programs for teachers, who must forego earn-
ings to attend.

Tteelve-Month Employment Plans. Undoubtedly the most versa-
tile in-service teacher education programs are operated by a few
post-secondary schools which employ teachers on a twelve-month
basis, even though most of their instruction is confined to the nine-
month academic year. One of the earliest schools to begin this pro-
gram was Oregon Technical Institute at Klamath Falls, Oregon.

Every state has in operation a more or less extensive program of
Saturday and evening classes conducted by itinerant teacher-edu-
cators. This instruction is confined almost exclusively to pedagogy,
with emphasis on methods of instruction, organization of curriculum
materials, and evaluation of instruction. In most states these teacher-
educators are employed by a university, and graduate or undergradu-
ate credit is given for the teachers -in -t raining. For histork-al reasons,
which seem no longer to apply, teachers of agriculture, home econom-
ic, trade and indust-ial education, etc., are almost never taught in
mixed classes. Indeed, in many states, if a teacher completed a par-
ticular class with a teacher-educator from a field other than his own,
the teacher would have to repeat the class with a teacher-educator
from his own field.

One of the most neglected phases on in-service teacher education
is education of the part-time teacher. Much of the vocational edu-
cation for adults is taught by part-time teachers who are employed
full-tiine in the occupation they are teaching. Most states require
neither preservice nor in- service training for these part-time teach-
ers, who are generally technically competent but have had no in-
struction in how to organize and present the material they know so
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well. The most satisfactory method of in-service training seems to
be to require the part-time teacher to attend two or three evenings
of in-service instruction for which he is paid at the same rate as if he
were teaching his regular evening class. This instruction is orgt.:nized
by the local admi- .istrator of vocational education and maybe taught
by him, by his stall, or by an itinerant teacher-educator from a uni
versity or from the staff of tl,e slate department of vocational edu-
cation.

Employment in the Occupation Taught. One of the best ways to
keep abreast of changes in technical content in an occupational field
is to maintain employment in that field. Since it is an economic
necessity for most vocational and technical teachers to have employ-
ment during the summer and on Saturdays during the school year,
there i3 a natural opportunity for earning and learning to be com-
bined. Unfortunately, openings for part-time and summer work may
not be available for the teacher in the occupational field which he is
teaching. This leads him, oftentimes, to take completely unrelated
employment which provides earnings but does not keep him abreast
of his occupation. Even worse is the situation of the teacher who is
so incompetent in the occupation he is teaching that he is not em-
ployable. Not being employable, he will, over time, almost certsinly
become even less competent in the field he is teaching. Some local
administrators of vocational and technical education have estab-
lished relationships with employers which cause them to reserve
part-time and summer jobs for teachers, on the basis that it is in
their own best inierest to have competent instruction provided by
the schools. In some communities this is thwarted by labor agree-
ments which specify that all employees who are laid off must be
returned to full employment before part-time or temporary workers
can be added. The larger the community, the more likely such agree-
ments will prevent meaningful summer employment of teachers.
Teachers of most school subjects would profit from part-time em-
ployment related to the subject they teach. Evans reported that the
only significant difference bet,,een exceptionally good and Excep-
tioraly poor trade and industrial education teachers was that the
effective teachers worked part time or summers in the occupational
field which they were teaching.'

Role of Publications and Conventinns. Professional associations
of te9cher5 have contributed conside,.ably to their in-service educa-
Con. Associbtion publications are devoted primarily to administra-
uon, supervision. funding, teacher education, and history t nil phi.

l'n,-yert N. EN ans, "Caw Shiklivs of Cock! and IsnoT Day Tr.av Tr .111), fnn'uk..
bid Ally mv! Vocational Education, 41 ( I 9'55 ). pp 285-81
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losophy of the field, with little attention being given to maters which
would he of immediate assistance to the classroom teacher. This is
in marked contrast to the publications of professional associations
of teachers of English or mathematics. On the other hand, the con-
ventions and professional meetings of vocational teaches devote
considerable attention to pedagogical topics and to new technical
developments. Displays of new equipment and supplies wl ich are a
major feature of regional, state, and national conventiars are of
considerable assistance to teachers.

Trade publications and technical books potentially Ire good
sources of information about new technical developments: The vol-
ume and quality of these publications are increasing sl arply. A
worthwhile investment on the part of the school would be Y.o pay for
two or three periodicals and four or five hooks in each teacher's
technical field each year. Agriculture and home economics teachers
long have received effective assistance through the free o low-cost
technical publications subsidized by state and federal gov.rnments.

In a few states and regions, vocational and technical tea( hers have
organized associations along subject- matter lines. For example, the
vocational machine shop teachers in Illinois have long ha.1 an asso-
ciation of their own. These groups may have convention programs,
newsletters, procedures for sharing instructional material consulta-
tive service to answer technical or pedagogical problems, ore- or two -
week retreats for the development of instructional mat Trials, and
even "secret" societies for social and professional purpos rs. Certain
of these activities may be subsidized by state funds, but u ivally they
are not. Where such associations are active, they A re a 'ery potent
force for in-service teacher education.

Preservice Education
Preservice teacher education programs in agricultu e, business,

and home economics are almost invariably patterned r fter teacher
education programs for other secondary school specialties. In those
universities which have eliminated skill subjects in busi less (typing,
shorthand, etc.), it has been necessary to secure instruc tion through
community colleges, business schools, or high Khoo's. Technical
education, distributive education, trade and industri 11 education,
and health occupations education generally have no .ffcctive pro-
grams of preservice education.

Innovations in preservice education are much t t r than iir in-
service education. Preservice education is very largely .%,31irolicd by
state departments of vocational education which oft to specify in
state plans the titles and content of :ourses required foi ce r ification.
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In-service education, however, is rarely specified in any way by the
state departments. Colleges of agriculture, education, engineering,
home economics, and commerce and business education, which most
often conduct preservice programs, have made few changes in the
parts of the program for which they are responsible and have not
been noted for leadership in attempting to change the views of state
departments of vocational education. The federal govercanent is also
responsible, in part, for the lack of progress in preservice education.
Vocational education is the only field closely related to the national
defense which was excluded from the National Defense Education
Act of 195;3. This Act has had a mar'.ed effect on quality of pre-
service education in all of the fields for which it provided support.
Colleges and universities prepare plans for desirable teacher edu-
cation programs under the NDEA and submit them to the U.S. Office
of Education; the "best" of these proposals are supported. In con-
trast, from 1917 to 1963 teacher education in vocational education
was simply one of many activities ir.to which the state director of
vocational education might decide to channel fund;. The situation
from 1963 until 1968 was no better. Teacher education was listed
along with five other "ancillary services" for which a minimum of 3
percent of state funds must be used. Curriculum cli,velopment and
administration, two of the other ancillary services, could and did
use the required 3 percent in most states.

In large part, the federal goivernment is also responsible for the
greatest deficiency in teacher education in vocational and technical
education: the subdivision of the field into teacher training depart-
ments scattered in a variety- of departments in a variety of coil( ges
Sometimes these departments ara separated geographically so that
teacher education in trade and industrial education may be situated
100 miles from teacher education in distributive education. This
division of teacher education programs followed the divisions estab-
lished by the 1917 Smith-Hughes Act and duplicated the adminis-
trative structure of the U.S. Office of Education and the various state
departments of vocational education. Not until 1968 was there an
appreciable move away from this pattern of organisation, .funding.
and record-keeping, though a few institutions had broken from the
pattern es early as 1960. At the present time combined departments
of vocational and technical education are being formed on a number
of campuses, and where this has not proved possible, due to con-
flicting college loyalties, strong patterns, of coordination among
existing departments seer to be taking shape. No one has yet
found a pattern for resolving the problem of departments which have
been dispersed among different teacher education institutions in the
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same state. Either the state must make a decision to place this work
on one campus, or each campus which now has a vocational education
program must develop teacher educatior in the other fields of voca-
tional education. The first alternative is aft to be quite traumatic,
and the second is apt to be costly and ineffi

The two innovative programs of preservice vocational and techni-
cal teacher education described below gr<w out of necessity.

The Alberta Plan. The province of Alberta, Canada, has estab-
lished a nureler of post-secondary vocational and technical school
to meet the extreme shortages of skilled rr anpower caused by the
rapid expansion of its industrial base. This , in turn, created a de-
mand for sharply increased numbers of qua ified instructors. A rea
sonably satisfactory solution to this dilemma grew out of the pro-
gram established at the University of Alberta under which competent
engineers, skilled workers, and other first-t ate emp'oyees were re-
cruited to enter a short-term teacher education program. This inten-
sive program covered a one -year period d (ring which the highly
competent specialist became a reason ably cc mpetent teacher of that
specialty. The poter.tial teacher -a as raid a s iLary only slightly below
that which he would have earned as an employee in private industry,
with half the fluids coming from the federal government, one-fourth
from the provincial government, and one- fourth from the school
which intended to hire the graduate of the teacher education pro-
gram. A few students who had not established conneAions with a
particular school received three-fourths of the stipends of the re-
maining students. While not every _ring car. be accomplished in one
year, a treat deal can be done in an intensiv program of this length.
The real l:ey to the . access of the University of Alberta plan, however,
has been the quality of the trainees and of he star who provide the
teacher education. Salaries paid to the trainees ate sufficient to
attract them to n teacher education program, even though ma.iy of
them kid great doubts about their ability to succeed :n the highly
selective Canadian university. This progra n is now in operation in
several Canadian provinces with generally highly elective results.

Cooperative Work-Educc!ion Plans for Teachers. In the early
1950s the State Board of Vocational Edi cation in Michigan ap-
proved a new method of preservice teacher education for vocational
education which combined on-campus inst) uction in the University
and supervised work experience. It is basic,illy a part-time coopera-
tive program which produces a vocational in: tructor with a bachelor's
degree and adequate occupational experience to serve as a vocational
instructor. It was adopted in Michigan ar.d later in Illinois as a
means of meeting a shortage of competent trade and industrial voca-
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tional instructors. The shortage exists because comprehensive high
schools and community colleges desire instructors who have at least
a baccalaureate degree in addition to the occupational experience
needed to give adequate vocational instruction. While the program
has produced capable vocational instructors, for two reasons it has
been inadequate in terms of meeting the need for teachers. First, too
few college students are attracted to it becat,i2 it requires five years
for attainment of a baccalaureate degree plus the necessary occupa-
tional experience. These same students could enroll in a four-year
industrial arts, business education, agriculture, or home economics
program and receive a baccalaureate degree at the end of that period.
Moreover, the starting salary for all of these teachers who might be
employed in a comprehensive high school would be nearly identical.
In recent years, military draft regulations have made it impractical
for male students to enter a baccalaureate program which require;
more than four years for completion, or which h1cludes even one
semester of employment for which less than full academic credit is
granted. Either of these conditions makes the student immediately
eligible for the draft.

Secondly, the few individuals who were attracted to the program
were highly sought after by employers. Many employers are very
much interested in 'Finding students who have the wide breadth of
occupational experience afforded by this part-time cooperative pro-
gram together with a baccalaureate degree. The graduates of the
program typically earned considerably higher starting salaries in
industry than were paid to beginning enginoers and physical scien-
tists. These salaries were well above those available to beginning
teachers. Still, experience with the program proved that if students
could be attracted to the program, over half of them would become
teachers in spite of the higher salaries available to them in industrial
employment. Federal or state funds have never been employed to
provide kilowships for students in this program. This type of support
would undoubtedly help greatly to attract the capable students
needed to become the vocational teachers of the future.

Retread Programs
Teacher education programs designed to convert a person from

one type of teaching to another are not readily classifiable as either
in-service or preservice. The most common, though inelegant, name
for teachers who have been retrained is "retreads." Retreading has
been a major source of vocational education staff, though no one
knows its full extent. Most retreading undoubtedly occurs in trade
and industrial education, but it is probably a significant factor in
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business education, technical education, di;t ributive education, and
cooperative work-education programs of till types. Unfortunately,
most retreading occurs in a haphazard manner which cannot be
described as a program.

General Education Teachers Who Become Vocational Teachers.
Teacheis of industrial arts and general business are usually over-

orked. They may prepare for five classes a day, have thirty 6tudents
par class, and be expected to use overcrowded and underequipped
ficilities. For these ana other reasons, vocational teaching may
appear more attractive.

The biggest bairikr to a transfer is the securing of a sufficient
amount of occupational experience. However, most male teaclims
iand an incr.asing proportion of female teachers) fed the e,7olioniff
necessity of working part-time during the school year and fell-time
during the summer vacation. If they teach a practical acts general
education course, and if they secure employment in an occupational
field related to what they are teaching, they are almo t certain to
learn things which will improve the quality of thPir instruction. If
this employment is long continued, the teacher .411 accumulate
enough experience to 'De qualified for employment in vo-ational edu-
cation. Through a variety of devices, most states will exclude him
unless there is a severe shortage of vocational teachers. The exclusion
is based on a contention that part-time employment cs rot as etlu-
crrtive as iull-time employment. There is no resealch to support this
exitention, and it appears likely that exclusion is based upon a desire
t,) maintain balance between supply and demard for vocational
t3achers.

If the general education ret:aad can get over the hurdle of accept-
ance of his employment experience, the next }innate be academic.
Though he likely will have a bachelor's degree And may have comic,.
arable graduate credit. he will be required to repeat four or more
courses with a teacher-educator who is approved by the state tc offer
instruction in a particular field of vccatiorn.: education.

Once past these hordles, this retread i> tomb more employable
than a person who has come throug:1 th traditional routes of prep-
s ration for trade and industrial education Fend distributive ec:cation
because he holds a degree and is certified as a teacher of at has! two
subjects. Admini9trators like to linve st4 members who permit
flexible assignment.

Part-Time Teachers Who Become Full -'Time Teachers. There is
general agreement that parttime to fulltitre teaching is a very
desirable retread route. If a part-!-itne teacher discovers ghat he
enjoys teaching, and if school officials discover that he knows his
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subject matter and ie reasonably effective in teaching it, he is likely
to be encouraged to move to full-time teaching. Teacher education
requirements will be the same for him as for a parson who has had no
teaching experience, though logically he would need less.

Military and Industrial Teachers Who Move to Public School
Vocational Teaching. Many teachers in training programs operated
by employers, trade associations, and unions perform tasks which
are nearly identical to these performed by vocational teachers in
public schools. Salaries, are lower in many public sch toils, and :lass
size is considerably higher. While public schools offer tenure as a
teacher, industrial schools offer tenure at; an employee, even if the
school should close. Indeed, many schools in industry deliberately
rotate personnel between teaching in their schools and working in
the occupation to be taught. For these tea5ous, few teachers from
schools in industry move to public school teaching. Most of the little
mobility which does exist is in the opposite direction.

This is it the case with military schools, however. A small but
significant portion of military technical training is directly applicable
in civilian vocational and technical education. Military retirement
policies make it economically desirable for many of the technical
instructors to seek civilian teaching positions after tv enty years of
militcry service. When the military instructor ',eer, fortunate
enough to tet.ch in a program which has direa applicability to
civilian life, no signifii ant difficulty arises. He is immediately em-
ployable, and most states will accept his military teacher education
at face value. Usually it has been much more extensive than is re-
quited by the state for public school vocational teachers.

Real difficulties occur, however, for the military instructor whose
specialty is in large part peculiar to the armed forces. Understand-
ably, the tendency in military schools is to emphasize military rather
than civilian practice. If a military school offers instruction to re-
cruits in a form which is immediately valuable in civilian life, these
recruits are less likely to .e-enlist. Consequently, broad courses
covering the whole of an occupational field tend to be offered to
military personnel who have been in service for some time and are
likely to remain until retitan ent. The vast majority of military stu-
dents and military instructors are concerned with subjects which
either li:Ne li,tle direct value in civilian life or are fragments of an
occupational field so specialized as to be of little transfer value
to civilian life.

Retraining programs for retired military instructors could be of
enormous benefit. i-at cases, emphasis should not be upon peda-
gogy, since the military instructor is reasonably well prepared for
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teaching. Rather, he is likely to need further technical instruction
and experience related to civilian occupations.

Vocatioral Teachers Whose Shills Are No Longer Needed. The
person who most needs a retread program is the vocational teacher
who 'is on tenure but whose instructional field should be phased out
of that school. Theoretically he could move to a school where his
suecialty is still in demand. In practice, however, salary schedules
discriminate against newcomers, and moreover, it is likely that
teachers in his field will be in oversupply throughout the country.

The common practive is to retain him until retirement, filling his
classes with students who have no strong occupational preferences.
Early retirement, subsidized by state and federal funds, would he
economical for certain older teachers. For younger teachers, a re-
tread program of the type suggested for military teachers would he
It-1,re effective.

Legislation for Support et Vocational Teacher Education

'Ile report of the Essex Advisory Council on Vocational Education
in l968 emphasized the need for preservice and in-service develop-
ment of vocational and technical teachers. It pointed to a projected
increase of 150 percent in tine number of teachers in the decade
ending in 1978, which IA ould require marked expansion of preservice
and retread programs. It pointed to the need for re-education of
teachers to enable them to adapt to changes in occupations, which
would require an equally grer.i expansion of in-servic ..eacher edu-
cation programs.

Almost all of the Advisory Council's recommendations were incor-
porated in the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968. The
sections of this Act having to do with teacher education were em-
hociied la the Education Professions Development Act. In the process
of moving from recommendation to enactment, some very damaging
changes were made.

With minor exceptions, only teachers with baccalaureate degrees
are eligible for training or retraining. Almost all tee ^here of produc-
tion agriculture, homemaking, and college-based business education
have bachelor's degrees. All other fields of vocational and technical
education have lower proportions of teachers hold .ng baccalaureates.
In trade and industrial education, 60 permit of Ohio teachers and
53 percent of California teachers would not be eligible for most of
the benefits of the teacher education t.rovisiqns of the Act..2 Every

_

' Vocational Education: The Bridge Between 3/on an(/ Ws Work (Wadlinglan:
U.S. Dc {maim ut of Ilcaltii, Education, and Welfare. Office of Education, MS),
pp. )l -92.
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major new program in vocational and technical education, from agri-
business to waterworks technician, must recruit a high proportion
of its teachers from skilled employees who usually do not have a
college degree. None of these teachers would he eligible for pre-
service programs, nor would they be eligible for in-service training
antil they had taught for three years.

The net effect of these provisions is discourage the recruitment
of teachers in new and expattc '.. t fields and to give preference to the
graduates of traditional vocational education fields which award
baccalaureate degrees to prospective teachers. Surely this legislation
shouid fio rewritten to place emphasis Oil occupational competence
rather than on holding a college degree.

Summery

1. Little attention has been paid to .staffing vocational 4 echnical
:.-ograms. Cyclical expansion has encouraged protection of incum
bents rather than systematic induction and upgrading of new staff.

2. Some types of vocational teachers have received most of this
technical knowledge in college, while others have learned their skills
through employment experience, Most new and expanding 1, rograms
must secure teachers from the latter source. As community colleges
expand their technical education programs in new fields, a higher
proportion of vocational and technical teachers will receive at least
part of their education from this source.

3. Employment experience is highly desirable for all vocational
and technical teachers and probably should be a requiremen:. Length
of experience is less important, however, than the amount barned.
Yet length of experience is the most common measure of competence.

4. Certification requirements vary in response to supply and de-
mand for teachers. This variation would be -educed if adequate
teacher education programs could he planned to meet projected de-
mands.

5. Information about the availability of suitable courses for teach.
ers is not generally disseminated. This is particularly true ;'or indus-
try-operated courses. Communication of this information to teachers
should be done on a nationwide basis, possibly as a responsibility of
the U.S. Office of Education.

6. Several types of effective in-service programs for teachers are
described; all need further evaluation. None of them seems able to
flourish without financial support from state or federal sources.

7. Too little attention has been paid to teacher educe tion pro-
grams to convert one type of teacher to another. "Ret read" programs
offer considerable promise for meeting manpower shortage; in voca-

2L
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tional and technical teaching; they are the only effective means of
coping with the problem of the tenured teacher whose technical skills
are no longer needed.

8. For the first time we have a federal program for vocational
teacher education. Title II of the Vocational Education Amendments
of 1968 has many desLable features. Unfortunately, it discriminates
against teachers who do not have college degrees. These teachers are
most in need of help. Moreover, instructors in new and expanding
occupational fields are much less likely to hold college degrees than
are teachers of production agriculture, homemaking, and college-
based business education. This legislation should be rewritten to
assist in the educational development of teachers who are most
needed and who most need teacher education.
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Chapter 9

EVALUATING VOCATIONAL AND
TECHNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Jerome Moss, Jr., and Ernst W. Stromsdorfer

Conceptual Issues

The Purposes of Program Evaluation
Within the last decade the evaluation of investments in the human

agent, such as vocational and technical education,' has been in vogue
among social scientists and public officials. Unfortunately, much if
riot most of this evaluation is of little or use for purposes of making
rcssoned choices among competing social programs. This is due to
the methodological errors which mar many studies as well as the
lack of effective techniques to handle many of the more difficult
issues which arise as a part of the evaluative process.

The evaluation of vocational education and other types of social
programs is important because, in a world of scarcity, evaluation
provides evidence about the relative merits of alternative courses of
actior to achieve a given end and about the extent to which we are
achieving prescribed ends. Educators, government officials, and the
public can then make more rational decisions about the allocation
of resources.

Most of the analyses of vocational education which have been done
st be considered to be only descriptive. They catalogue the vari-

ous characteristics of programs or report the number of students
who are graduated or who find a trainingretated job. This type of
analysis does not comprise program evaluation as the term is under-

Henceforth in this chart( r, only the ttnn tocaiional will k reed. Of (1111,e, the
discussion applies equally well to technical education.
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stood here. The assertion is not meant to downgrade the significance
of descriptive efforts, which are a necessary input into program
evaluation, but to point out that such efforts should not be mistaken
for evaluation itself.

As it is perceived in this chapter, the most important purpose of
program evaluation is to determine the relative efficiency of a set of
activities to attain desired eink, it assumes that there are alternative
means of achieving a given end or set of ends. First, the process
requires a comparison between the outcomes of two or more sets of
activities to achieve a given end. Second, the process requires that
differences found are attributable to variations in the program activi-
ties. The perspective oa evaluation is therefore on the relative quality
of specific programs. It answers such questions as: What kinds of
activities will maximize the efficiency of this auto mechanics program
in terms of accepted program goals? Which of these two electronic
programs is better for my purposes? What would I gain and lose by
adopting the new practical nurse curriculum?

Evaluation serves at least two other purposes. First, instead of
using a relative standard based upon a comparison of outcomes from
alternative activities, program developers frequently attempt to
utilize fixed quantitative standards. That is, they ask: How well is

r ew program achieving its predesignated performance objec-
tives? Second, educators, legislators, and the public are commonly
concerned about the size, scope, and appropriateness of the Mate.
wide or the nationwide program in relation to current or predicted
social requirements. They tend to ask the more macro level questions
about vocational education, but also employ arbitrary sets of stand-
ards in seeking answers: Is the total program serving the number of
people who can benefit from its services? Are the kinds of programs
provided :aiitable, to the needs of the labor force? While both kinds
of questions are legitimate. the evaluative processes used to answer
them will not be treated at length in this chapter. Instead, those
processes will be used prime rily as contrasts to the evaluative model
designed to help more resaoned choices among competing vocational
programs.

A Medal for Program Evaluation
To properly evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of a social

program, in this case, vocational education, the, evaluative model
should examine the nature of the alternative processes which could
be used to produce the outputs designed to 'WV the objectives of
the program. Second, the model should determine which production
process is most efficient.
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This type of evaluation has three major characteristics. First, it i,
quantitative. There must be some measurt-; of both costs and benefits
though these costs and benefits can be expressed in either monetary
or nonmonetary terms. Second, the evaluation must be directly re
lated to the purposes being served by vocational education. Tivis
the appropriate specification of Cle objective or set of object icr s ,);
the program is critical to the evaluation. Inappropriata speci!,:atior
of objectives as well as ill-conceived choice and construction of
indexes to measure the attainment of objectives will result in an
invalid evaluation. Third, the evaluation links costs with benefits;
the public should invest in those parts of the education process which
for a given cost will optimize the output.

Treatment of either costs or benefits in isolation cannot provide
valid information in making choices. Costs and benefits of the entire
program, however program limits are defined, must be considered in
conjunction. The net effectiveness of any activity within vocational
education will be due to the effects of costs and benefits as these have
their impacts over time.

Therefore, ar, appropriate model to evaluate any program within
vocational education should include the following steps:

1. The objectives (desired program outcomes) musi be specified. .

2. The processes or activities used to implement the program must
be specified.

3. Measurable indexes of the output of the program must be speci.
fled.

4. The production function or process) must be specified whereby
the output or any given activity is related to the set of relevant inputs
to that activity.

5. A cost function or cost relationship based on the production fungi
tion given for each activity must be specified.

6. A coniparison between outputs (units of change in the outpul
indexes due only to the program or activity in question) and program
costs must be performed.

These points are aiscussed below.

Program 01 1( dives and Outputs
The objectives of vocational education, as with any other social

program, should be made explicit. Fortunately, vocational educatio.
is more efficiency-oriented and lends itself to a cost-benefit frame
work more readily than other types of primary or secondary educe
tion. However, the objectives of vocational education still remaili
multidimensional, and the specification of a single functional rele
tionship which incorporates these multiple dimensions is difficuh.
It is for this reason that the estimation of program benefits is genei-
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ally so much more difficult than the specification of program costs.
Often, because the problem is so difficult, it is implicity ignored, and
analyses treat single dimension indexes of program performance -3 if
they represented the entire range of multiple outputs of a program.

The output of vocational education is the acquisition of certain
behavioral capabilities. The objectives of vocational education, whose
fulfillment depends ;n some functionally related way on the acquisi-
tion of these capabilities, are several. They might be, for example,

a. Economic efficiency (Q) or the increase in economic output, other
things staying the same.
b. Equity (R) or income redistribution.
c. Pure consumption (S) or the enjoyment of the process of acquiring
knowledge or skill for its own sake.
d. Socialization (T) or the development of socially effective behavior.

Thus, the program objectives (W, for welfare or well-being) can he
expressed as follows:

W f (Q, R, S, T)
An indication of the relative weights and the specifications of any

interactions among these separate objectives would complete the
expression of program objectives. The total value of these objectives
(both econom;c and noneconomic) could than be maximized.

The problem is, of course, that not only do we not have a unique
index to measure W, we do not even have any unique index to meas-
ure any of the components of W, such Q. Also, since certain
aspects of these objective components are most certainly joint in
nature, the choice of one of them or an incomplete ir.,fex to represent
one of them in an evaluation can lead to error ;it ascribing costs,
since those costa which are joint in nature tnay be erroneously
ascribed to a specific and separable objective component.

To summarize, the problem of evaluating vocational education is
confounded by the fact that its objectives end its outputs are multi-
dimensional The proper specification of its objective:, with their
relative weights has never been performed. Second, a successful de-
velopment, weighting and estimation of performance indexes to
represent These multiply objectives has never been achieved.

The Product:on and Cost Functions
'Without a proper specification of outputs, the specification of the

process by which these outputs ate produced can never be entirely
satisfactory. But as a further and even more important stumbling
block in the evaluation of vocational education. there is no widely
accepted theory as to how vocational capabilities are imparted and
what variables are criticdi to the efficiency and effectiveness of the
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learning process. Therefore, the production process is usually one
which in practice is specified through trial and Error by attempting
to statistically "fit" various empirical relationships. This is unsatis-
factory, however, since the available independent variables which
can serve as candidates to explain a given learnirq process are limited
only by the researcher's ingenuity at generating additional variables,
as is demonstrated by more than one study discussed in this chapter.

However, leaving these probleias aside, if educational administra-
tors act so thd they try to maximize a set of objectives of vocational
ducation, then the production process can be specified as:

Y, = f . . Xin)

where Yj is a complex index of output performance of vocational
education for the ith student, and the Xi's are the inputs used to
produce the output of vocational education for the ith student.

If inputs can be expressed in money terms, costs can then be ex-
pressed as a function of the production process, follows: Zi, f(Vi)
where Z is total costs, V is program enrollment i stands for the ith
program of a given type. This cost function cculd be expressed in
linear or nonlinear form, and variables other than enrollment could
be added to the function to account for cost- influencing factors
whose effects one may wish to hold constant. Tiro result of estimating
s total cost function will be an estimate of mars inal costthe extra
cost of training one additional student.

The Linkage of Costs and Benefits
If benefits are nonmonetary, then a target I wel of program per-

formance at the lowest cost (both monetary and nd nonmonetary) is
the desirable program. Or, a given cost can be set and that program
which achieves the greatest increment of improvement in output
performance is the desirable program. For situa ,ions where costs and
benefits are in monetary terms, the economic r raximand is to maxi-
mize the present value of net benefits. However, several investment
criteria exist to achieve this, such as the inten al rate of return, the
cost-benefit ratio, (.1' net present value. In the r sal world, constraints
usually exist which ;nvalidate each of these criteria to a degree, but
a discussion of these problems is beyond the scope of this chapter.

The Generality of the Model
This simple model outlines the general app, oach one would take

to evaluate the efficiency of vocational and tec anical education pro-
grams. Given that objectives are dearly specif ed and that perform-
ance indexes to measure the achievement of ire objectives can be
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devised, then alternative projects to achieve the objectives can be
investigated. Input combinations between alternative projects will
likely vary. Input combinations can be varied within a Fiven project.
The effects of both types of variation can be noted on both output
and input costs. Ideally, the combination of inputs for a given cost
which will maximize a given type of output can be discovered and
overall educational efficiency can be improved.

Some Noneconomic Problems in Evaluation

The Specification and Measurement of Inputs
The specification and measurement of inputs into the process by

which vocational capabilities are imparted to students suffer from
the lack of a widely accepted theory of learning. In the absence of a
theory, the problem of specifying the input variables becomes more
complex. There are, however, three broad classes of variables to
consider, and, of ccurse, there are unknown interactions among
them. These three sets of variables can be classified as student in-
puts, educational process inputs, and socioeconomic influences.

The educational process starts with students, each of whom iiffers
with respect to characteristics which affect his ability to learn at the
time he enters the particular vocational program. Students differ in
relevant aptitudes, achievement, motivation, and health which cre-
ate variation in their ability to learn.

The educational process in which the students are engaged has
characteristics which provide the learning experience. Students are
encouraged to respond in particular ways, all under the guidance of
an instructor with certain characteristics. Finally, the activity i-akes
place in particular physical and psychosociaf !earring environments.

In addition to the student characteristics and the specific educa-
tional process which is to be evaluated, the act of learning is affected
by cther experiences and conditions in the students' environment
which could influence the proper identification of net educational
outcomes. These experiences can take place at any time after thl
educational process begins and before the outcome is measured. For
example, students might take a variety of other courses which differ-
entially alter their ability to learn the content of the given educa-
tional process which is to be evaluated. Or, for instance, economic
conditions could alter the availability of particular kinds of jobs
after graduation. Of course, if one is able to structure an experi-
mental model with a properly formed control group, the last set of
influences may not be too serious an obstacle.

In summary, dozens of variables can be used to account for the
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three types of influences noted above, and thus far, little conceptual
guidance exists to dictate their choice.

Specification and Measurement of Educational Outputs
The general difficulties involved in constructing a properly speci-

fied index of output have already been discussed. However, addi-
tional practical problems exist.

A benefit can be defined as any result of the vocational education
process that increases individual or social well-being or welfare. This
increase in welfare can be either economic or noneconomic. With
respect to economic welfare, benefits occur either directly by increas-
ing productivity or indirect**, by freeing resources for alternative
uses. With respect to noneconomic welfare, the educational process
results in an increased level of satisfaction for those participating in
the educational process.

The problem o!: selecting and weighting relevant o,..tput indexes
becomes even mere complex when programs with varied mixes of
"general" and "vocational" components are compared. Typically
the output indexes chosen are appropriate to vocational objectives
but slight the int,nded outputs of the general education component;
this raises serious questions about the validity of the resultant pro-
gram comparison. In a more generalized sense, it epitomizes the type
of bias that can result from judging any program on the basis of a
narrowly conceived set of outputs, without regard for the program's
concomitant effect (positive or negative) upon other desirable out-
puts.

Conceptual difficulties also arise when amount of education is con-
sidered as a relevant variable. When holding power or amount of
further educations, for example, are utilized as dependent variables,
education is being treated as an end in itself. In other instances, the
education variable (like holding power) might 1:2 considered an
independent variable, and its ultima te and actual effect upon other
outputs measured. The choke of treating tile amount of education
as a dependent or independent variable changes with the evaluation
context and rationale, but making the choice cannot be ignored.

Finally, greater attention rn, be paid to the specification and
measurement of developmental outputs. The effect of educational
processes upon career patterns, as one illustration, should be deter-
mined. Longitudinal data are therefore required.

Estimating the Net Effects of Programs
Ignoring for the moment the very serious issues concerning the

choke of performance indexes to represent benefit output3, there is
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the difficult problem of identifying empirically the net effect of the
program. What benefits would have accrued to a given vocational
graduate or cohort of graduates lad either pursued some alternative
course of action? Follow-up studies which display post-program
leve:s of performance but which provide no comparative basis for
attribLting performance to vocational education are of very limited
value. Not infrequently, a vocational studer+'s experience after a
given edu piocess is compared with his state ')f being either
before or during that process. Clearly, before-after comparisons with
no control group are subject to a variety of intervening causal ex-
planations. As a matter of fact, the economic benefits accruing to
n.cst high school and post-secondary students before graduation are
low and often zero. They all usually become positive regardless of
curriculum when the students enter the fulltime labor force after
graduation. Yet these are the types of ey!dence presented in most
follow-up studies of vocational graduates.

Since a person either pursues one course of action or another, and
the action is irrevocable given the context of lime, it is necessary to
structure a control group to serve as a proxy for the alternative
experience. Except where an experimental situation can be devised,
it will usually be the case that the experimental and the control
groups come from different populations. The choice of a control
group must, therefore, always be judgmental. Since this is the case,
the measures of net effect of a given educational process will be
biased, often in undetermined ways. For instance, in an effort to
estimate the n9r benefits cf vocational education, one may be natu-
rally led to compare high school graduates from the vocational cur-
riculum with graduates from college preparatory curriculum or, more
generally, graductes from a comprehensive high school. The problem
is that since the objectives of the curricula ostensibly differ, they will
appeal to different populations of students. Available statistical
techniques can help control for the differences in characteristics be-
tween the two populations, end at present This appears to provide
(in the absence of an experimental design) the best solution to the
evaluator. But the statistical control is certainly not perfect, and the
conclusions that can be drawn from the evaluation are consequently
limited.

Another serious problem exists in that experiences of the two
populations may not be independent, of each other. For instance, if
one is using grade school graduates as a control in measuring the
relative benefits of vocational high school education, given any level
of unemployment within the socially acceptable range, the graduates
of secondary vocational education may effectively exclude equally
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skilled but less formally educated workers from jobs currently in
relative short supply. This situation would overstate the benefits
attributable to vocational education.

Germane Economic Issues

With almost no exceptions, the foregoing problems apply whether
one is performing an economic or noneconomic evaluation. I or in-
stance, while the specification of a production function may appear
to be wholly economic in nature, the use of economic terminology
should not divert attention from the fact that the specification of a
production function is what is involved in attempting to identify the
relevant variables affecting the learning process as well as the man-
ner in which the effect occurs.

There are, however, certain problems involved in the evaluation
of vocational education which are more economic in nature. These
questions involve the estimation of economic costs As well as eco-
nomic benefits; they are briefly considered below.

Opportunity Coss
In measuring the value of inputs, all costs are to be considered

opportunity costs since they represent the value of 9pportunities
which are for-gone as a direct result of committing resources to one
activity rather than to some other. More specifically, these costs are
represented as the value of the next best alternative which could
have been chosen had resources not been committed to, in this case,
vocational eduction. In short, what is lost as well as NAliat is gained
should be mcasuied.

Generally speaking, prices reflect opportunity costs. However,
with respect to vocational education, the inputs of students are often
not priced, and even when priced they do not always reflect true
opportunity costs.

For instance, measuring opportunity costs for students still in
secondary school requires an awareness of institutional constraints,
such as child labor laws. From the private standpoint. to the extent
that an individual is prohibited from working and forced to attend
school up to a certain age, he perceives no real costs for he has no
alternative but to go to school. Nor do his parents have any alterna-
tive but to send him to school. He cannot be employed in nonmarket
or ho.te production during those hours he is in school. However,
society does experience costs; the legal prohibition of work notwith-
standing, children are productive and society has the. alternative of
rewriting the Is IA'S and letting them work. Society foregoes this out-
put and, thus, imposes a cost on itself. For these early teenage years
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there is a real problem in measuring this opportunity cost since the
usual technique is to identitfy as a foregone opportunity those re-
turns that can be earned in the next best employment. However,
there are very few wage observations in the market place for younger
teen ,ge workers on which to base a judgment as to what is the proper
measure of opportunity costs. Also, the wages perceived will over-
estimate true opportunity costs since a large increase in the supply
of teenage labor would lower real wages for this r ge group.

Finally, the problem of measuring opportunity costs is further
complicated by the occurrence of teenage unemployment. Some
argue that opportunity cost estimates should bee djusted downward
to reflect unemployment. Concurring with Mary Jean Bowman, we
would argue that what is being measured is the commitment of re-
sources to an activity that precludes their commitment elsewhere.2
We are not measuring our failure to use these resources. If in some
sense one attempts to measure what is put into education rather
than what is foregone, one has serious difficulties in making compari-
sons between the educational investment input in such periods as,
say, the early 1930s, as opposed to the late 19603. The latter period
approaches "full" employment so that using a " xhat is put in" cost
concept approaches a pure opportunity cost concept. Ho'vever, for
the former period there is a wide divergence bet ffeen what is put in
and a true opportunity cost in the sense of what could have been
produced.

Transfer Payments
Transfer payments create further problems in estimating input

costs and program benefits. In general, a transfer payment is a pay-
ment made for which there is no comperratii g service rendered.
From a societal standpoint, this type of payment results in the re-
duction of economic well-being to one group 'Alt a c -npensating
increase in well-I eing to another group so that there is not a general
reduction in well-being. An example of such a si uation would be the
imposition of taxes to pay the costs of a hot lunch program in the
high schools, thus relievint, parents of the direA expense of paying
for the lunches of their childre' . For society n r net increase in the
costs of the high school program occurs unless the expenditures on
the hot lunch programs are greater than the resources the parents
would normally have committed had they hrd to maintain their

Mary Jear Bossinan, The Costing of Jruman neS0111.V DOTIOPI/lent," 711 T he
Economics of Education, eds. E. A. C. Robinson and Joli Valle)' (London: Mac-
tn.dan & Co., 19681.
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children. Similar problems exist with the treatment of such things as
increases or reductions in unemployment compensation. Increased
benefits do not necessarily accrue to society because unemployment
compensation or relief payments become less. These are Transfer
payments coming from previously produced and counted income.
As such, they represent no net change in total social wealtl , but
simply a redistribution of wealth among members of society. Reduc-
tion in taxes used to finance such transfers should not be treated as
benefits from a total societal point of view. From e particular govern-
mental unit point of view, one might want to treat changes in these
various taxes or transfers as "benefits," but one must be constantly
aware of their special nature.

Also, it is incorrect to ague that increased tax revenues flowing
from the increased earnings of vocationally trained workers "repay"
society for its investment in the education of the workers. Society is
already repaid by the higher earnings. Ceitainl;' the governmental
unit is repaid but it could get "repaid" even more efficaciously by
simply raising the tax rate. From the private point of view, an indi-
vidual would properly treat such changes in taxers or transfers as net
additions to or subtractions from his total welfate. All this is simply
to stress that there are differetkes in perception of benefits and costs
between individuals, society, ar.i governmental un:'s.

Unemployment
Unemployment is another complicating factor in the measurement

of the benefits of vocational education. In situations where un42m-
ployment is structural rather than cyclical, vocational education
may facilitate labor force transformation and yield a high stream of
aenefits in social as well EtS private terms. However, to the extent
that cyclical rather than structural unemployment occurs, it is likely
that much of what may appear to be re-employment benefits is sim-
ply the displacement of less preferred by retra ned workers. There
is a shift in the incidence of unemployment but no net reductiol.
The experience of the retrained worker is not in iependent of that :4
the other untrained workers in the labor inar!cet who are seeking
employment. Since there is no theoretical technique in economic
analysis that allow:, one to distinguish between structural and cycli-
cal unemployment, the measurement of benefits of vocational edu-
cation designed to alley jai e unemployment is risky business at best.
The problem is further conplicated by the feet that cyclical and
structural unen- )loyment interact with each other in as yet undeter-
mined ways, making it even more difficult to determine when un-
employment is structural and when it is cyclical.
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Thus, it is theoretically sounder to measure the economic benefits
to vocational education in a context of full employment, howevur full
employment is defined. Under these conditions, while a reallocation
of labor occurs as successive incremental units of trained labor enter
d:e tabor market, the net effect is to increase productivity And out-
put. The reallocation of labor may cause a redistribution of income
between the members of society. Whether the increase in economic
efficiency nplies an increase in total welfare as well as total output
depends on the assumptions one makes concerning the preferability
of the prior income distribution compared with the income distribu-
tion existing after a given influx of newly trained workers into the
labor force. There are no simple economic welfare criteria for making
this judgment.

Vocational Education as a Subsidy
Two final aspects of the measurement of the costs and benefits of

vocational education need discussion since they are frequently men-
tioned as benefits. The first entails a consideration of the implicit
subsidy of economically inefficient firms? The second entails the use
of vocational schools and pools of vocationally-ttained workers as
inducements to industrial relocation.

The usual method of establishing a course of ittudy for a given
vocational skill is to detect a shortage of trained workers in that skill.
However, the shortage of workers at the wage rain offered may not
represents structural bottleneck. Instead, the shortage may mean
that the firm is offering a wage rate below the going market rate for
that skill. In this case, the firm is really requesting that the commu-
nity or society train enough workers with that skill so that the supply
of workers increases to the point where the new labor supply curve
intersects the demand curve at the wage rate the firm is economically
able to pay. 'I his eliminates the shortage. A more socially desirable
way for the shortage to be eliminated might be to offer wage rates
equr' to the market rate fcr that skill. If firms were forced out of
business due to this action, there is reason to suspct that society
perceived a labre efficient alternative use for she resources. It is im-
portant bo note that while some individual workers may receive a
positive gross gain from this training, a higher net return could have
lo,:sen gained for them and for society by applying the resources else-
where, since the firm or industry was already a high cost, inefficient

'Of (Nurse, all (raining at tilted public i'VelISC is a subsidy to someone. An if
rine nSIMICS that such training for an industrial sxicty is a neeesiry, thee, for
purposes of es ablation. it is nn!y necessary, to identify air, receives the sulikiay and
slik.11 element of 5.0c iety bears the cost.
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operation. Thus, we are again forced to recognize that there are
differences between individually.orientou and socially-oriented bene-
fits. There is nothing necessarily wrong with subsidizing firms in this
way. The only argument here is that the subsidy sho-ld be made
explicit.

Location Incentive
A benefit commonly attributed to the presence of a vocational

school is that it provides a locational incentive for firms. Several
aspects to this problem exist: First, if all areas have vocational
schools, the net locational benefit to a given area from any given
school will, corpaspondingly, be small. Second, the locational effect of
a .,chool is only ..ne of several locational effects so that net benefits
should be weighted by the probability of firm location, given the
presence of a vocational school, holding all other marginal location
effects constant. This will give an estimate of net potential benefits.

Third, given full employment, location of a firm in a given area as
a result of the normal process of economic expansion results in an
increase in output for society, although income redistribution effects
will occur between groups and regions. If, on the other hand, cyclical
unemployment exists in the economy, l he tactic of inducing industry
to locate in an at ea with the promise of a community subsidy in the
form of a work force trained in specific skills can only redistribute
unemployment, as well as incur the loss entailed in the stranding of
a labor supply in the region the firm vacated. The amount invested
in training by the receiving community represents a net foss of bene-
fit to society as a whole.

In sum, care should be taken in attributing industrial develop-
ment benefits to the mere fact of the establishment of a vocational
school !n a region or city. First, the net extent to which such an
action is perceived as a location incentive by firms is not clear. Sec-
ond, even if ouch a location incentive exists, care should be taken in
the identification of benefits. Under easily supportable assumptions,
a net loss could occur to society even though a given community
achieved a gain.

Summary
The purpose of evaluation is to provide information necessary to

improve the rationality of educationel decisions. Evaluation can tell
the de% eloper whether a vocational program is actually resulting in
the student behaviors specified at some Pallier point in time. It .an
reveal the comparative value of two or more programs. It can indi-
cate the impact of the program upon the commanity at large.

2R9R
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Evaluations, therefore, which merely describe the characteristics
of an educational program or its outcome are of limited usefulness.
Wh =n actual student or social outcomes can be compared with ex-
pected or desired outcomes, some limited judgments can be made.
However, for the most effective evaluation to occur, the outcomes of
two or more programs should be compared and their differences
causally related to variations in program characteristics. When it is
also possible to associate costs with programs of known comparative
effectiveness, relative program efficiency can be determined and
administrative decisions can be improved.

The remainder of the chapter will be devoted to a critical review
of some typical and some major evaluative studies. The review will
be divided into two sections, noneconomic and economic. Within
each section, studies will be organized in what is considered to be an
increasing level of methodological sophistication and potential value.
The intent of the review is certainly not to depreciate the significance
of the work done by many pioneers in this area. Rather, it is to use
their efforts as the foundation of g cor.structive analysis which will
be cf help to future evaluators'

Noneconomic Studies

Noneconomic studies are those which do not collect information
about program costs and relate costs to program outcomes. Such
studica can, of course, determine program effectiveness, butt they are
inc ipable of evaluating program efficiency. The noneconomic studies
reported in this section are organized in three categories: (1) "De-
scr ptive Studies," including those that describe the program and
tin se that describe program outcomes, (2) "Studies Using Imposed
Comparative Standards," including those which aid in the process
of developing new programs,5 and those which attempt to estimate
an operational program's overall effectiveness ,6 and (3) "Studies
Using Relative Comparative Standards." The review is not exhaus-
tive, nor are the findings of the studies reported of particular inter-
est. The primary concern of the section is to utilize some typical and
some prominent studies to illustrate various approaches to evalu-
ating occupational programs and the nature of the problems that are
commonly associated with each of the approaches.

For tomparivm and elaboration, the reader may %%kb to raer to other reecot
rmiews of maluation studies (Coster and lhnen, 1968; Sharp and Krakn :10r, 1960:
NV arnbrod, 1968).

' Commonly referred to M the literature as formative ea aluation.
'11-he term stir motive crduation is frequently used to describe these studies.

23U
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Descriptive Studies
The descriptive studies reported were intended by their authors to

provide program evaluations. They are classified here as descriptive,
however, either because they fail to provide valid criteria for ev ilu-
a lion or because they lack the comparative base required tor ma) ing
evaluative judgments.

Perhaps the most typical application of vocational program "evalu-
ations" has been for the purpose of accreditation. Program opera' ors,
consultants, or supervisory persoonel observe and rate certain char-
acteristics of a program according to their own or some other set of
proposed standards. For example. a review of 146 accreditation tam
reports (Stanton, 1967) revealed that the accreditors were judging
vocational program quality on the basis of such things as (a) the use
of advisory committees, ( b) interagency, intraschool, and industry-
education coordination, (c) Effective placement and follow-up pro-
cedures, and td) continuous evaluation. As recently as 1963, a
publication endorsed by the U.S. Office of Education (U.S. Del art-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1968) suggested that the
principal technique for evaluating vocational programs should be
self- or expert ratings of such program variables as administrutive
and educational leadership, program orgat.ization, etc. Pro luct
evaluation through student follow-up was only implied as a desirable
process in this publication. It is to be expected, then, that many
states would feel justified in adopting a similar process of rating
program characteristics when developing their own evaluative sys-
tems. Florida and Pennsylvania provide two such examples (Flcrida,
1968; Reynolds, Grobman, and McGee, 1967).

The descriptive approach may be justified only a it is essent al to
make immediate judgments about the characteristics which al e be-
lieved to constitute "goof" programs. In doing so, however, close
relationships between those characteristics and the actual behavior
of students and former students are being assumed. Such relation-
ships have rot been shown to date, so we must not delude ounelves
into believing that present judgments are necessarily valid.

Next to describing vocational program characteristics, the most
frequently employed evaluative technique is the "one-shot" descrip-
tion of a group of vocational graduates. For example, studies report
that since 1951 an avera ge of approximately 65 percent of the day
trade graduates and 85 percent of the cooperative program graduates
have been placed in the occupation, or a related occupation, for which
training was received by the fall of the year following graduation
(North Atlantic Regior al Study Committee, n.d.). The implied
judgment is that the programs were "quite F u c cess ult." In another

2 _
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instance, students who completed three or more years of high school
vocational agriculture were follawed-up after eight years (Priebe,
1968). Of the 70 percent who responded, 57 percent were in "agri-
culturally-related" occupations. PrielTe argues that 'ha figures reveal
the success of the vocational agriculture program. Here lies the
greatest weakness of these studies. Since no reasonable comparative
hase was provided for judging the outcomes of the programs, it can
also be argued with equal forcefulness twat the results were unsatis-
factory. Further, is it reasonable to ascribe behavior eight years after
graduation to school experiences without considering the influence
of intervening variables? This kind of study must, therefore, be
classified as descriptive; it does Lot utilize any reasonable index of
what constitutes "success" for evaluative purposes.

Studies Using Imposed Cornparatir. Standards
Evaluation is required during the process of developing or improv-

ing a program. In this formative role, evaluation attempts to answer
the basic question: How well is the program accomplishing what it
set out to do? The comparative standard implied by the question is
the expected, hoped-for outcomes stipulated in advance by the pro-
gram developers. These are the target levels of performance which
are pursued by the program. At least two such large-scale program
development evaluations are currently underway in industrial arts
education. These, and a diagnostic assessment of MDT programs,
are summarized as examples of this approach.

The evaluation of the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project instruc-
tional materials (131u,n, 1968) takes three forms: First, the com-
pleteness and validity of the educational materials are assessed.
Second, participating teachers provide daily written and weekly oral
opinions about the (a) time allocation, (h) student appeal, and
(c) appropriateness of the materials. Third, achievement tests are
administered to students approximately every three weeks. Assum-
ing that the test contents are valid, reliable, and have diagnostic
value, the basic problem with this procedure lies in deciding when
the test results indicate the need for k a ) further developmental
revisions to improve program effectiveness or efficiency, or (b) re-
vision of the hoped-for target level of performance. The cost of addi-
tional program changes is another factor that must be considered.
Comparative data gained from experimental or quasi-experimental
situations are obviously needed by the developer in this kind of
situation to assist in making reasonable judgments about acceptable
performance.

The evaluation of the American Industry Project is mote elaborate
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(Nelson, 1968). In addition to teacher opinicns, the evaluative sys-
tem for this project obtains subjective data from students and ad-
ministrators, as well as from indirect measures (for example, an
irspection of the condition of workbooks wh'm they are returned).
Test data on student aptitude and reading abilities are also collected
tte help interpret outcomes. But perhaps the greatest apparent differ-
ence between the Nelson and Blum projects n ss in their use of objec-
tive achievement data. The American Industry Project is making a
deliberate attempt to set up experimental or quasi-experimental
situations wherever possible, using control g:oaps and before-after
material revision comparisons. This informal ion, used with knowl-
edge about the interrelationships among conte Tit and the expectation
of diminishing returns from repeated revision , provides the develop-
ers with some realistic basis for assigning priorities to those parts of
the curriculum where revision is likely to ha'./e the greatest impact.
The stipulailen of predetermined target lev:sls of performance be-
comes less important using this approach. .

A diagnostic evaluation, conducted for the primary purpose of
improving operational MDT institutional training programs, was
reported by London (1967). He examined thii pre- and post -t raining
experiences of 518 graduates front fitty-one cl Asses in nineteen differ-
ent occupations. Both employers and trainees were interviewed six,
twelve, and eighteen months after the con pletion of training. In
addition to collecting wage and employmeni history data, informa-
tion was secured from former students about their reasons for not
working, or not working in the occupation for which they received
training. Based upon these data, the resean her made recommenda-
tions for program revisions. Thu, technique does provide diagnostic
clues for hypothesizing improvements, provided the goals of the pro-
gram are sufficiently consistent and caref Illy delineated. For ex-
ample, conflicting implications could well he drawn from disparate
reactions of employed trainees, ungrnployec trainee',, and employers
unless the investigator had previously decided whose opinion really
counted. In this particular study, for exatnple, one might ask why
the people who !eft the program before ccrnpletion were not inter-
viewed? Did the ins ostigator consider the number of dropouts an
unimportant factor in achieving the overaJI goals of the progi am, or
that their reasons for dropping were unimy ort ant? Finally this study
draws conclusions whit' imply the further expenditure of resources
on MDT programs. Eve. I hough this recommendation may he cor-
rect, the data in this study cannot support it as the t 0: iy is current ly
formulated.

In addition to tvalualion (or program development formati%
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purposes, imposed comparative standards nave -110 ueen employed
in summative evaluations to determine the overall impact (or macro-
level of effectiveness) of programs. Two of these efforts probably
comprise the most important studies conducted in the history of
vocational educationthe so called Willis Committee Report (U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1963) and the
Essex Committee Report (Subcommittee on Education, Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare, United States Senate, 1968). Both
were nationwide evaluations of federally-financed public school voca-
tional programs.

The Willis Committee att ?rnpted to compare the impact of the
national vocational program with its perception of the occupational
education needs of the peopla and of the economy. The Committee
found the vocational programs wanting in terms of size, scope, and
sensitivity to the changing needs of both the labor force and various
segments of the population. On the other hand, the Committee was
somehow convinced that graduates and society do benefit economi-
cally from publically-operat Jd vocational programs because they
recommended a nationwide expansion. This recommenJation was
made in spite of the fact that:

Lark of data and tangible evidence, it must be admitted, make it
difficult for laymen or professionals to fully evaluate the national pro-
gram of vocational education. This lamentable fact was stated by the
Advisory Committee on Education in 1938; it is still true.

Objectives and standards tire quite valueless if, as critc-da of apprais-
al, they cannot be compared with data that indicate whether, or how
efficiently, purposes are being achieved. .. There are no data which
permit nationwide quantitative and qualitative analysis of this [place-
ment] vital aspect of vocational education. (pp. 207.208)
Five years later, the Essex Committee used the goals of the Voca-

tional Education Act of 1963 as a standard by which to assess the
national impact of the pub',ic vocational education program. After
reviewing official reports and the results of limited research, and
hearing testimony, the Committee concluded that, in general, there
were iscernible signs of appropriate program redirection and growth
to meet the needs of people and the occupational mix, but the imple-
mentation was somewhat slower than hoped for. In particular, it
was noted that:

Despite the long foreknowledge of the 1966-67 assessment, no signifi-
cant studies were underta'Ken with idequate lead time to produce data
for the Council's needs. The regular reporting system was inadequate
for the purpose.. . . The only common measure of results is a report
of uncertain validity from the vocational teacher in September on the
placement of students who completed a course the previous spring
ip. 30)
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As a direct outgrowth of the Essex Committee Report, the Center
for Research and Development in Vocational and Technical Edu-
cation (Starr, 1968) is currently attempting to design a system for
statewide evaluation of vocational programs. While changes are still
possible in the system, it presently focuses primarily upon comparing
the size and scope of the vocational program wii h the needs of the
people to be served and with the occupational requirements in the
state. The system was field-tested during the winter and spring of
1968 in Colorado aryl Kentucky, where it became apparent that
some revisions in the data collection techniques would he required.
In addition, the designers of the system recognize the reed for pro-
viding a companion procedure for obtaining the labor market data
that will comprise an adequate comparative standard. Until this is
developed, the evaluation system will be incompLite anG ineffectual.

The selection of appropriate outcomes to serve as criteria for the
success of vocational programs is critical to the evaluative process.
Far too little study has been devoted to this value -laden task. Hamlin
(1967) has stressed the critical importance of involving citizens in
the evaluative process, especially at the level which establishes cbjec-
fives and casts the roles of the various public educational institutions
and agencies. Byrom and his associates (Byrarn and McKinney,
1968) have engaged in two projects and are presently supervising .

thud, which involves citizens in all phases of the evaluation of occu-
pational education programs in small- and medium-sized school dis-
tricts. The phases of the projects include (a) setting goals and
attainment standards, (h) determining program outcomes by con -
'acting former students, employers, and citizens in the community,
(ci evaluation, (d) making recommendations to decision-makers,
and ( e) reassessing programs, gals, and standards. Citizen involve-
ment at the focal and state level apparently- has much to recommend
it; the public relations value and the impetus that can be provided
for constructive change arc positive results. On the other hand, the
focus on independent local evaluations has many shortcomings, in-
cluding the problem of intercommunity comparability of findings
and unnecessary duplication of effort. The basic problem of all evalu-
ations which utilize arbitrarily imposed comparative standards re-
mains: Hon reasonable are the attainment standards, and at what
point is the discrepancy between actual outcomes and outcome
standards a legitimate cause for dissatisfaction or action?

Standardized achievement tests provide measures of student out-
comes that can serve as comparative standards. Since their past use
has been primarily to compare actual student achievement willi some
expected or cut-off (imposed) level, the status of testing will he
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discussed very briefly in this section. There is no doubt that the
development of tests to predict quality of on-the-job performance
would he a tremendous boon to the evaluative effort. Unfortunately,
we are nowhere near that desirable end.

Since 1958, Ohio (Ohio State Department of Education, 1967)
has been using committees of vocat iota] teachers and supervisors to
develop achievement tests. Tests with subparts are now available for
seven mrfirstrial occupation areas. The test manual reports very high
split-half reliabilities for the full tests, but fails to report subpart
coefficients, even though the manual advocates the use of subpart
scores, More importantly, the only two validity measures reported
are concurrent correlations with teacher's grades in machine shop
(.35) and auto-mechanics (.39) for senior students. No correlation
data are provided with on-the-job performance; thus the tests pro-
vide no legitimate basis for evaluating the program.

Another form of standardixed testing is licensure examinations.
In a recent review of state and national licensing examinations,
Shimherg (1968) found that:

Most boards felt the they were doing a sound and conscientious job
of evaluating applicants, and they scemei to be completely oblivious
to the inequities that might arise as a result of the procedures used....
The examining procedures used for licensure in most occupations do
not, at the present time, offer much promise as zi basis for evaluating
the outcomes of vocational education. p. 131

Studies UJig Relative Comparative Standards
Comparing the qualitative outcomes of two or more programs pro-

vides a relative standard for making summative evaluations. This
approach has the advantage of permitting judgments and actions to
be based upon the relative effectiveness of r-lternatives to achieve
common ends. But the advantage of the approach is dependent upon
the use of satisfactory techniques to adjust the outcomes of the pro-
grams for the effect of possible differences between the students ram
relevant labor market conditions.

Ahrens (1966) compar,d two groups of graduates of a coaege
agricultural engineering curriculumthose who had and those who
had not taken a high school vocational agricult ire program. He
found no difference between the groups in college performance, but
more of the alumni of high school vocational agriculture programs
stayed in the state immediately after graduation from college; those
who left the state later did so for better employment, and as a group
they had higher income;. Ahrens attributed these differences to the
high school vocational program despite other evidence that the two
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groups also differed in such things as family background and their
reasons for entering college. this is a classic case of attributing a
causal relations:Lip to a simple correlationspecifically, of ignoring
the influence of differences in student input upon program outcomes.

Attacking a somewhat parallel kind of problem, Moss (1966)
attempted to determine the influence of prior senior high school in-
dustrial arts experience upon g. ades earned in selected post-high
school trade and technical curricula. The independent variables in-
cluded (a) amount of industrial arts, (b) grades earned in industrial
arts, (c) the kind of industrial arts courses taken, and (d) the objec-
tives of the industrial arts courses taken. Twenty-seven student vari-
ables, potentially related to the criterion measure but independent
of senior high school experience, were used to adjust the criterion
variable of post-high school grades before the Effects of th independ-
ent variables were determined. This was one of the first reported
attempts to employ regression analysis in a causalcomparative
study. Recently developed techniques (Bottenberg and Ward, 1963)
now make possible more precise applications of the regression model.

When the relative comparative base used is the before and after
performance of trainees, additional problems are encountered.
Ehresman, Evenson, and Fischer (1968) followed up fi large group
of MDT graduates who had been in the labor market for at least one
year. Information about employment status, occupation, wage rate,
and place of employment was obtained. Since all the former trainees
had been unemployed at the time their entrance into the program.
and as the respondents had a very high current employment rate
with wages above the untrained worker level, the investigators
attributed the entire absolute economic gain to the program. The
accuracy of this conclusion is subject to several possible historical
and sampling errors, such as: Had the employment opportunity
picture changed during the year? Would all the trainees have re-
mained unemployed even if the p:ogram had not been available')
What happened to the program dropouts?

The problem of making an appropriate com2arison becomes c.ren
more complex when different groups of students are compared at
different points in time. Haines et al. (1967) contrasted the post-
high school employment and educational experiences of 19b2 and
1965 cooperative edwation graduates ten months after they left
school. The direct mrnparison yielded conceptually sound conclu-
sions only if it is possible to assume that there were no differences in
the relevant characteristics of the two student groups or in the labor
market conditions in 1962 End 1965. This is difficult to assume.
Another equally prevalent problem is illustrated by the response
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rite (54 percent) obtained to the mailed questionnaire in the study.
It is possible that a low percent return is inevitable, but some knowl-
edge of the nonresponse group is vital. Repetitive random sampling
and comparisons among the responses received at different stages of
the follow-up procedure should be employed to est imate the direction
of possible nonresponse bias.

The most massive follow-up effort to date ha.4 been reported by
Eninger (1965, 1968) in two studies involving the product and the
process, respectively, of high school trade and industrial education
in the United States. In the first study (The Pcoduet), data were
gathered from a well-stratified sample of male T & I graduates from
vocational and comprehensive high schools, and a sample of academic
graduates from the same comprehensive schools, for the years 1953,
1958, and 1962. Despite an attempt to sample llonrespondents, the
overall picture presented by the findings is no; (war because the
analysis is restricted to a comparison among grauates without con-
trolling !or intervening sociodemographic charscteri tics by means
of multiple regression analysis. In addition, sch,m1 leavers from the
programs were not considered by the study. A ,vide range of occu-
pationally- and nonoccupationally-related oultorhes were utilized;
some were taken directly from responses to mail( d data collection, in-
struments while others were derived from the responses, The ques-
tionnaires were carefully construe. id, but the reliability of individual
responses is unknown. (This is always in question when information
on wages and opinion about degree of job relatedness to training is
solicited.) The findings of the study revealed no educationally signifi.
cant differences in outcomes between the T & I graduates from
vocational and from comprehensive high schools. When these gradu-
ates were combined and compared with the academic graduates who
did not go to college, it was found that the academic graduates
(a) took slightly longer to get their first job (probably explained by
the fact that vocationa graduates ha(-1 greater help from the school
in obtain;ng an initial job), (b) had a higher percent (4.9 percent) of
unemployment time after graduation, but (el enjoyed a greater rate
of earnings progression. There were no initial or current wage rate
differentials of any import between the two groups. The fact that a
much higher percentage of academic than et vocational graduates
went to college was reported, but its implication for evaluating the
respective programs was not developed. Finilly, to repeat, a failure
to use regression analysis to control for such things as differences in
sociodemographic characteristics and year of graduation makes all
the above results ambiguous.

The second report (The Process Variables) includes a reanalysis
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of some of the data o! the first report to show that T & I graduates
who entered and stayed in the field for which they were trained did
somewhat better or. the occupationally-related measures of ortcor...e
than did the academic graduates who entered employment immedi-
ately after high school graduation. On the other hand, there were no
appreciable outcome differences between the academic group and the
T & I graduates whose first and current jobs were outside tie field
of their training. The major thrust of the new data presented in the
second study was fairly well confined to the 1962 graduates. a com-
pared the same thrt e groups of students on, and related the r occu-
pational outcomes to, student characteristics and such process vari-
ables as (p) teacher characteristics, (b) curriculum and related data,
(c) general arni shop facilities, (d) instructional methods and equip-
ment, (o) counselor and counseling services, (f) placement services,
and (g) school administradon and related data. While a great deal
of useful descriptive information as reported, very few education-
ally important correlations were found between process and )roduct
(outcome) variables, and no information is presented on the struc-
tural relationships among the process aid the product variables. The
investigator, however, considered that some significant relationships
had been revealed: (a) ilte greater the school effort at placement,
the higher the percentage of graduates who entered the occupation
for whir.'a they were trained; (b) vocational schools tended to give
greater emphasis to placement than did comprehensive scho As; and
(c) placement in the occupation for ..vhich trained was slightly re-
lated to higher indivioaal economic benefits. On the basis of these
relationships, Eninger recommended that all schools should focus
their efforts on improving placement.

Some of the methodological problems of the Process study can he
revealed by examining the questionable nature of Eninger's principal
recommendation, which assumes a causal relationship between
placement in the trade for which training is received and improved
outcome. The study did not show such a causal relationship for the
following reasons: First, placement may influence the occupation in
which employed, but labor market conditions determine employ-
ment opportunities and wage rates and these conditions vary by
occupation, time, and place. No data were collected on labor market
variables, nor were the kinds of occupation in which academic gradu-
ates were employed even reported. Second, if differences in wages
and employment still existed after considering variations in labor
market conditions, they may be explained by the fact that the stu-
dents in the study who entered the occupations for which they were
trained had higher shop gradea and therefore an actual productive
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superiority over their peers. Third, the theoretical framework for the
study postulated that student inputs, the educational system, and
labor market conditions interact to produce vocational outcomes.
The analysis employed was not consistent with the theory. The
result of these factors interacting was never determined. Had the
outcomes been adjusted for variation in student inputs (which were
known) and labor market conditions (not considered) it is possible
that meaningful differences iv. the qualitative aspects of the educa-
tional system !process) might have been revealed. Fourth, as the
investigator recognized, many of the process variables employed
were easily measured but were not lvgically related directly to the
outcome variables. Finally, the very mass cf process data collected,
because they were not based upon any explicit theory of instruc-
tion, made appropriate analysis techniques very difficult to employ.

Bjorkquist (1968) used a quasi-experiment to compare a job-
oriented and a field-oriented MDT institutional program. While the
specific differences between the curricula were not entirely clear, the
job-oriented program seemed to provide an integrated experience
focused upon actual job requisites in tool design technology. The
field-oriented program in mechanical technology contained a wider
diversity of basic subjects taught as separate courses. The students
who were eligible for MDT programs were (a) high school graduates,
(b) about one standard deviation above the norm on most measures
of the GATB, (c) familiar with mechanics and machine operation,
(d ) about 24 years average age, and (e) volunteers for the retraining
program. Despite permitting students to select the program of their
choice, the two groups appeared to he about equal in GATB measures
and amount of post-high school education, but the job-oriented
students had somewhat different interests, lower numerical ability,
and more mechanical work experience. During the condact of the
programs the job-oriented group experienced a much lower dropout
rate, partially because of differences in program policy, but also
presumably because of curriculum requirements in relation to the
interests and abilities of the students. Three follow-ups of graduates
over a two-year period revealed no differer.ces between them in
terms of (a) social class identification, (b) job responsibility (level
and nature), (c) rate of unemployment, or (6) employer's ratings of
performance. The fieldorientcd program graduates, however, earned
higher wages and made more geographical moves, !nit the job-
oriented graduates indicated greater satisfaction with their work.
}3jorkquist did not feel the results of the study were conclusive,
particularly in light of possible initial differences in the student
group:, follow-up data that were unadjusted for geographical differ-
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ences, and the problems involved in obtaining comparable data on
job performance.

Summary
In addition to their lack of cost data, the studies in this section

reveal, to varying degrees, certain inadequacies as program evalua-
tions. First, evaluations based upon ratings of program character-
istics make assumptions about the relationships between those char -
acteristics and the behavior of fornnr students which are not tested
with appropriately specified theoretical models. There is a conspicu-
ous lack of rationale and a theoretical model for the selection and
weighting of outputs and the development of useful production func-
tions. At times, program output and input indexes seem to be selected
primarily on the basis of availability of data. In other cases, poten-
tially meaningful and available information, for example, dropouts
and further education, are ignored. Second, studies that attempt to
measure program output.: by means of follow-up techniques must
also provide meaningful comparative standards so that judgments
about net program performance can he made. Predesignated program
targets can serve this purpose for certain kinds of evaluation, but at
our pre.ent level of sophistication the realism of those target-goals
is often suspect. For mast evaluations, therefore, contrasting the out-
comes of two or more programs provides the most satisfactory com-
parative standard. Third, similar kinds of outcomes from two or more
programs can be appropriately compared only after differences in
their students and other socioeconomic factors are taken into ac-
count. This requires that control groups or other statistical tech-
niques, such as mul.iple regression, be employed.

But to conclude solely on a critical note would not be justified.
Within the past few years the technical improvements in evaluation
have been great. Many recent noneconomic studies reflect an increas-
ing lei El of methodological sophistication. The progress, however, is
uneven; researchers in the field display great variations in their
knowledge about satisfactory procedures.

Economic Analysis

Economic evaluations collect information on both input costs and
the benefits from program outputs. They late Costs and benefits to
each other, usually by specifying the additional increment of benefit
which is received for an extra increment of cost. This relation of
marginal benefit to marginal cost is necessary if one wishes to evalu-
ate the relative worth of competing alternative programs or alterna-
tive ways to achieve the same benefits for a given program. A relation
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of average costs to average benefits would be relevant in those cases
where an administrator v as trying to decide whether or not to insti-
tute a program in the first place. If the long-run average benefits are
not sufficient to cover the long-run average costs, then the initiation
of the program would not be desirable on economic grounds.

This section deals first with the few cost-benefit studies of veca-
timal education. It then treats as a group the many cost-benefit
studies which have been done for MDTA and ARA retraining and
similar types of training programs. Only the major studies will he
treated.

amerol Critique
The preceding section of this chapter indicated a serious lack of

ccrefully structured methodology in the noneconomic analyses of
vocational education. The overall judgment of thi.. section is similar.
In some cases the methodological shortcomings are almo...t identical
to those previously notect. in other cases, the shortcomings are
poculiar to the economic nature of the analysis.

One of the most serious shortcomings of economic analyses lies in
tie failure to specify properly the production function of vocational
education programs. Another shortcoming lies in the fact that the
cot' functions which are estimated assume that the most efficient
production process is in use, when in fact there is no knowledge of
tl e relative range of production possibilities or where the given pro-
duction proce:.,s under investigation fits into the range of alterna-
ti ees. The problem is further compounded by the fact that numerous
studies have attempted to estimate production functions for school
systems or school districts, but no comparable effort has been made
fc r vocational schools. And, indeed, even the efforts for educational
systems have been less than satisfactory, generally showing that
there is only a slight relationship between extra educational inputs
and increases in educational output ls measured by standard per-
formance tests.'

Ss Fur 1111,1<intt', Jcs.t liiirklit,,t(1, 10/111 hrput Owl
Output in Large City Hight titlroolv ( Sy ractoc: S)r.it Uni%1 i 967 ):

S, man t t al., Equality of Eilu,ritiolutl Opportunity (Tlit.Coloodn lit port),
VS. (Mitt'. of FAIR, Minn (Washington: U.S. Cott vim-ma rriiIing ()Ilia., 1.966h
II( /Is it J. Nit sliog, itic:h School Six mut Covt luderv, U.S. (Acre of F.dvc anion.
Pr.ictt Nr. 6-1590, Mardi 19N4. 111c NITItro%tr.. (1% t r tltc Colt:matt Itcport ill Ow
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A second major criticism is that the cost-benefit studies; of voca-
tional education estimate only a gross relation between inputs and
outputs, usually measured in money terms. The costs are typically
expressed as some average cost or as a constant marginal cost, while
the benefits are also expressed as constants and are usually measured
as differences between averages. A ratio of these constant costs and
benefits, sometimes discounted and sometimes not, is then calcu-
lated. The explicit advice to the administrator or educator is then to
seek the highest ratio of a set of cost-benefit ratios and expend addi-
tional funds there.' By using a ratio of two constants, the whole
notion of diminishing returns to scale is ignored. Thy extra cost of
training an additional student is most certainly going to increase as
more students are added to a program unless the program has a
significant amount of excess capacity. Further, the extra benefits to
be gained from training an additional student are not likely to be
constant over all ranges of output. For instance, a given vocational
program could, in the short run at least, glut the market with persons
of f t given skill. And, other things equal, the long-run effect of this
glut would be to lower the wage rates paid to workers in that skill.
Other things equal, as more and more students are trained, the wage
rate and simiiar benefit indexes for the skill would progressively fall.
Thus, what our present studies can say, at best, is that sc me funds
should be shifted toward the programs having the higher cost-benefit
ratios. Given the nature of their estimates, the studies cannot specify
ext.ctly how much funds should shift, nor should they e"en imply
thE t relatively large amounts should be shifted, given the informa-
tioa they provide.

Studies of Vocationot Education
The cost-benefit s,.udies of vocational education which now exist

are all of the case study group. No nationwide economic evaluation
of vocational education has been made, though the lair ger study
and a study currently underway at the University of Wisconsin
could become so with the collection of appropriate cost data from
the sample of schools employed by each study. The quality of the
studies varies widely, but they are generally more valuab.e for what
csn be learned from their methodology than for the economic data
they have produced.

SCC (.0111111(11h by John E. erin(11 on the paper by Samuel 13 11('S an! c an

ichicational Procitiction Function:. in the series of paper, of the National Bureau of
Hrvarch, Conference on P; search in income and Wealth, Not tinkr
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The Corazzini (1968) case study of Worcester, Massachusetts
provides a summary of the distinctions Becker has made between
general, firm-specific, and industry-specific training." For a given
occupation, general training is training which raises a student's pro-
ductivity, and hence his wage rate, equally for all firms. With this
type of training any apparent subsidy to an industry or firm would
actually he a subsidy only to the individual receiving the training.
With firm- or industry-specific training, however, a person's produc-
tivity increases, and hence wage increases, are specific to that firm
or industry. If he were to leave employment with the firm or industry'
he would suffer a reduction in his wage rate. Public subsidies to such
types of training would represent subsidies to the firm or industry.
This makes it clear that the identification of public subsidies to
individuals or firms is not an obvious matter.

Corazzini also discusses the difficulties of establishing a suitable
control group and argues that students in the general rather than
the academic or college preparatory curriculum would be the appro-
priate group of students to compare with vocational students. How-
ever, none of these groups is ideally suited for intercornparisons. The
objectives of the several curricula differ considerably, Thus, even
after adjusting for student differences in psychological and socio-
demographic characteristics and estimating the option value of addi
tional education to each of these curricula, the fact still remains that
the objective functiors of each of the different curricula diverge so
that simple cost-benefit comparisons among them on the basis of
simi:le indexes of earnings or employment are not justified. The prob-
lem of the control group arises because of a basically restricted
orientation of the cost-benefit studies. They have attempted to
demonstrate that given curricula arc more or less efficient in pursuing
a narrowly conceived economic goal. The objective functions of the
curricula differ, however, s+hich means that some curricula are often
being evaluated by incomplete or inappropriate criteria.

The cost data in the Corazzini study are quite adequate, an:: the
appropriateness of imputing opportunity costs while the student is
in sch,,o1 is made evident. However, capital costs are prorated in the
study. This procedure is incorrect since the costs are joint with
respect to different cohorts of students, making Coravini's esti
mates of total and average costs contain an arbitrary eh. rient in

FIkr OW1,1111111 k, (;,I, r, itur,rfin Cap '! )..rk:
rsity Fr, l 631, pp. IS.: 1.
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them.'" The estimation of benefits, which is based only on differen-
tials between starting wage rates, is inadequate for the task posed
in the study. Also, no attempt was made to control the influence of
variations in relevant student characteristics except sex. Thus, the
economic conclusions of the study are highly questionable and
should lie considered only suggestive.

There is a special analysis in the Corazzini study of the potential
benefits of vocational education in terms of its propensity for drop-
out reduction. At least three crith?isms of this analysis are called for.
First, it is not at all clear that the goal to reduce dropouts has any
different weight in the objective function of the vocational high
scho,1 than it has in the comprehensive high school. There is no
reason to assume that any one curriculum is unique in its dropout-
saving propensity or concentrates more of its resources in this effort.
Second, the gross dropout rates of curricula are contrasted with no
control for possible differences in student or other intervening vari-
ables. And third, the formulation of the theoretical model is faulty
since what is needed to estimate dropout reduction for each curricu-
lum is the probability that a potential dropout will switch to a more
hospitable curriculum, and then, having switched, an estinn to of the
probability that hi will graduate. This joint probability of dropout
reduction can then be used to weight the benefits of each cuiri, alum.
In the absence of this type of data, Corazzini made a set of alterna-
tive assumptions which are clearly unrealistic. He assumed, for ex-
ample, ihat everyone who graduated from the vocational curriculum
was saved from chopping out of school; that is, had these students
not entered the vocational curriculum, none of them would have
graduated. A variation on this is his alternative assumption that
those who graduated and found jobs in training-related occupations
wel e saved from dropping out Neither of these assumptions is realis-
tic. In summary, then, the most useful aspect of the Corazzmi study
is its discussion of methodolo,;y.

Taussig 119681 has done a case study dealing with vocational
education in New York City. As with the Corazzini study, the dis-
cussion of conceptual issues is the strong point of the analysis. While
dealing with the issue of appropriate control groups, Taussig fails to
mention explicitly that tll r :,iective functions of the academic and
vocational high schools in New York City may differ conAerably.

h nr fur11.1, r thc .111,,(Atiriz jniut (11,t,,
111..!,11,1 N. NI, I, ,I11, I tlf 'I, rill 11 in (:ot rhm,rif br,,,j,), ( N,
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His discussion concentrates mainly on the significance of the socio-
demographic differences which exist between students of the aca-
demic, general, and vocational curricula.

The benefit measures in the Taussig study are based on entry
wages and an employment period of four months after graduation.
What is really needed is a considerable labor market history in order
to appropriately compare the earnings and employment experiences
of the graduates from different curricula. Thus, the Taussig measures
can best he viewed as tentative. He has much too little evidence to
conclude that the "direct market benefits from high school voca-
tional education in New York City have been disappointing."

Taussig's cost estimates, like Corazzini's, are on firmer ground
than the benefit estimates, but he too incorrectly prorates capital
costs. Taussig estimated that the extra direct sch-,oling costs of pro-
ducing a vocational high school graduate in New York City are about
$2,200, while Cciazzini's estimate was approximately $2,700. Unfor-
tunately, the riffle' ant modes of estimation do not allow any direct
comparison between the two results.

Finally. Taussig also gave attention to the issue of dri,pout pre-
vention. He correctly pointed out the inadecr.acy of comparisons
between curricula based on gross dropout rates. As suggested above,
controlling for student characteristics is a minimum first step in
making such comparisons. Lacking these data, 'Faussig limited him-
self to a discussion of the external bet., fits to be gained by society
through a reduction in dropouts.

The study conducted at the Pennsylvania State University ( Kauf-
man et al., 1967, and Hu et al., 1068) is a cage study of vocational-
technical high school graduates in two major eastern cities and one
midwestern city. An analysis of cross-section cost data from the high
schools of two of the three cities involved in the study permitted an
analysis of vocational education in terms of its investment value.

The total cost functions were based on current costs only. The
authors argued that most of the capital costs involved were joint in
nature and could not be prorated among educational cohorts. How-
ever, they did prorate current costs among the different grades in
the high schools. This occurred when they regressed annual average
daily attendance against total current costs for the sets of schools in
each city. They estimated that the extra (marginal) cost of edu-
cating an additial vocational student in average daily attendance
was $161 in one city. The contrasting rrparginal cost for an additional
student in average daily attendance at the comprehrnsive high
schools was $304. For the second city in the study these were. respcc-
tiveiy, $386 and $270.

2 4 (p:.
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Benefit data were obtained from a mailed questionnaire sent to
the 1959 and 1960 graduates of the comprehensive and vocational-
technical high schools. Earnings and employment data were based
on a six-year post-graduation follow-up of labor market experience.
In estimating net benefits to vocational-technical education, the
intervening influences of such factors as IQ, sex, race, marital status,
father's education, and the condition of the labor market at the time
of graduation were controlled. The benefits to vocational-technical
education were found to be largeabout $343 per year over the six-
year period in one city, and $043 per year in another. The benefits to
the graduates of the vocational-technical program in the third city,
where cost data were not obtained, were not statistically significant.

This study also assumed that the objective functions of the aca-
demic or college preparatory curriculum and t he vocational- techrical
curriculum were the same. A recognition that this is not exactly
correct was made early in the study, bnt the ensuing analysis im-
plicitly assumed that the objective functions were the same. The
general problem led the authors to eliminate from the analysis all
high ;school graduates who had any post-h2gh school formal educa-
tion. Before-tax earnings after graduation, ot,e of the measures of
benefit in the study, may nevertheless have different weights in the
objective functions of the two types of graduates. Therefore, a simple
comparison between the two sets of earnings may not be a completely
valid measure of relative program effeet:.;eoess. These criticisms
aside, the authors estimated a very high rate of return to vocational
technical education for the two cities, ranging `aim 11.5 to 43.1
percent depending upon the assume. ions 1.1ade. 1 his is in contrast
to the studies by Taussig and Corazzini which came to essentially
the opposite conclusion,

Finally, the authors of the Pennsylvania sled) listed a stiles of
constraints on the interpretatioo of their empirical findings. They
state:

, IS in\ eit inert analysis] holds spicily only for the study sample
of in n college attending high school graduates of City A. It Lssur les
that the :1th-samples of vocational - technical end non- vocational- techni-
cal high s, hool graduates are identical in every respect; that every
student member of the total sample is indiffrent between vocational-
tecl ailed and non vocations)- technical senior high school curriei::a on
non-k:o)nomic grounds a there are no differential consumption benefits
to bk gained by a student pursJing otw curriculum rather than another);
that r of the two subsehi of graduates intend to go to college i the
option a due of higher ethic Ilion is zero for both groups): and. finally,
th it iron. y benefits are all that matter. i p. 146

Thus, the scope of the study, in spite of the student population it
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originally dealt with, is limited.
The final vocational education evaluation to be considered is a

study of post-secondary technical education by Carroll and Ihnen
(Cal roll, 1966, and Carroll and Ihnen, 1967). (t is a careful'.y struc-
tured case study of foe 1959 and 1960 graduates of a single technical
high school in Gastonia, North Carolina. The earnings and employ-
ment of matched pairs of graduates from forty-two high schools in
North Carolina are compared. Controls for sex, race, high school of
gradt-atic.f, high school grade average, mother's education, and
similar variables were instituted. The benefits to technics,' education
were found to he $39 per month, and expanding over the four-year
period covered by the labor market history of the sample members.
Total costs were $7,425 for the two years of training and include both
the direct expenditures on education ($2,228) and opportunity costs
of foregone earnings ($5,197). These cost estimations highlight the
findings of studies of the economic benefits to higher education
that foregone earnings represent a higher proportion of costs than
do the direct outlays on education. From an empirical perspecti,,
the. Carroll and Ihnen study is probably the most thorough of those
surveyed in this section. The major grounds for criticism lie in the
true degree of comparability between the matched pairs of graduates.

Studies cf Man parer Training
Rather than treating the analyses of manpower training individu-

ally, particular problems in measuring benefits and costs in the
analyses will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

First, as with the studies cf vocational echcation, there is the
problem, of identifying program henefifs. Some studies fail to recog-
nize that the net and not the gross effects of a training program are
what must be measured (London, 1967). Much of the government
collected data, such as job placement ratios, are also of this gross
nature. Some typo of control or comparison group, fitted to the needs
of the analysis and the hypothesis being tested, has to be devised.

The choice of an appropriate control group is a difficult one; yet
the strength of the subsequent analysis depends heavily on its na-
ture. Considerable variety exists among studies in the choice of
control groups. For instance, studies of MDTA and ARA retraining,
as well as of state training programs, have used pe sons rejected from
the training program, persons who were accepted but who did not
report for training, persons who dropped out before finishing, or
persons unemployed about the time trainees were undergoing in-
struction (Solie, 1968; Main, 1968; Cain-Stromsdorter, 1968; Page.
MI). In addition, Borns (19641 used trainees who completed the
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progre in but did not get training-related jobs. All of these groups
have some relevance as a comparison group except for the rejects,
whose use appears totally inappropriate due to the differences in
socioctemographic and psychological characteristics between them
and the trainees. But problems arise even with dropouts, those who
were accepted but did not report, and the recently unemployed.
Each of these groups has ambiguous biases. For instance, in the case
of the person who is accepted but who fails to report, is he not under-
going training because he feels he can get a job on his own? If so, he
would he more aggressive and successful in the labor market than
the trainee. Or does he fail to report because he fears failure in the
training process? The first interpretation would create a downward
bias in the measure of net benefits; the second would create an up-
ward bias. The same questions arise with respect to the dropouts
and recently unemployed.

The use, as a control, of trainees who did net get training-related
jobs gives a measure of the return to trainees who gat training-
related jobs, as distinct from those workers who were simply em-
ployed more consistently after training. This is a relatively limited
concept o the net effect of training, especially in light of the contro-
versy over (1) what is it which ' really imparted by retraining, and
(h) what constitutes a distinct job type or class.

An additional shortcoming of all of these studies is that they fail
to measure most secondary economic benefits and all noneconomic
benefits. Such measurement is difficult, however, since there is no
logical cut-off to the enumeration of such henefits and the risk of
double counting is great. In any case, at this stage of our technique
it is probably hest that the economic analysis he kept as simple as
possible.

Another issue which serves to complicate the measurement of
benefits stems from the concept al difficulty of identifying the nature
of the unemployment which is being combatted. Borus argues that
the unemployment which training sets out to correct in Connect;cut
is completely structural. Thus, he counts the entire earnings of the
employed trainee as a benefit. Surely this is too extreme a position.
First, there is not even a precise theoretical definition of structural
unemployment; it is almost entirely an empirical concept. Its nature
most certainly interacts with cyclical or aggregate demand unem-
ployment, and attempts to unravel the two types have not been
successful.

The likelihood of a person becoming or remaining unemployed
and the likelihood of an unfilled job remaining unfilled are proba-
bilistic and not absolute situations. There is interaction among all
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workers in the labor market, and it must be assumed that no control
group devised in a natural experiment is unaffected 1'y the experi-
ence of the group of trainees. When a trainee is placed in a job, the
probability that a nontrainee can get that jut is zero. Prior to that
time, both had a probability greater than zero but less than unity of
getting the job in question. It may not be the training at allthat is,
marginal productivities between trainee and control may 1.ot even
differbut the identification and placement services of the tra:ning
process which gives the trainee group an ,alvantage over the control
group. Thus, Borus's benefit estimates are overstated considerably.

Borus also adds in as a benefit the multiplier effects which operate
on the earnings of trainees. However, since the government could
choose any number of ways to raise the national produc( beside
retraining, only the net multiplier effect, if any, of retraining would
be relevant. However, the Borus study does not recognize this point.
In fact, in contrast to the Borus study, the Cain-Stromsdorfer study
argues that both the primary and secondary employment effects of
retraining may be relatively small. Ribich (1968) adjusts the differ-
ing benefit concepts between the Borus and the Cain-Stromsdorfer
studies from respective cost-benefit ratios of 137.3:1 and 12.0:1 to
10.1:1 and 15.0:1. Thus, the ratio for the Borus study chops by
127.2 points mainly after eliminating the multiplier effect and struc-
tural unemployment assumptions in his study.

Finally, all of these studies suffer from the fact that an insufficient
time period exists to determine the exact time trend of benefits. The
Somers (1968) and Cain-Stromsdorfer studies had a ma timum peri-
od of eighteen months' follow-up for all trainees in their West Vir
ginia sample. Borus had r Illy one year. Each of these studies then
made assumptions about how long the benefits would exist. Borus
chose a ten-year span. The different analyses of the West Virginia
data assumed either that benefits continued undiminished to retire-
ment age or diminished in a simple straight line fashion. When com-
puting rates of return, the assumption was made for computational
ease that benefits were infinite. AV of these assumptions are essen-
tially arbitrary in nature. Yet, we are in a dilemma. The longer the
period after training ends, the more difficolt it is to identify what
component of earnings is due to the original retraining raid how much
of it is due to subsequent on-the-job training. The on-the-job invest-
ment component may he large. It is certainly not zero. A.:r1 .he more
training a person has originally, the larger the subsequent on-the-job
training component is likely to be." Yet, obviously, relying on such

" Sts,, firr ino.koct, Jacob Mincer, Cw.t., Return. ai,t1
Soliw Imptit fotirmIT of Politico, Economy, ,f;n1,1.1, a nt ((h tolx :(412.1
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measures as starting wage differentials for ti e first job after training
offers only minimal informatior ,n the time-earnings stream attrib-
utable to retraining.

This discussion illustrates the almost interminable methodological
issues involved in identifying retraining benefits, but pitfalls also
exist in measuring costs. A survey of studies reveals that the treat-
ment of capital costs and transfer payments seem to cause the most
difficulty. For instance, both the Cain-Stromsdorfer and the Page
studies impute as a g.ast the subsistence benefits paid to trainees
which are above the average of welfare or other transfer payments
paid to the control group during the training period. Yet these costs
are still transfer payments. They do not represent real social costs,
but only costs to a governmental unit. This mixture of social and
governmental cost concepts within the same measure is not advised.
The Borus study handles these cost concepts separately, keeping to
a strict measure of social costs in measuring society costs and bene-
fits and then bringing in unemployment compensation changes, sub-
sistence payments, and similar transfer payments in measures of net
cost and benefit to governmental units. Such cost-benefit measures
for governmental units are perhaps of political interest and are dic-
tated by political constraints, but social and private measures alone
are the economically correct bases on which to make investment
decisions with respect to retraining.

Finally, capital costs are difficult to handle. Where existing voca-
tional facilities having no alternative use are employed for i etraining,
these capital costs are sunk costs, and the charging of them to the
program is not correct. The capital costs are, in effect, zero. Only
operating and maintenance costs associated with the capital use are
relevant.

Secondly, even if one argues that the above capital costs do have
alternative uses and therefore represent a cost, here the capital is
used simultaneously with other educational activities, the capital
costs become ioint aid cannot he prorated. In such a case totri

fixed plus variable) costs cannot be estimated. Thus, average costs
cannot be estimated either, except arbitrarily. The exact proration
of capital costs in such a case is again zero when one wishes to esti-
mate marginal costs. An example might he of an adult education
evening class and an MDTA class being held in a building at the
same time. All the building ;acilities used in tomroon, including vari-
able maintenance costs associated with them, are joint, Yet, pro-
ration of these types of capital costs is commonly (and incorrectly
done. the Borus study, for instance, apportions federal government
administrative costs to the Connecticut program. Thesc overhead
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costs are most certainly joint for the national ARA program as a
whole and should not be prorated among the states on any simplistic
basis.

Summary

It is apparent from this review of studies, both noneconomic and
economic, that the methodological issues facing any analysis of the
effects of vocational education are formidable. The most critical
problems exist on the benefit side. Not only are the outputs of voca-
tional education ill defined in the first instance, but difficulties exist
in the empirical estimation of even those that are conceptually clear.
However, it is the judgment of the authors that the current quality
of evaluation can raised significantly by careful attention to
proper use of methodology. That is, it is our opinion that the existing
analyses, taken as a whole, do not use effectively the methodological
knowledge which is currently available. For instance, the concept of
use of a control group would appear obvious; yet in studies which
pose hypotheses whose testing dearly implies the need for a control
group, none is employed. And, in other evaluations, where recom-
mendations are made which involve extensive commitment of eco-
nomic resources, there is no treatment of costs along with benefits.
These are only examples. Unfortunately, they do not represent un-
common errors.

Consequently, the final judgment of the chapter must be a nega-
tive one with respect to the usefulness of those studies already in
existence, but the mood is optimistic, if only because the rate of
improvement seems rapi land because there is still so mach room for
improvement within the available, though imperfect, methodology.
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Chapter 10

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR DISADVANTAGED GROUPS

Laure M. Sharp

Introduction: Training, Education, and the War on Poverty

The provision of better and more comprehensive vocational t rain-
ing for the disadvantaged is probably the ieast controversial ingredi-
ent of the War on Poverty. In the earliest thinking of the Kennedy
Administration, embedded in the first Manpower Report of the
President in 1963, the notion of better work preparation for
young and not-so-young Americans who found themselves left out
of a prosperous society was seen as the most important solution.
With the passage of time, new and divergent schools of thought
emerged over the paradox of the persistence of poverty and public
dependency in the midst of unprecedented affluence. Eventually
there was a shift away from exclusive emphasis on improving the
qualifications and attitudes of the poor, and toward seeking changes
in existing social institutions which were seen as having contributed
to their continued disadvantaged position. But even as the thinking
shifted from the more conservative emphasis on malting the pour
more employable toward the more radical views of seeking commu-
nity control, compensatory or preferential job placement, and Black
Power as means of social and economic betterment, the demand for
better education and job training remained among the foremost
goals. Furthermore, the deep and disrupting community controver-
sies which, since 1965, have accompanied the demand for better
elementary and secondary education for the disadvantaged in the
cities only rarely involved vocational schools or the training pro-
grams to the same extent. While they might not necessarily agree on
the methods through which vocational education and job training
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were to he made available, both conservative and liberal elements
have endorsed and supported the expansion of vocational and edu-
cational programs for the disadvantaged. Thus the Kerner Commis-
sion, whose findings and recommendations in the areas of law en-
forcement, housing, and elementary and secondary education were
often viewed as representing a raorcal or extreme position, found
itself merely endorsing i!Ie 1908 recommendations of the Advisory
Council on Vocational Education,' whic'q were also praised by the
generally conservative American Vocational Association. This con-
sensus is clearly reflected in the relatively smooth sailing which bills
involving considerable outlays for job training and vocational edu-
cation have experienced in Congress in recent years.

Whether or not these expenditures xere translated into effective
programs is another question, which will be examined at some length
in this chapter. But in order to view these developments in the proper
perspective, several points should be stressed.

1. The term "disadvantaged" is a convenient one to describe those
who share some or all of the following characteristics: poverty, mar-
ginal participation in our present prosperous economy social and
educational skills inadequate for the demands of modern society, or
entrapment in opportunity structures limited by the educational,
housing, and other community facilities at their disposal. But under
this general term, we aggregate a wide variety of individuals not
only with very different demographic characteristics (age, race,
sex, rural/urban residence, to mention only the most obvious ones)
but perhaps more important, in terms of ability and achievement
]evils, health, family situation, work and social experiences. From
the roint of view of vocational training, one can maintain that every
disadvantaged person can be trained, but the techniques and costs
invoked will vary greatly, depending on whether we deal with a
rural white youngster who is reading two years below grade level or
a 40-year-old Negro ghetto-dweller who dropped out of an urban
school at age 15 and has never held a steady job. For lack of more
precici terminology, from time to time we use the term "hard-core
disadvantaged" or even "hard-hard core disadvantaged" merely in
order to differentiate, however crudely, the several disadvantaged
subpopulations.

2. Because of our pervasive concern in the recent past with the
educational and employment deficits facing the disadvantaged, we
sometimes forget how recently we began to focus on the problem at
all. The first Manpower Report of the President, published in March

Report of Nrifiond An t Is'oFV Coollnisqou ou Cit it Di v,r(4 rs ( Neu' York:
fiaot.ini Cro,,:ct and Dunlap, Inc.. 1968). po.
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1963, acknowledged special unemployment problems affecting those
groups whom we now call disadvantaged, but it gave no inkling of
the magnitude of the effort which was to be expanded on their behalf
beginning with the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. Further-
more, even the Vocational Act of 1963, designed to bring about both
rapid expansion and fundamental changes in vocational education,
did not put its major emphasis on this task, even though it stressed
more clearly titan the earlier manpower legislation the need for
special programs for disadvantaged young people. At the federal
level, sizable funds for the education and training of the disadvan-
taged became available for the first time in 1966. Understandably,
it was not until then that state and local government agencies, public
sciools, universities, and the professional research community in
education and in the social sciences even began to devote significant
efforts to programming, staffing, researching, and evaluating voca-
tional education and job training for the disadvantaged.

This time-perspective is essential in discussing the present status
of vocational education for the disadvantaged. While findings about
progress and effectiveness of programs are beginning to emerge and
will be discussed below, there really has not been enough time to
come to solid conclusions about the merits of the various approaches
developed since 1963. Unfortunately. as is so often the case, it will he
necessary to continue making policy decisions before all the desired
data can he accumulated and analyzed.

5. Our thinking about vocational education and training Ins been
complicated and obscured by a widespread tendency to define voca-
tional education as a discrete entity within the educational system
and as a process which invariably takes place in a formal school
setting. This approach seems especially inappropriate when dealing
with the needs of the dig advantaged. As many observers have pointed
out, we have become entrapped by a definition of vocational educa-
tion appropriate for public school activities in the subject area:
designated by the SmithHughes Act of 1917, simply because of ad-
ministrative and statistical convenience, not because of the relevance
of the definition now or, for that matter, at any time in the past.'

Similarly, much has been made lately of the distinction between
"remedial" and ' , eparatory" training. Preparatory programs are
usually conducted at the secondary school level for regularly enrolled
students; remoliation programs are for school dropouts or unskilled

'Gartil L. ViiI4411111. Reori, sting 1.0( atiOrif &mention, l'ONQ PAIN r, in llooLuo
11,,olircl, ;old Indtotri,{1 Rrlatiou, No. 7 (Ao-i Arlxir and 1)t twit: Utij of
NliolligmolVo no Mato Urni%toit... Institut(' of Labor and Io,Ilotri,1111olations,
19(8 ). p.
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adults and are generally funded throdgh manpower training pro-
grams. But this dichotomy is artificial, belying the pedagogical ante-
cedents of skills training. The full extent of the burden of educational
handicaps borne by today's disadvantaged students, whether young
or mature, is only now coming to be understood. Large numbers of
students have failed to make learning progress commensurate with
the number of years they have spent in classrooms because of handi-
caps such as lack of literacy in the home, negative peer influences,
oppressive ghetto or rural slum conditions, and inappropriate or in-
adequate school facilities, curricula, and staff. At the same time,
there is a greater need today than before for verbal, reading, and com-
putational skills in order to master the vocational skills required to
fill even relatively simple jobs, and even greater need for these same
skills to take advantage of growing opportunities in white-collar and
technical service occupations. For many of the disadvantaged, the
greatest need is for what has come to be called euphemistically "pre-
vocational" training. The disadvantaged high school or post-high
school student from a ghetto or rural slum background will often
need considerable remedial work in academic subjects before he can
succeed in any vocational program, just as will the adult who left
school years earlier.

For purpose of the present discussion, we will not go as far as logic
would dictate in the matter of institutional coverage to include the
entire spectrum of secondary education since, especially for the dis-
advantaged, practically all schooling is in preparation for work rather
than higher education. However, in addition to program activities
integrated into established educational programs, we dill examine
other work-preparatory approachesthe so-called mar power train-
ing programswhich have been introduced as part of the anti-
poverty effort; for example, the experimental MDTA programs, the
Job Carps, thr. Neighborhood Youth Corps, and others which have
sought in one form or another to equip young and adult disadvan-
taged workers with specific work skills and socialize them to the
more general norms and behavior of working relations. Here again
it is difficult to determine the exact boundary between Vocational
education and work itself. It can he argued that some of the large-
scale remediation programssuch as the Concentrated Employment
Program and the JOBS programswhich primarily seek placement
of disadvantaged workers in the hope that on-the-job training and
some continuing counseling mechanism will result in effective lcnr-
run employment adjustment, are a form of vocational education.
However, for the sake of expediency, we have decided to limit our-
selves to those programs which have some training component while
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fully realizing the artificiality of these distinctions and, perhaps more
serious, the fact that acceptance of them implies continued adher-
ence to a largely outmoded way of viewing the relationship between
education and work.

There has been a tendency, reinforced by agency and congressional
rivalries, to emphasize the diverse sponsorship and autonomy of the
newer manpower programs. With federal funding the principal and
often the only source of monies for manpower training and poverty
programs, the Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0) and the U.S.
Department of Labor have had the principal responsibility for initi-
ating, funding, and monitoring these programs. It would be erroneous
to assume, however, that the two sources through which most voca-
tional training for the disadvantaged is offeredthe regular public
school program and the ad hoc work-oriented programs which grew
out of the War on Povertyrepresent separate water-tight compart-
ments. Partly through legislative provisions at the federal level (pro-
grams with a formal training component usually provide for partici-
pation of and review by the U.S. Office of Education) but more im-
portant, through the very nature of the tasks which are being
performed at the local level, local school systems and professional
vocational educators are heavily involved in the so-called manpower
training programs. Such cooperation is a most fortunate develop-
ment. One of the most widely adopted arrangements for providing
training for the disadvantaged in large cities was the creation of Skill
Centers, most of them supported through 0E0 or Labor Department
funds and administered and staffed by the local public school sys-
tems. Some of them have been trend-setters in the development of
new techniques for basic education for outof-school students, and
they have developed new and imaginative materialsincluding the
use of closed-circuit TV, self-monitored teaching machines, etc.
which seem to be more appropriate than conventional classroom
tools for these groups. Judging from experience accumulated to date,
the emergence of truly effective programs for the disadvantaged is
most likely where there is extensive local co-mingling of talent and
experience regardless of formal sponsorship.

Vocational Programs for Disadvantaged High-School Students

The Situation Prior to 1963
Passage of the Vocational Act of 1963 and our newfound concern

with better education and training for those students, especially
members of racial minorities, for whom the public school sy,-t ern has
failed to provide adequately has led to considerable discussion of the
extent to which 'ocatiozial programs in public schools should empha-
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size service to the disadvantaged. In fact, this issue was very much
alive in the field prior to the present period, perhaps because voca-
tional educators were becoming increasingly concerned with the
image of vocational education as a dumping ground for academically
untalented students. Especially in large urban communities, the
downgrading of vocational programs probably reached its height
during tne 1950s when pace-setting public high schools became more
college-oriented than ever before under the combined influence of
Sputnik, unprecedented prosperity, and the emergence of a socially
stratified school system associated with growing residential segre-
gation and suburban expansion. ne defensive reaction of the voca-
tional schools was a stress on quality rather than the acceptance of
a mission for the disadvantagedin part, no doubt, because quality
of education rather than student needs was the password of the day.
But the reaction also was rooted in the fact that so many of the
disadvantaged were Negroes whose acceptance into the economic
mainstream was being resisted by the traditional clientele of the vo-
cational schoolcraft unions, small-scale employersand by many
segments of the vocational establishment itself which has strong
traditional southern and rural roots.

The barriers to vocational education of disadvantaged, and espe-
daily Negro, students were not all one-sided however. Especially in
the ghetto, the Negro child and the adults who influenced his think-
ing often had an unrealistic image of the world of work and of its
opportunity structure. Because Negro adults seldom gained access
to "middle-range" occupations, the ghetto child was exposed either
to the menial occupations of his parents and neighbors, who were
dor estics, restaurant workers, deliverymen, or porters, or to the
more glamorous professionals (doctors, lawyers, teachers, or news-
papermen) whom they encountered in the half-world of TV and the
other media. As a result, despite poor school achievement and lack
of college preparation, he students often maintained unrealistic
expectations for "glamour" careers through high school, only to end
up in unskilled jobs or among the unemployed, when appropriate
counseling and reorientation might have led them into a more pro-
ductive vocational program.'

But despite the vocational programs' reluctance to accept a mission
for the disadvantaged and the lack of interest of many disadvantaged
students, it can in fact be assumed that a fairly large proportion of
students who would be classified as disadvantaged actually did par.
ticipate in vocational education programs in the past ten to twenty

s-.40 144r .44,4i414 S. Grier, In Sciach of a harm' (Washin011
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years. Unfortunately, we have practically no hard data in this area.
As is the case so frequently with educational statistics, much infor-
mation is gathered and presented about budgets and facilities, but
these data tell us practically nothing about the people for whom
these dollars and facilities are used. We know, of course, that larger
proportions of the sons and daughters of middle- and upper -class
families make concrete plans to attend college than is the case among
working class and disadvantaged families, and that this socioeco-
nomic factor is independent of intelligence and school achievement.'
Because they intend to go to college, middle-class students are likely
to be enrolled in college-preparatory programs in high school, leaving
children from less favored class backgrounds to constitute the great
majority in the general and vocational programs. Given the nature
of the available data, we can only guess very roughly at the number
of disadvantaged high school students who were enrolled in either
of these two kinds of programs. On the basis of 1960 Project Ta! nt
data and an unpublished 1965 Educational Opportunity Survey con-
ducted by the U.S. Office of Educaticn, it appears that overall (re-
gardless of socioeconomic status) 22 percent of all Negro twelfth
grade students have had some vocational training. This pt °portion
is larger in urban areas and outside of the South. By comparkon,
only 17 percent of the white students had any vocatio. training.
Moreover, approximately 45 percent of all students in vocational
programs came from families in the lowest socioeconomic quartile.
The same was true of only 40 percent of the students in general pro-
grams and 15 percent of students in college preparatory programs.'

Certainly, not all Negro students and not necessarily all families
in the lowest economic quartile can be classified as disadvantaged.
Still those figures suggest that sizable numbers of di Ivantaged
students participated in vocational programs and that especially' in
the large cities, they had become the dominant group in these pro-
grams.

As Msngum observed,

To the extent that the socio- economically handicapped have more
to gain from vocational education, the m; may not be unfavorable.
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However, observation which suggests that the quality of vocational
education, like all education, is worst in the central city slums where
it is needed most interferes with such sanguine conclusions. On the
other hand, if the quality of vocational education is adequate, far too
many of the socio-economically and academically disadvantaged are
enrolled in general curricula which prepare them for nothing."

From the meager data at hand, it is hard to decide whether disad-
vantaged students who had participated in vocational programs de-
rived benefits superior to those of their fellow students in other
programs. Contrary to what is often assumed, in large cities the
holding power of vocational programs is generally low. A study of
large city school systems showed that the holding power of all high
schools was 71 percent, compared to 51 percent for vocational schools
in the same cities. In the largest cities (600,000 and over), the hold-
ing power of the vocational schools was lowest (46 percent).' Simi-
larly, Project Talent data show very high dropout rates for low-
ability students in vocational programs (Table 10-1).

We have no consistent eviience as to whether completion of voca-
tional programs facilitated successful employment of disadvantaged
students. The data are extremely scattered, but they seem to suggest
that vocational graduates had a slight employment advantage over
those who graduated from general programs. A recent study of voca-
tional graduates from eastern cities concludes that although the
Negro graduate from the vocational curriculum did not derive the
same employment benefits as his white fellow-students, he was better
off than the nonvocationally trainer' Negroes, but this study did not
deal specifically with disadvantaged tudents.' Some earnings data
for the disadvantaged subgroup were compiled in the Project Talent
tabulations prepared for the U.S. Office of EducationY These data
show that earnings five years after high school graduation are con-
sistent with socioeconomic and ability categories (among which there
is, of course, considerable overlap) rather than the high school pro-
gram in which students were enrolicd five years earlier. Still these
data suggest that disadvantaged vocational graduates ( those in the
lowest ability and socioeconomic quartiles), whom one might expect
to he concentrated at the lower end of the continuum within each of
these quartiles, did comparatively well.
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TABLE 10.1. Dropout Rates. of High School Students by Program and Ability
Quartile (Per 100 Students)

High School
Program

Ability Quartile

To lal Low II III High

General 16.2 25.6 16.7 9.1 5.7

College prep 3.9 22.5 6.8 1.9 1.4

Commercial . . 12.5 18.3 10.9 9.3 5.7

Vocational .. 22.4 29.8 18.7 8.7 b

Agriculture . 27.3 39.3 9.9 b b

Source: U. S. Office of Education, Office of Program Planning and Evaluation,
An Analysts of Vocational Education in Our Secondary Schools (July 1967),
p. 28.

a Dropout rates are based on information collected on tenth graders in 1960 and
follow-up analysis In 1963; both males and females are included.

b The site of the population within this cell did not warrant the calculation of
dropout rates.

TABLE 10-2. Mean Weekly Earnings of High School Graduates by School Pro-
gram and Ability Quartile -5 -year Follow-Up (Mates Only)

High School
Program

Ability Quartiles

Low II III High

Mean St, Der. Mean St, Day. Mean SI. Der. Mean St. Der.

Genera( 5107 A5 $114 79 $126 88 $111 44

College prep 98 34 116 39 112 41 116 30

Commercial 101 37 109 29 112 31 110 20

Vocational 106 34 121 45 121 38 124 43

Agriculture 98 39 107 56 105 41 159 75

Source: U. S. Office 01 Education, Office of Program Planning and Evaluation,
An .nnelvsls of Vocational Education in Our Secondary Schools (July 1967).
p. 35.

Note: Includes Individuals with no miPtary service or lull-tirre post.lhigh school
educalici.
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TABLE 10-3. Mean Weekly Earnings el High School Graduates by Schooi Pro.
grom and Socioeconomic Quartile-5-Year Follow-Up (Metes Only:

Socioeconomic Quartile

High School
Low 1i III High

Program Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Lev. Mean St. Bev. Meer St, Dew.

Genersi $106 75 $111 41 $127 92 $117 35
College prep 103 32 111 31 117 43 124 40
Commercial 101 38 108 28 114 33 116 :)4
Vocational 108 44 111 31 420 36 142 55
Agriculture 100 47 103 40 105 49 99 45

Source: U. S. Of lice of Education, Office of Program Planning and Evaluation,
Ao Analysis of Vocational Education In Our Secondary Schoo:s (July 1967),
p.
Note: Includes inciividur Is with no military service or full-time post-high schml
education.

The Vocationai Act of 1963
The Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education whose report

is reflected in the Vocational At of 1963 were greatly concerned with
the need to provide vocational programs for what they called youths
with special needs, a term synonymous with the currently more cor.r-
mon "disadvantaged." They envisaged several groups
in this category. For high school students with special needs, the
Panel recommendations included a strong proc,ram of vocational
guidance and counseling, special classes, cooperative (school-work)
programs, basic education when needed, as well as placement end
follow-up, aid continuing programs of experimentation, research,
and evaluation. For out-cf-school youths and adults, the panel put
special en' Oasis on training or retraining the unemployed)" The
Vocational Act of 1963 also authorized an experimental four-year
program for ..esidential vocAtional education schools.

In the five years cinc the passage of the Act, it has become obvious
that many of its provisions, including many of those dealing with the
disadvantaged, have not been translated into action. Some pro-
gramsin particular the residential schools never reached the
funding stage. But more often the new program emphases stressed
by the Act ere not being implemented at the state level. This was
especially tine of the provision of services for persons with special
creeds.

In its review of the implementation of the Act carried out during

" U.S 1) tar nu IA 111 If, Alth. Ed.,1,31,,, 1. ,,rtti 1Vtifar.., (Alio; of 4:<le,,Ithel, We-
(of iort for a Otottz:rpg IVoriti of AVork. Ile pttt of the rand of CtIII,11t,11,t, oil Vot..1-
tt.11,111Edtkati.a (1Vakl..ntztott U.S. C<.urnnunt hinting. CW41%1961) pp. 221-'41
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1967, the Advisory Council was especially critical of what it saw as
lack of progress in this area.

The special need of those who cannot succeed in a regular vocational
program is still being largely ignored or neglected by the educational
community, This group req!Jres special programs and resources which
take tim.r to develop and implement. There is little indication that the
problem is being faced."

The Council was dist,irbed by expenditure patterns which showed
that, in the school year 1S65-66, less than 5 percent of all known
expenditures were spent on adults and only percent for youths with
special needs.1' Subsequent patterns show only a slight change. In
its Progress Report on Vomtional-Technical Education Program
Development for Persons a th Special Needs, the Office of Education
estimated that for 1968, out of a total of $225 million expended
under all Vocational Acts, only $8.4 million (3.7 percent) was allo-
cated by the states to persons with special needs." The percentages
varied greatly, even in those states singled out by the Progress Re-
port as examples of good and successful programs, with New York
spending 17 percent, as against 7 percent for Texas and 1 percent
for Pennsylvania.

However, these figures are to some extent misleading, since they
...mderstate the extent to which disadvantaged students may have
benefited from the new legislation. Under the guidelines developed
by the Office of Education, it was net always expedient for the states
to set up new facilities meeting the critc.lia of programs for persons
with special needs, aithough the bulk of students served by these
facilities fall into the disadvantaged category. An obvious example
is the construction of a new vocatiohal school in the Watts (Los
Angeles) area, which is not reported as an expenditure for students
with special needs. Similarly, in the present climate of concern, many
of the "regular" vocational programs serving students in ghetto areas
have been reoriented and become more responsive to the needs of
this group. And last, but not least, disadvantaged students were
probably the main beneficiaries of the work-study programs funded
under the Act which provided for work stations in publ:c agencies

- . .
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for needy students in vocational high schools, although here too
it can be assumed that administrative criteria and procedures varied
among school districts and especially among the vari(Jus 5:ates.
School systems in New Jersey, Michigan, Ohio, North Carolina, and
Chicago were among those which used work-study funds to provide
summer or year-round programs for the disadvantaged." Although
the amounts spent under work-study programs were small in com-
parison to those spent under the parallel poverty program (Neigh-
borhood Youth Corps), they became sizable by 1966-820.9 million
in combined federal. state, and local funds. But they declined there-
after as the work-study program was beicg, de-emphasized at the
`edtral level. (It was cur; out of the Vocational Education budget as
of July 1,1968, but the 1968 amendments included provisions for its
reinstatement and expansion.)

Poor data collection and repotting methods, and lack of coordina-
t ion and assessment of iiiformation a,..e undoubtedly responsible for
considerable under-reporting of efforts from which the disadvan-
taged benefited.l. But perhaps this under-reporting is symptomatic
c t the continued resistance on the part of most vocational schools t&

E,suming the overt responsibility for providing vocational education
to the hard-core disadvantaged. Many vocational educators at the
local level are no doubt reluctant to come to grips with this problem,
mferring to stay within the comfortable tradition of providing work
skills to rural youth and to children of the lower middle class and
"deserving poor" in the cities, while leaving the "hard core" problems
to othlr agencies. In many eves administrators too would no doubt
prefer. to see the truly hard-to-reach student leave the high school
and beccme the responsibility of a basic education program con-
ducted by special community agencies such as Skill Centers or
offered under special MDTA programs.

All told, there can be lit tle disagreement %,ith the views of those
critics who feel that the overall effect of the 1963 Act was to increrise
expenditures and programs in the occupational areas and for strident
groups previously served, but that relatively little was done to initi-
ate new curricula designed to provide meaningful vocational educa-
tion for persons who could not succeed in regular programs because
ol educational or socioeconomic handicaps. No doubt, as is recog
nized by the changes introduced in the 1968 legislation, the 196i
legislation was too permissive in its effort to reconcile ce:iflicting

(.1,110. VUTIII. "A li(riudy Inr GhtUu Unrc,1.- Arm rico; F.:di:tat/1m, 4 ( N41)

I 96M ) 1{.
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pressures. To quote Mangum: "The new funds could he used to
pursue old objectives as well as new ones,"

Mangum is highly critical of the U.S. Office of Education for its
lack of national leadership in implementing the Act, and he sees, in
the absence of more energetic guidelines from Washington, continu-
ing resistance at the state level to the introduction of meaningful
changes, despite interest and initiative at the local level where edu-
cators are more responsive to local needs. There can be no doubt that
mar.y states have been extremely reluctant to accept the mission
spelled out in the Act of 1963. According to the Progress Report on
Vocational-Technical Education concerning programs for persons
with special needs, by the beginning of 1968, only twenty-four states
had appointed a member of the state staff to work full- or part -lime
on the development of programs for persons with special needs. For
example, the State of Maryland has made responsibility for super-
vision of vocal,,,rial education programs for persons with special
needs a part-time activity of the Supervisor of Home Economics.
Another indicator of the relatively low priority given the program is
the number of persons served which, judging from the meager statis-
tics, is sometimes infinitesimal. For 1968, the State of South Carolina
reported a total of two programs for students with special needs with
a total enrollment of 100 students. Some states had not really even
begun tc develop programs by the beginning of 1968. South Dakota
planned to begin some program deve?opment in 1968, and New
Hampshire felt that its expanding program for vocational education
would provide the added opportunities for persons with special
needs. The Office of Education singled out New 'York, Texas, Cali-
fornia, Illinois, New Jersey, Penns} lvania, Connecticut, Kentucky,
Mississippi, and Indiana as states leading in the development of
substantial programs, although it found dgnificant program contri-
tuitions in several other states."

Resistance or disinterest st the state level is certainly a major
problem, but it would be unfair not to point out the difficulties
encountered by state and local agencies interested in developing
meaningful programs for the disadvantaged. Insofar as federal funds
are required, the cumbersome machinery and the procedural ob-
stacles which confront local and state administrators are most
discouraging. Funding delays, parity rooted in the very system of
congressional appropriations and compounded by the bureaucratic
arrbngements at the federal level, often result in funds not being

Ni3"14"",. Reore0iV Voctriumal Education, p. 21.
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available at the time staff and students have been recruited with
great effort. Short-term funding is also a major obstacle when re-
cruiting competent staff for working with disadvantaged students.
Such talent is rare and ;he many newly created agencies and groups
are in tight competition. Moreover, the acceptance of new staff with
new ideas and different conceptions of the teacher and counselor role
is far from automatic in a school milieu often dominated by older
educators flour very different traditions.

Much stress had been put by the 1963 Advisory Panel and in the
1963 Act on the speedy development of mote relevant data outputs
by the U.S Office of Education to enable better ev5;uation of the
introduction and effectiveness of new programs. Funds were also
epropriated for research and development projects designated to
assist the states in the development of new curricula and teaching
methods. In both respects, the results to date have remained below
expectations. Data outputs still tell us mostly about dollars, little
about the people, the programs, and the results. Research efforts
have been held up by jurisdictional conflicts within the Office of
Education, as well as funding delays. Thus, local administrators and
innovators have not been able to draw on data and materials from
Washington to a satisfactory degree.

Given the clumsiness and sluggishness of the federal procedures,
the lack of enthusiasm, and the competition for staff and ideas from
manpower programs at the state level, it is perhaps surprising that
any significant programs were launched in the public schools under
the Act. We are certainly far from the lofty ideals spelled out in the
1963 Act, but the accumulating evidence suggests the emergence of
same promising programs, althoughas will be shown belowfew
seem to be truly exemplary. The Office of Education's Progress Re-
port published in 1968 singles out for praise the job preparation
centers in Cincinnati and Cleveland (which also serve Neighborhood
Youth Corps and Work-Experience trainees, and work closely with
the Bureau of Employment Service), According to this same source,
Portland and other cities in Oregon have introduced what appears
to be an innovative and large-scale program including a residential
component incorperat:ng some Job Corps ideas for high school drop-
outs and near-dropouts.

Some systematic information on new projects for students with
special needs was obtained through a survey conducted by the
Ce,iter for Vocational and Technical Education at Ohio State Uni
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versity.'' QLestionnaires were mailed to 333 teachers of vocational
education programs for students with special needs and usable ques-
tionnaires were received from seventy-nine programs, representing
twenty -four states. (At the time of this survey, most states reported
no program at all.) All seventy-nine programs were in public high
schools and were supported in part or completely by federal voca-
tional educaticn funds. Their curricula were presumably planned
and adapted to the needs of this student population and were often
designed to assist students in becoming employed in a broad spec-
trum of occupations rather than being narrowly shill-oriented. Most
programs reported in this study ere located in large comprehensive
high schools in heavily populated areas.

Among the T.ost important conclusions reached by the author of
this studyof special interest because they coincide with the find-
ings of an evaluative study conducted at a later time which will be
discussed below--are the following:

1. In the majority of programs cost per pupil was the same for
disadvantaged students as for those in the regular vocational edu-
cation programs; 24 percent reported that per pupil cost was higher
in programs fer students with special needs, and 19 percent that
it was lower.

2. The majority of programs utilize on-the-job training to proxide
needed skill training; there is tittle need for special physical facilities
on the school premises.

3. Selection of students is made througn cooperative selection
committees. The most often used criterion is an IQ score, which
suggests that these early programs were inclined to screen out the
least able students.

t. Few programs exist at the grade or age levels at which many of
these students begin to drop out of school.

5. Few schools have active, organized placement services to assist
graduates to secure their first johs.

A more recem, evaluative study which sought to identify effective
vocational programs for the disadvantaged screened more than 200
vocational programs that. in varying degrees, were ser\ ing secondary
level disadvantaged students.'" The investigators concluded that of
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the (conservatively) estimated 1.1 million disadvantaged youth 14-
17 years of age, very few were being served by exemplary vocational
programs. They also found an almost total lack of data collection,
testing, and evaluation in the programs in existence, wiiich made it
impossible to measure in any meaningful_ way, pre- and postprogram
experience.

Among the 200 programs screened by the researchers (none of
which are iden fied by name in the final report), not a single exem-
plary program was found. However, the investigators identified forty
programs which were better than average or had exemplary fc attires.

The study was able to identify several truly innovative and exciting
programs, whichwith some necessary modificationsdeserve to
be widely replicated. But its overall findings are quite discouraging.
Thu authors found that quality programs tend to serve populations
that are highly homogeneous and very small. "There were few exem-
plary programs serving innercity hard-core disadvantaged youth
with low 1Q's and acl-ievernent levels and with past histories of per-
sonal and social disorganization." Furthermore, "few of the tradi-
tional programs succeed in providing both quality education and
quality training. With few exceptions, these youth are receiving
minimal training to qualify them for terminal positions in low
skill areas."'"

Because no clear definition of "disadvantaged" has been estab-
lished, more than one school administrator used this lack of con-
sensus as an excuse "for continuing to fill the classrooms with the
teachables, to avoid a confrontation with mare difficult problems."
Even when programs are restricted to the truly disadvantaged, the
tendency to seek out the "best of the %vor,t" is ever present. "Many
examples of creaming were found in programs, the most obvious be-
ing: screening out behavioral problems, rejecting active delinquent
cases, and rejecting those w ho had been expelled from school."
Finally, the study found that insofar as testing data :ould be secured,
it showed that students served by programs in the most intensely
studied schools obtained eery small achievement gains in reading
and arithmetic as a result of participation in these programs. This is
particularly discooragini, news, because of the high hopes held for
vocationally oriented programs as a better teaching environment for
the acquisition of vertu], writing, and computational skills which are
indispensable for ach4eving a modicum of success in every occupation.

The authors were able to identify some twenty-five factors which
were associated with effective vocational programs. Interesting
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enough the majority of them (fifteen are no-cost features, having
to do with teacher characteristic, community relations, and admin-
istrative attitudes. It should also be noted that the improvement of
equipment and facilities is seen primar;ly as important to the morale
of teachers rather than affecting the t-Fining, retention. and pleice-
rrent of students per se.

The 1968 Act: Prospects for the Future
The Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 sought to rem?dy

some of the weakue,:sea of the earlier legislation. Mainly, they sought
to put teeth into the provisions dealing with the disadvantaged by
tying funds to specific programs. Courses geared to the disadvan-
taged as well as expanded work-study programs and demonstration
residential schools are all designed to lead to greatly increased
activity on behalf of this group. As of this writing (January 1969)
no appropriations have. been passed, so that it is not yet possible to
see clearly whether the Act will indeed be implemented as foreseen
or. if in the appropriation and funding process, there will he compro-
mises to water down some of the provisions of the Act (as has been
clone in the past). If the funding carries through the spirit of the
1968 amendments, there is no doubt that vocational edocation for
the disadvantaged will receive a powerful shot in the arm; althoegh
even this ;hot does not automatically guarantee the institution of
effective programs.

Our review of the efforts made since 1963 in the public schools
suggests that the mere introduction of new programs provides little
assurance that the target population will be reached and that the
programs will make a difference for the students who are most in
need of them. It took the manpower agencies many years to accept
the notion of rintleach, which means actively and determinedly
seeking out persons in need of training and screening them into
programs, rather than follow the traditional so cell:rig-out approach
under which many educators, welfare work 3, and employment
counselors have labored in the past, basing their efforts on the
assumption that it is best to help those who deserve to be helped.
those whose chances for success are brightest. Apparently, most
schools have rot reached the point where they see their program
mission as reaching 'he true problem cases. Thus, it %vouid not be
too surprising to see here a replication of the experience under the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act which, at least according
to the earnest evaluations. has failei. to produce the improvements
in academic achievement among the disadvantaged which its spon-
sors had hoped for. It is difficult to disagree in principle with the
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position taken by these who feel that the school system must be
responsible for educating the disadvantaged so as te enable them
to take their place in American society. However, unless major radi-
cal changes are introduced in the present system, there is little
reason to expect that they can meet this task as they have met "the
needs of a fiontier scciety, of an immigrant society, and of a space-
age society."" One can also legitimately raise the question whether
the broad assignment now handed to the schools is so unrealistic,
given the magnitude of the task, that, even with considerable effort
and g god will, the goal is beyond reach.

The question therefore arises as to ;whether other agencies which
have addressed themselves to the problem- -the manpower programs
funded under the auspices of the War on Povertyhave come closer
to meeting the needs of the disadvantaged.

Programs for Outof-School Youths and Disadvantaged Adults:
The New Manpower Programs

The Magnitude of the Problem
How many Americans who are not a part of the high school pope,

lation can be described as disadvantaged and in need of some form
of vocational training or assistance in order to participate in the
economic mainstream? When the War on Poverty was launched, the
answer was relatively simple: We totalled up the chronically or
hard-core unemployed and those employed on a part-time or pert
year basiswhom we usually called underemployedand arrived
at a basic count. Some more ambitious manpower planners added in
persons working at jobs which paid less than the minimum wage
(although this notion was seldom carried through it planning man-
power strategies). A little later, as careful surveys of the ghetto
population were carried out, a sizable new group was ury:overed:
persons of working age, most of them Negro men, who had given up
looking for work and were leading socially and economically margi-
nnl lives without being counted as unemployed. These groups add up
to an impressive total. But as of late, our concepts have undergone
a further hange as we have begun to face the reality of the lowwage
worker i,1 a dead-end job who, if he is employed full-time, falls
neverth :less into the poverty category and cannot support a family
at even minimal levels of health and comfort. Increasingly, as we try to
understand the causes of city riots and black protests, we have come to
the conclusion that training for upgrading and for escaping from the
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lowest rung of low-wage, dead-end occupations is an integral tiart of
the War on Poverty. It is also becoming increasingly apparen that
substandard jobs are being rejected by the poor as an alternative to
welfare or illegal activities. In some cases, such jobs are being vasseci
up because they simply fail to provide the minimum which the latter
alternativesbe it at considerable cost to self-respect m.tke'avail-
able; in other cases because, especially among the young, the 13ck of
status and dignity is unacceptable?' Thus, the number of tho e who
need training and/or employment assistance varies widely, dcrend-
ing on criteria used. In all cases estimates are rough at bLst, useful
only as an indicator of the order of magnitude of the tasks to be
faced. According to Labor Department estimates, there wen in re-
cent years roughly 1 million hard-core unemployed, who reluired
skill training, literacy training, and successful work experie' ice In
addition, about 1 to 1.5 million workers were underemploy ad, in-
cluding many who worked part-time because no full-time w( rk was
available. 4nother three-quarters of a million probably ha, I with-
drawn from the labor force altogether (they were not working and
not looking for work) because they believed they would be unable
to find work.'" These figures do not incluje the large nu] nber of
employed workers earning less than 83,000, many of whom ire also
potential candidates for vocational assistance. More recently, the
federal Interagency Manpower Planning Task Force put for ward an
estimate of 11 million chronically poor people, who "could b3 helped
to obtain better, more remunerative jobs through a variety of man-
power measures designed not only to develop their skills and em-
ployability but also to remove artificial barrier to their employ-
ment.' The estimated total is made up largely of worm n, youth
under 21, and rural and urban slum-dwellers; about two-fifths of the
total are nonwhites. Obviously, the task is a staggering on(, and one
not restricted to any one region or city size. While Negro unrest in
the large met ropolitan areas has drawn much attention and federal
efforts into the inner city ghettos, the problems are equal!) acute in
rural areas and "pockets of poverty" in smaller towns. In t hese loca-
tions, the cost to society of poverty a.3d lack of training n ay not be
as largethere are no riots, turnings, or crime wavesIn t individ-

- - - -
" For an up-10,1A., -(j. lic.ivrt J. It 1.0t 1411,1,1-.

,,f Un(lt I paid and 1)ii ty \Vol Ncit Ccri roll 01 \\ r

19(S).19. 1318'
" 1-,Irlink ilt 44- Lbor. ,ftinpott r Heport nrco,f,,,r

u.s. Go\ (milk nt (nficv,kpril 19(S). pp. 18.25.
U.S. IN v3rtim ni 11 .1fanprii er Riper( i'lo ido r4f ( 1 .1..1 ir,

Cm( nun( nt l'ritlins: Office, Jahlt.(ry 1969). p. 141.
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ual suffer:rig in terms of malnutrition and lives devoid of hope and
prospects reaches shocking proportions in the total context of an
affluent soriety.2'

Since 1961. numerous programs have been initiated to attack
arious facets of the problem. Mockst at first, the efforts to cope with

manpower problems reached the impressive total of $2 billion a year
in the latter yea:s of the Johnson administration." In 1962, a total
of 12,030 persons were counted as first-time enrollees in a federally-
assisted manpower program; by 1965, the comparable number was
480,000, and by 1967, it had come close to 1.5 million. (By 1988, the
figure wss !ower again-1,300,000 as a result of cutbacks of funds
in some pr6grarle.)2'

Initially, much of the reliance was placed on training of disadvan-
taged or hard-core unemployed in basic or prevocational skills as
well a3 on preparing them for specific jobs, with the underlying goal
of mr.king the trainee more ata:epthble to employers. As lime went by
and experience was gained, more emphasis was put on job placement
and on persuading employers to accept the disadvantaged such Si
they were, with training either given on the job or concurrent with
actual job holding. Thus, many of these latter efforts were a far cry
from conventional vocational training concepts. We will discuss them
briefly here, emphasizing those programs which had a more signifi
cant educational component, but touching on others whose experi
ences are aim important car the field of vocational education.

Prop,r,,nis Under the Manpoteer Development Training Act (M DTA I

Even before !964, it had become apparent that the early Man-
pov, cr and Training Development (MDTA) Programs required to
1-kb a level of education and work experience to be a suitable instru-
ment for training the disadvantaged who constituted the bulk of
their potential clientPle. Fut thermnre, the initial orientation of local
MDTA administrators was ro; ; taxi to coping with the special
problems of the disadvantaged or ,a accept innovative and uncon-
ventional methods that might be required for dealing with this popu-
lation. However, as the need for special programs rot the disadvan-

St c A. 0. Hal!, r, EJnuation and the (htupal.onall Aihk Ntni,n1 Prole,- in
firtral I'm I rf Ore Cnifrr; talcs, A Report by the nt.'s National Ad% inrs
C:oznini,in.11 on Poorly' (krahington: C ,st.nunt Printing (ace, Ma)
19(00, pp. 149-68

'° Fcr a Ii111111:11) pf the (solitition of maripo,(r polity and Iltoi:r.1,11 diving 1114

!.e (art)? T. 11107111. "I mi-Kmrr. Program< lt.S.,4 : Al! Tin '''fir
Ccncrcti,n, 0 (Wink t 1')610, pp. 18.21.

" Di oartom tit ,11,14ver, Ifonpo:cer Report of fhc Trrii4ir t,f. 1"C). p. 110.
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taged became a topic of major concern, tha mission of MDTA
programs was redirected to focus on out-of-school youths and other
hard-core disadvantaged; new methods and techniques for dealing
with these groups were co be found through r series of separately-
funded experimental and demonstration programs.

Some MDTA programs had no classroom c r institutional compo-
nent at all, involving only on-the-job training. But most programs
included some prevocational and vocational training adrdnistered
through state and local public school systems. Thus MDTA infused
into the vocational education system substantial federal funds which
were available only if used for the unemployed or underemployed
and which were unburdened by the customary matching require-
ments. This led to the development of a new c ducat ional institution,
the MDTA Skill Center, where the vocational educators had the
opportunity to ea periment with new teaching materials and tech-
niques suitable for basic education as well a other job-preparation
curricula for the disadvantaged. By 1968, tilt) -five Manpower Train-
ing Skills Centers were in operation. The Skill Centers usually offer
counseling, basic education, prevocational tr aining as well as occu-
pational tivining and also have responsibility for job placement and
follow-up. The best centers are also disti»gut ;hed by their provision
for auxiliary services such as health and chi d care, consumer edu-
cation, legal assistance, family counseling, et ., and they were often
the key to successful recruitment, retention, and placement of dis-
advantaged trainees. Their main drawback i I lack of staff and pro-
gram continuity, with operations staffed anc financed on a project
basis. The need for stable financing became increasingly recognized
in 1968, and three experimental efforts for in egrated, annual finan-
cial arrangements were substituted for the u .ual projectby-project
funding. If these experiments are successful, onost centers will even-
tually be financed on an annual basis."

Now successful was MDTA in meeting the needs of the hard-core
disadvantaged? As always, we do not have et ough consistent high-
quality data to answer these questions with the degree of precision
which would be desirable, although MDTA drobably has the hest
data and feedback system of current vocationt leducation and (rain-
ing programs. In terms of some of the formal c riteria, recruitment of
the disadvantaged was certainly a reality. Avai able figures (nn heads
of families only) indicated that in 1966, about 80 percent of institu-
tional trainees and 50 percent of those trained on the job earned
83,000 or less during the previous year; the number of persons with

" 16id., p, 79.
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no reported earnings at all was considerable (over 25 percent of the
institutional group). In 1967, the goal was to increase enrollment of
the disadvantaged to 65 percent of :4 MDTA trainees. However,
careful examination of MDTA records showed that despite the em-
phasis on reaching the hard-core, even this program found it hard to
avoid dealing with "the best of the worst." Persons with nine to
eleven years of education were over-represented compared to those
with eight years or less. Little was accomplished for those over 45
years of age. One reason for the program's failure to get hard-hard
core was seen in the referral system: "The fact that most MDTA
referrals are Employment Service applicants makes it likely that,
even when seeking the disadvantaged, it is the best prepared and
most motivated who will be enrolled." The apparent resistance at
the local level to the introduction of disadvantaged trainees into
on-the-jib training (OJT) slots was responsible for the later de-
cisions to shift efforts in this direction directly to private industry.

Data on placement and job retention generally suggest that about
two - Thirds of institutional trainees (and 90 percent of OJT trainees)
are placed after training, most of them in training-related jobs. How-
ever, most follow-up studies are relatively short terra, with a trainee
contact three or six months after program completion. There is little
information about longer-term outcomes, and usually no compai ison
group data which would enable one to differentiate between out-
comes attributable to training and those resulting from changing
economic conditions or employer sentiment."

Training programs such as those conducted under MDTA look
eminently sensible and rational when they are outlined on paper, but
field operations are another matter again. There is, first of all, the
by no means trivial staff recruitment and facilities question. Bureau-
cratic snarls are frequent: Variouf agencies have to approve pro-
grams, certify employment openings for training occupations, end
last but not least, release funds at appropriate times. Perhaps most
cumbersome is the matter of training allowances, the sums paid for
subsistence white persons are full time in training. Family heads are
eligible for training allowances with arnounts varying locally and

"Catih 1. Nhnittint 'Nfartrov.ti Nora mi)s In +IA A):trmA ft). Efl"ri.- in Lvai
(nation 11 fire War on Poverty, Staff and Cot-milt anti. Pt ports. Vol. II. prepared for
the Stiboominittee on Enploynient, Stripoy.er, and Privert of the (:iinimittee on
Labor and l'nblic \\efface, U.S, Senate actington: U.S, fio.i.rimierit Printing
(Wive, Ang,w,t 19(17), p. 2-37.

'' For a iliscov-ion of \IOTA e% ahialion roll), and prohlt Earl Main,
"A Nation% hie EARlitation of MDTA Iroditirtional Job Training.- /owned .4 Human
Rcrourcirt. 3 (Spring t9($), pp. 159-70.
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reeled to the number of dependents, but usually not exceeding $85
or $70 per week; minors, irrespective of their familial status, are
eligible to receive a $20 weekly training allowance. On the one hand,
these allowances may not be high enough to induce male hard-core
unemployed or underemployed to subject themselves to a training
or schooling situation which many see as humiliating or useless. This
at least is one theory advanced for the consistent difficulty encoun-
tered in recruiting younger males into many of these programs. On
the other hand, in the world of the hard-core poor, where long-term
planning is seldom characteristic of life-styles, training programs
have come to be seen as another short-term source of income. The
following Excerpt from an interview conducted with a counselor at
the U.S. Employment Office in Washington, D.C., is extremely re-
vealing because it reflects conditions present in many large cities:

Q: Now about the people who conic in here without job training.
When you suggest a trainiAg program what, generally, is their attitude?

Mrs Bandy i CounsAor): Number one, many people go into train-
ing programs not looking to it primarily as training, but looking at it as
income. Many drop out before the training is completed because they
have a chance for ;Niter money at that particular time without further
training. So there is a real problem with future planning. We hear all
the time that the poor person in the ghetto is living for today while the
middle c ens person sacrifices today fol- the future The ghetto resident
has tr -crape up, let's say, $7,. to pay the rent for the month and at $20
a week on a (raining program lie cant do it. So many of then, view
training like that.

Q: approach tralairg very, very pragmatically, right? They do
not approach training as a meads of learning a trade, gaining higher
pay, grealn security, and a iiappier future?

Mrs. Bandy: Many enter training solely because It's something I
can start tomorrow and get a paycheck on Friday." And let me add
something on this subject. There have been s'. .any cases of frustration
at the end of a training program with still not being qualified to get a
job that many people are disillusioned about taking any type of train-
ing at all. We've gol a training program right now for maintenance and
service workers. But who wants to train to push a mop? This is what
tot of them are saying. Now with older workers it may be a different
thing. They may feel that with this skill they can form a little busbies;
of their own and go out and offer their servims. That's all right when
you are 45 or 5') or older. Its no good when you are a youth, because
you are still training to be a mop-pusher. Those are some of the atti
tudes toward job training."

err) once more, we are faced with the vicious circle that a-tor:J.! most

'' 11we liardc4,re Until p!,,yvd: Problems and A flit Journal
i he U.S. Einploinent Seek'." American 'neirtionor icquitat, 43 (Nmcrlibcr 196s),
p. 31.
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likely to have motivation for long-term t raining are the best educated
whose prospects are brightest even without. the training, whereas the
true hard-core are most likely to treat this resource as another tem-
porary panacea in their day-by-day struggle for economic survivt .

Yet in the context of vocational education, it would he unwise to
end on a note of pei.:,irnism with respect to MDTA programs. They
may not he appropriate for the hard-cole disadvantaged, but they
have undoubtedly carried out an important vocational function for
those just above the hard-core line. These are men and especially
women who went through the public schools, both in the South and
the North, without acquiring employment skills and in many cases,
despite eleven or twelve years of formal school, without more than
seventh or eighth grade writing and mathematical skills. For these
people, MDTA programs offered not only remedial education and
training but also provided certification, job cha;meling, and at times
social services which, in combination, left them infinitely better able
to deal with the labor market. Perhaps most important was the
MDTA influence on institutions responsible for the education of
disadvantaged at the local level. The experimental and demonstra-
tion programs, as welt as the research programs, have in effect de .rel-
oped, tested, and evaluated some of art.. newer teaching devices and
motivational approaches, especially in the field of basic eduention
for adults. Equally important, local Skill Centers and experimental
and demonstration programs have recruited personnel with fresh
ideas ahr ut teaching, counseling, and job development, some of whom
have been subsequently absorbed by the school system or the em-
ployment service and have brought new skills and ideas to these
institutions.This difbrsion effect has not been systematically studied
It would be well worthwhile to learn more about the conditions
under which it does or does not occur.

Training Programs Conducted by Special Antipoverty Agencies
New agencies, unconstrained by established procedures. perspec-

tives, and organizational relationships, were in a better position to
develop programs whose only mission was to service their exclusive
clientele, the disadvantaged. They were also operating under a some-
what different philosophy, being less inclined to view the solution to
the problems of the disadvantaged only in terms of changing their
skills and attitudes; rather they were prepared to mobilize and
manipulate social and community forces, often by helping the
to exert political and social pressures and make existing agencies
more responsive to their needs. Simultaneously. the antipoverty
agencies recognized the need for better job preparation so that the

28Z`-
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disadvantaged could profit from the opening-up of better opportuni-
ties and jobs which community action and self -help would generate.

Three large-scale programs with training objectives were initiated
undor the antipoverty legislation (Economic Opportunity Act) of
1964: the Joh Corps, the Neighborhood Youth Corps, and Work
Er,perience and Training Programs. There were othe. small-scale
programs, in particular the New Careers project which had as its
o,rjective the placement of poor in newly created jobs especially in
the health, education, recreation, and welfare sectors. Last hut not
least, massive placement programs with minimal training compo-
nentseither on the job or through brief Skill Center effortswere
introduced in cooperation with private industry. However, for pur-
poses of this chapter, we will limit discussion to those programs
which included some training.

Job Corps
The Job Corps was set up to assist young persons who need and

can benefit from an unusually intensive program, operated in a group
setting, to become more responsible, employable, and productive
citizens. Eligible for participation were: young men and women, 16
through 21 years, in low-income situations,

. . who require additional education, training, or intensive counseling
and related assistance in order to secure and hold meaningful el aploy-
ment, participate successfully in regular schoolwork, qualify for othc..
training programs suitable to his need, or satisfy Ai med Forces require
ments, and currently living in an environment . . . characterized by
cultural deprivation, a disruptive hornet ife, or ether disorienting eondi
tion twhica would) inn air his prospects for successful participation in
any other programs.'

Enrollment was generally limited to two years. Two types of pro-
grams were set up: Youth Conservation programs in rural areas for
those with the most severe educational deficit and work-training pro-
grams in urban centers, emphasizing vocational training for youths
with at least a sixth grade level reading achievement.

By June 1967 the Job Corps operated 122 center: with a total
enrollment of 39,400 of whom 9,500 were women. By the end of 1968,
the number of centers was down to 109, with 33,000 enrollees.
Altogether, from the beginning of the program in early 1965 until
mid-1968, 200,000 disadvantaged youths had been enrolled for some
period of time. The centers were operated by private contractors,
including universities, nonprofit institutions, and private firms.

U.S. CIVIglt 17,lie, .7'AI/1101111C Opporltinil). Am(1.1inE 19167:
1,ao. 90-222. 90th Cmizns, 1967. S. 23S-8, p. 2.
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A careful and critical study of the Job Corps and other antipoverty
training programs was carried out for the Senate Committee on
Labor by Sar A. Levitan.'" Although the author raises many ques-
tions about some aspects of the program, he stresses its "hard-core"
recruitment policy; unlike other institui ions, the Job Corps deliber-
ately recruited those who needed this type of facility the most.

The Job Corps could have avoided a
favorable publicity if the administrato
"cream" of the disadvantaged youths...
is clear: It tried to attract youths who
men' even in a tight labor market. Two
1967 had completed eight yea's of educ
Ilona! achievement was much over the
indicate. Reading and arithmetic corny
rolfees was at about the fifth grade level
unable to read a simple sentence or sc
problem. Three of every five came fro
every from families on relief:"

great deal of criticism and un-
-s had decided to attract the
. The record of the Job Corps
had difficulty finding employ-
of every five enrollees in May
lion or less. And actual educa-
n the formal education would
wehension for half of the eo-
Nearly one of every three was

he a second grade arithmetic
n a broken home, and two of

How successful was the Job Corps in retaining, training, and
placing these hard-core disadvantaged? Retention was a major prob-
lem. Although the legislation authorized programs of two-year dura-
tion, only one out of nine corpsmen 2,:mained as long as one year.
In the light of early retention experience, training courses were de-
signed to last generally nett: months or less, but a sample survey,
conducted by Louis Harris Associates, )f enrollees who left centers
in the Fail of 1966 showed a median st al. of 4.3 months, with only 29
percent of all enrollees persisting for six months or more. Women,
the very young, and men enrolled in conservation certers had the
poorest retention records.

Job Corps officials attributed reientimt diffict.,Ities to early growing
pains of the program; their statistics she w some improvement in the
older, better-established centers. One saspects that homesickness,
community hostility, lack of individualised counseling, all played a
part.

Some data are available on the education and placement outcomes

A Sar A. LA:Aitatl, "Job C,orp.,- igliborlitxxl Youth Corp.." and "Work Eyri-
me and 'Training." fn Eram'lation of the IVar rn Foto/v. Staff :oaf Comoltaut,

&ports. 1'01. 1, prepared for the Subcommittee <n ployment. Slanpower, and
noway .11 the Cummittee on Labor and Public W Ifarc, U.S. Senate (Washington:
U.S Coxrionent Printing (Ace, August 1967 }: .;le highlight, of this repott are
,omma.red In Sar A. Levitan. Anilpouertv Work ttuf Training Efforts, (route and
Rea,P;i, Polk) Paper5 in Haman Resource, and Industrial Relation, No. 3 (Ann
Arbor and Ihdroit: Unit ersity or Nlit.11igan-Viiyve Shale Unix-el...it.. ',manic of
Labor And Industrial Relations. August 1907).

Antipot erty Sl'ork and Trnfrang Flort I . p, F.
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of Job Corps training. On the average, nine months of enrollment is
said to have raised the average reading ability of corpsmen by about
1.5 grades, arithmetic comprehension by 1.8 grades. While some of
the better skill centers have achieved comparable results, it should
be stressed that they may have dealt with a less severely disadvan-
taged population. In a paper discussing marpower programs for the
disadvantaged, an official of the Manpower Administration reported
that,

. typically, by the crude measures now in ute, average gains of about
1.5 grades can be achieved in about half a year.... If a trainee is per-
forming well enough that he can be brought up to the 9th grade level
he is off and running. .. . But if he starts al ound the 3ra grade level
it will take longer than the typical hard core youth can tolerate to bring
him to levi that permit him to function well in a skilled ompation.
A few pi ojects claim a rise of 2-5 grade levels in about 300 hours. We
hope that replication and analysis will help to verify and disseminate
techniciLes that can produce higher than normal gain. This is an area
in which a breakthrough is badly needed.36

Skill training was favorably rated, according to rather thin date
collected for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce from 195 employers
and 107 former corpsmen. Ti e great majority of both employers and
the trainees themselves felt that the trainirg was of high quality or
at feast satisfactory."' From the limited evidence on hand from other
follow-up surveys, this employer evaluation compares favorably with
that of some vocational programs in public schools, which served
regular vocational students and not the disadvantaged."

Training quality and length of Flay are of course not unrelated.
Louis Harris Associates report that graduates in programs over six
months maintain a clear lead in terms of emrloyment and wages over
those who dropped out before six months, were discharged, or stayed
in the program less than six months for other reasons. Placement
data are also available from the Harris survey; they show that by
May 1967, 54 percent of those who left centers from September
through November 1966 were working, 32 percent were unemployed,
the remainder being in school et the military. Among graduates, the
proportion unemployed was lower (27percent), and among dropouts
and discharges it was higher (38 percent),

" Judah Drob, -How Sucves,fol Can We Be in SIanposser Programs for the 1)is
ad% atit agetlr, pi.pt'r presented at the American Orthop,ys Waffle Assoeation Annual
Milting, Chicago, March 2-3. 1968,

Youffi and the War or. Poterfv. An Es alnation of the Job ('cape, Neigldiorhood
Youth Corps, mid Prole( l flead Mart prepared for the (h r of Conitneree of the
1.'0(11 Stater., n J., Appendix C.F.,.

"Kaufman et al., 71.e Role of the Srcondary Srhrolc , (11,13. p. 27.
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Much of the criticism to which the Jol: corps has been subjected
centers around the high cost of the residential program ("It costs as
much as Harvard" was a popular headline in the press at the time of
congressional hearings) and the lack of evidence that the residential
co.nponent is essential for retraining. Enrollee man-year costs were
$8,470 in 1966 and $6,725 in 1968; for 1969 costs have been estimated
at $6,300." The Chamber of Commerce, in its previously quoted
evaluation, made much of the fact that many Job Corps graduates
were not employed in the skill for which they were trained. No doubt,
program inefficiencies and inadequacies could be easily documented.
But what seems most important in view of the pioneering nature of
the effort is that the Job Corps really tackled the training of the
hard-core disadvantaged, which most other institutions have not yet
done, and succeeded in improving the skills, motivation, and employ-
ability of sizable numbers of recruits. Vocational educators who have
studied its methods and approaches have been impressed and have
incorporated some Job Corps teat ures in other programs. For exam-
ple, reading and mathematics materials developed by the Job Corps
are employed in a pilot project in twenty-one schools, and partici-
pants are reported to have gained a year in reading after forty-two
hours of instruction, and a year in mathematics after thirty-three
hours. The iVr Force has also tried Joh Corps materials with good
results id Project 100,000 for disadvantaged servicemen.''' Although
the fate of the Job Corps is uncertain at best, it would be a mistake
to dismiss it as a failure. It proved that given a high per - student level
of expenditure and a willingness to depart radically from established
practices, a certain segment of potentially hostile and socially de-
structive young people can be reoriented toward productive roles.
Whether we are willing tr) make this investment for a large number
of young people, whether it should be made in a different institu-
tional framework, or whether modifications should be introduced in
the existing program, is of course open to question.

The Neighborhood Youth Corps
There are two components to the Neighborhood Youth Corps:

in-school programs, which are open to students from low-income
families, grades 9 through 12, or those who are of high school age but
are in lower grades; and out-of-school programs, designed for out-of-
school youths aged 16 to 21. Approximately 200,000 disadvantaged
youths were enrolled in the in-school program in 1967.68; the out-of-

" 1)tp.rloicril of 1,11,ot. .1fnopot cr Arport of n rrekid( p. 100.
"11)4, p. 101.
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school program reportedly served 160,000. Like the Job Corps, the
Neighborhood Youth Corps is apparently reaching the type of youth
for which it was designed (see Table 10-4). Furthermore, the propor-
tion of hard-core disadvantaged has. increased with passage of time."

TABLE 10-4. Characteristics at Neighborhood Youth Corps Enrollees

In-School OuttSchool
Mate Fe...iale Male Female

Percent nonwti:le 40 43 46 62

Percent 18 or ymnper . . ...... . 92 94 65 50

Percent single 99 98 93 74

Percent with children 2 5 5 43

Percent completed 9 or less grades 62 39

Percent completed 12 grades 5 17

Median years completed ... 8.5 10.5

Percent out of school more
than one year . ........ .. .

_.--

52 59

Percent living with bolt. parents 55 54 43 32

Percent 5 or more persons in family 74 75 67 60

Median Family Income $2,460 $2,530 $2,140 52,110

Source: Harold L. Sheppard, "Neighborhood Youth Corps," In Examinallon of
the War on Poverty, Sta4 and Consultants Reports, Vol. I (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 31.

The in- school program is primarily a school retention program,
and .1- which low-income students are enabled to work up to fifteer,
hours per week on the school premises, for example as clerks, typists,
teachers' aides, library aides, and custodial assistants. Funds for
Neighborhood Youth Corps in-school programs have also been
utilized for special summer programs, basically deigned to keep
youngsters off the streets as part of the cities' riot- pre.ention efforts.
There has been conflicting research evidence about the success of the
program es a device to improve school retention, although the most
recent data from Washington and Pittslmigh strongly suggest 1 hat
the projects have been elTective in this regard."

The most persistent criticism made of the Neighborhood Youth
Corps inschool programs centers on the nature of the jobs held
under the program. Until 1967, legislation prchibPed e-te use of
Neighborhood Youth Cows funds for 1vork in other than nonprofit
institutions; in practice, in-schc 4 programs consisted mostly in pro-
viding free labor for the schools, Which was often difficult to translatc.

" 113rold 1,. Slit rpm!. "Nt Yolitl, Corps.- in 1.1/11011,11ii111 f flu We.r
TotIrty. Vol. 1. p. 31.

"1 1 rty Work awl Tr thiinr . pp. 50.51.
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into meaningful work experiences especially for boys whounlike
girlsseldom had any typing or clerical skills. A program such as
Neighborhood Youth Corps might provide vocationally meaningful
experiences for the many disadvantaged who have no realistic ex-
posure to the world of work through their home life or neighborhood,
but apparently the progra.n is not very helpful from this point of
view. (Even compared to the work-study program available for voca-
tional students, which is cons'clered inferior to the more carefully
planned cooperative work program, Neighborhood Youth Corps pro-
grams provide much more limited work experience.) The lack of
meaningful skill training is apparently a major objection raised by
rural educators and administrators, who had hoped to UED the plo-
gram to supplement the often meager vocational resources in rural
areas. In a recent study of Youth Corps projects fot rural youths,
the author states:

The need for a broadened NYC program in rural areas is reflected in
the goals that rural NYC directors tend to set for their projects. These
objectives reach beyond the provkion of a part time job. They empha-
size the need for learning some occupational skill: foam the job, as well
as some social skills. The emphasis on teaching a skill is an extension
of the attitude of the rural community in this respect. There are no
institutions in many of these communities to provide vocational train-
ing for youth. NYC is the only functioning institution that might pro-
vide this kind of training. Much of the criticism of existing projects
reflects the belief that NYC is not teaching anything."

In the cities, the program may have some value in addition to
provining income for needy young people and promoting scl,00l
retell!' n. It provides young people with a work record which is an
asset, especially for disadvantaged students, in dealing with pros-
pective employers to secure even low-skill jobs.

The lack of training or skill component appears a more critical
drawback for outof-school programs which, as Cm- 'd in the Eco-
nomic Opportunity Ace of 1964, were to provide low-income un-
employed youth useful work-training expetience, counseling, reme-
dial education, and training that would result in return to school,
or in improvement in motivation and work habits that would lead
to vocational training or permanent employment. Although the 1966
amendments expanded the program end authorized placement of
enrollees with private employers, it does net appear from the infor-

" Cuy H. Mil( Firtai Arport on r/rasc 1, the RCN< fie of ffro.
hood Total! Corpt rro(ecry for Rural Youth, it for the .faripowcr Admini.tra.
tion, Office of Mannovrr SCat(11, U.S. Ih.pariniunt rf 1.,11.0r North

13:"Seat(11 and clopme:1 Inktitutc. 196,1). p.
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mat ion available that many opportunities were develop d in private
industry for the disadvantaged youth. As late as 1968, o ily sixty-six
private firms participated in the Work Training in In Itisl y <egment,
with a total of 600 enrollees. Table 10-5 suggests that there were
apparently no substantial differences between the in -sell hlol .,nd out-
of-schnol programs with respect to the types of pine( ot, ot:-, secured
under the two programs, with custodial and mainte 1.ince tasks
accounting for the hulk of male placements under botl programs.
The out-of-school program ochieved a higher placemen': rate in the
area of health services, whereas the in-school program quite under-
standably trained much larger numbers of educational aides.

111 the opinion of some observers, the out-of-school pt ogram serves
mainly as an "aging vat" or deep-freeze, holding urera ployed teen-
agers until they are old enough to obtain jobs; but this is not neces-
sarily a negligible function: "Benefits can be derived from merely
holding youths out of the labor force until they are o'd enough to
obtain real jobs."

The more important question is whether the progran , in addition
to keeping these young people out of trouble, makes a contribution
to their subsequent employment success. From the stt dies done to
date, this appears to he mainly related I o the length of iitne spent in
the Corps, which in turn is affected by the program's to offer
mr.mingful work experiences:1' Thus, in the opinion of ene o' server:

The principal failings of the NYC, symbolized by its nigh turnover
rate, relate to its inability to offer job assignments which lie youth can
percrive as challenging; to offer training which they can meaningfully
relate to their occupational needs and goals; and to compete with the
job market in terms of pay scales. Furthermore, the Corps appears
inflexroie to the youths, unable to provide them with alteruative assign-
ments if they become dissatisfied with the assignments i 1 whkh they
rind themselves4t.

The principal need as seen by this evaluator is the provision of
"training components which the enrollees can perceiv.. as offering
them genuine and marketable skills, especially in the skilled trades
and skilled craftsmen categories, which are repeatedly c;ted as loin :

"Sheppard, Neighlsorhoosl Youth Corp, s' p, :39.
" Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Surm-y of Ti on meet from Out-of .Se: oof A'righbor.

h,csei Youth Corps Proferft, Vol. I. Sum:nary of Findings (Washington: U.S. 1)e-
pa stint nt of I Alsor, Bureau of Work Programs, Ally 19(i7).

"Whin lfr mien et al.. Study of the 'trot Mg, Elperi , ark/ Effet tc of the
Nolghbortio(4 Youth Corps on Negro loath Who Arc Sedding ork,

Neighborhood Youth Corps Enrollees Sic Nfoolls After Enrollment, A Folto%s-Up
nly" (Nr w York: New York June 1949). p.

2Wiy;
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especially interesting to the respondents.'"`
The previously quoted, much more critical report prepared for the

Chamber of Commerce reached the same cone usion and also stressed
the lack of formal schooling or training sought by Corps members:

Vocational education training, necessary fk r the enrollees to secure
meaningful jobs has been minimal in the Neighborhood Youth Col ps.

The Neighborhood Youth Corps indicates that only 38.2% the
out-of-school enrollees return to school, recei re additional training, or
are employed after the program is completed 4'
All told, the program appears to have reached the appropriate

target group. Those projects with holding power, usually the ones
which Lud made satisfactory placement ar .angements, apparently
succeeded in making their participants more employable, not pri-
marily through academic or skill improveme it, but by a certification
process ins olving work experience and perhaps some attitudinal re-
orientation which brought these out -of- school youths closer to high-
school graduates in the eyes of employers. But these conclusions
must be tentative since for this program, as or practically alt others,
there are no long-term follow-up studies w iich would enable us to
make meaningful judgments about real program effectiveness.

New Careers
Among the more exciting ideas generated by the War on Poverty

strategists is the New Careers programs for adults 22 years or older.
It combined the notion of offering meaningful careers (rather than
menial dead-end jobs) for which the disadvantaged might be unique-
ly qualified by their background and met iences, and which would
fill the growing need for "human service" personnel especially in the
fields of health, education, recreation, hour ng, and consumer activi-
ties. Training for these "subprofessional' jobs, to be structured
along a career-ladder, would be undertaken by the growing body of
junior colleges or four-year community colleges which would admit
"New Careers" trainees regardless of their 'ormer educational back-
ground.

As of 1968, the program had barely be !n started, and it is not
possible at this time to say much about i . It has already become
clear, however, that once more we have a ":reaming" problem, with
the best educated, most experienced, and otherwise best qualified
candidates recruited into the program.'" 'his is of course not un.
- --

" Mid
" Forth and Ole \Val' on rot cal!, PP 1'2.
'1' Carib 1,. \11r1g11111. "The Stahl% of \IMO/MI Mk)." 1C,111111* 11( (Ore the

1 1,1,00f1'I11ittee 1111 EllIpir1)111( TA. \111111011r. ,i)(1 PA. rly, Wa,hira71.11,
7. 196.S. p. 23

:
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expected, since these jobs are among the best paid, most prestigious,
and most desirable in the eyes of the residents of the disadvantaged
community. New career positions have been created and accepted in
many community agencies, despite earlier predictions of resistance
on the part of formally trained professionals and near-professionals.
The greatest obstacle resides apparently in excessively rigid state or
local civil service requirements which stand in the way of job expan-
sim: in the public sector, potentially the most important source of
employment of New Careers personnel. To date, most training has
apparently been conr: Icted on-the-job or in small groups sponsored
by employers. Program plans are underway in community colleges
in the major cities, however, and if federal funding continues to be
available, the program may develop considerably in years to come.

Other Manpower Training Programs
The vast array of remaining manpower programs. most of which

are of more recent vintage, have emphasized placement rather than
training. Institutional education in particular has been downgraded
in favor of this approach, largely because of the lack of holding power
of many training programs and because of the frequent lack of articu-
lation between training bnd placement which plagued even the best
programs. Training under the eerlier programsMDTA, Job Corps
is very expensive or a per ca ,a basis, and comparable expendi-
tures under the new programs, such as CEPs (Concentrated Em-
ployment Programs), JOBS, and Operation Mainstream can enroll
higher numbers of unemployed adults. Of late, the tendency has even
been to restrict the basic education component long believed to he
essential. Only the new WIN programthe successor to the Title V
Work Experience program created largely to satisfy the critics of
welfare policies by promoting job-holding among welfare recipients,
including mother3 receiving Aid to Dependent Childrenstill pro-
vides for fairly extensive basic education, although here too emphasis
is on early or speedy placement.

The new policies reflect a decision to focus on the placement of
disadvantaged in "jobs which really require little or no training and
for which wages are low and turnover high.'"° However many of these
jobsespecially in large establishments in major industriescan
become good jobs if the recent entrants stay long enough to accumu-
late experience and seniority; their situation will then be comparable
to that of the many tow -skill but adequately paid industrial workers
who constitute a vast segrient of the working class.
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Conclusion

There are no quick and easy solutions to the problems of the dis-
advantaged. Although there is Ito unanimity on the subject, most
researchers feel that the learning and cultural deficits which the dis-
advantaged accumulate in our present society during early childhood
can he overwrne qt a later stage only with the expenditure of tre-
mendous re,:eurces and large inputs of talent and energy. While it is,
of course, possible `,abilitate the most seriously damaged indi-
vidual provided we o willing to invest the time and effort and are
furthermore willing to provide for a very long period of some post-
training assistance or "hand holding," it is far from clear that we
have the talent or are willing to make the major commitment re-
quired. Even if we decided to make an all-out effort, the best
strategies and their success probabilities are far from clear cut. What
is clear is that our first priority must go in the direction of improving
the early childhood education of disadvantaged children so that
more and more cf them can participate in regular programsaca-
demic or vocationalthan is now the case. But this is a prescription
for the long run.

In the short run, there remains the need fcr remediation, for young
students, older students, and adults. The major responsibility for
this remediut ion has now been given to the school system. Vocational
education has an important role to play in remedying the deficit and
facilitating orientation of the disadvantaged toward the world of
work. But the paranount task remains the provision of the indis-
pensable reading, writing, and arithmetic Ekills; the bulk of jobs in
urban areas in the twentieth century will be of the white-collar
variety.. This is an appropriate responsibility for vocational edu-
cation, and one to which it should devote a sizable portion of the new
resources being made available at the federal level.

A realistic approach must take into account the ability of existing
institt *:ons to cope with the tasks assignied to them and the con-
flicting demands and pressures co which they are subject. In the
light of past performance, one must be skeptical about the ability of
the public school system to cope the multiplicity of tasks
assigned to it under the new legislation. Furthermore, we have seen
that while other institutions have been willing to tackle the problem
of the hard-core disadvantaged and have (cored some successes, we

" For a forctful presf otation of thi. %iewpoin'. sr rho testimoo) by Prof( s.of Eh
Cimlntg of Colunthia (Joh( r,ity lx fere the Joint Eon omit. Committee of the 90th
Congrosc, 2nd Session, in Employment and if-;npon( r Prohlont fn the Cifics:
rations of air lirport of Oir Notional Milton/ C0/11171tSS:13n on CM it rfiSorder (\ \'a.h-
inglon: 11.5. Cm' motcot Printing Witco, 19(s9), pp. 122-23.
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ale still far from having developed truly effective teaching, counsel.
ing, and placement methods.

We clearly must also give formal recognition to the differentiation
of programs and services already established informally in response
t9 the specific needs of the various disadvantaged subpopulations.
This is especially true for the out-of-school disadvantaged. We may
have to accept the notion that "creaming" or selective recruitment
cannot and perhaps should not he avoided when it comes to pro-
grams such as MDTA and New Careers. Maybe they should serve
the poor, or the disadvantaged, or even the hard-core, but not the
hard-hard core. 'Rare is obvious danger, however, in giving program
administrators an opening along these lines, which might lead to a
perversion of the Went of the se programs. But this can be checked
through adequate program monitoring and evaluation. For the hard-
hard core, the emerging policy of placement with minimal training
Er:ems at this point most promising, although a basic education com-
ponentpreferably tied in with the job setting should be included.
Reliance on early placement dearly requires a good deal of :.;,;itinu-
ing service, in terms of counseling and other forms of "coping" assist-
ance. For the majority, it would seem that such help, rather than
vocational education programs, are most appropriate. Hopefully, the
jobs will not to dead-end ones even for the hard-hard core. Experi-
ence suggests that here, too, extra funds might be most profitably
invested on the staffing of counselors or ombudsman positions rather
than further educational activities. But these suggestions are made
here primarily because the earlier training-oi iented alternatives have
been relatively unsuccessful with this group, lot because wa have as
yet r ny reliable long -term evidence of the success of the newer
approaches. Perhaps we also will need, more than anything else, to
restructure, redefine, and peg at higher rla ge levels the "dirty jobs"
which need to be done and for which little I raining is required, so as
to keep the pool of those who need training or placement within
manageable limits. Alternately, we may yet have to look into the
solutions which we are so reluctant to consider: the government as
the employer of last resort, or absidized jobs, or guaranteed income
plans. It will take time and open minds to reach valid conclusions
in this area.

For disadvantaged young people, those in school or recent drop-
outs, the provision of remedial vocational training is appropriate and
should of course he greatly expanded. But the task of the school has
to be a manageable one, with programs appropriate to the situation
and capacity of the various subgroups of disadvantaged. The prob-
km of matching students and program opportunities is most difficult

29 (
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and a potential sea of troubles because under conventional testing
and screening methods, many students would be pushed into pro-
grams at levels too low. The goal must be longer and more careful
training for the most disadvantaged, not a dumping operation into
dead-end programs, an ever-present danger when schools are per-
mitted to "track" or "group" students by ability levels as measured
by the school's tests. Most important remains the achievement of the
basic literacy goal, under which every student must be taught to
read, write, spell, and handle figures so as to be able to function in
this society. Where to peg this goalwhether it is realistic to push
for a minimum achievement level at the eighth or ninth grade for
everyone, or whether somewhat lower goals (such as sixth or seventh
grade achievement) represents a more realistic adaptation is a prob-
lem which psychologists, educators, and budget officers must decide.
Yet here, too, some way must he found to structure programs so that
teachers and administrators of average talent ti n d average goodwill
can handle them. For example, the notion of residential prevocational
centers :orated in urban areas which would prepare severely disad-
vantaged students for regular school programs 'night be a. useful one.

There is no doubt that in the past three or four years the special
manpower programs for youths (Job Corps and Neighborhood Youth
Corps) have come much closer to recruiting the disadvantaged and
performing some vocational or job facilitation services than have the
public schools; it is also clear that in many cases, exposure to good
public school vocational programs would have been a better invest-
ment in the future of these youths. Some:low, we must find a way of
creating a unified system slt the local level whir h will incorporate the
best features of both programs. In many communities, the local in-
terest ftnd talent is available; the greatest otstacle is the need to
coordinate programs through many bureaucratic channel', an levels.
In other cities and in many rural areas, it will require hard work on
tt.e part of interested community groups and hatter persuasion t ech
niques as %veil as more competent assistance than the federal edu-
cation tgency has been able to muster in the past.

Much will depend, of course, on the actions taken at the state
and local level under the mandate of the vocational legislation of
1968. One can only hope that this action will he prompt and respon
sive to the needs of th.' disadvantaged community. If the schools fail
to deli% er the voltimc s .id quality of vocational education which this
community has come to expect, we may see the kind of disruptions
on the vocational 'duration scene which so seriously damaged de-
mentaty and secondary education in 1968 Needless to say, such
evtnts would only revere growth and imptcvement of vocational
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ed;,:ation which all students, not o )ty the disadvantaged ones, need

so desperately in order tc cope wi h the world of work in years to

come.
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Chapter 11

LESSONS FROM OTHER COUNTRIES*

Norman F. Dully

The visitor to the United States, no matter what his particular
field of interest, almost invariably finds something of value, some
ideas which he feels can be usefully applied in his own country. On
his return home, however, he often finds that there are many institu-
tional factors, most of them of a quasi-political nature, which pre-
vent him from applying these new ideas or which detract from their
value when they are applied. Looking at the converse of the argu-
ment, there are undoubtedly many features of vocational and techni-
cal education in foreign countries wt,i:h operate very well in their
own environment. Dit their export abi'ity is hard to determine, and
the writer approaches the question of what the U.S. can learn from
overseas experience with some trepidation.

Technical education in the United Stales has many admirable
features. Those which seem to have the greatest appeal for the foreign
observer are the effective use of educational technology, responsive-
ness to local needs and, apart from apprenticeship programs, careful
attention to the relevance of courses fir the occupations concerned.
In this writer's view one major wtakness is the reluctance to use
apprenticeship as part of the educational system rather than allow-
ing it to operate almost; solely as A facet of the industrial relations
system. For this reason a substantial portion of this chapter is de-
voted to apprenticeship. Although the close linkage of technical
education to local community needs has a number of advantages, it
also has some disadvantages. In technician training there is no
nationally accepted integrated system with dear channels of pro-

1 1tn influbtcd to Sir. NV. rate r,oti and 1)r.. A. 11. N1,11 and It. S. NVIlfimil, for
their coultiu ote nn the fit draft of tlif, OLIO r. 11-10 bear 00 1(11.1,41,ility for
rror. arid inadt
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gression and spefied alternatives. Retraining arrangements under
the Manpower Development and Training Act are also narrowly
focused. On the broad front of on-the-job training, recent develop-
ments in the United Kingdom suggest that a total approach on an
industry-wide basisone which subsumes all levels of training, in-
cluding apprenticeship and retraining, among other thingsmay
have considerable merit.

In the following discussion litth attempt is made to make detailed
suggestions as how overseas experience could be applied in the
American context. The determinction of exactly what can be applied
and the strategy of carrying out this application demands a far
deeper knowledge of the grass roots of vocatiolal and technical edu-
cation in the United States than this writer has at his disposal.

Apprenticeship
To make a meaningful examination of an institution such as

apprenticeship, subject as it is :o educational, economic, and other
influences, it is necessary to consider its historical background.

According to Douglas, colonial apprenticeship had four functions.
It was a punishment for debt, a penalty for idleness, a system of poor
relief, and a state-directed edwr:tion system in the sense that mas-
ters were required by statute law to give the apprentice instruction
in the liberal arts and to inculzate sound morality.' The Industrial
Revolution in the United States, as in England, changed the status
of apprentices and led to their being used as cheap labor. Indeed, by
1806 the Philadelphia cordwainers were regulating apprenticeship
and the obvious need to do this was one of the prime causes of growth
of the early labor unions. Another general purpose of the unions was
the education of apprentices; in New York they organized classes for
apprentices as early as 1821.2 Nevertheless, control over the supply
of labor was still the prime purpose of union interest in apprentice-
ship. Fat example, in 1868 the president of the National Union of
Bricklayers said, ''It is only by the limitation of apprentices that we
hope to regulate the demand for labor."' Much of this attitude re-
mains

' P. II. 1)ougl.r., American A..pre iticesbi.p and radii, f riot LAE-66,1i (!ct.w lurk
otigi lank (;ULT114 1421), pp. 4I-.12. s-ec NI. 11'. ferlleg.tit, Lab )rilg awl Pe

1.41.(1,7,1 Coforth.1 AnIcricur, 1607.17£5.3 (Theaszo
Pre, )931 /.

J, B. (.7.4-..mmorp, et al., A 1 i ilor of Labor in the U. S. w Yolk: ' ,K.111101.411

(eo., 1418). Vol. I, p. 77.
Report of tlIr l'xecAl'ogi of OF: Annual (:rrift-Rixt of Fltikilayer, 1}55.S. p.

tited I)) Italxr. Plato/riot Rclationi, in the Badding industry (Camluidge: flat
std (t,ity Fuss. 19.30),

2
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Another phase of the labor unions' concern with apprenticeship
and vocational education which probably still colors present atti-
tudes wr,s the trade school controversy. The first recorded plant
training school was established by Hoe and Co., manufacturers of
printing presses, in 1872; the National Association of Builders set
one up for thi, construction trades in 1888.' Interest in vocational
education increased, and in 1907 the National Society for the Pro-
motion of Industrial Education was formed.' Private trade schools
were established and were welcomed by employers in the hope that
they would remove preparation for the skilled trades from union
influence. Douglas makes the caustic comment on the parallel efforts
of the NAM that

The Committees on Industrial Education of the National Association
of Manufacturers, during the first few years 1900-1910), devoted
nearly all their spare time to the denunciation of the inequalities of the
union appal nticeship regulations with a minimum of constructive sug-
gestions.6

The employers felt that these trade schools could turn out competent
tradesmen without the necessity for on-the-job training, thus elimi-
nating at least the early part of the apprenticeship, the period during
which the apprentice is a financial liability. More important, the
trade schools bypassed the unions' control mechanisms. However,
the attitude of the NAM's committee gradually became more pro-
gressive and more tolerant, especially after the chairmanship passed
to H. E. Mi'es of Wisconsin in 1911!

Until the and of the nineteenth century organized labor considered
apprentice training to he an employer responsibility. The stimulus
for labor to conduct its own programs was not so much the employ-
ers' failure I o do so as the danger to the unions which lay in the type
of program run by the employers. In addition to giving an antiunion
bias, the trade schools turned out what Douglas called "quarter-
baked wckmen." The union bricklaying school in Chicago in 1900
was followed seven years later by classes for carpenter; in tt,e same
city? Labor also supported industrial education in the schools and

'!tabor, 1n,tr.triut Fr1iikvw In 11c Building frkitisfry, p. !M.
' F. T. Stru k, Vocational blitcation for a CIpan.:ing, World (No% 1014: 11'il4

1915), p. 193
'1)ouglac, American Apprurticeship . ,p. 323.
Sven. l'orlor, harried Apprentlecship (Nt Pork: Omit rt Inv Re T(I 1,1111w

Training of Appr,,lic.,,s, 191(3), p. 13, for a ,t.rtcnuni i1113,tr,iting tiii, (Lange of

at 41)1.1e.
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favored federal control because it feared employer domination of
such programs and believed that it would be easier bi influence the
federal government than a multiplicity of state and kcal govern-
ments." Having seen the narrowness of the training given by the
trade schools, and fully aware of the fact that they could be used to
instill an antiunion attitude, the uni arts decided that education for
work and education for citizenship were but two phasas of the over-
all process of education.

In general, labor has supported both vocational education in the
schools and apprenticeship, but the unions have oppased skill frag-
mentation and any suggestion that vocational educal ion in the for-
mal sense could supplant apprenticeship."

The Current Paiition
Barbash has pointed out that the actual practice of ipprnticeship

in the United States departs in several ways from the 'deal as set out
in official documents.li In the first place, most journeymen acquire
their status without completing an accepted apprenticeship. Indeed,
admission to a craft local is often treated as a form of patronage
dispenPA to relatives of members. Second, the educational side of
apprenticeship is unevenly and indifferently implemented. Related
instruction is completely absent in most apprenticeships and its "re-
latedness" is quest ionable. Third, the joint apprentice ;hip committee
is often dominated by the union, which is mainly preoccupied with
regulating the supply of labor to the craft. Fourth, the contractual
ratio of apprentices to journeymen is characteristic illy not opera.
tire." Fifth, the re is typically no evaluation or test of trade ability
after the completion of apprenticeship."

"L. E. Blanc h, Uctlfral Co-cperatiort in Agricultural Extension. kVork, Vocationaf
t:41arafion and 't'o(ational lIchabihtaroi, (lVashington; U.S. ()flop of Education,
1933 /, p. 6(1.

" Stu NI. H. Karr' -Eva% ing Conoi 1st,: Esliyati.in in the 11 filling
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The basic characteristic of apprenticeship in the U.S. today is that
it serves two interdependent sets of interests for the craft union. The
first is the maintenance of a high w ige position and of employment
opportunities for its permanent membership. The se :ond is the
support of the institutional power of the craft unions by organijng
the instructional program around the job specifications of the juris-
dictional In view of this, it is not surprising that apprentice-
ship is not fulfilling its appropriate role. For example, the institu-
tional factors outlined above have hindered the development of
apprenticeship in the repair trades, with a consequent deficiency in
the quality of workmanship.1' However, even in its present form, the
system can perform a useful function. For instance, as Strauss sug-
gests, the expansion of apprenticeship could play a socially desirable
role in providing a form of education for non-college-bound youth
and at the same time serve the ends of manpower policy."

European Apprenticeship
Insofar as it is possible to generalize about a continent of disparate

nations, the European beliefs on the subject of apprenticeship may
he listed as follows:

1. The transition of adolescents from (.111-time education to adult
work shculd, whenever possible. be organized as a period of training
in employment.

2. There should be special legislation and for each major occupation
detailed regulations to terrnine the relations between adolescent
work( rs and their employ, and the standards to be attained h. train-
ing.

3. Public au thoritics, in close coo xralion with employer and worker
organizations, or semipublic bodies composed of representatives of
industry and the trades, should supervise and c-onlrol the implemen-
tation of these regulations.

4. Training should inducte both theoretical and practical instruction
and ihould be provided within the hours of a T10 nr at working week."

Eutopek.n apprentices are, on the average, between 15 and 18 y ears
old. MOSi of them start their apprenticeships at the age of 15, and the
median 1,eriod indenture is three ye: rs. The majority come from
terminal primary education streams or have dropped out of the
highly selective high schools. Full-time 'raining in vocational schools

Cud, 0 114, rv . %N.
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is an alternative to industry -based apprenticesh ip in France and may
partly replace it in the Netherlands. In other European countries it
plays a secondary or r asignificant role.

Apprenticeship schemes ;n Austria, Denm Irk, West Germany,
and Switzerland closely resemble each other. Tire majority of school-
leavers under the age of 18 years go into som r form of apprentice-
ship, usually under three- or four-year contrn:ls. All four systems
are regulalci d3.tailed administrative rules t pplying basic general
legislation under the control of public or semijublic bodies with the
active participation of employer and worker organizations. In these
countries apprenticeship is r, separate and la r) ely autonomous part
of the education system. Apart from Denmark, where there is ar.
obligation on employers and apprentices to I onclude a legal :on-
tract, the dominant role of apprenticeship is the result of a spon-
taneous choice on the part of employers, parer ts, and young people.

In most respects the situation in the Uniled Kingdom is quite
different from the above. There is little public control, no legislative
framework, and no test of proficiency a , the and of the apprentice-
ship, and provisions for related instruction art not strictly enforced.
Legislation in France, on the other hand, resembles that in the first
four countries mentioned above, and part-time related instruction
and general education in vocational schools is compulsor; for all
young people below the age of 17. The mail r difference lies in the
fact that skilled worker qualifications can 1:0 acquired in several
waysfull-time trainit.g in public or private vocational schools or
serving an apprenticeship in an undertaking. However, the training
period is three years in each case, and all trainees in industrial crafts
sit for the same examinations."

In 11.)liand about a third of the children completing primary school
at the age of 12 or 13 go to junior technical v.olrools for a further three
years, Half of these go into apprenticeships v hie!) they can complete
in two or three years. Those who remain in pi imary school to the age
of 14 ktIve minimum school-leaving age ) may subsequently serve an
apprenticeship of three or four years.

The Czechoslovakian Apprentice Act of 1958 specified that an
indentured apprenticeship was the only way for young people to
become skilled workers." Nearly t wo. thirds of all young people leav-
ing school at the minimum school-leaving a:re of 15 go into appren-

" S(1. A ,`.1 111111..1 dr Pri-sid I,' Ir. ChAild,tcs du !litict., }mute ,rir row firm
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ticeships. Large organ zations employing many apprentices have
their own schools which give both theoretical and practical instluc-
!ion. Smaller ones give only the required practical training; the re-
lated theoretical instruction and general education are given in
public vocational schools.

West GermanyAn Example
Of necessity, the above description of European apprenticeship

was superficial. West Germany is selected as an example of a country
with a well-established apprenticeship system worthy of more de-
tailed examination.'"

Gemany makes a distinction between industry and commerce on
the one hand and "artisan" businesses; on the other. In 1961-62 there
were over half a million apprentices in the former group, the most im-
portant subgroups being various types of clerical worker (204,000),
retailer (191,000), and fitter mechanic (95,500). The latter group
contained a lithe over a quarter of a million apprentices, the most
important subgroups being auto mechanic (54,600), hairdresser
(53,600), electrical fitter (38,500), and bricklayer-stonemason
(28,700).

At the federal level the ministry Concerned with apprentice train-
ing is the Ministry for Economic Affairs. Related instruction and
general education are provided in public vocational schools and are
therefore the responsibility of stale ministries of education. Two
parallel administrative structures have developed for organizational
activitiesdrawing up tradt lists, preparing training regulations,
registering apprenticeship contracts, etc. For industry and com-
merce the responsibility rests with the German Council for Industry
and Commerce (DIRT), represent g at the national level eighty-
one chambers of industry and commerce. Training regulations and
standard teaching materiall are prepared by the Central Office for
Industrial Training spomored by the D1HT in collaboration with
the Federation of German Industry and the German Confederation
of Employers' Associations. For detailed work, ad hoc expert com-
mittees are used which includt educators and representatives of
both employer and worker organizations. The same functions for
the artisan trades are carried out by the Institute for Training in
Artisan Trades and the Institute for Artisan Trades Technology
under the aegis of the Germar; Association of Chambers of Artisan
Trades.

" Main !,-our(1., of informAion wire CifiE, Europron Apprroficerhip; C. 11.1111.ino,
Appro Fitirctfiip in 1 uropr lz,o(10n: Chapman and Fta11, 1963), ch.
ham] Prducti.ily Ao.t iation, Coining SI: 11 (Fimiinghain the AcsrxiAti,,n, I ',I.') h
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The organizational structure of apprenticeship is based on lists of
trades approved by public authorities. The recent trend is toward
the broadening of basic qualifications rather than spePialization.
Between 1'047 and 1962 no fewer than twenty-eight apprenticeable
occupations were comhined to form eight new, broader trades; 163
industrial, and ten commercial trades were deleted as being obsolete
or overspecialized, leaving a total of 445. Less than 10 percent of the
proposed 400 new trades were recommended for recognition by the
Central Off.ce for Industrial Training.

The trailing regulations for the trade of electrical and electronic.;
fitter may serve as an example of the more comprehensive type of
regulation. The whole is a fifty page booklet issuri to both employers
and apprentices." The first part is a two-pas'e job description de-
fining the limits of the field and listing options. The second part i3 a
forty-six-page training syllabus outlining the basic manual skills to
he acquired; wiring and winding jobs; assembly, testing, and running
different types of equipment; and electrical and mechanical measur-
ing techniques. Special emphasis is laid on safety regulations, "trou-
ble- shooting" techniques, and the maintenance of tools and equip-
ment. Examples are given of the type of work to be selected for
instructional purposes and of how the training might be planned for
the various options and in different types of organizations. The third
and final part consists of examination standards. It describes the
nature of the specimen job to be done by the a; nrent ice during the
twenty-fourhour practical test and specifies th, subjects to be cov-
ered in the oral and written theoretical examinations in trade tech-
nology, drawing, mathematics, civics, and economics.

Evening classes for apprentices in Germany were replaced by
compulsory day-release classes; in 1919. Generally, apprentices at tend
classes for one day or two half-clays per week or. in some cases, a clay
and a half per week. The vocational school is intended to do much
more than provide the theoretical basis for the practical training.
Additional objutives include preparing the a. )1-entice 4o take his
place in political, economic, social, and cultural life; clevAoping his
intellectual capacities; and establishing a sound moral foundation.

Practical training is carried out by the employing organizations,
and nearly half the apprentices in Germany receive at least part of
their training in company schools or training shops. The proportion
may he over three-quarters in some industriesthe metal trades, for
examPle. There are a number of arguments in favor of the training
workshop. First, it is separate from the dangers and pressuies of

" .4alx (Ilt tit tri,l.lidtt. tin tof,Ill.),C1,11,t,c. refbifrfelotgyleiot,
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regular production work and makes the trans'tion from school to
work much easier. Second, basic skills are better learned systemati-
cally under the supervision of experienced instructors. Third, the
inexperienced apprentice is better removed from the production
process if he is to learn good work habits and safe working practices.
The general pattern is three to twenty-four months in a training
shop followed by planned work experience to initiate the apprentice
into the rhythm and pressures of production. The appn ntice is given
a workbook in which he must describe what he i learned week by
week. The employer is under a legal obligation to examine this record
and add his own assessment to it. This workbook is open to inspec-
tion by officials of the appropriate chamber of industry, commerce,
or artisan trades. Considerable attention is paid to those who have
responsibility for training apprentices in industry. Firms must be
approved and have instructors holding a ltfeisterbrief--a master
craftsman's certificate obtainable only after five years industrial
experience and additional education.

The important social and economic function of maintaining ade-
quate channels of upward occupational mobility is materially assisted
by the personnel practices of many large organizations with respect
to apprentices. For example, at Krupps the boys selected for appren-
ticeship are divided into four groups containing about 25 J ercent .
45 percent, 20 percent, and 10 percent of the apprentices, respec-
tively. Placement into the groups is based on educational reports,
tests, and interviews. The first six months of the course is broad and
the same in range for al' groups but varying in depth. During the
next two months a check is made, and those in the bottom group
complete only one year of training. Some of the next group do an-
other year and become specialized tradesmen. The remainder of
these and the two top groups cover the full range. The top group of
10 percent contains some who will proceed to university or similar
tertiary institutions, and the second group of 20 percent is a source
of potential technicians and foremen. Furthermore, no apprentice
need feel that he has come to the end of the road." A one-year
trained apprentice who demonstrates that he can go further may be
admitted to the next stage.21

In cases where small firms make up the hulk of an industry, special
arrangements are made. For example, the Lehrbauhof of Essen
Berge-Botbeck was established forty years ago and is financed by
the Federation of Building Employers. The apprentice spends his
first six weeks in the Center being instructed in the basic elements
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of his trade. He then works with a building organization to gain
practical experience, returning to the Center from time to time for
further periods of full-time instruction. Similar arrangements exist
in small, highly specialized industries. For instance. The sugar con-
fectionery industry has set up its own Cent ral Technical School and,
because it draws apprentices from all over Germany, hostel accom-
mot:ation is provided.

Examinations have two roles: they are a visible means of con-
trolling the effectiveness of training in the undertakings, and they
are a means for apprentices to obtain a nationally recognized qualifi-
cation. In Germany, as in many other European countries, examina-
tions are held at the skilled worker level and at a higher levelthe
master craftsman in the artisan trade. The latter was planned to
meet the needs of the small :firms, and the inappropriateness of this
for large organizations led to the institution in the early 1950s of
a special industrial supervisor examination and a two-year course
leading to it. Boards of examiners are usually appointed by the
chamber concerned and usually consist of a person representing the
em)loyers, an independent trade specialist, and a workers' repre-
sentative, with a vocational teacher as an associate member. The
practical test specimen in trade examinations is either a job selected
by the employer in the artisan trades or a standard specimen job set
by a chamber, a regional authority or at the national level. The test
is usually carried out in a large factory or training workshop made
available for the purpose. For most industrial trades the written
examinations are in trade technology, bluepi int reading, mathemat-
ic:, and auxiliary subjects such as safety and health regulations and
labor legislation. The written papers are from two to four hours'
du ration.

German apprentices receive wages which are quite low by Ameri-
can standards, even when calculated as a percentage of the journey-
man's wage. For a 15- year -old apprentice this may be as low as 10
percent of the journeyman's rate, rising to around 70 percent in the
last year of the apprenticeship. At least until recently', the value of
s,:rvices rendered by apprentices, estimated tit the level of remunera-
t an of an adult worker, was higher than the outlay on them."
Apprentice waj,es are generally reputed as training allowances and
are exempt from pcyroll tax.

Lessons from Europe
In outlining European apprenticeship schemes in keneral and
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those of West Germany in particular, no suggestion is made that any
of them constitutes an "ideal type" in the Weberian sense, quite
apart from the impossibility of dissociating them from their institu-
tional and economic contexts. For example, in the case of West Ger-
many, Williams has questioned ilk advisability of maintaining the
distinction between artisan and industriai /corn:nercial apprentice-

Lempert and Ebel have crit;cized many aspects of the system
and in particular the practice of having nearly the same length of
apprenticeship for all trades and occupations,26 although Germany
is far less rigid than Great Britain or Australia on this score.

The major reasons for the popularity of apprenticesi ip in West
Germany and elsem here in Europe are the generally seri( us attitude
toward industrial training, the sncial prestige of the qualified trades-
man, and the flexibility of the system, which allows it :o adapt to
technical change. The lessons to be learned may he entunerated as
follows:

1. The full benefit of apprenticeship as an educational process can
be achieved only if control is vested in a public or semipublic body on
which employers, unions, and education authorities are represented.
The domination of the system by unions or employers focuses attention
on control over numbers and leads to neglect of educational issues.
General education is likely to be completely ignored in t its situation.
On the other hand, the oractical panties of industrial life insist that
apprenticeship cannot be left solely in the hands of the educators.
Economic factors cannot be ignored, especially control user supply.

2. The clear and detailed specification of what is to Ix learned, and
the policing of this insofar as it is possible by the use of workbook as
in West Germany, for example, helps to ensure thoroigh practical
training. This is also assisted by the requirement that films must be
approv 11 and have appropriately qualified personnel before being per.
mitted (o take on apprentices.

3. For educational reasons, apprenticeship should be erltered straight
from school, thus using it as a transitional phase in the vrogress of the
adolescent from school to work. Precise matching of supply and de-
mand is hardly feasible, but an excess of supply over demand is not
widely feared in Europe, where apprenticeship "... is no longer essen-
tially a system of training for a career in a particulai trade, It has
increasingly taken on the role of a system of work-oriented edwation
for out-of-school youth.... (Cjontinuation in the trade is, in many
cases, no longer the intention or even the normal outcome of lraining."2i

The truly educational role of apprenticeship is perhaps the most
important lesson to be learned. The writer holds a vie'v which will
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undoubtedly be considered heretical in some quarters--that there is
a lirrit to the amount of formal education that can be usefully given
to young adolescents having ceriair characteristics of personality
and intellectual capacity. Young peo,)le of this type are hapjer and
probably learn more in the reality-oriented world of work, and
apprenticeship provides this atmosy here as well as adding to it a
deliberately educational component.

Commencing apprenticeship at an early age also has a number of
economic advantages. Wage rates high enough to be attractive to
adolescents can be paid without making the apprentice a hcpeles:-,ty
uneconomic proposition tc the employer. An early start in appren-
ticeship and its widespread use would help to solve the problem of
youth unemployment. In addition, an apprentice contributes more
to the net social product than a discontented high school student.

Obviously, oven if the lessons noted above are acceptable, the
pro' rem of changing an established system iz. 1)y no means an easy
one, no matter whether it is apprenticeship or anything else. The
only feasible strategy is gradual reform, aided by pressure from state
and federal governments, perhaps in the form of differential benefits.

Technician Education
The standard of technician education in the United States is very

and there is little doubt that this makes a significant contri-
bution to the overall productivity of the American economy. One of
its few defects is its lack of structure, and in this respect something
may be learned from the British experience, especially the National
Certificate System, v..nich has been the lynch-pin of technical edu-
cation in that country since 1921.'

IA Britain one of the it valuable features of the system has
bee .1 its role in providing a stepping-stone for part-time day and
evening students en route to professional qualifications.Ma4 people
will regret that its future in this respect is limited, at least so far as
engineering is concerned, but its importance in technician training
is unchallenged.

There have been critics of the system, mainly because, in true
British fashion, it has evolved in a rather piecemeal fashion.''' How-
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ever, its ability to evolve has been a source of strength, enabling it to
adapt to technological change. For example, the present decade has
seen a distinct trend away from the compartmentalized study of
scientific subjects, a trend that has been reflected in the structure of
the new general course in science. The new course was largely a
response to pressure from curriculum reformers such as the Science
Masters' Association," together with support from the Federation
of British Industries.'" It will he described in some detail as it illus-
trates the general principle >f the National Cer'ificate System.

Administrative Memorandum No. 3/64, issued by the Ministry of
Education on March 20, 1964, introduced the Ordirrry National
Certificates and Diplomas in Sciences. The General Course in Sci-
ence forms the base of the structure, providing a diagnostic period
to help the student decide whether he is better suited for a Technician
or a National Certificate Courseregarding the latter as a higher
technician qualification. This basic course is a one- or two -year part-
time or block-release course, depending on he entry standard. Alter-
natively, entry can he through the General Certificate of Education
or a Grade 1 Certificate of Secondary Education.

The chemical technicians. courses are designed to meet the needs
of technicians in the chemical industry. Greater emphasis is given to
practical techniques, the development of powers of obser;ation, and
the recording of results and less to academic content than in the
National Certificate course.

The Ordinary National Certificate in Sciences has as its philosonhy
breadth and integration The course is &signed for part-time :.4tu-
dents with a minimum of 480 hours spent on scentitic and technical
subjects and with about 90 hours spent on English and general
studies in each year. At least 360 hours must be in mathematics,
chemistry, and physics; the remaining 120 ?-.ours are in an eleciie
subject, an extended study of one of the basic science.::, or P. subject
geared to the needs of local industry. The parallel course for full-time
students, on a sandwich basis or otherwise, occupies at least 2,Or
hours with a minimum of 1.400 hours for the study of chemistry.
physics, biology, and mathematics in addition to 250 hours allotted
to applied studies related to one or more of these subjects and 90
hours in each year to English and general studies. This is called the
Ordinary National Diploma in Sciences.

Either the Ordinary National Certificate or the Diploma, if coin-
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pleted with appropriate passes at the required standard, may be used
to qualify the holder for University entrance or for proceeding to the
Higher National Certificate or Diploma. The alternative route to the
University or the Higher National Certificate or Diploma is the
General Certificate of Education with appropriate advanced and
ordinary level passes, normally taken at the conclusion of the final
year in high school.

The main feature of the system is its flexibility, allowing entry to
various courses by full-time high school or part-time or full-time
education in other types cf institution. Transfer from high level to
lower level technician courses is facilitated, and students demon-
strating competence in the higher technician courses can proceed to
full professional status by examinations or by transfer to the Uni-
versity. The system is shown schematically in Figure 11-1,

Although both the Chem cal Technician's Course and the General
Course in Science are administered by external examining bodies.
the National Certificates End Diplomas remain local or regional.
Generally speaking, there ore three organizations concernedthe
Department of Education and Science, the teaching institution, and
the appropriate professional body or bodies. Operating rules art, laid
down by the Department of Education and Science after consulta-
tion with the professional organizations. Originally the final year
papers were subject to the :scrutiny of assessors appointed by the
Department of Education arid Science and the professional bodies.
but more recently there has ;peen a trend toward !rat and regional
examining unions, as noted above in the case of the National Certifi-
cates in ScierTes.

The advantages of a system such as the one out!:ned above over
one which is completely decentralized are several. In the first place,
it is flexible and provis alternative routes to technician qualifica.
tions with the possibility of progression to professional status oil the
basis of superior performance, even though this is becoming increas-
ingly difficult outside the university structure. This principle recog-
nizes that, due to a variety of circumstances, individuals mature
academically at different ages or that economic circumstarces may
prevent a person from graduating from high school in the usual way.
Second, it provides a q alification which is recognized on a national
basis ar.d which is the fruit of discussion by the most able people in
the particular field of technical education. Third, it allows for some
modification according to local needs w*Iile at the same time pre-
serving a nationally recognized standard arid avoiding undue paro-
chialism and narrow specialization.

1
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FIGURE 11-1. Basic Structure, Technician and Higher Technician Courses.
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The adaptation of such a system to the Americt.n secue, for geo-
graphic and quasi-political reasons, would require a greater degree
of decentralization than is necessary in Great Britain. Participation
by technical institutes, junior and community colleges, etc., %mild

r
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be on a voluntary basis, with state technical education authorities
acting as the link to a federal body. The extent to which participation
was achieved would depend largely on the quality of courses so
developed and their acceptance by employing organizations.

Retraining
The term retraining will be used here to cover all categories of

vocational training for people with prior labor market experience as
distinct from the training of adolescents about to enter the Labor
market. It would therefore include vocational training for adults who
had never received any such training, vocational training for those
whose skills had become obsolete due to changes in the structure of
labor demand, and refresher programs. From the social standpoint,
the third category is comparatively unimportant.

European legislation on retraining was designed la egely to increase
the employability of the unemployed, facilitate the return of veterans
to civilian employment, and help to relieve the shertages of labor
anticipated in certain occupations. Nevertheless, mat countries now
regard these policies as permanent instruments of labor market ad-
justment. The tett aining programs are usually administered by the
ministries of labor, but the way in which this responsibility is exer-
cised differs substantially from country to country.

Mcst European countries have retraining programs of one sort or
another, but the writer is inclined to agree with Margaret Gordon
that the Fren it experience has the most to offer in this respect.''
Before describing this in some detail, a brief outline gill be given of
the situation in a number of other European countrit s. In Belgium.
the Netherlands, and he United Kingdom most of he training is
conducted in government training centers, but in West Germany and
Italy other organizations alit) agencies have carried oil the train
on a subsidized basis. In Belgium the decision to emphasize gov .i
men t training ce aters was made only after disappoint i ag experiences
with employer-sponsored training.' The Belgian centers are gene r-
ally regarded as temporal) installations to be set up o.- disbanded in
response to labor market needs. The Dutch centers are more perma-
nent and are supervised by a bureau of voeaticnal training within the
employment office of the Ministry of Social Affairs t nd Public Health.
West Germany h 3S set up n corporate body managed by an adminis

'M. S. (4.rd,Irt, /4 tr.,iNing n7+el hd,orr Ilark(t .tdirotru(nt in '11( qtrs.) Enroo
(iVa/kinOrm: 1).S. OA, Hunt n1 Pr intilw Ofh, c, 196.1), p 1,17 This %r,111,nt. Nl.t,
main antis.. If i, f rm,itFnr f41 dp.ui from (Ala r n. knoslc30f1 ,,,nrot

" Int( trotiroLil 1 a)..r oti,tiorwl Traibiorg ref ,'dolts Rtivirmi ((:(1,
19 p. 23.
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trative council and an executive hoard, both of which include repre-
sentatives of employers and unions. This body, the Bundesanstalt
fur Arbeituermittlung and Arbeaslosenuersicherung, usually known
as BAVAVG, is under the supervision of the Ministry of Labor. It
carries out some training activities itself and also uses technical
coreges, vocational schools., or training centers sponsored by em-
ployer associations or unions. BAVAVG's role is to police technical
standards and to provide financing in proportions which vary greatly
from case to case.'" In Italy, detailed administration of a broad
range of government-sponsored courses is delegated to the Institut°
Nazionale per l'Addestramento ed it Perfezionamento dei Lacoratori
della Industria, known as INAPLI.'

As a gerier.'. rule Crete are advisory committees consisting of
employer, union, and public representatives which make recommen-
dations on t raining programs end other aspects of manpower policies.
Similar committees may be attached to local and regional offices; in
the United Kingdom the selection of individual candidates for train
ing i. subject to the approval of these local committees. Local initia-
tive is also apparent in West Germany, where proposals for training
programs stem f,.om local employment offices.

Admission training programs in most countries is confined to
the disabled and the involuntarily unemployed, although Prat ..ce and
the United Kingdom are c sceptions. Upper age limits are usually
ill Posed, varying from one country to anothc r. Selection tests me
used and by their very nature tend to discriminate again the older
worker. West Germany, and the United Kingdom make
less use of tests than the other three countries.

In 1 ranee retraining is carried out in community training centers
managed and financed by a semi-governmental body, the Association
Natiomife Interprofessionelle pour la Formation Rationnelle de la
Main d Oeuure."' ANIF11i110 is administered by a managing board
if eighteen members, six of them are appointed by the employers,

six by the trade unions., and six by the Ministry of Labor end Social
Security. The latter provides the funds for the operation of the t rain-
ing centers and lays (I'm it the rules under which vocational training
at the centers is to be conducted. The functions of AN I FRMO relate
to the detailed administration of the centers the development and
super is on of training methods and materials, and the education of

" ()FTC, .%. 1,1, 'Ohl! , ,I.111 J. ,r-SA111,
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instructors."' Centers vary in size and in the range of occupations
covered. The larger ones have dormitories and medical facilities and
cover thirty to forty trades, although the average is about fifteen.
Each departement has a manpower commit tee which maintains con-
tact with the local labor market through special committees repre-
senting the various trades. These committees meet monthly to
consider the training needs in their departcrnents and make reports
and recommendations to the national labor market authorities.
Nationwide training needs are considered by similar specialized
advisory committees attached to ANIFRMO in Paris."' Longer-term
forecasts are made by the Commissariat du Plan.

Perhaps more than any other country in Europe, France has em-
phasized technical occupations in its retraining program. Under the
Loi de Promotion Sociale of 1959 a category of "second-degree"
training was created to include these occupations.' Trainees receive

allocation complemcntaire which brings their total training allow -
t -xe up to 80 percent of their former earnings. Because of the educu-
ta..ial prerequisites for such programs, most of the trainees are
you' g. It is interesting to note that the second-degree training pro-
visio,:s include the training of instructors so that skilled vor',ers
who ,a-'sh to prepare themselves for jobs as instructors are eligible
for the `. Ntra allowance mentioned above.'"

Gordo''. has commented that decisions on the establishment of
training ceCters and the types of training to be offered are made at
the national...evel. Information flowing from the local level certainly
influences th;.e decisions, but the final determination does not
appear to take form of approval or disapproval of specific training
proposals origin4'ing at the local level. The committee composition
tends to give sub; .antial representation to employers and unions in
the building and m.tal trades, thus militating against the expansion
of the program to i elude other types of training." On the other
hand, the French pre.:edure is less rigid than that specified by the
U.S Manpower DevelTment and Training nict. Under these pro.
visions the local emplonent office has to demonstra'.. that there is
a shortage of v-orkers in the particular occupation in a local labor

"(EEC:. Aro I, rrhd Vocritio,1,21 Training . , . 213-16. F.
tirllarl Training Uf h mat Iona? tolJor 114. t it it-. 76 ( 1'x,7 1. pp. 11.20.
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narket area.' It is also necessary to show that there are unemployed
persons in the area suitable for retraining. If these two conditions
are present, local education authorities review available facilities
and develop a curriculum. The proposal is put in a final form and
goes through varioas stages of review." The major defect in this
procedure is that it is likely to be particularly difficult to identify
enough labor shortages in depressed areas to provide suitable train-
ing opportunities for qualified unemployed persons." In addition, the
procedure is time-consuming. The French system, as operated by
ANIFRIS,10, takes a broader view and implements regional and
national rather than local policies. Because it uses its own special-
ized centers rather than depending on facilities of local vocational
education authorities, its response is more rapid and its methods are
more closely geared to the training of adults than is the case with
training under MDTA schemes."

On-the-Job Training

Since 1945 Britain has been strcessful in ma.otaining a high level
of employment, at times moving into what must people would regard
ss over-full employment. At the same time severe shortages of most
types of skilled labor have '-ecome evident. Ch er -full employment is
hat dly a serious problem in the United States, nor there a general
shortage of skilled labor. However, there certainly at shortages of
specific categories of skilled labor, and there is also the broad social
problem of a lack of marketable shills in a number of disadvantaged
groupsNegroes, workers displaced by technological change (espe-
cially older workers), etc. In this respect the British experienc. with
their Industrial Training Ad of 1964 may have some relevance for
the United States.

British concern with the shortage of skilled labor led to the
appointment of the Carr Committee in l9f,6, a body which concen-
trated most of its attention on traditional apprentice training. The
Committee's report led to the establishment of the Industrial Train-
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ing Council in 1958 by the Trades Union Congress, the British Em-
ployers Confederation, and the Boards of the Nationalized Indus-
tries. The Council's scope was considerably wider than that of the
Carr Committee, covering all industrial training. However, its role
was limited to the provision of information and encouragement, and
it is not surprising that its impact was small. By 1962 it had become
apparent that if the shortage of skilled labor which seemed to be
retarding economic expansion was to be dealt with quickly, powers
of inducement hacked by legislation woltd he necessary. A Wir:te
Paper outlining a proposed Industrial Training Bill was published
in 1962," and this bill was enacted in March 1964.

The main objectives of the Act were to ensure that both the
quantity and quality of the training provision were adequate to meet
the needs of industry and to see that the costs of this training were
fairly shared among employers. It is primarily an enabling Act which
gives the Minister of Labor power to appoint Industry Training
I3oarcls and regulates the duties and powers of such Boards. The
Minister must consult with employer and employee representatives
in an industry about the scope and membership of a Board before it
is established. As general principles, the chairman must have indus-
trial or commercial experience, equal numbers of employer and em-
ployee representatives must he included, and a number of educa-
tional representatives must be appointed. Government members
may r.I tend meetings but have no voting rights.

The main powers given to Industry Training Boards are as follows:

1. A Board must levy employers to cover administrative costs, any
direct training costs incurred directly by the Board, and the cost of
grants made to Levy proposils must receive I\ lin isterial approval
and be laid before Pothament. Special 'rilmnals may be appointed to
hear appeals against levies.

2. The Board may make grants to companies wi make train -
nv. meeting the Board's apoi-oval. but there i, no legal

iblic.ltions on any firm to make such arrangements.
3. Firms aro, required to keep records and make returns to enable

to be as:cssed for levy.
4. Boards may appoint committees and delegate any nenfinanciat

prvers. They may also appoint staff to undertake administration, (Ace
vork, inspection of training arrangements, and other duties.

The ..ct also requires the Niiniste.' to appoint a Central Twining
Clcincil to advise him on the adminktral ion of the Act and on indos.
t ri t ainirig matters generally. Council must consist of a chair-

i 0,1 11,12 l!rtx1m. 111,().
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man, six employer and six employee representatives, two representa-
tives of nationalized industries, educationists, and up to six chairmen
of Industrial Training Boards. The Council considers proposals for
the establishment of Industrial Training Boards, reviews the per-
formance of existing Boards, and considers mat teis of general inter-
est, such as training methods.

The scope of the Act is quite wide. It applies to all industries
service, distribution, banking, insurance, agriculture, etc., as well as
manufacturing. All levels are coveredmanagerial, supervisory,
skilled, semiskilled, and even so-called "unskilled" workers. It also
applies to all agesyoung workers and apprentices as well as adults
in any age group who require training or retraining, especially those
whose jobs have been eliminated by technological change.

The policies of tl.e Boards on levies vary considerably. That cover-
ing the iron and steel industry levies approximately $15 per worker
employed, but the majority base the levy on payroll, varying from
0.5 percent in the construction industry to 2.5 percent in engineer-
ing. Policy on grants also varies. The engineering industry has a
point system for calculating the grant payable for certain items such
as selection procedure, training records, basic training centers, etc.
Variable grants relating to actual costs, such as college fees for train-
ing officers, may also be awarded. The construction industry has a
similar policy for variable grants but awards fixed sums for some
items, for example, approximately $160 per year for each apprentice
who attends a dayrelease course at a technical college.'' The total
grant to a company may exceed the levy paid by a company by as
much as 600 percent. The Board itself may provide training centers
for the industry or pay other agencies, such as technical colleges,
to do so.

Meade expresses the hope that the Act may eventually establish
that employ( rs have a positive tesponsibility for providing training
and that training and further education can be coordinated without
being merge('. lie also feels that the Act's insistence on the sharing
of responsibiaty will result in the gaining ol the positive involvement
and commitment of all those whose parCcipat ion and contribution
will be necessary to ensure the full development of effect ive training:"

In the United States t tie general philosophy is that company ex-
penditure on training is a illfitter for rational decision-making on the
tv.sis of balancing costs against benefits. This was also the British
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view prior to the sustained high levels of employment in the postwar
era. These labor market decisions encouraged companies to poach
skilled labor. To quote a government spokesman:

We can no longer remain tolerant of the employer who refuses to do
his share of industrial training. Too many employers are still in this
category. It has often been cheaper for them to pay a little more on the
hourly rate for skilled workers than to invest in a training scheme. In
this way they have poached 11-_- skilled people trained by other firms.
This type of employer will get a salutary shock when he finds himself
paying the new levies:"

Obviously, the return on training expenditure depends on the pro-
ductivity of the trained labor and the length of time it is retained.
Any increase in the turnover of such trained labor will lead to the
decision to spend less on training, a decision rational rot the firm but
not for the industry or the national economy.

Admittedly, such conditions are not likely to occur in the United
States, but the policies and procedures of the Industrial Training
Act would be readily adaptable to the retraining of workers displaced
by technological change and to the financing of an expanded pro-
gra. 1 of apprentice training."'

Conclusions

In sum, the lessons to he learned from overseas experience may
be enumerated in brief as follows:

1. Apprenticeship ca n function as an important and socially useful
branch of the educational system. In order to achieve this, a sub-
stantial measure of public control must be introduced, even though
employer and union influence remains strong.

2. 'Technician training would benefit from the operation of an
integrated system allowing branching from a common root into lower
and higher technician programs. Routes to full professional status
could e left open for those capable of taking advantage of them.

3. Retraining could well be undertaken on a national and regional
basis; this would benefit both the individual and the community.

4. An industry-wide approach to on-the-job t raining, which would
cover apprentice programs and retraining as well as other aspects of
the subject, would have considerable merit in raising the general
lev of training.
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Chapter 12

COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION: REDEFINED FOR A
HUMANIST SOCIETY

Marvin J. Feldman

The aims and procedures of public education are today, more than
ever, a proper subject for scientific inquiry. "Inquiry," however,
should by no means be confused with inquest. A society confronted
with problems needs a villain to blame. In America the search for a
scapegoat has led to the publie schools. As for myself, I take pride in
a public school system that through the years filled its mujor com-
mitment to provide education for the many rather than for the few.
In today's society, however, not "the many" but all of the nation's
youngsters must be educated.

The system of American public education developed in response
to manpower needs in the nation. In a more leisurely, bygone era,
the educational community had little difficulty in responding to the
requirements of government and induslt r w;thont sacrificing its
attention to the diversified needs and interest., of the students them-
selves. But today's educational community has thus far failed to
come to grips with the fast-breaking technological developments of
the mid-twentieth century, with pressures from both the affluent
middle class and the aroused Negro minority for more and better
education, and, more inmortantly perhaps, the demands of public
school youngsters themselves to learn more how to cope with the
problems of social, racial, and intergenerational conflict.

In 1825, the first (Alropulsory education law, in the Commormealth
of Massachusetts. applied to children bets% cen the ages of 8 and 14.
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Today, education is universally applicable to all children between
the ages of 6 and 17 in the United States. This system is calculated
to take them from the first grade through high school, but in actu-
ality, three out of ten fifth graders drop out before graduation from
high school. Uf those who do graduate, only half are enrolled in some
or of post-secondary education, and of these, only half, in turn,

receive a degree or diploma.
Hut constantly large numiters of high school graduates are seeking

some ..ind of higher education, a new prerequisite for first-class mem-
bership in a society such as oursa right rather than a privilege.
The way must he opened to them.

Three major efforts to restructure and renew education are now
beginning to take shape throughout the nation. The first deals with
the expansion of educational opportunitic3, particularly for the chil-
dren and adults of minority groups. The second seeks to maximize
the effectiveness of educational efforts by tailoring them to the indi-
vidual. Tite third is an attempt to improve educational techniques,
especially teaching procedures.

We believe that truly comprehensive education is the key to the
successful cu!mination of these efforts and will open the way to
universal higher education for all ormore accurtoelyto universal
quality higher education. For it is my contention that extension of
educational opportunities need not and should not impair the qualit
of education. The nuclear space age demands nothing less. An afflu-
ent society owes at least this much.

It is our aim, then, to help more students complete their high school
education, more high school graduates to be accepted at institutions
of higher education, and more of these who are accepted to win their
college degrees and technical diplomas. I hope to show that this can
be done by improving rather than watering down the quality of
education at all levels. I hope to show that the more recent firanciat
investments in education have for the main failed because the new
programs have been placed in a crumbling model of education that
is already out of date, out of touch, and out of Mance.

History

One of the praiseworthy features of American public education is
thatile,pite its slow rare--it never stands still. It is always in a
stale of flax. always renewing itself. This can best he seen if current

are victved i, the context of history.
In agrarian America, and in the early stage of the industrial revo-

lution, education had two primary functions. The first was to provide
the basic titer--,cy necessary for purposeful ,lart icipa t ion in the demo-
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cratic processes. The second was to facilitate the acculturation of the
masses of immigrants of many language:, and backgrounds who
forged the unique clemocrOie experience that is America. Beyond
the achievement of these two fundamental objectives, literacy and
acculturation, education served as a selecting-out process. It identi-
fied the few who aspired to professional positions in a primitive
economy. seeing them beyond the common school into a "high"
school that was preparatory to university education.'

In the late nineteenth century, in answer to the need for profes-
sional competence in an agricultural economy, Congress established
land-grant colleges and laid the groundwork for an agricultural ex-
tension system. The land-grant colleges offered grudging recognition
to the emerging industrial revolution by introducing so called "me
chanic arts" courses to net rudimentary engineering needs.

Vocational education al the secondary level was not introduced
until the First World War, in response to an urgent need for skilled
workers. At that time a Commission on Vocational Education ap-
pointed by President Woodrow Wilson proposed the establishment
of vocational programs in secondary education in the form in which
they exist to this day.

The Second World War ushered in further developments in voca-
tional education. Rising agricultural productivity sharply reduced
the nurrLer f farmers required to feed a growing population and
freed rn, npower -o meet industry's needs as well as those of the
armed to; es. T .e newly released manpower was high in number but
low in s',ills. Almost overnight, rie public schools reacted with
emergency ve ational education programs, which trained almost
eight million people for industry by the end of the war.

After the war. older workers returned, but the agrirultural immi-
grants to the large urban areas never returned to the farms. The
industrial workforce was permanently expanded to new and un-
dreamed-of proportions.

During the same period, the armed forces found a way to satisfy
their swelling need for officers and technicians. They offered college.
level technical courses to recruits, many of whom had no expectations
of ever going to college. These were short, limited in scope, and
vocational in purpose. The proof of their effectiveness was to be
found in the hundreds and thousands of young men whose lives were
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transformed by their wartime educational experience. This experi-
ence established their capacity to do college work, the G.I. Bill of
Rights furnished the possibility, and their subsequent performance
in colleges, universities, and technical schools established their in-
tellectual right to the opportunity :' The war-induced achievement
alerted the nation to the possibilities of mass higher education. It
was the first step in what has since become a continuing educational
revolution.

Inaeased productivity, continued prosperity, and federal mort-
gage insurance ended the postwar, middle-income housing shortage
and triggered a race of the middle class to the suburbs. The nation
entered a period of high opportunities marked by great mobility, but
marred by severe displacement. While two million people who were
able to take advantage of educational opportunities upon abandon.
ing their farms were quickly absorbed into the svorkforce, four mil-
lion others--mostly blackheaded for the cities without any prep-
aration at all. The newest immigrants to urban areas, like immigrant
waves before them, took the inner-city places of those who had moved
out. Lack;ng education, branded by language as well as racial dis-
tinctiveness, they found it difficult if not impossible to gain admit-
tance to the affluent society that surrounded them. Such jobs as t}
could qualify for were often inaccessible for lack of adequate public
transportation or because of outright discrimination.

The nation had not yet focused its attention on the new urban
unemployed when the startling accompli.thment of the first Sputnik
mission in 1956 precipitated a swift and drastic overhauling of the
entire educational system.

Where the major effect of the G.I. Bill of Bights on institutions of
higher learning had been to increase their size and number, the effect
of the Sputnik reaction was vastly to improve their quality, primarily
in the fields of science and technology, "Education for excellence"
bec; ne th,: motto of the nation's public schools. The National Sri-
enct. Foundation and the National DeNnse Education Act were the
legislative vehicles; curriculum reform was the instrument. There
were mighty infusions of math matins, physical sciences biological
sciences, and lam:nage arts at all le.cis of instruction. beginning with
Sputnik and continuing into the early. 1960s. Vocational education,
and the humanities. were Witty touched,

Then, in the early 1960$., unemployment pushed to the fore as the
key public issue for the first time since the Great Vein cssion of the
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1930s. In February 1961 unemployment exceeded 8 perce. t. Wheth-
er this high rate was due to slow economic growth, a defic'lent rate of
job creation, or inadequate skills, is still debated. WIl;itever the
cause, discussion centered on the need for immediate training pro-
grams, and in 1963 a new charge was laid down to the public schools.
The charge was equal education for all. The legislative vehicles were
the Vocational Education Act of 1963, followed by the massive
Elementary and Secondary Education Act in the following year.

To date, the charge has not been taken up. We think it is because
only truly comprehensive schools would be capable of doing so, and
the four major types of secondary schools that are pleased to call
themselves "comprehensive" are not that at all.

"Comprehensive" Schools A Misnomer

In some school systems,"comprehensive" describes any high ' ool
program that oilers ind...strial arts, typewriting, and homemaking
courses in addition to the usual academic subjects. Other hi, h
schools, once academic, now call themselves "comprehensive" be-
cause they encourage pupils to seek a "work experience." Still t s

ship students by bus to spend half of each day in a shared work .hop
center for vocational activities, Lastly, there are compreh e

schools that would be more aptly described as simply multillini o:

administered by a single principal, they have under one roof soci,.
logically and educationally discrete schoolsacademic, vocat
and ''general."

Industrial arts and homemaking fourses are certainly tclo .,ot
education, but they hardly mai...! a school comprehensive. "Work
experience" outside the school program, often on the pupil's o\, r.
time, unsupervised and unrelated to academic instruction, so; rceiv
earns the right to be called cooperative or comprehensive

The busing of pupils to a vocational education center that func-
tions independently of its feeder schools is undoubtedly a co!, veni
ence for school administrations that are plagued by overcrowding
and unde:achieving students, but it does not furnish comorehensive
education.

The most common type of so-called comprehensive school is the
multipurpose, or tracked, school. It carries some of its stolen', . on
the first and main track, to college,. ut it shunts off the r, either to
the vocational track, where not vocations but trades are taught. or
to the so-called "general.' track, a watered-down version o.
cation" which prepares its students neither for a vocation nor for
the pursuit of higher education.

The track system tends to freeze students w.111;11 the co., finc,. of
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their class, race, and social groups, denying all the groups the benefits
of interaction and shared experiences. At least half the college-bound
students in the tracked school are as ill-served as the students on the
vocational and general tracks. It is the group that will begin but will
not complete their college studies. Not only do the so-called compre-
hensive high schools fail to teach these youngsters skills, or give them
a glimpse of the technological understanding of the society, but the
set-up also denies them the opportunity to ;Lib elbows with the social
class and life style with which they may well have to come to terms
in the long run. The tracked school also limits the vocational stu-
dent's exposure to courses that might enrich his curriculum, his
capacity to function well in his chosen vocation, or for that matter
his ability to choose otl,er options as opportunities emerge.

The cultural isolation of such tracking system serves in the long
run to deny the very bases of experiences necessary to rneet the
future goals of liberal education. In fact, it promotes negative inter-
action amongst the students and is an affront to the very democratic
processes in which we so strongly believe.

Vocational Educa,:n

3t is impossible to study vocational education in the United States
without realizing that. in fact, there is no "system" of vocational
education; there are schools of all kinds, at all educational levels, but
there is no system with a logical progression from school to school
and from level to level. For six y years vocational education has been
confused with practical training required for a job and has been
regarded as separate and Olstinct from "education" as such. It is
offered at the end of a process of compulsory general education and
is concerned with only a fraction of the labor force. It is associated
with manual occupations and is thought of as inherently inconsistent
with the ideal prospect of higher education for its pupils.

The United States public education system strives to give the
student every opportunity to develop his talents at the highest
possible level. But the highest possible level is always the highest
formal verbal education level. The student is urged, and perhaps
rightly so under the current conditions of American higher educa-
tion, to prepare for college and to do nothing that might impair his
ability to go there. The statement for vocational education is more
often than not made in a negative fashion. We say we want vocational
education for students 't\ ho do not have the ability for college, yet
even they are told not to take vocational courses because these might
make college admissions more difficult. Since vocational education
as it is now thought of is not truly education at all, and is not thought
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of as being preparatory for the liberal arts, only the student who is
determined to become a craftsman, or who has been given up by the
educational system, takes vocational education.

Public Education Under Attack

Negro organizations until the mid-l960s had been Minos! exclu-
sively concerned with voting rights and equal access to education
and facilities. The late Dr. Martin Luther King, who had the gift of
getting to the heart of a problem, soon pointed out that the right to
sit at a lunch counter without the funds to buy a hamburger was
hardly a victory. The movement focused on the need for jobs and
training and. consequently, on the quality of education. A number
of remedial manpower and antipoverty programs were introduced:
the Manpower Development and Training Act, the Community
Work Training programs, the Job Corps, the Neighborhood Youth
Corps, the Wolk Experience and Training Program, and others. In
1968, thirty-one out of every one thousand persons in the United
States were being trained or retrained under the provisions of one or
another federally funded program. With 23 percent of Negro men
aged 16.24 unemployed, and others underemployed, however, the
federal programs added up to a drop in the bucket. Unfortunately.
most of these programs were under the jurisdiction of the Labor
Department and had little effect on the public schools.

Public education came in for more than its share of criticism. Not
enough, it was charged, was being done to prepare the 70 pel cent of
American youth who do graduate from high school for a vocation
not to speak of the 30 percent who do not graduate. Thin y-eight
million underemployed and ten million functional illiterates testified
to public school failures. Judged by Conant's criteria--that is, hold-
ing power, post-secondary-school employment status, and college
entrance qualifying scoresmost city schools and many in srburbia
did not measure up well. A spate of other reports, official and un-
official, in the mid-1960s accurately portrayed urban educational
systems as victims of their own rigidity. Researchers came up with
many significant findings about learning processes, curriculum inno-
vations, and educational technology which could have been put into
effect immediately. But top-heavy bureaucracies, outmoded admin-
istrative practices, and shortages of funds made for distressing time
lags between discovery and application. Caught between their own
antiquated methods and the impatience of their constituents. many
schools became essentially custodial institutions--anti-educational
and destructive to the learning processes, and especially damaging
to nonwhite students.
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As in other times of crises, interest turned to vocational education.
Congress enacted legislat ion, and a federal commitment of vast sums
of money was provided to service public sr hool youngsters who would
not go to college. In 1968 the total amount of money spent by the
federal government and the states and local school systems reached
almost 199 million dol:ars a year.

There were two new basic purposes of the new federal legislation.
First, vocational education was to serve the occupational needs of
all people through united programs, rather than training them in
separate programs by selected occupational categories. Second,
vocation.il processes were to be used for persons with special needs.
There is little evidence that either of these major [imposes has been
accomplished to date. Overall vocational enrollments increased from
4.5 to 6 million between 1964 and 1966, but secondary level voca-
tional enrollment constitutes only a quarter of the total high school
enrollment of the nationeven though 80 percent of our youth never
achieve a college education. A 1964 Labor Department survey found
that less than one-half of the non-college-trained labor force had any
formal training for current jobs. Less than 4 percent of the 18- to
21-year-old population were enrolled in post-secondary vocational
education, with less than 3 percent of those over 22 years of age
involved in parttime adult extension courses. Yet the purpose of
this legislation was to trice', the need of curry ocrson to have formal
preparation for employment and to serve the need for continual
upgrading. The Vocational Act of :963 was a noble gesture. But after
six years it has become obvious that other alternatives might be more
successful.

Learning Styles

Most American public school education is geared to the college-
oriented student. This does not make sense when only two out of ten
public school childrenwill eventually graduate frorr college. It makes
Less seAse when you realize that as a consequence, public schools tend
to rely for results on the incentives that motivate only most
successful pupils: recognition of academic achievement, teacher
and parent approval, and the like. Underlying these incentives is the
principle of deferred gratification. Increased earning power, prestige.
and status, the system preaches, will ultimately accrue to those who
learn to postpone satisfaction; and to be diligent, even in the face
of tedium, difficulty, or drudgery. But not all students are willing or
rdilefinancially or otherwise to translate the attainment of future
goals ii.to the necessity (or present ap

Some mark time in school because icy see no other alternative.
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Others accept the long-range objectives as suitable, but have diffi-
culty in relating them to daily tasks and decisions. Still others simply
turn their backs on school and walk away.

We are all too ready to assume that the difference between the
facile learners and the others resides in native intelligence. Actually
the real difference probably lies in differing ability to verbalizethe
best-rewarded skill in our educational system. The ability to verbal-
ize is an important ingredient in one type of learning style. But there
art other learning styles, which can be equally rewarding and would
lead to a greater ability to communicate if only the can be matched
by appropriate teaching procedures.

Underlying the teaching techniques thal 1 will describe is the
concept that intelligence is not fixed, as was once supposed, and that,
furthermore, it can he developed by providing the child with enough
favorable informational interaction with the environment, or as J. M.
Hunt puts it, interaction that is "relevant to the role of early experi-
ence and psychological devt lopment."

H. W. White provides a clue to how best to achieve this. The hu-
man organism, says White, is motivated to "interact effectively with
his environment,- as manifested in his exploratory, manipulative.
and activity behaviors. The exploratory behavior, he says. is best
seen in -the organism's intense and persistent drive to respond to all
kinds of stimuliauditory, tactile. visurl, esthetic, and so forth."
If this is true, and I believe it is, it seems probable that situations
which restrict or otherwise deprive youngsters of meaningful inter-
action with the environment would tend to inhibit the development
of intelligence. Failure to match teaching procedures to learning
style, it would then seem, could have just such an inhibitory effect
on learning.

Some children are graphic learners. Others learn best through
manipulation. Still others are affective. Mr st of these children could
be engaged in good general educational programs if we borrowed the
vocational processes themselves with which to engage them. All of
these youngsters hear out what James and Dewey and Whitehead
were saying: that youngsters do have different styles of learning,
and everything possible must be provided to allow the learner to
interact with his environment. Vocational education, conceived of as
a tool for comprehensive education rather than an end in itself, lends
itself readily to the purpose of matching styles.

Urban children particularly need the kind of opportunity that was
offered on the rural farmto take things apart and put them to-
gether, to handle, feel, discover for themselves how things work.
These opportunities %%Ire the very bases for many farm children later
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succeeding in college. Often in serving children whose styles are not
verbal we lose sight of the fact tllat "doing" is only the beginning.
Thinking follows; feeling follows. Doing is the specific from which
later generalizations will follow, and vocational education can con-
tain a high proportion of doing.

Poaching right down into the grade school, vocational education
can. for example, be employed to help the child with reading difficul-
ties. It can provide the experiental base we so readily assume in
elementary education.

The traditional school system supplies children Living reading
difficulties with another text, a special teacher, and in effect intensi-
fies the application of the same techniques and materials which have
already given him trouble. A truly comprehensive school, taking ad-
vantage of the possibilities that are inherent in vocational education.
would on the other hand allow the child to work in a workshop with
type and simple printing presses. Instead of reading page after page
of printed material. ha would actually print one.

Education need not he painful and should not he passive, especially
for the children who resist traditional met hods. The moment of learn-
ing should be active, intense, and spontaneous, as when Maria Mon-
tessori's four- and five-year-old pupils "burst spontaneously into
writing," without having been "ianght" to do so. Matching teaching
procedures to learning styles can help keep it that way, and this can
he done through the judicious use of selected vocational processes
as pedagogical vehicles. They will require the student's active par-
ticipation and will greatly enhance his motiaation to learn. They will
help to relate his education experience to finy number of adult roles
as well without diminishing the quality or rigor of the educational
program.

At present, however, the most important vocational processes and
resources are tragically misused in the public schools of the United
Ste tes. The very structure of the public school frame-work serves to
box in vocal :anal education and vocational educators, denying them
the possibilit y of making their max /MUM c ontribution. The situat ion
will be perpetuated unless we recognize that the school can do justice
to its constituency only if it integrates the vocational processes in
the contbritim of education, beginning early in elementary school
and continuing through at least fourteen years of schooling.

The nerd, it should be noted, is to relate the vocational processes
to the academia disciplines and not the other way around. There is
no need for related math, as it is noy taught to vocational students.
only for math; no need for relt ted science, but for science; not for
related English, only for English. We do need and need badly-
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related shops, labs, drama departments, and graphic arts, to name
just a few examples.

Comprehensive Education

The idea is not simply to fit vocational education into the existing
system but to make it the pi incipal feature of a new system.The plan
depen-ls upon an extensive redesign of the secondary school curricu-
lum, but it is a practicable plan. Aspects of it have been tried by the
Ford Foundation in thirty schools in twenty cities, and early indi-
cations are that they work. Thew pilot curriculum experiments are
in all grade levels from kindergarten through college and fall into
two principal cntggories.

The first is T. esigned to make vocational-technical education more
relevant to the needs of a modern technological society. The second
seeks to end the traditional separation between vocational and aca-
demic education and make both more meaningfuland accessible
to a broader range of students. The oldest experiment is eight years
old; the newest was initiated in 1967.

The education e.wis.ioned by these grants is one that opens rather
than closes doors; that prepares students for work in broad career
fields (and perhaps more than one), not for a narrow range of specific
jobs; that does not cut students off from higher education at some
point in their o. ;.ation but allows them to proceed after high school
eitier to good jobs or to further education; that does not separate
subjects into rigid compartments but is strongly interdisciplinary
and seeks ways in vhi.:11 interconnections can be n-,ade between
vocational and academic work; that rejects a system of academic

wherein the presumed sheep and goats follow wholly dif
feren paths, but instea.l creates a broad highway upon which all
may travel as far as their talents and desire will permit.

Whit has come through loud and clear from the studies is the
reaffirmation of oft-repeated principles: Learning is a process of en-
gaging }:cople in the processes., and education is relevant experience
coupled with purposeful activity. It has also become clear that a
coordin iteC' comprehensive program offers ample opportunity for a
variety of teaching methods, and of learning styles, and so is more
cor.,a;enial to academie aiWev?rnent by the nonverbal pupil than tra-
dilion?i, abstract verb31 proyi atm

Thy: results thus far lor4) support to my thesis that se need to
crer.t -! in our elementsry end secondary schools a coordinated ear-
ricdt rn %vhe;e voce.tionat general education reinforce each other;
when: .;arefally designed pruams prepare youth for advanced train-
ing for such new career fields 3S are developing in medical technology,
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the graphic arts, and a host of paraprofessional occupations; and
where students are taught general work skills that are transferable
from one occupation to another.

Under such a system, no student would he rejected outright at any
stage of his educationthough he might be directed at least tempo-
rarily to more modest objectives when there is reason to believe his
career choice offers lit tle probability of success. In such a system. all
students would be considered potential candidates for post-second-
ary education and training, and all would have several options at the
time of graduation from high school. They would he prepared to
work at simple trades and occupations, to go to a two-year commu-
nity or junior college or technical school, or to move right into a four-
year college. Even the choice of a two-year college or technical school
would not cut of options. At the time of graduation from one such
school, the student would be prepared to work at a technical level or
to transfer ton four-year college in order further to develop his skills
and enrich his liberal education.

An effe,:tive comprehensive program would begin in elementary
school where you ngsters would be introduced to the concept of choice
between achievement through verbal or abstract performance and
achievement through manipulation and demonstration of real ob-
jects. Both processeswould be designed to arrive at the same learning
goals. Each unit of work in the language arts, for example, would
begin with a self-directed experience matched to individual readine;s
levels. Eventually all the children would reach the same goal, verbal-
izing or otherwise demonstrating what they have learned respond.
ing in different ways, at different times, in accordance with ,ndividuai
abilities and talents. Throughout the elementary grades, there would
be a continuing examination of how man uses work for self - ;support,
how mail'. o :cupations employ knowledge and how productivity is
related to a variety of abilities. A major objective of elementary edu-
cation 1, ould be to discover the talents of each child and demonstrate
their rel.rtion,hip to the work world.

At the junior and high school levels, academic and vocational
teachers would be teamed for the purpose of reinforcing each other's
aims by coordinating the curriculum which they will both work to
promote.

Vocational guidance \you/ft be introduced early in the middle-
school years. Its aim would be to acquaint the students with the
workings of industry and commerce toward the end of mat:hing
their tents With their tsreer objectives. The vocational guidance
depai cent would, for example, provide an annual career-objective
analysis for each student, based on the diagnosis, discussions, pre-
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dictions, and evaluations of teachers, examinations, and computers.
These analysesreally employment plans that are revised annually
would enable the student to appreciate the relevance of his school
performance to his career possibilities. Like the college-bound stu-
dent who even now is familiar with the ins and outs of college oppor-
tunities, the vocationally oriented student would be encouraged to
know where jobs of interest to him are to be found, the types of
advanced training that are available, the requirements for ndmission
at appropriate schools and whatever peculiarities attach to his field
of interest.

Such a system would depend on a complete and continuing inven-
etory of the composition of the workforce and employment market.
descriptions of requisite skills for specific occupations and pertinent
information about performance criteria in each.

This new input is particularly appropriate for the middle-school
years, considering what we now know about early adolescenke. Re-
search experiments done by Taba and others have shown it is possi-
ble to teach a good deal more mathematics, physical and biological
sciences, and foreign languages earlier in the elementary grades,
and later in the high school, than we now even attempt to offer in the
middle-school grades. If ever there was a time in a continuing cur-
riculum for the student to be encouraged to look inward, to identify
his talent, to take stock of his assets, to test himself for future de-
cisions, it is in early adolescence. Art, music, literature, guidance,
and the like, belong to the middle school, and yet pivadoxically it is
during these years of emotional and physical change that we oiler
the child mathematics, foreign languages, and the physical sciences.
Most middle-school youngsters will tell us easily all the subjects
Oley dislike, all the activities the.). are poor in; very kw know what it
is they do like to do, what their talents are, or which tasks they are
able to perform well.

To fully implement the idea, cooperating community colleges and
technical institutes would he needed to offer programs that articu-
late with the secondary school experience. Occupational training in
such schools would lead to an associate degree or to a cPitificate of
achievement in a broad range of subjects. Cooperating technical
schools would also setve to bride the gap between the secondary
schools and state coller.es and universities. plotting avenues toward
still further education for all those who are eager and able.

The most likely immediate beneficiaries of a comprehensive system
would be culturally and economically deprived American s tut! -nts.
A serious shortage of qualified nonwhite manpower at the technical
level has been dramatically illuminated by an avalanche of materials
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and reports on the manpower needs in engineering, science, medi-
cine, and the social sciences. These same reports and others have
documented the fact that Negro manpower, above all other, has been
largely untapped by contemporary educational techniques. Trapped
by the traditional view that the central purpose of higher education
is satisfied by the production of liberally educated men and women,
Negro colleges have been among the most delinquent in overlooking
the necessity for career training, but they are by no means the only
offenders.

I want to emphasize that compreherc;,ve education is of value to
students whose primary interest may be the liberal arts. Let me try
an example of what I mean. A youngster who is pr yx, ded with an
opportunity to design, to fabricate, test, and report on an item goes
through a number of behavioral changes not unlike the processes
within the liberal arts. Surely few would say that the mere use of the
workshop rather than an art classroom would change the purpose of
an opportunity to express oneself artistically. What ever the medium
paint, metal, wood, music, ceramics, paperknowledge of the
properties of the materials, the mathematics of design, the esthetic
experience, the bases of the social and humanistic message could all
he present. The degree of creativity, of course, would depend on the
particular task assigned, but on this level at least the vocational
processes surely could be used as a great tool in liberating the mind
for self-expression.

We might probe still deeper. A basic fault in our present theory
and practice of education in the United States is the idea that voca-
tional education not only stands apart from humanistic studies but
is also a dull body of specific, technical facts and manipula'ive func-
tions, and that only, Some educators are inclined to emphasize spe-
cific vocations or skills in preparation for life in the work world,
leaving the acquisition of mot ?. general principles to induction from
experience. Others tend to emphasize general education. leaving
specific skills to be acquired on the job. Both means command
supporters at all levels of schooling. The problem is further compli-
cated in our confusion of the concepts of "training," "education,"
and "experience." If we agree with Garth Mangum's definition of
training as an instructional function, education as a learning process,
and experience dictating the mixture of training and education, the
liberating role of vocational education becomes clearer. The proc-
esses themselves are introduced as necessary to meet any assumed
prerequisite for liberal education. That is to say, the psychological.
sociological, philosophical, and operational questions of to what ex-
tent the processes if education can he generalized for all students
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become clearer.
To say that vocational education must become the principal core

of modern curriculum is to say only that the remainder of the cur-
riculum must he more fully and more consciously related to the
place of individual talent in human life.

Vocational pi ocesses as pedagogical vehicles are not only relevant
to the physical and natural sciences but also as a basis for the liberal
arts. Beyond the sell-liberating qualities of the processes themselves
and their powerful stimulus for greater understanding, vocational
skills are clearly the education which transmits from one generation
to the next the heritage of the past and the seeds of new ideas yet to
be. It surely reflects the central reality of modern life and a real basis
of intergenerational communication. If ve agree that "life adjust-
ment" :s still the goal of education, then paramount in such adjust-
ment must be the reckoning with the school's responsibility to iden-
tify the student's work-world talents so that the liberal arts have a
greater meaning in his identified life-style.

Liberal education as we conceive it should he more than an edu-
cation for intellectual pursuits and could embrace technical educa-
tion. An educational program can and should at one and the same
time and at all levels furnish its students with the wherewithal for
filler lives and for fulfilling, productive careers.

Alfred North Whitehead said this so clearly: ".. . culture is activ-
ity of thought, and receptiveness to beauty and human feelings.
Scraps of information have nothing to do with it. A merely well -
informed man is the most useless bore on God's earth. What we
should aim at producing is men who possess both culture and expert
knowledge in some special direction. Their expert knowledge will
give them the ground to start from, and their culture will lead them
as deep as philosophy and as high as art."

High school graduates who prefer to terminate schooling after
high schoola declining number we would hope under this system
would be invited to participate in cooperative work-study programs
during the last year or two of school to prepare them for full-time
employment upon graduation. An increasing number, however,
would go on to higher education. Until now two-year colleges that
are part of a unified secondary system or a state or comity university
system have had the best results in relating their vocational pro-
grams to those of feeder high schools. It is to be hoped that in the fu-
ture more two-year colleges will take steps to achieve similar results.

Even now American four-year colleges have begun to appreciate
that a larger portion of the population can profit from study at the
college level than had been earlier e..urned. The new aspirants for
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a college education, however, will be more diversified than previous
generations of college students, and many among them will have had
very limited success in high school.

Nevertheless, many will argue from a narrow definition of higher
education, bo'stered by a rigid and simplistic notion of its function.
that opening the sluice gates to admit as many newcomers as possi-
ble must he accompanied by deterioration in the quality of educa-
tion. Flexibility, alternate programs, and multilevel goals, implicit
in the educational system I have described, can give the lie to such
arguments, for comprehensive education multiplies and nroadens the
pathways to higher achievement, offering promise of better lives and
ultimately of a better society in which quality of all kinds can flourish.

Teachers
It should be clear that to achieve ow' purposes the highest priority

should be given to the training and developing of a new breed of
educator, vocationally competent and academically accomplished.
There is no single problem of greater urgency, particularly in the
field of urban education.

Much has been written about the qualities, skills, and commit-
ments essential to good teaching. An additional attribute was pro-
posed some years ago by Douglas McGregor. In his capacity as presi-
dent of Antioch College, he advocated that college faculty should
alternate between teaching and other work. Being on "int imate terms
with business and industry, sovernment agencies, unions, social and
professional agencies," he said, would make for sounder teachers.
"Not only would they be in a better position to relate theory to prac-
tice, but they would soon begin to overhaul s.otne theories...."

If school teachers had a Visceral appreciation of the world in which
their pupils lived, they would have a better conception of their PAch-
ing roles. Such appreciation can be gained by living experience. Co-
operati e industrial education for teachers is, therefore, critical for
the new breed of educator who will he needed in the comprehensive
school.

The comprehensive school will demand a continuing dialogue be-
tween academic and vocational teachers. A common set of experi-
ences must he considered a prerequisite for such a dialogue. As
matters stand now, the preparatory experiences of academic and
vocational teachers are worlds apart. Beyond his undergraduate
studies which include a prescribed number of courses in education
and some practice teaching, the high school teacher of academic
subjects in New York City, for example. is required to have a Mas-
ter's degree, nothing more, as preparatic n for his vocation.
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The vocational teacher, presumably to compensate for the shop
experience required of him, is excused from studying for his Master's
degree and even from acquiring a Bachelor's degree if he is willing to
sacrifice some salary increments. Two years of college work is all he
needs in addition to seven to nine years of work experience to acquire
a teaching license in New York, the nation's largest city. After ac-
quiring seven to nine years of work experience, most workers who
become teachers are too far removed from the spirit of school and
too tired to acquire more than the minimum two years of college.

There is no doubt that the work experience the vocational teacher
brings to his job is indispensable to his performance in the classroom
both for the exposure it has given him to the -.corker's milieu and the
skill it has imparted. Nevertheless it seems likely that the mission
of education rather than trade instruction would be better accom-
plished with a different mixture of college and work experience.

For the teacher of academic subjects, school experience should
he supplemented by some work experience, continually renewed
throughout his teaching career. An intimate knowledge of today's in-
dustrial and busi.iess complex, proficiency in dealing with the man-
made environment, and an undersh nding of the problems of the
work world are necessary skills for A, especially urban teachers.
Such competence can be acquired only through actual experience,
and, therefore, work experience would be a basic element of all
teacher-preparation programs. I want differentiate here between
work experience related to educational processes and work ext,eri-
ence to meet economic needs.

Without prescribing a teacher-training program, it is appropriate
to take note of the deep prejudice harbored both by the vocational
teacher, who feels his industrial experience compares favorably with
the academic teacher's more extensive schooling, and by the aca-
demic teacher, who is often contemptuous of :nanual skills. The
academic-vocational gap will close when te-.ers of all subjects.
working in reconstructed schools, are prepared to adopt alternative
means of inspaing learning and to come to appreciate the genuine
values that cail be derived both from vocational and academic edu-
cation and from first-hand acquaintanceship with the world of their
students.

Summary
Comprehensiveness insures the availability to all pupils of the

same range of knowledge. Through different activities and in differ-
ent classes, where teaching procedures are matched to learning style.
all pupils move at their own pace And in their own way to the same
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destination. That destination is a multioptio: 1 jumping-off point to
nevi levels of education and to the world of There are no sep-
arate goals in comprehensive education, but alternative means of
reaching the same options.

If students are not motivated toward the acquisition of adequate
education, we shall face an increasing waste of our human resources,
continued riots in the streets, and a general deterioration of society.
Except for the relatively small number of students who even now
seek learning for its own sake, students will be motivated to learn
only if their schooling is relevant to their lives, to their ambitions,
and to their styles of learning. Vocational education speaks to the
need for relevancy. The essential question is not, whether we should
merge general and vocational education but rather how we can best
exploit vocational education techniques in the interest of effective
teaching.

Society has rarely been disappointed when it looked to the edu-
cational profession for the solution of some of its most pressing
problems. I would urge that like our predecessors we discharge with
vigor and effectiveness our responsibility for our own society. We
must create a new educatisinal system. The nee,' is urgent, and the
capability is at hand.
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It has been more than fifty years since the passage of the historic Vo-
cational Education Act of 1917, more commonly known as the Smi ;h-
Hughes Act. This legislation was a landmark in the development of
the relationships of the federal government to the educational sys-
tems of the states. It provided a federal-state partnership in the
financing of educational programs at less than college level and
established a pattern and precedent for much subsequent federal
participation in educational programs of the states. It was not until
1963, however, that swift technological advance and changing econo-
my brought a fundamental reconsideration of the nature and needs
for education and training for employment. New approaches began
with the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963. In the
following six years, federal legislation further revamped the purpose
and scope of federally-sponsored vocational education programs, and
restructured those programs to meet the individual needs and socio-
economic urgencies of an increasingly urban and technological soci-
ety. Throughout this more than half century the federal government
maintained support of vocational education while eschewing similar
assistance to ge.ieral education. This fact bespeaks an underlying
public conviction about the relathm of man to his work, a conviction
epitomized by the following excerpt from the Report of the Advisory
Council on Vocational Education, 1968:

Vocational education is not a separate discipline within education,
but it is a basic objective of all education. . . . Vocational education
cannot be meaningfully limited to the skills necessary for particular
occupation. It is more appropriately defined as all of those aspects of
educational experience which help a person to discover his talents, to
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relate them to the world of work, to choose an occupation, and to refine
his talents and use them successfully in employment Some type
of formal occupational preparation must be part of every educational
ewerience. . . . There is no longer room for any dichotomy between
intellectual competence and manipulative skills and, therefore, between
academic and vocational education.

The authors of the preceding chapters view the present conditions
of the nation's programs of education and training for employment
from different perspectives and with different expectations. Those
who have grown up with and have given their professional lives to
the development of vocational education programs write with under-
standable empathy foe, and pride in, the vocational education estab-
lishment.

The authors who measure the achievements of vocational educa-
tion programs strictly against tl.e economic, sociological, or man-
power needs of society are less charitaNe, and stress the gaps yet to
he filled. While but a few of the chapters contain forecasts of coming
developments, the discussions as a whole reflect certain developmen-
tal t rends and intimations of the future.

It would be redundant to summarize here the discussions of the
preceding chapters. Rather it is the purpose of this chapter tc draw
ideas and viewpoints presented by the galaxy of cont ributing authors
and present them es a synthesis of trends in vocational education.
Such an attempt involves editorial risks for which the present author
assumes full responsibility. Fortunately, the presence in this volume
of the full text of each author's presentation provides ready compari-
son of the viewpoints of the author and those selected for comment
in this chapter.

Barlow, Swanson, Evans, and Micheels have been wheel-horses
in the development of vocational and technical education for many
years. Their names appear on Commissions and Task Forces which
have shaped national policy in this field, and all have had leadership
positions in directing substantial programs of vocational and techni-
cal education. From this quartet of veteran educators, the reader
senses feelings of satisfaction over the fact that vocational education
occupies a cent ral position among national concerns of the day. Bar-
low welcomes the idea that education for employment should be in
the mainstream of the educational enterprise and counts the shift in
emphasis from training in speci1:-.1 occupational fields toward serv-
ing occupational needs of individuals both a significant educational
advance and a deserved recognition of the long-time efforts of voca-
tional education.

Swanson contends that the aims and objectives of vocational edu-
cation are served best when vocational programs are directed by
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persons who have both personal stature and high rank in the admin-
istrative hierarchy of federal and state governments. He pleads that
programs of training and education for employment should emanate
from educational agencies. It will be interesting to see whether edu-
cation for employment will move closer to the mainstream of all
education and, if it does, whether such a welding of purpose and
program will dissipate a long-smoldering divisiveness between aca-
demic and vocational educators.

Evans strikes at the heart of urgent and persistent needs in voca-
tional education. His recommendations for teacher- education pro-
grams and staffing practices have merit for all types of educational
institutions. Teachers are now prepared on a pattern whirr, empha-
sizes subjects and disciplines more than areas of application, scholar-
ship more than workmanship, preparation for additional schooling
more than preparation for non-school types of activity. Evans sug-
gests teacher-education programs in which certification is based
upon criteria of teaching effectiveness, meaningful employment ex-
perience, and improved in-service training. He also recommends that
salary schedules reward demonstrated gains in knowledge and skill
rather than the accumulation of course credits. His emphasis upon
interchange of work experience and school experience by both stu-
dent and teachers sounds a note being heard frequently and in-
sistently.

Micheels and Bensen's description of current pioneering activity
in curriculum development and innovative instructional programs
at work in scattered places through the nation gives refreshing
glimpses of the possible in improving learning outcomes not only in
vocational education but in all parts of the educational enterprise.
Indeed, the total impact of this panorama of educational experimen-
tation is to reaffirm the essential unity of education purpose and
process, and to question further the usefulness of the time-worn
distinctions between programs labeled vocational and those labeled
academic. The Eright hopes engendered by the promising develop-
ments described should not mask the fad that much of the educa-
tional system falls far short of the creative efforts exemplified by
these experimental programs.

Interestingly, the authors point out that the basic concepts of the
experimental programs are not new. Technological advance is spawn-
ing new educational media; new forces are becoming interested in
the educational process. In the !earning society of the future, educa-
tion will be carried on under many auspices, and programs and
processes of educational institutions will be meeting new tests of
their effect iveness. One bright-colored thread runs through this stim-
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ulating discussion. The educational system, its teachers, and its stu-
dents, must have clear knowledge of specific behavior outcomes
expected, multiple media for achieving the purposes, and relevant
criteria for knowing when the purposes have been achieved. Curricula
and instructional programs so designed are at least a part of the
answer to the quickening quest for relevant educationvocational
or other.

Bur' Sharp, and Mangum concentrate on shortcomings of present
arrangements for education for employment. Sharp stresses the very
belated and still inadequate activity in behalf of persons who have
long occupied pockets of poverty and islands of neglect amid a gen-
erally affluent society. She emphasizes that both schools and society
have a part in helping all people make satisfying and productive con-
tributions to our economic life. Her stress upon the need for the
application of knowledge and skills by persons drawn from differing
backgrounds of experience, and from differing agencies and institu-
tions, is timely. The tendency for legislative and educational pro-
visions to follow formal, institutionalized patterns leads to practices
that obscure the problems and often prevent adequate response to
the problems. It is curious that, while vocational education is striving
to dispel an image that casts it as a program for "academically un-
talented" students, some prestigious universities are identifying with
programs directly programmed for students who are "academically
disadvantaged." Sharp's analysis brings into clear relief the fact that
problems of the disadvantaged do not yield to standard practices,
single measures, or quick remedies. The adage that "an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure" is aptly applied. Two concrete
suggestions deserve highlighting: First no child should leave school
until he has acquired the basic learning skills ... reading, numbers,
communicative; and second, no school or training program should
be without an effective placement service.

Mangum is not sanguine about the ability of institutionalized
programs of vocational-technical training to respond quickly and
adequately to changing needs of individuals and of the occupational
structure. He takes issue with those who consider the attainment of
all educational objectives to he the sole province of the educational
establishment. He contends that institutionalized programs, rather
than concentrating upon the needs of individuals and the larger
society, tend to become selfserving. His account of the interplay of
forces within and between government agencies administering pro-
grams of training for employment reveals unresolved questions about
educational philosophy, educational finance, and the role of the
federal government in education. Mangum's suggestions about gov-
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eramental incentives and mechanisms to elicit greater responsive-
ness to educational and training needs is constructive, but falls short
of designing the better systems of education and training for employ-
ment that he believes are needed.

Burt finds reason for optimism in the growing participation and
constructive involvement by industry and business in employing and
training disadvantaged and chronically unemployed youth and
adults. He cautions, however, that educators must learn to use more
effectively the desires and energies of industry representatives. The
new initiatives by ildustry and its spreading involvement in the
"War on Poverty" is enhancing cooperative action with schools and
providing new approriches to the solution of the problem of under-
education and unemployment. He contends that diverse sponsorship
of programs frequently provides new methods, techniques, and op-
portunities for types of experimentation that institutionalized pro-
grams would find it difficult to attempt. Such programs, however,
should meet standards of cost-effectiveness that are applied to any
other program. The nature and growth of nonschool-sponsored pro-
grams are impressive and from these developments may come answers
to the question of what components of vocational education belong
with schools, what components with on-the-job training, and how
the two types of experience are effectively combined. Burt's plea for
assigning full-time school personnel to the function of establishing
and maintaining liaison with industry is congruent with the emphasis
other authors placed upon establishing effective occupational place-
ment services.

O'Hara and Tiedeman and Moss and Stromsdorfer provide the
insights of research experts and demonstrate the dividends of re-
search and developmont techniques when soundly applied.

Tiedeman foresees a new era in vocational education. He calls for
systematic use of occupational information toward achieving mature
occupational decisions. His conceptualization of the occupational
decision-making process is elaborately developed, and his translation
of his concepts into computerized operations are imaginative. His
point that occupational "data" become occupational "information"
only through "mediation" by the user who incorporates the data
within a personal set of experiences and goals is a useful guiding
principle for counselors. The computerized program designed by
Tiedeman provides opportunities for individualized confrontations
with the major elements of realistic occupational decision-making.
The distinction between "data," "information," and "knowledge"
is receiving renewed attention among educational planners. Peter
Drucker, in his volume The Age Jf Discontinuity, has recently sug-
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gested that "information" becomes 'knowledge" only when the in-
formation has applicational context) This idea recalls Alfred White-
heed's assertion that "education is the art of the utilization of
knowledge." Whether or not his "information system" becomes a
breakthrough to new levels of effectiveness in vocational decisions,
only time will tell. Meanwhile, his system for vocational decision-
making may be a preview of the ways in which individuals may he
making vocational decisions in a society enchanted by technological
advance.

Moss and Stromsdorfer report the state of the art in the evaluation
of vocational-technical eduoation, an art which challenges the best
of researchers and research techniques. To persons who emphasize
education's inherent values, the evaluation of educational outcomes
is theoretically either impossible or absurd. Certainly, the authors'
review of current studies is enough to discourage the amateur inves-
tigator. Heartening parts of this discussion, however, are the obser-
vations that recent studies are showing decidedly increased sophisti-
cation in conceptual and methodological aspects of the research, and
the Lelpful delineation of cautions and suggestions to prospective
1(!starchers in this field. Research as a funded function of vocational -
technical education won approval only recently. Industry and busi-
ness invest strongly in research and development activities designed
to evaluate and improve their products and processes. Curiously,
education, the biggest business of the nation, has not had the re
sources nor has it been required to conduct continuing research
upon the evaluation of educational outcomes. We may now stand on
the threshold of such demands.

Sputnik, this country embarked upon strong efforts to
increase i supply of highly qualified scientists and engineers. More
recently the n...tion has turned its attention toward the needs of the
much larger number of persons who leave the school system between
the ages of 16 and 20, some of whom are described as "disadvan-
taged." In preparing these people for transition to occupations other
than the occupation of "going to school," the long-standing practices
of other countries oiler useful suggestions. Specific practices may not
he as adaptable to our side as the underlying philosophy which de-
fines the roles of government, employers, schools, and trainees.
Dufty's discussion of technical education as carried on in some other
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countries has pat ticular merit in suggesting feasible alternate eduta-
tional paths for students to move to "higher education" through
programs of technical studies when appropriate performance stand-
ards are used. Some educational observers are predicting a shift from
curricula organized around disciplines to educational programs or-
ganized around broad problem areas in which knowledge is utilized
an approach now discernible in the organization of research activ-
ities. The emphasis upon performance standaras as measures of
educational attainment also deserves at tcntion. The greater partici-
pation and influence of the federal government in the education of
its citizens may eventually draw educational practices in the United
States closer to some of those used in some European countries.
Meanwhile, European count ries are mo7ing toward educational goals
and practices of the United States that seem needed by them.

Feldman attempts the design of a new educational program. His
redefinition of the comprehensive school to encompass the full range
of human talent and his stress upon respect for individual learning
styles will find warm support among many educators. His call for
teachers who have greater maturity and hie experience including
nonteaching occupational activity also will find ready public re-
sponse. In a world in which skill in the application of knowledge is
becoming the strongest component of all occupational careers, the
marriage of vocation and general education may bring strength
not now present in either. Feldman's future-facing viewpoints are
echoed in Drucker's The Age of Discontinuity:

The greatest weakness of the schools today, and the one youngsters
suffer most from, is this verbal strait jacket.... Fcw things are as badly
needed in growing up as the sense of achievement. In the academic
disciplines a student cannot perform. He can only show promise. All he
can do in LK. schools in the verbal area is to repeat what somebody has
already done or said.... The problem of the schools . . . is not a mat ter
of working harder and of doing more of what is being done today. What
we have learned in respect to all work applies to the school as well.
We need to work smarter.

Feldman has specified the building blocks required by an education
system which will do its work "smarter."

Such are highlights of viewpoints expressed by authors of this
volume. Each author has sung his part. Is there a melody? What
message does the volume as a whole convey? The statement that
follows resembles a personal credo about vocational education. Much
of it, however, is based on the stimulating and provocative view-
points of the authors contributing to this volume.

A key role of vocational education is to provide that variety of
educational choice and chance which is essential to the development
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of human potential. Institutions responsible for vocational education
at post-secondary levels must enjoy a flexibility of program and pur-
pose that is consistent with adult viewpoints about and uses of
education. These schools are service stations of knowledge and skill.
They should be open to all and serve purposes as broad as the range
of human vocations and avocations. They should be fountains of
educational opportunity to which many will return throughout the
productive years of their lives.

'The ideas of the open-door policy Pnd the philosophy of the multi-
ple chance in education are as American as the educational system
itself. We must guard against mistaking failure to learn for ability
to learn. History is replete with mistaken judgments about the po-
tential of people. We are only now beginning to see more dearly some
of the conditions essential to learning to learn. These new insights
stress the need for greater professional skill in the development and
use of instructional materials and in arranging the conditions for
individual tearniig. The human being at any age has great capacity
for underst coding when he is approached on his own terms, in his
own words, and at the appropriate stage in his development.

The programs and personnel of the vocational education system
must grow in strength with the rising level of education among the
people it serves, with the expansion of knowledge, and with the needs
of an expanding economy. But the purposes of vocational education
are not well served if it copies the academically-oriented institution
which serves but a fraction of society's needs. The excellence of voca-
tional education should he measured by quality of its performance
in meeting its own objectivesthat of serving the needs of the ma-
jority of the people who become employed in the majority of the jobs.

The need is not simply to extend college programs as we nnw have
them to a larger group of youth. 'The need is to make the basic edu-
cational program relevant to the lives and occupational careers of
youth for whom college degree programs are neither attractive nor
desirable. The development of specific occupational skills i., ; n im-
portant part cf this program, but less important than the cultivation
of the general competence and attributes that make youth employ-
able, promotable, and adaptable in a (!ianging occupational world.

Post-high school education will build on I Iv pattern of adult edu-
cation, emphasizing the career interests of adkilts and offering work-
study opportunities, offering studies of live issues that are important
to the daily responsibilities of citiLens, and providing chance for
creative expression in many vocations. It is jolt pos ible that partici-
pation in adult-oriented programs (1, ding with adult problems in
association with adults may prove the en( live way to usher youth
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into adult responsibilities.
The following specific implications for programs of vocational edu-

cation are evident:
1. The problem area is i.1 the period between mid-high school and

mid-college. The target is to meet the needs of the three-fourths of
American youth who leave the educational system during this prob-
lem period and who enter occupations in t. r middle rouge of desira-
bility.

2. The commitment is to an educational program which differs
from those now offered riot so much in its substance but in its focus
and relevance tc the needs of youth who make early transition from
school to work.

3. The call is for teachers who know ways to make their special-
ized knowledge paia table. and relevant to such youth; for counselors
who know as much about jobs as they do about collogcs and universi-
ties; for schools that take as much pride in records of successful job
placement and progress as in dean's honor lists.

4. Occupational preparation of the future will not only prepare
for employment in the initial job but will widen the range of jobs
for which the learner may qualify.

5. The Lae( d reaches beyond the powers of the educational system.
Action programs must reach to the area of employment opportunities
for youth of differing aptitudes and achievements. We must learn
more about how much and what kind ol training out work force
actually nerds, when ani., where this training is best given, and how
the costs of such training should be shared. Education and training
is life -long and proceeds under many kinds of auspices, including
self-education.

6. School systems now engaged in action programs are proviciing
more exciting information and, in my opinion, grsater strength to
vocational and technical education programs than much of the cur-
rent research. It doe not take the skills of a research expert to
describe better educational targets and the condit'ons required to
meet them. Frequently, perceptive teachers need only the time,
resources, and incentive to put into practice what they already know.

7. Well-conceiv .vork-study programs will multiply. The primary
value lies in the educative result of the work-experience itself. There
is merit in the suggestions now being offered for a two-year experi-
ence in national service for all youth in which the primary obligation
is ustful work. In such a setting youth may gain insights into the
practical relationship of learning to earning that he comprehends
but dimly when 11:s activity is confined to the classroom only.

8. New educational media will add to the resources for individual
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learning both in school and throughout life, The egg-crate school-
house of today will bear as much resemblance to the learning center
of tomorrow as the Spirit of St. Louis bears to Apollo 11. Less atten-
tion will be given to certificates based on time spent in scl-ool; more
attention will be given to learning powers and performaAce. Feder-
ally-sponsored learning institutes will take their place beside national
health institutes and other experimental laboratories.

9. The fulfillment of the educational needs of people and naCon
goes beyond use of quantitative measures such as adding to the
number of years of schooling, increasing the number of counselors,
and prcviding more dollars. The problem demands changing the
quality of the educational experience, greater involvement of the
student in shaping his own learning, extending the range and types
of learning activities, both in and outside the classroom, redenning
the rote and qualifications of teachers, and placing new values upon
preparation for work as a primary outcome of the educational process
or all students at all levels of the educational system.

Finally, human problems seldom yield to neat solutions. We move
forward by making adjustments to a continuing process of change
for change is the one real, hard fact of He. Surely all of us have work
to do in designi ig valid, workable, and changing ways to make ad-
justments in education and employment that will bring to all peuple
both satisfying learning and satisfying earning, and so a satisfying
chance for the good life.
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